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Mr. Clifford Jake of the Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah, at the Power Rock Site, April 1997

[English prologue:]
Here it comes out like a miracle. He's the one who knows it. They had regulations
and rules in the Indian traditional ways. It shows the chief where the people are. It
shows the regulations, the way he dreamed it and visualized it. They are to take
care of one another.

Uru'a niav puaxantem niavung niavingwam.
Exe marapexantem negnwe urapexants
urapexantem.
Senangwavi paavingw
-- Tevats --
penitikaipexaikung.
Senangwavi paavingw penitikaipexaiang,
Pianem Tevip.
Ungwaisamp
niavi
penitikapexant.
Neni panipan puchxwan.

[There was a chief medicine person among their chiefs at this time.
Indeed there were a lot of people
at that time.
That way the Creator's younger brother showed.
The Creator's younger brother showed
how Mother Earth is.
Only to him,
to the chief,
did he show it.
That's how I personally understand (it).]



This book is dedicated to the late American Indian elders who
accompanied us in many field seasons and generously shared
their knowledge with us for the benefit of everyone involved
in the Nevada Test Site mission and activities.
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FOREWORD

Robert Furlow

When I became the program manager of the United States Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office (DOE/NV) American Indian program in April 1991, the
agency had already begun to address how it could achieve a better understanding of the
natural and cultural resources on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) that are important to
American Indians, what DOE/NV could do to protect and conserve those resources, and
what method of consultation would ensure that tribal concerns were identified and con-
sidered regarding the effect of NTS activities and programs on those resources. Since
most of the underground nuclear weapons testing program activities at that time were
concentrated on Pahute and Rainier Mesas, which contained the highest densities of
known cultural resources, the initial phase of the American Indian program targeted
those areas.

Fortunately, the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office (YMSCO) had com-
pleted its initial consultation with 16 American Indian tribes and three official Indian
organizations from Arizona, California, Nevada, and Utah, representing the Southern
Paiutes, Western Shoshones, and Owens Valley Paiutes, with cultural or historic ties to
the NTS. That consultation focused on identifying resources important to American
Indians at the YMSCO. Hence, tribal affiliation with the NTS had been established and
the YMSCO consultation methodology served as a model for the work we were about
to begin on Pahute and Rainier Mesas. The American Indian program on the NTS has
come a long way since its inception in early 1991, and this book presents its history,
evolution, highlights, and many of the key accomplishments.

DOE/NV's American Indian program is similar to other consultation programs in-
stituted by federal agencies across the country, except for the fact we interact and con-

xiv
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suit with 16 tribes, three official Indian organizations, and one urban pantribal organi-
zation, representing three ethnic groups and four states. Not having worked with
American Indians before, I naturally presumed that all of them would generally agree
on most issues. However, I quickly discovered that this was not the case; in fact, sig-
nificant differences of opinion often divided the ethnic groups and individual tribes.

An important event occurred in 1994 when, at a general consultation meeting,
tribal representatives decided to "incorporate" themselves as the Consolidated Tribes
and to issue a position statement along with their recommendations for cultural resource
protection at the NTS. The name Consolidated Tribes was subsequently changed to The
Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations (CGTO) to accurately represent the
tribes and official Indian organizations that comprised the CGTO. Of course, the CGTO
is not composed of totally harmonious tribal representatives who uniformly share the
same ideals and opinions. Each constituent ethnic group has particular interests regard-
ing the cultural resources on the NTS. However, in developing protection and conser-
vation alternatives for those resources, Indian, rather than tribal- specific, concerns came
to be represented by the CGTO. Its members took concerted action and spoke with a
common voice. In my view, this imparted a greater sense of unity to CGTO decisions
and recommendations. The CGTO still forms the basis of our present program.

Throughout the program, the CGTO has completed many significant tasks and de-
veloped new and innovative ways of accomplishing complex work. For example,
American Indian monitors were selected by tribal leaders of each ethnic group to par-
ticipate in archeological field excavations. This provided opportunities for tribal repre-
sentatives to gain hands -on experience in archeological field techniques, note taking,
cataloging of artifacts, and preparing reports. The program, which still exists today, also
ensured that the field excavations were conducted in a culturally sensitive manner.

Without a doubt, one of the most significant CGTO achievements was their devel-
opment of the American Indian Resource Document for the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the NTS and Off -Site Locations in the State of Nevada. To my
knowledge, this was the first time American Indians had been involved in developing
text for a major federal EIS. To accomplish this task the CGTO appointed two tribal
representatives from each ethnic group to assist the DOE/NV EIS writing team in pre-
paring the American Indian Resource Document. This committee was called the Ameri-
can Indian Writers Subgroup (AIWS) and was the beginning of the use of subgroups to
work on DOE/NV projects rather than involving the entire CGTO. The AIWS was as-
sisted by Dr. Richard Stoffle and other ethnographers from the Bureau of Applied Re-
search in Anthropology at the University of Arizona (UofA) in Tucson, Arizona. The
final American Indian Resource Document was exceptionally well done and was in-
cluded as Appendix G of the NTS EIS.

The variety of projects in which the CGTO has been involved constitutes one of
the most interesting aspects of the DOE/NV American Indian program. And it should
be noted that the UofA and the Desert Research Institute (DRI) have provided invalu-
able assistance to the CGTO and the subgroups throughout the entire program. In addi-
tion to Appendix G of the NTS EIS, these projects have included writing American In-
dian sections of the Resource Management Plan for the NTS and developing a research
design, conducting fieldwork, and writing the final report for the American Indian low -
level radioactive waste (LLRW) transportation study. This two -year project was another
major, precedent- setting achievement of the CGTO in that it represented the first exclu-
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sive American Indian study of an environmental issue never before addressed from a
traditional Indian perspective. The scope of the project was also significant in that it
involved 29 tribes in California, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada.

In 1996, President Clinton issued Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites.
This order directed federal agencies to avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity
of Indian sacred sites and to consult with tribes to identify such sites. In response to this
order, CGTO representatives began conducting rapid cultural assessments of proposed
projects on the NTS and at off -site locations administered by DOE/NV, where Indian
sacred sites might be present, and developed recommendations to avoid adversely af-
fecting these sites. Hence, the consultation program was expanded to include another
phase of gaining American Indian input that could be incorporated into project deci-
sion- making strategies.

Most of the projects of our American Indian program were conducted to comply
with legislation and /or regulations. However, at the request of the CGTO, DOE/NV
conducted an American Indian Inventory and Interpretation of Rock Art on the NTS.
The project was not conducted for compliance but rather to provide the CGTO the op-
portunity to visit, evaluate, and interpret the significance of NTS rock art sites that were
undoubtedly an important part of their traditional cultural heritage. The consultation
entailed a systematic ethnographic study of petroglyphs, pictographs, and other rock
manipulations. The objective of the study was to gain an understanding of the cultural
significance of rock art for contemporary American Indians and its place in their tradi-
tional cultural landscapes.

Of all the projects, the most personally rewarding was the repatriation of 251 sa-
cred objects to the CGTO and the reburial of these items on the NTS. The Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990 requires federal
agencies to consult with tribes to determine if their artifact collections contain any sa-
cred objects, human remains, funerary objects, or objects of cultural patrimony. The
NTS artifact collection contained over 450,000 artifacts. The CGTO appointed the
NAGPRA Subgroup to review the artifacts and associated reports and to select potential
NAGPRA items for further review by tribal elders. The NAGPRA Subgroup and tribal
elders identified 251 items that they believed were sacred and /or funerary objects and
requested that these items be returned to the CGTO member tribes; DOE/NV agreed.
However, the CGTO further requested to rebury these items on the NTS and subse-
quently asked DOE/NV to provide assistance. DOE/NV agreed and in August 1994
spiritual leaders of the Western Shoshones, Southern Paiutes, and Owens Valley Pai-
utes, along with representatives of DRI and the UofA, and I, traveled to Gold Meadows
to conduct the reburial ceremony. We camped out the night before and the reburial
ceremony was conducted at dawn the next day. It was a solemn experience -I could
sense that this was an important, highly spiritual event, and that it meant a lot for the
Indian people to finally return these items to the NTS lands. Although I was asked if I
wanted to attend the reburial ceremony, I did not. But I felt honored that the spiritual
leaders asked me, as nonlndian people are usually never invited to attend these sacred
rites.

Although compliance with applicable legislation has been the cornerstone of this
program, we have sincerely tried to accomplish meaningful and worthwhile projects
and to protect and to conserve NTS resources in accordance with CGTO recommenda-
tions. We have also tried our very best to conduct the program in a culturally sensitive
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manner with utmost concern for tribal interests and traditions. DOE/NV remains com-
mitted to the government -to- government relationship with the members of the CGTO
and to full compliance with the DOE American and Alaska Native Tribal Government
Policy. The program has been, and continues to be, very successful; a great deal of that
success can be attributed to the DOE/NV Managers, Division Directors, and other
agency personnel who supported the program and provided much needed funding. DRI
archeologists and UofA ethnographers have also contributed to its success by providing
invaluable assistance and advice throughout my tenure. And, of course, the program
would have never been a success at all without the support and continued participation
of the Indian people.
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PREFACE

American Indian Writers Subgroup

From an American Indian perspective, the history of tribal- agency relations in the
context of legal compliance and government -to- government consultation on the NTS may be
best described as a history of "conflict resolution." That is, a process through which federal
officials and representatives of the CGTO learned to set aside their political and
philosophical differences about the NTS lands with a common goal in sight. In working to
resolve these differences, DOE/NV and the CGTO have found a productive framework for
preserving and managing the land and its valuable resources.

It would be unfair to all parties involved in this program to say that no obstacles lay on
the road that took us to the point where enough work was completed to fill the pages of a
lengthy book, for there is little satisfaction in accomplishing an easy task. On the contrary,
conflicts that threatened the future of the program have surfaced more than once. Even
though the CGTO holds fundamentally different views of human -land relations from those
held by NTS managers, both groups have worked together to overcome most obstacles as
new projects challenged their intellect and increased their ability to negotiate issues of
resource preservation and management. For example, the NAGPRA consultation regarding
archaeological collections from the NTS demonstrates how tribal governments, federal
officials, and archaeologists conquered profound differences and reached difficult but lawful
decisions about the final disposition of objects of great religious significance to Indian
people. The fact that these objects are now reburied at a place DOE/NV specifically set aside
for them in the NTS symbolizes the good will and mutual respect achieved in this
consultation process.

1
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Through participation in DOE/NV's American Indian program, two generations of
CGTO representatives have gained experience in establishing and maintaining consultation
relations. It is enlightening to recall, for example, the first intertribal executive session at a
meeting sponsored by DOE/NV. In that session tribal representatives not only had to agree
on new behavioral rules and protocols to deal with nonIndian parties -NTS managers,
archaeologists, and ethnographers -but also had to contend with historical ethnic and tribal
differences that had gone unresolved among them for the better part of a century. A charter
was then laid out, wherein modern issues of concern for all the participating tribes were
deemed to be of greater importance than tribal differences. The resolution to gain moral
authority over decisions affecting American Indian resources on the NTS was made; after all,
the program was created at a time when many American Indians had joined activist groups in
their protest against nuclear weapons testing and saw this as the most immediate threat to
their ancestral land and livelihood. This charter has guided relations with other federal
agencies that follow DOE/NV's pioneering example of government -to- government
consultation.

It is fundamental for the reader to understand that tribal representatives ascribe the
CGTO's success to its structure, which is modeled after a traditional American Indian
decision- making forum that resolves conflict by making recommendations that address
everyone's concerns. This model succeeded in reaching through the U.S. government's
corporate mentality that characterizes the formal interaction format followed by federal
officials when dealing with tribal governments. The first generation of CGTO representatives
found that corporate mentality often hid fearful feelings toward "the Indian" that were born
out of lack of firsthand knowledge of Indian culture and society. For their part, tribal
representatives learned to come to terms with their anger at having to find solutions to
problems that were not only alien to their traditions but also created in spite of them. Over
time, following a traditional decision -making forum helped Indians and nonlndians conquer
their anger and fear and allowed collaboration on projects that brought Indian people into
direct contact with their ancestral land. The program has since moved beyond project -
specific consultation and into a more systematic and inclusive consultation framework.

In sum, the history of "conflict resolution" that characterizes DOE/NV's American
Indian program at the NTS is rich in political experience and intellectual growth, and carries
a few ironies that no doubt will bring about raised brows and even a smile or two. Yet, the
reader will find in this book numerous instances when the program reached consensus on
crucial issues of preservation and management of American Indian resources. Ultimately, the
hope of the CGTO is that this book will show how the current generation of tribal
representatives has endeavored to fulfill the expectations of the CGTO's founding elders,
whose insistence on following the correct path to make a difference and inspire mutual
respect chartered the goals and principles of this work.
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Richard W. Stoffle, David B. Halmo, and María Nieves Zedeño

This book concerns a long -term consultation partnership involving a federal agency, a
group of American Indian tribes, and a team of anthropologists. More specifically, the
chapters in this volume examine the history, evolution, dynamics, and results to date of an
ongoing consultation relationship between the U.S. Department of Energy Nevada Opera-
tions Office (DOE/NV) and 20 tribes and organizations composed of ethnic Numic-
speaking Western Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Owens Valley Paiute -Shoshone people.
A team of applied anthropologists currently affiliated with the Bureau of Applied Research
in Anthropology at the University of Arizona in Tucson (UofA), and a team of ar-
chaeologists from the Desert Research Institute (DRI), a unit of the University and Com-
munity College System of Nevada in Reno and Las Vegas, Nevada, respectively, have
provided technical assistance and contract consulting services to the Indian tribes and the
DOE/NV, first on the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office (YMSCO) and, in the
past decade, on the Nevada Test Site (NTS).

During the early stages of the consultation relationship, the culturally affiliated Indian
and panlndian entities unified themselves into a single indigenous organization, the
Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations, or CGTO, for the purpose of defending
their collective interests in the lands and resources comprising the NTS in south -central
Nevada (fig. 1.1). Since 1994, this new Indian organization has consulted with the
DOE/NV on an increasingly wider range of issues that affect Indian cultural, religious, and
resource values on and around the NTS. The book also examines these cultural and
religious values regarding traditional lands and resources, and the cultural significance of

3
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Fig. 1.1. The Nevada Test Site and neighboring DOE facilities, Nevada

resources, objects, places, and landscapes within the boundaries of this facility that have
been affected by DOE/NV mission activities.

The consultation relationship was initiated, and continues into the present, as a result
of the implementation of a series of federal environmental laws and regulations that require
consultation with American Indian tribal governments when activities conducted with
federal funds, in federal facilities, or both, have the potential to adversely impact traditional
American Indian resources and cultural practices. Most notable among these is the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA), which was passed by the United States
Congress in 1978. Prior to that time, cultural resources were managed mainly in accor-
dance with the provisions set forth in Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Pres-
ervation Act (NHPA) of 1966, and in the 1974 amendment to the Antiquities Act of 1906.

Since the 1978 passage of AIRFA, the national policy agenda has increasingly recog-
nized the rights of American Indian peoples to engage in traditional activities and use tra-
ditional resources at locations that were once under their control and to participate in the
process of evaluating the potential impacts of government and private- sector undertakings
on former Indian lands. Since 1990, the government has also recognized the right of Indian
tribes to reclaim human remains and ancestral and traditional objects that have been stored
in museums and collections for more than a century, and to have those items returned to
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them for culturally appropriate disposition or use in traditional religious practice.
Consequently, tribal governments have participated over the past three decades in studies
and consultations required by the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and
the Council on Environmental Quality's implementing regulations, AIRFA, the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990, the NHPA as
amended in 1992, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation guidelines for preserving
traditional cultural values and properties, and, in the 1990s, a series of presidential Execu-
tive Orders directing federal agencies to consult with Indian tribes on a government -to-
government basis, protect the integrity of and Indian access to, sacred sites and resources,
and address the effects of federal undertakings on issues of environmental justice for mi-
nority populations, in addition to other extant cultural resource and land management leg-
islation.

Several chapters in this book examine the relationship between this evolving policy
agenda and consultation with tribal governments, as well as how national -level laws and
regulations have been translated and institutionalized into agency policy for addressing
American Indian issues as part of agency operations. Specific laws and regulations driving
a particular project are discussed where applicable. As a result of federal and agency pol-
icy, as well as a commitment on the part of agency personnel, social scientists, and Indian
tribes to engage in the social process of consultation entailing systematic interaction, re-
search, and negotiation to achieve mutually beneficial mitigation, Indian tribes have par-
ticipated as never before as equal parties in environmental matters and exercise more
power today than at any previous time. Such a process of collaboration, especially over the
long term, has yielded benefits for each of the involved parties.

Tribes and Organizations Involved in the American Indian Program on the
NTS

The Indian tribes and organizations who have participated in the DOE/NV consultation
program over the past decade are culturally affiliated with the NTS and surrounding lands. In
anthropological terms, the concept of cultural affiliation means that an ethnic group (or
groups) has an established history of prior occupancy and use of a region's lands and
resources, defined in this volume as an Indian region of influence (fig. 1.2). The concept of
cultural affiliation has been legally defined in federal legislation and regulations for
implementing NAGPRA (43 CFR 10, vol. 1, pts. 1 -999: 189 -213, 1997):

Cultural affiliation means that there is a relationship of shared group iden-
tity which can reasonably be traced historically or prehistorically between
members of a present -day Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization
and an identifiable earlier group. Cultural affiliation is established when
the preponderance of the evidence -based on geographical, kinship, bio-
logical, archeological, linguistic, folklore, oral tradition, historical evi-
dence, or other information or expert opinion -reasonably leads to such a
conclusion.
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The three American Indian ethnic groups, represented by 16 tribes, three ethnic or-
ganizations and one panIndian organization that over the years have been consistently invited
to participate in the DOE/NV American Indian program are:

WESTERN
SMÖSHÖNE

OWENS VALLEY
AWTE &WESTERN

SHOSHONE

?tanaMararbr FRfaGl.arr taaPat
xe it, nnapm raw irFaeueaa,1935.

Figure 1.2. American Indian region of influence: (1) Benton Paiute Reservation; (2) Timbisha Shoshone

Reservation; (3) Bishop Paiute Reservation; (4) Big Pine Paiute Reservation; (5) Fort

Independence Paiute Shoshone Reservation; (6) Lone Pine Paiute Shoshone Reservation; (7)

Yomba Shoshone Reservation; (8) Duckwater Shoshone Reservation; (9) Pahrump Paiute
Community; (10) Las Vegas Paiute Indian Colony; (11) Las Vegas Indian Center; (12)

Chemehuevi Reservation; (13) Colorado River Indian Tribes; (14) Moapa Paiute Reservation;

(15) Shivwits (Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah [PITU]); (16) Cedar City (PITU); (17) Indian Peaks

(PITU); (18) Kanosh (PITU); (19) Koosharem (PITU); (20) Kaibab Paiute Reservation; (21) Ely

Shoshone Tribe.
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Western Shoshone
Timbisha Shoshone Tribe, Death Valley, CA
Yomba Shoshone Tribe, Austin, NV
Duckwater Shoshone Tribe, Duckwater, NV
Ely Shoshone Tribe, Ely, NV

Southern Paiute
Kaibab Paiute Tribe, Fredonia, AZ
Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah, Cedar City, UT

Shivwits Band
Indian Peaks Band
Cedar City Band
Kanosh Band
Koosharem Band

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe, Lake Havasu, CA
Colorado River Indian Tribes (Chemehuevi), Parker, AZ
Las Vegas Paiute Tribe, Las Vegas, NV
Moapa Paiute Tribe, Moapa, NV
Pahrump Band of Paiutes, Pahrump, NV

Owens Valley Paiute- Shoshone
Lone Pine Paiute -Shoshone Tribe, Lone Pine, CA
Big Pine Paiute Tribe, Big Pine, CA
Fort Independence Indian Tribe, Fort Independence, CA
Bishop Paiute Tribe, Bishop, CA
Benton Paiute -Shoshone Tribe, Benton, CA

Ethnic Organizations
Western Shoshone National Council
Southern Paiute Chairmans' Association
Owens Valley Board of Trustees

Pan Indian Organizations
Las Vegas Indian Center, Las Vegas, NV

In certain cases when DOE/NV activities could potentially affect lands, resources, and
cultural values in off -site locations around the NTS, the CGTO has invited other tribal
entities to participate in the consultation program. Tribes that have been included in the
consultation program on a project -specific basis are:

Western Shoshone
Te -Moak Band of Western Shoshone Indians

Battle Mountain Band
Elko Band
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South Fork Band
Wells Band

Shoshone- Paiute Tribe of the Duck Valley Reservation

Goshute
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation, Deep Creek, UT
Skull Valley Goshute Tribe, UT

Mohave
Fort Mojave Indian Tribe, Fort Mojave, AZ
Colorado River Indian Tribes (Mohave), Parker, AZ

Hopi
Colorado River Indian Tribes (Hopi), Parker, AZ

Navajo
Colorado River Indian Tribes (Navajo), Parker, AZ

Detailed ethnohistoric, ethnographic, and legal foundations for establishing the cultural
affiliation of these ethnic groups and tribes are provided in Chapter 5.

Key Findings and Results of the American Indian Program

In the chapters that follow we present detailed summaries of the findings and significant
achievements of the consultation program to date. Some of the key findings and results of the
program and its studies include:

formation and evolution of the Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organiza-
tions (CGTO);
identification and evaluation of the cultural significance of artifacts, features,
archaeological sites, rock art, sacred places, plants, animals, minerals, water
and other natural elements contained within the NTS landscape;
participation of Indian monitors in archaeological investigations on the NTS;
repatriation and on -site reburial of sacred objects, unassociated funerary ob-
jects, and objects of cultural patrimony under NAGPRA;
precedent- setting inclusion of American Indian -authored text in the NTS EIS
and Resource Management Plan (RMP) documents;
precedent -setting execution of an American Indian LLRW transportation
study;
configuration of an Indian ethnographic team to conduct rapid cultural assess-

ments for environmental restoration activities and private sector development
initiatives on the NTS, following Executive Order 13007;
presentation of scientific papers by Indian authors at professional conferences;
and
institutionalization of best consultation practices in the form of a DOE agency
wide American Indian policy.
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Organization of the Book

The book is divided into three parts, each prefaced by a team of American Indian writ-
ers, who offer their perspectives on the topics covered in the respective set of chapters. Part I
addresses the American Indian program history and goals. Within that part Chapter 2
provides an historical overview of the program and its activities to date over the past decade.
Chapter 3 presents a model for American Indian consultation as it has been applied on the
NTS. Chapter 4 summarizes the outcomes of the consultation program independently of
discussions of specific study findings.

Part II examines in five chapters cultural affiliation and the findings of the specific cul-
tural resource inventory and assessment studies. Chapter 5 presents the ethnohistorical,
ethnographic, and legal bases for establishing the cultural affiliation of the three American
Indian ethnic groups to NTS lands and resources. Chapter 6 examines the cultural worldview
of the affiliated Indian ethnic groups and tribes that forms the foundation for their cultural
connections to objects and places on the NTS. Chapter 7 summarizes ethnoarchaeological
investigations, and Chapter 8 discusses the findings of ethnobotanical and ethnozoological
studies conducted on the NTS. Chapter 9 reviews the inventory and assessment of rock art on
several sites of the NTS and YMSCO. Chapter 10 closes this section with a discussion of
cultural landscapes and how these connect the NTS lands with the surrounding regions.

Part III of the book discusses CGTO involvement in thematic consultation studies con-
ducted for the NTS and surrounding region. Chapter 11 describes formation and involvement
of the American Indian Writers Subgroup (AIWS) in the NTS EIS and in subsequent
formulation of the RMP and provides an American Indian perspective on CGTO
involvement in conducting research and technical report writing for inclusion in the NTS
EIS. An earlier version of this chapter was originally presented by the AIWS at the 1996
National Association of Environmental Professionals in Houston.

Chapter 12 recounts the American Indian Low -Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW)
Transportation Study. Chapter 13 examines the process of rapid cultural assessment as it was
conducted by Indian ethnographers for DOE/NV and private- sector undertakings on the NTS
the Central Nevada Test Area (CNTA), as well as for the DOE/NV - funded environmental
assessment of intermodal transportation of LLRW to the NTS. Chapter 14 takes up the topic
of NAGPRA consultations and describes the process of collections review and item
identification according to the definitions provided in the legislation, development of criteria
and exhibits for formal consultation, and the resulting repatriation and reburial process.

The book's closing essay, Chapter 15, integrates themes and results of the American In-
dian program to date and presents a prospectus for the future of government -to- government
consultation on the NTS, with particular attention to the scientific, social, and policy
implications of long -term consultation partnerships among Indian tribal governments, federal
agency personnel, and social scientists.



2 THE AMERICAN INDIAN PROGRAM: AN HISTORICAL

OVERVIEW

David B. Halmo

This chapter briefly summarizes the history of the DOE/NV's American Indian program
on the NTS, its antecedents, and its evolution since its inception in 1991. The beginnings of
the consultation partnership between this agency and the culturally affiliated tribes and
organizations date back to 1987, when the YMSCO, then managed by DOE/NV, began a
Native American consultation program as part of site characterization studies for the high -
level nuclear waste repository proposed for Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Although consultation
on YMSCO continues today independently of the NTS and of DOE/NV, it originally formed
the basis of the present -day American Indian program that not only implements DOE
American Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Government Policy (2000) but also serves as a
model for other federal facilities in southern Nevada.

This chapter begins with a brief summary of the YMSCO Native American consultation
activities and implications for current DOE/NV consultation partnerships and follows with an
historical overview of the NTS American Indian program and its milestone activities and
achievements from 1991 to the present.

10
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The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office Native American Con-
sultation Program, 1987-1990

American Indian cultural resource studies on the NTS began in July 1987, after a "Pro-
grammatic Agreement among the DOE, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP) and the Nevada State Historic Preservation Officer for the First Nuclear Waste Deep
Geologic Repository Program in Yucca Mountain, Nevada" stipulated that:

The DOE will conduct consultation with American Indian groups having
traditional cultural ties to the area including both federally recognized
tribes and groups that are not federally recognized, but that can be identi-
fied through consultation with ethnographic authorities and others having
traditional cultural ties to the area. Consultation will be held to assure that
significant properties of traditional cultural or religious value to such
groups are identified and avoided to the extent possible. (DOE 1986: 5,
sect. 5C)

Thus, consultation began at the early stages of site characterization at YMSCO. Ar-
chaeological studies had begun in the Yucca Mountain study area in the early 1980s in
compliance with section 106 of the NHPA (Pippin 1984; Pippin, Clerico, and Reno 1982;
Pippin and Zerga 1983). YMSCO subcontracted the Native American cultural resources
study to R. W. Stoffle and his cultural anthropology research team -then at the Institute
for Social Research at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and currently
at the Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology at the University of Arizona (UofA) in
Tucson. The research team possessed scholarly knowledge of the ethnography and ethno-
history of American Indian peoples of the region, and practical expertise on the assessment
of cultural impacts and the implementation of government -to- government consultation
(Bean and Vane 1978, 1979; Stoffle and Dobyns 1982, 1983; Stoffle, Dobyns, and Evans
1983; Stoffle et al. 1984; Stoffle and Evans 1976; Stoffle, Evans, and Jensen 1987).

Ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and demographic research identified three American In-
dian ethnic groups and their representative tribes, and official Indian organizations with
traditional or historic ties to the NTS and the YMSCO study areas (see Chapter 5). The study
design argued for documenting the cultural concerns of affiliated Indian peoples at the ethnic
group level. Having so identified potentially impacted Indian ethnic groups and tribes, the
study design presented a consultation methodology that was based upon an American Indian
worldview of land and resources, and how this worldview is violated when confronted with
activities that threaten traditional lands and resources. Using the analogy of medical triage,
the design introduced the concept of cultural triage to illustrate the forced choices that
become necessary when all resources cannot be protected from adverse effects (Stoffle 1987:
16 -20; Stoffle and Evans 1990).

The YMSCO consultation methodology consisted of a task -based but flexible procedure
to coincide with the major study activities. Briefly, the 10 tasks or procedures consisted of:
(1) contacting official tribal governments; (2) requesting tribal governments to appoint
official tribal contact representatives (OTCRs), individuals whose responsibility was to keep
track of project study activities and developments and report to tribal governments; (3)
conducting key cultural expert interviews; (4) searching literature /archives; (5) analyzing
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existing data; (6) visiting sites in the project area with elders and representatives to identify,
interpret, and document concerns for cultural resources; (7) analyzing field data; (8) writing
up fmdings in a draft report; (9) sending the draft report for review by tribes and agencies;
and (10) revising and submitting the final report to tribes and YMSCO. All tasks were
important, but on -site visits gave consultation its core (fig. 2.1).

The YMSCO studies generated a wealth of new information on American Indian
resources that was presented in three lengthy interim reports (Stoffle et al. 1989; Stoffle,
Evans, and Harshbarger 1989), an annual summary report (Stoffle et al. 1988) later published
as a research monograph (Stoffle et al. 1990b), and a report of mitigation recommendations
(Stoffle, Evans, and Halmo 1988). The interim study reports documented the ethnohistory of
land use and occupation of the YMSCO study area, and tribal concerns for archaeological
resources and botanical resources, respectivejy. The annual report summarized the study
fmdings and the mitigation report presented 13 tribal recommendations for reducing potential
adverse effects of site characterization activities on various categories of American Indian
resources.

Fig. 2.1 Indian elders in the field during the YMSCO studies
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The DOE Nevada Operations Office American Indian Program, 1991 -
Present

The DOE/NV American Indian program was initiated in 1991 to ensure agency compli-
ance with AIRFA for the NTS. Its goal was the development and implementation of a gov-
ernment-to- government consultation program designed to elicit American Indian comments
and recommendations on the potential effects of DOE/NV activities and programs on Ameri-
can Indian traditional resources on the NTS (Pippin 1991: 1). Initially, the NTS consultation
included all of the YMSCO tribes and official Indian organizations. At the request of the
CGTO, involvement of tribal governments subsequently expanded to include the Ely Sho-
shone Tribe in Nevada and two additional official Indian organizations, the Owens Valley
Board of Trustees and the Southern Paiute Tribal Chairman's Association. Fifteen tribes and
one official organization still participate on a regular basis and maintain a current list of
OTCRs.

American Indian Program Activities
The following discussion briefly summarizes, in chronological order, the activities that

have been conducted as part of the DOE/NV American Indian program on the NTS since
1991. These activities include identification and interpretation of cultural resources on
various areas of the NTS, repatriation of cultural materials collected from the NTS under the
provisions of NAGPRA, interpretation of sites with rock art, documentation of concerns for
resources potentially affected by the transportation of low -level radioactive waste to the NTS,
Indian contributions to NTS EIS and RMP documents, and a series of rapid cultural
assessments of locations potentially affected by ground -disturbing activities on the NTS and
CNTA.

AIRFA Compliance Background Research, 1990 -91
The first project for the American Indian program entailed the production of a document

that presented the legislative background for AIRFA compliance, the best practices for
consulting with American Indian tribes, and a comparative analysis of mitigation issues at the
federal, state, and project levels (Pippin 1.991). Analogs for 22 projects in the western United
States were presented as examples of the concerns that are typically expressed by Indian
tribes regarding cultural resources affected by development projects and the mitigation
actions recommended by the involved tribes. The consultation methodology of the DOE/NV
American Indian program was similar to and built upon the YMSCO methodology (see
Chapter 3). The plan and method for consultation with Indian tribes affiliated with the NTS
was approved by the DOE/NV. A major set cultural resource studies, begun in 1992,
constitutes the first in a long series of consultations with tribal governments that shaped the
American Indian program on this facility.

The Pahute and Rainier Mesas Cultural Resource Studies, 1992 -94
The first field activity conducted for the program was a set of studies designed to pro-

vide tribal representatives with the opportunity to identify and interpret a range of cultural
resources potentially affected by the underground nuclear weapons testing on Pahute and
Rainier Mesas. The study consisted of three major data -gathering activities: (1) ethnoar-
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chaeology; (2) ethnobiology (plant and animal resources); and (3) a mail survey of all
registered adult members of each of the 16 involved tribes.

Thirty -two Indian people provided 246 interviews on 42 species of plants from 9 loca-
tions on the NTS, 50 interviews on animals, and 7 interviews on sacred areas. A total of 29
Indian people provided 157 interviews on 11 archaeological sites in the study area.
Questionnaires were sent to 1,233 adult tribal members and 280 responses were received for
a 22.7 percent response rate. During 1993, all of the data were coded, analyzed, and
submitted to each of the involved tribes and the DOE/NV in a draft report. After tribal and
DOE/NV review, the findings from the study were presented in final report that was dis-
tributed to all involved parties as part of a DRI technical report series (see chapters 7 and 8).

Tippipah Cave: A Test Case of Consultation and Mitigation. During the course of
the Pahute- Rainier Mesas cultural resource studies, a prehistoric rockshelter was discovered
on the NTS by DRI biologists. The rockshelter contained cultural materials in situ, including
arrow shafts, digging sticks, a seed beater, and a burden basket. Because the site and artifacts
were unique on the NTS and were at risk of collection by unauthorized personnel, the
DOE/NV consulted with the involved tribes and organizations to elicit their recommenda-
tions for protecting the rockshelter and its artifacts. Thirty -two tribal representatives visited
the site in August of 1992, accompanied by ethnographers, archaeologists, and DOE/NV per-
sonnel. Representatives provided cultural interpretations of the site, its features, and the arti-
facts; evaluated the potential for disturbance; and recommended mitigation measures (Stoffle
et al. 1992).

Interpretation of the site and its artifacts varied, ranging between three categories of site
and artifact, in order of frequency: a burial site with associated grave goods; a storage loca-
tion for utilitarian goods; or a ceremonial storage location of grave goods associated with a
nearby burial. Importantly, the CGTO pointed at the association of traditional native artifacts
and historic Euro American artifacts to make a case for Indian use of historic sites and ob-
jects on the NTS that were otherwise attributed by archaeologists to Euro American users,
including prospectors and miners. The cultural significance of the site and artifacts was
nearly unanimously determined as high. Consequently, 88 percent of those interviewed rec-
ommended that the site be left alone and the artifacts preserved in place. Many suggested that
the site be fenced off and monitored.

The DOE/NV responded positively to these recommendations by preventing the re-
moval of artifacts for future study and monitoring the site on a regular basis. In a letter noti-
fying the involved tribes and organizations of its final decision, the DOE/NV further stipu-
lated that: (1) all roads leading to the vicinity of the site would be permanently closed; (2)
access would require permission of the Environment, Safety, and Health Division and NTS
security office; (3) a log would be kept of persons entering the area; and (4) the site would be
left in its natural state. In addition, the DOE/NV stipulated that it would arrange for Indian
monitors from each ethnic group to periodically visit the site to assess whether the artifacts
had been disturbed or vandalized.
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Mitigation and the Emergence of the Consolidated Group of Tribes and
Organizations (CGTO)

The final phase of the Pahute- Rainier Mesas studies consisted of two mitigation meet-
ings during which tribal representatives submitted an extensive set of recommendations to
DOE/NV regarding continued consultation, strategies for protecting the various categories of
cultural resources, and tribal participation in future cultural resource planning, research, and
policy formulations. Most of the cultural resource recommendations came under the typology
of "protect in place" and "remove and curate /transplant" for artifacts and plants. For ar-
chaeological sites and sacred areas the common recommendation was to avoid the location if
possible. DOE/NV considered and accepted the majority of the tribal recommendations with
standard caveats concerning contingencies in funding and scheduling.

During the first mitigation meeting, a significant event occurred, one that would change
the nature of the program and its future activities and strengthen the cohesiveness of the in-
volved tribes and official Indian organizations. Following a protocol in the spirit of respect
for tribal sovereignty and autonomy, Indian representatives were periodically left to have a
private executive session to discuss amongst themselves the issues on the table. After an ex-
ecutive session, tribal representatives announced that they had unanimously agreed to refer to
themselves as the Consolidated Tribes to reflect the collective action (Halmo 1994) they
wished to take to protect cultural resources on the NTS. At a subsequent meeting the repre-
sentatives renamed the new entity the Consolidated Group in order to include the official
Indian organizations participating in the program. The newly constituted Consolidated Group
issued a detailed position statement, including finalized mitigation recommendations, which
were formally submitted to the DOE/NV.

The position statement, endorsed by all attending representatives from 19 tribes and or-
ganizations, included a preamble and no less than 53 recommendations regarding ethno -ar-
chaeological resources (artifacts, petroglyphs, and pictographs; 16 recommendations), ethno-
botanical resources (9 recommendations), animals (8 recommendations), sacred sites (3
recommendations), burials (6 recommendations), and general issues (11 recommendations)
regarding continued consultation and Consolidated Group involvement in future activities
and studies. Within the next year, the new Indian corporate body for consultation was offi-
cially renamed the Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations (CGTO). The designa-
tion remains in effect today, and the DOE/NV explicitly recognizes the CGTO as the official
vehicle for consultation.

The American Indian Monitors Program
One of the first CGTO recommendations to be implemented by DOE/NV was to include

American Indian monitors in archaeological projects on the NTS. Monitor guidelines were
developed by the CGTO in 1992, and the program began in April of 1994 with three Indian
monitors (one from each ethnic group) participating in an archaeological data recovery pro-
ject at the NTS. DRI provided training in laboratory and cataloging techniques, as well as
field training and supervision. Since then, American Indian monitors have participated in
many more archaeological data recovery projects and a survey of sites with rock art on the
NTS (fig. 2.2). The monitor program is still in effect and monitors are included in all
archaeological data recovery projects on the NTS. Monitors also may participate in report
writing (e.g., Moose et al. 1994; Chavez, Benn, and Zedeño 1996).
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Fig. 2.2. Indian monitor in the field during DRI archaeological investigations on the NTS (Photo: courtesy of

DRI, Las Vegas)

NAGPRA Consultation on the NTS Collection
The DOE/NV NAGPRA consultation process began in 1994 with the formation of the

NAGPRA Subgroup, a committee of six CGTO representatives (two from each ethnic
group). The subgroup was charged with the responsibility of reviewing all items in the NTS
artifact collection, archaeological survey and data recovery reports, visiting selected sites on
the NTS, and selecting items that might potentially be NAGPRA items to be subsequently
viewed by tribal cultural experts (see Chapter 14). This was a monumental task in that the
NTS collection contained over 450,000 artifacts, which were documented in 25 DRI techni-
cal reports.

To assist CGTO representatives in the identification of NAGPRA items, the NAGPRA
Subgroup members developed a list of indicator items, which were generally defined as
items of significant cultural or religious value because of certain inherent or other physical
characteristics of the item. Using the indicator items list as a guide, the NAGPRA Subgroup
identified 267 items that they believed were potential NAGPRA items to be presented to
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tribal elders and cultural experts for further review. In the summer of 1995, two representa-
tives from each of the 16 CGTO tribes reviewed the 267 potential NAGPRA items. A total of
32 interviews were conducted, resulting in 8,544 individual item records and the consensus
that 251 (94 percent) of the 267 items qualified as NAGPRA items and should be repatriated
to the CGTO and reburied on the NTS. It was further decided that NAGPRA items originally
removed from the NTS but curated at the Nevada State Museum in Carson City would be
repatriated and reburied as well. In August 1996, 10 CGTO representatives, including West-
ern Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Owens Valley Paiute spiritual leaders and tribal elders,
DOE/NV, DRI, and University of Arizona representatives, participated in the ceremonial
reburial of NAGPRA items on the NTS.

Storied Rocks: The NTS American Indian Rock Art Study
From both the YMSCO and the Pahute- Rainier Mesas resource assessments the CGTO

knew first -hand that there were significant American Indian rock art sites on the NTS, and in
1995 it recommended a systematic study of those sites. DOE/NV agreed to fund the study
and, in April of 1996, the CGTO appointed six representatives (two from each ethnic group)
to serve on the Rock Art Subgroup. A research design for an ethnographic study of rock art,
in which elders and representatives would visit and interpret the sites, was prepared by the
Subgroup and the Rock Art monitors who had accompanied DRI archaeologists to the field.
Tribal experts and elders visited seven NTS and three YMSCO rock art sites during the
spring of 1997.

This systematic study was unprecedented in that it did not involve mitigation as the
driver of field research; rather it responded to general cultural concerns for a highly signifi-
cant American Indian resource on the NTS. The study also was innovative in that it empha-
sized rock art from an emic, or Indian, perspective that accounted for rock art as a component
of cultural landscapes; its central focus was to document the contemporary meanings of rock
art panels, figures, and symbols, despite its original or literal meaning and purpose, to living
Indian people who continue to visit and view such sites for culturally significant activities
(see Chapter 9). The study also served to integrate information about traditional uses of
plants, animals, minerals, sites, features, and artifacts collected in earlier studies and data on
pictograph and petroglyph use and meaning.

The NTS Sitewide Environmental Impact Statement
In 1994 the DOE/NV published a Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS for the NTS and

off -site locations in the state of Nevada. In March 1995, DOE/NV met with the CGTO to
discuss and plan tribal involvement in the EIS (see Chapter 11). It was agreed that six CGTO
representatives and a coordinator would comprise a committee known as the American In-
dian Writers Subgroup (AIWS), who would gather data about places, resources, values, and
lifeways that could be affected by the various EIS alternatives and write a Native American
Resource Document that was published verbatim on Appendix G and also excerpted in the
main body of the EIS. Additionally, the AIWS developed procedures for CGTO involvement
in the NTS RMP and an American Indian LLRW Transportation Study, both of which were
addressed in the EIS. The AIWS further advised DOE/NV to consult with nonmember tribes
on areas, such as Project Shoal, that clearly fell outside the CGTO membership's region of
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influence. The AIWS was assisted by the UofA and DOE/NV contractors, International
Technology Corporation (IT) and Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC).

The involvement of the CGTO in the NTS EIS was significant in that this was the first
time Indian tribes played an active role in the development of a major federally sponsored
EIS from the early planning stages to the publishing of the final document. This set a prece-
dent for further Indian involvement in the design and implementation of the first LLRW
transportation study explicitly addressing social, cultural, health, and safety concerns among
American Indian tribes, and in text preparation for the NTS RMP.

The American Indian Low -Level Radioactive Waste Transportation Study
The American Indian LLRW transportation study began in July 1996 with the formation

of the American Indian Transportation Committee (AITC) who, with the assistance of the
UofA, developed the study design and assisted with the various phases of data gathering,
analysis, and writing of the final report. A total of 29 Indian tribes, subgroups, bands, com-
munities, and organizations, in Arizona, California, Nevada, and Utah -most members of the
CGTO - participated in the study. The American Indian LLRW transportation study was a
complex effort that required almost two years to complete. The study further required the
implementation of innovative methodology explicitly designed to collect data along trans-
portation routes over a broad area. In fact, this was the first NTS project that applied Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS) mapping to ethnographic data provided by Indian people.
The final report was submitted to DOE/NV in September of 1998 (see Chapter 12).

The NTS Resource Management Plan
A Framework for the Resource Management Plan (RMP) was included as Volume 2 of

the NTS EIS. Members of the AIWS developed procedures for American Indian involvement
in the preparation of text for the RMP and were appointed by the CGTO to assist DOE/NV
with this effort. The project started in September 1997 (see Chapter 11). Tribal participation
in the development of the RMP was achieved through collaborative examination, discussion,
study, and assessment of suitable land uses and of the compatibility between land use alter-
natives and Indian cultural, religious, and socioeconomic concerns. The framework endorsed
by the CGTO would integrate elements of a normative "natural ecosystem management" per-
spective advocated by environmental scientists with an Indian ecosystem management ap-
proach that takes into account culturally based geographical and ecological units that are hi-
erarchically layered as cultural landscapes (see Chapter 10). The Final RMP was released in
December 1998 and sent to all CGTO members. The RMP is updated annually and sent to
CGTO tribal representatives for review.

Rapid Cultural Assessments
Members of the CGTO also participated in rapid cultural assessment studies. These

studies were termed RCAs because time and funding constraints did not permit a full -scale
ethnographic assessment study. Detailed summaries of each study and pertinent references
to original reports are found in Chapter 13.

RCA of DOE /NV Environmental Restoration Activities
In September 1996, five the AIWS conducted an assessment of environmental restora-

tion activities undertaken by DOE/NV at Double Tracks on Nellis Air Force Base (NAFB),
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Clean Slates I, II and II on the Tonopah Test Range of NAFB, and the Central Nevada Test
Area in the Hot Creek Valley. All of these sites were scheduled for ground -disturbing
activities associated with revegetation and environmental restoration.

RCA of Kistler Corporation Proposed Satellite Launch Facility
In October 1997 an RCA was conducted by five tribal representatives in response to a

proposal by the Kistler Aerospace Corporation to construct a launch facility on the NTS for
launching communications satellites into low -level earth orbits. The RCA team determined
that the proposed launch site and immediate vicinity potentially impacted four significant
cultural sites previously used by Indian people.

Early ethnographic research by Julian Steward (1938) indicates that the immediate vi-
cinity of this project area was named by Shoshone and Paiute Indian people in the mid -1930s
as Wungiakuda, and that the location was used as a summer camp for hunting, plant collect-
ing, and social and ceremonial gatherings during the fall festivals, which drew people from a
large, multiethnic land area. It was also the home of a regional chief known as Wangagwana.
Thus, this information supports the current assessment of high cultural significance and rele-
vant recommendations for preservation made by the CGTO representatives.

At the time this book was being prepared the Kistler Aerospace Corporation project
came back to the consultation table for a second review of its potential adverse impacts to
cultural resources. The UofA received funding from the NTS Development Corporation to
assist the AIWS in the preparation of original text for the EA. No final decision has yet been
made.

RCA of the DOE /NV Intermodal LLRW Transportation Proposal
After the completion of the American Indian LLRW Transportation study, the DOE/NV

prepared a draft Environmental Assessment (EA) of intermodal transportation of LLRW to
the NTS. DOE/NV asked the AITC to apply any and all pertinent findings of the previous
LLRW transportation study and other previous studies to the Intermodal EA. The AITC rec-
ommended that field studies be conducted along the new routes. DOE/NV funded the work
in December 1998, and field assessments by AITC and other tribal representatives were con-
ducted in January 1999.

Ongoing Consultation Activities
In June 1999, DOE /NV initiated a second NAGPRA consultation with the CGTO in-

volving 24,000 artifacts in two private collections from the NTS -the Worman and the
McKinnis collections- and the Hot Creek Valley collection from the CNTA. Originally
made in the 1960s, the collections were acquired by DRI between 1994 and 1997 and pre-
pared for NAGPRA consultation.

Following the criteria established during the 1995 consultation, the five- member
NAGPRA Subgroup identified 320 NAGPRA items and requested that the items be repatri-
ated to the CGTO and reburied on the NTS; DOE/NV agreed. Repatriation and reburial of
the NAGPRA items from the Worman and McKinnis collections are scheduled for the winter
of 2000. NAGPRA consultation for the Hot Creek Valley collection was completed follow-
ing site visits by 11 elders and cultural experts in July of 2000. As a result of the site visits,
the NAGPRA Subgroup made final determinations regarding NAGPRA items from the col-
lection, and made recommendations for repatriation and reburial (see Chapter 14). Chief
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among the recommendations made by the CGTO in 1999 is the celebration of a memorial
service for the NAGPRA objects reburied in 1996, which should occur prior to reburial of
newly repatriated items.

Also in 1999 two relevant updates of legislation affecting the preservation of American
Indian resources in public lands have stimulated a review of the consultation philosophy fol-
lowed by the American Indian program. The first update involves new NHPA section 106
regulations, which increase emphasis on government -to- government consultation with Indian
tribes in early stages of project planning And the second update is the revised DOE Ameri-
can Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Government Policy, which maintains a government -to-
government consultation philosophy and calls for increased participation of Indian tribes and
organizations in decision -making processes in current and future proposed actions. The
CGTO continues to maintain its position that it needs adequate information on the projects,
their scale, location, amount of funding, and purpose in order to adequately participate in
decision making. It also needs support to improve the organizational structure of its
subgroups to streamline rapid assessment, monitoring, and document review.

The CGTO is evaluating a request from the recently acknowledged Twenty -Nine Palms
Southern Paiute Tribe of California to join its membership. The DOE/NV has requested that
the tribe provide documentation of its historic or cultural affiliation with the NTS. The Che-
mehuevi Tribe and/or CRIT are to sponsor Twenty -Nine Palms and help them write a state-
ment of affiliation for approval by DOE/NV.



3 ANTHROPOLOGY AND CONSULTATION: A MODEL

FOR THE NEVADA TEST SITE

Richard W. Stoffle

From an anthropological perspective, consultation may be conceived of as a method
of practice, or a way of doing things, for the purpose of generating new and timely infor-
mation for mitigating alternative solutions to practical human problems (Partridge 1985).
In this chapter we develop this concept in a model of consultation that has been tailored
and implemented to the American Indian program on the NTS. The basic consultation
framework presents a general operational strategy for consulting with tribal governments
and has been tested successfully in a variety of project settings involving other federal -
tribal partnerships (Stoffle 1998b, 2000; Stoffle et al. 2000a; Stoffle et al. 2000b; Zedeño et
al. 2001). Yet, it is under the long -term sponsorship of DOE/NV that this model has ac-
quired full maturity, by evolving alongside the American Indian program.

The model, first developed in the late 1970s (Bean and Vane 1978, 1979) and refined
during the 1980s ( Stoffle and Dobyns 1982, 1983; Stoffle, Dobyns, and Evans 1983; Stoffle
et al. 1984; Stoffle, Evans, and Jensen 1987), was employed during the DOE/NV -funded
Native American cultural resource studies as part of the YMSCO site characterization inves-
tigations ( Stoffle 1987; Stoffle et al. 1990b). On the basis of its positive results, the model
was formally adopted by DOE/NV for use in its compliance program activities on the NTS
(Stoffle, Halmo, and Arnold 1991; Pippin 1991; Greider 1994: 8; Halmo 1994). In 1996 the
AIWS reviewed and updated the model for the NTS EIS (DOE/NV 1: 8 -2, App. G: att. C).

21
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The model is presented in a series of steps, or tasks, that should typically occur in a logi-
cal sequence during the course of a project cycle and that apply to project- specific as well as
to programmatic consultation. Specific project circumstances, however, may cause the step-
wise process to be adapted to fit the particular situation.

The NTS American Indian Consultation Model

At its most general, the consultation model detailed here contains 9 ideal steps for
developing a government -to- government consultation partnership, and it draws upon pub-
lished sources on the topic as well as the author's practical experience in a wide variety of
applied projects. However, since the model is largely a product of consultation between
DOE /NV and culturally affiliated American Indian tribes and organizations, the discussion
logically addresses some unique aspects of this partnership that may be absent from other
programs or partnerships. The 9 steps suggest how a process might occur, but they need not
always be followed in order to achieve an acceptable consultation. Instead the 9 steps
suggest a logical sequence of decisions and actions that normally would take place in the
process of developing a consultation relationship. These are:

Defining Consultation
Establishing Cultural Affiliation
Contacting the Tribes

+ Having an Orientation Meeting
Forming a Consultation Committee
Conducting Site Visits
Developing Mitigation Recommendations
Maintaining Ongoing Interactions and Monitoring
Bringing a Consultation Process to Closure

The step -by -step discussion that follows assumes that there is no preexisting relation-
ship but that a government -to- government relationship is sought or required. Although this
assumption may at first appear shallow given the depth and resilience of the American Indian
program, it is critical to bring the assumption forth, since the mission of the program is rap-
idly changing to encompass a broad spectrum of privately funded research- and- development
projects that present potential adverse effects to American Indian resources. Therefore, pri-
vate entities that plan to operate on NTS lands and that never before engaged in government -
to- government consultation must become familiar with the formal consultation model en-
dorsed by DOE/NV.

Defining Consultation

Consultation is a term commonly used to describe a process by which American Indian
peoples with aboriginal or historic ties to public lands are identified and brought into discus-
sions about cultural resources in those lands. Consultation involves a fundamental decision
on the part of a government agency to share some decision making with American Indians,
and DOE/NV has made this decision explicit in its American Indian and Alaska Native
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Tribal Government Policy (2000). Indian people are asked to share in four critical decisions:
(1) to identify resources needing protection; (2) to prioritize which cultural resources will be
protected first; (3) to select from among a variety of management practices those that most
appropriately protect the cultural resources in the context of other resource uses; and (4) to
participate in long -range planning and monitoring of the lands and resources.

According to scholars who study consultation (Cernea 1991; Dobyns 1951; Dobyns,
Doughty, and Lasswell 1971; Parenteau 1988: 5 -10; Partridge, Uquillas, and Johns 1998),
the quality and success of a consultation process depends directly on the degree to which de-
cision- making power is shared. Arnstein's (1969) studies demonstrate that any consultation
process can be characterized as falling on a scale from 1 to 8 where participation without
shared power is called manipulation and where sharing power even to the point of negotiat-
ing with the agency is called partnership. The primary decision that a federal facility must
make is how much decision -making power can be and will be shared with Indian people.
Once the range of decision- making sharing is established, it should be clearly identified at the
outset of the consultation so that it can become a part of the Indian people's decision about
whether to participate in the consultation.

The DOE/NV consultation program has occurred as two types or categories of consul-
tation as it has proceeded through time. These are general consultation and specific consulta-
tion -each, in turn, entailing moderate to high degrees of power sharing and negotiation. The
characteristics that distinguish these two types of consultation are briefly discussed below.

General Consultation
More and more federal agencies -DOE/NV foremost amongst them -are becoming in-

volved in general consultation with American Indians. This establishes a peuuanent relation-
ship with American Indian groups who have ties to the lands and resources managed or af-
fected by the federal agency or facility. General consultation should be based on extensive
research concerning cultural resources that Indian groups have identified within lands of
concern. Cultural resource studies such as those conducted on the NTS should consider at
least the following: (1) archaeological sites, (2) rock art, (3) human burials, (4) landscape
features or landforms, (5) traditional use places, (6) plants, (7) animals, (8) minerals, and (9)
water. Each of these cultural resources should become the subject of a separate study so that
Indian groups can send persons with special knowledge about the topic. General consultation
should be based on a strong information foundation.

A major advantage of general consultation is that it can occur in the absence of a spe-
cific project proposal involving the partner agency, a third (private or public) party, or both.
General consultation occurs when it is desired by the DOE/NV and the Indian people, is lim-
ited neither by time nor issue, and furnishes the perfect environment for discussing a com-
plex relationship designed to protect cultural items of greatest significance -the NTS rock art
study described in Chapter 9 is an example in point. Another advantage of general con-
sultation is that it produces a broad and continuously growing cultural resource information
base that becomes invaluable whenever management and mitigation decisions must be made
on short notice.

Through various cultural studies, the Indian people build a set of recommendations that
suggest how to best manage these resources. Most American Indian cultural resources lo-
cated on or affected by the DOE/NV will become known through the process of general con-
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sultation. This will reduce the number of times that DOE/NV activities will have to be
stopped and modified because of unanticipated discoveries of cultural resources -the master
list of traditionally used plants for the NTS, for example, is a useful general management and
planning tool. If DOE/NV activities were to impact cultural resources not previously identi-
fied, procedures would be in place for informing the CGTO members about the discovery,
and they would have procedures for helping the DOE/NV minimize adverse impacts to the
newly discovered cultural resources.

General consultation is the only way to build true and stable partnerships between fed-
eral agencies and American Indians Often project- driven environmental assessments bring
federal agencies and Indian people together, and afterward they decide to move to general
consultation as a means of resolving problems before projects precipitate specific cultural
resource decisions. Indian people approach cultural resource management from what has
been termed holistic conservation (Stoffle and Evans 1990). They respond positively to ho-
listic studies that bring into consideration as many factors as possible, so the DOE/NV can
better understand the complex interrelationship between cultural resources and other aspects
of Indian lifeways. Interestingly, the new federal initiative for ecosystem management closely
reflects the philosophical orientation of Indian people. According to Al Gore (1993: 300),
"some people now define themselves in terms of an ecological criterion rather than a political
subdivision." For example, the people of the Aral Sea and the Amazonian rain forest define
themselves in terms of these huge ecosystems. In March of 1994, eighteen federal agencies
demonstrated their ecosystem management activities to the Congress (Morrissey, Zinn, and
Corn 1994). Indian people have responded in a positive way to federal agencies that are
willing to consider cultural resources from an ecosystem perspective.

Specific Consultation
There is always the need for conducting specific consultation regarding cultural re-

source issues associated with government facilities and activities. For example, when general
consultation has identified all types of cultural resources, ground -disturbing activities may
unexpectedly unearth a human burial or an object of great ceremonial significance; the
agency or facility managers may wish to use some portion of their reserve lands for an activ-
ity that was not considered during general consultation; or Congress may pass new laws,
such as NAGPRA, that directly address the management of cultural resources and that po-
tentially would alter the existing consultation partnership. As described amply throughout
this book, specific consultation has occurred within the general consultation framework fol-
lowed by DOE/NV's American Indian program. Yet, the consultation partners have had to
refine or redress the general consultation model in light of project- or law- specific scenarios
such as those listed above.

Specific consultation is limited by the scope of the specific law that is being complied
with, and of the proposed activity that is being evaluated. Indian people often are frustrated
by specific consultations because they are limited to those project -specific issues and cultural
resources that are being assessed. Frequently, the agency's responses are constrained by third
parties, such as private research -and -development corporations operating on the NTS lands,
which legally participate in the assessment. Nonetheless, a series of specific consultations
can produce the base from which to build general consultation. For a federal agency or facil-
ity that currently lacks any kind of relationship with American Indians, general consultation
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is recommended as the initial step in the consultation process. Thereafter, project -specific
negotiations can bring opportunities to upgrade and revitalize an existing partnership.

Establishing Cultural Affiliation

American Indian peoples have established different kinds of ties to lands held or af-
fected by the DOE/NV. At the most general level American Indians established these ties
because they lived on the land long enough to develop, share, and transfer land -based cultural
practices through generations. So the basic question asked in cultural affiliation is: What
American Indian peoples or ethnic groups lived here?

The nature of the relationship between American Indian people and the land is cultural.
The concept of culture (LeVine 1984: 68,72,79) implies that (1) phenomena are shared in
that they represent a consensus on a wide variety of meanings among members of an interac-
tion community; (2) phenomena are connected and ultimately comprehensible only as part of
a larger organization of beliefs, norms, and values; and (3) people who share a culture make
sense of new information in terms of a cultural rationale that is founded on a single collective
formula. Simply put, the connection between American Indians and lands held or affected by
government agency activities is abstract, complex, and nontrivial. Assessing this relationship
is best accomplished by professionals trained in the study of cultural systems, in consultation
with potentially culturally affiliated American Indian groups.

Most laws, regulations, and guidelines that cause federal landholding agencies to con-
sult with American Indians do not define what is meant by the term cultural affiliation.
However, NAGPRA narrowly and explicitly addresses the concept because it is central to
proper implementation of this law. It is important to note that when a facility such as NTS or
YMSCO adopts a broad definition of cultural affiliation for most kinds of cultural resource
studies they can still narrow the consultation process for NAGPRA implementation and then
resume American Indian interactions based on the broader definition. Flexibility is needed
when establishing consultation relationships with American Indians

Cultural affiliation of DOE/NV facilities was established at the onset of the YMSCO
studies (see Chapter 5). The research initially identified 16 tribes belonging to three ethnic
groups (Western Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Owens Valley Paiute) as culturally affili-
ated to the lands managed by DOE/NV. Shortly thereafter, a 17th tribe was added to the list
of culturally affiliated tribes, and currently an 18th tribe is making an argument for cultural
affiliation with the NTS.

Contacting the Tribes

Studies of cultural affiliation basically establish which American Indian ethnic groups
potentially have traditional, aboriginal, or historic period ties to lands held or affected by the
DOE/NV. The term ethnic group means people who share a common culture. However, the
process of moving from the status of ethnic affiliation to that of contemporary American In-
dian tribes and organizations that would actually be contacted about the consultation is com-
plex and not necessarily self -evident.

To illustrate, the U.S. government prefers to deal with American Indian groups on a
government -to- government basis. President Clinton recently reaffirmed this well- established
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federal position in a memorandum of April 29, 1994, entitled "Government -to- Government
Relations with American Indian Tribal Governments." The National Congress of American
Indians, which is the national association of tribal chairs, also supports government-to-gov-
ernment relationships. Such a relationship recognizes the dependent nations- within -the -na-
tion status of American Indian tribes (Deloria 1985). This relationship should be the founda-
tion of all consultation. Yet, given the generally arbitrary criteria used by our federal gov-
ernment when it created "tribes" out of aboriginal American Indian societies, government -to-
government consultation applied strictly may leave out important ethnic contingents that are
not recognized as autonomous or sovereign at the time consultation takes place. Consultation
will be incomplete without a procedure for additional ethnic group inputs from nontribal
government sources. From the perspective afforded by flexible and productive consultation
relationships advocated by DOE/NV, we suggest that Indian groups not yet federally ac-
knowledged, American Indian organizations, and panlndian organizations be added to the
consultation when it can be demonstrated that they do represent ethnic group perspectives
relevant to cultural resource management issues of concern to the agency or facility. Finally,
individuals from the Indian ethnic group who otherwise would not be able to share important
cultural insights can be added to the consultation as interested parties. The recommendations
of interested parties and nontribal Indian organizations, however, must be legally subsumed
under the recommendations of the federally acknowledged tribal governments.

Having an Orientation Meeting

Contacting potential culturally affiliated tribes and American Indian organizations
should be done in a manner appropriate to the consultation. If it is to be a project -specific
consultation, the information given to Indian people should reflect that project. By contrast, if
a general consultation is desired, then a very different essay and set of materials are needed.
Although project -specific consultation can lead to a mutual decision to begin general
consultation, the orientation meeting should have a clear -cut purpose and deal only with the
issues actually under consideration at the time (fig. 3.1)

In general, letters, maps, and diagrams appropriate to the issues to be discussed should
accompany the initial communication with American Indian groups and tribes. Such letters
describe the agency that is making the contact and the purpose of the contact. Recently, a
video letter was used to inform almost two dozen tribes about an assessment of cultural af-
filiation and concerns for Chaco Culture National Historical Park (Stoffle et al. 1994b: 11).
The video letter was about 17 minutes in length and began with the park superintendent
discussing the goals of the study. Photos of places in the park that were the focus of the study
followed this discussion. Clear instructions for becoming involved in the study closed the
video. The video letter was well received by the Indian government leaders, who said it
permitted them to make an informed decision about whether or not to send representatives to
the park.

Letters alone generally are an insufficient basis for most tribal governments to gain clear
understanding of an issue under discussion so that the government can respond to a project,
and many letters therefore are not answered. Follow -up telephone calls are always necessary
to provide further information, but most tribal governments require that a consultation re-
quest for their people's time and perhaps tribal resources be made in person. Ideally, cultural
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resource specialists and agency personnel should meet with tribal councils (or their officially
chosen representatives) to explain the project and answer questions.

Fig. 3.1. CGTO representatives attend a consultation meeting

The members of tribal governments and American Indian organizations tend to be un-
familiar with legal aspects of cultural resource questions, although they generally believe
decisions about such issues to be highly significant. This presents an information -gap prob-
lem for most Indian government leaders. One solution to the information gap, which
DOE/NV used for the YMSCO studies, is for the federal agency to invite government leaders
to visit a portion of the study area as part of an orientation meeting. During the meeting gov-
ernment leaders can learn firsthand about what is being discussed and have the opportunity to
exchange cultural resource views and strategies with other Indian leaders. The Indian gov-
ernment's need for information before making key decisions should be respected and ad-
dressed by the consultation process.

Forming a Consultation Committee

The decision to form an American Indian consultation committee has been the key to
the success of the consultation when many tribes and American Indian groups are culturally
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affiliated with DOE/NV lands under consideration. The consultation committee stands as a
metaorganization between the tribal governments and the federal agency managers. The
committee is composed of and chaired by Indian people and, as such, it is able to resolve by
consensus certain consultation issues. In the early stages of consultation, for example, the
committee may resolve issues such as how many days are needed to complete an ethno-
botanical study or it may decide how best to prepare progress reports to be submitted back to
Indian governments. By meeting together and acting in unison, Indian representatives, also
called Official Tribal Contact Representatives (OTCRs), are able to draw on common infor-
mation and to speak with a single voice. The success of the DOE/NV -CGTO partnership
over the past few years demonstrates that an American Indian consultation committee that
can present tribal, ethnic, and organizational requests with clarity and consistency can influ-
ence a federal agency's ability to respond effectively and acceptably.

The consultation committee may be asked to resolve problems that would otherwise be
unsolvable for either the agency or the tribal governments. After the consultation committee
comes to understand both the laws that are driving the consultation process and the manage-
ment needs, the committee may be asked to determine when sufficient information has been
collected so that recommendations can be made to both the tribes and the agency. If there are
disagreements among the tribes or ethnic groups, the consultation committee can be asked to
resolve these in closed executive session. Halmo (1994) described the benefits of the CGTO
participating with the DOE/NV and concluded that the program's success came largely be-
cause of the consultation committee's efforts to adjust the process to meet the needs of three
major ethnic groups represented by 16 tribes and three Indian organizations.

Face -to -face meetings are an important component of the consultation strategy and they
are routinely scheduled throughout the consultation program. For the NTS, these meetings
provide the context in which representatives of no less than 19 contending groups, including
16 Indian tribes, three Indian organizations, and the DOE/NV, each with its own agendas and
interests, negotiate and reach compromise solutions that are acceptable to all involved par-
ties. Such intimate forms of consultation are likely to catalyze the formation of new corporate
groups that have as their purpose resolving issues and defending common interests in cultural
preservation.

Conducting Site Visits

What is out there? is the fundamental question that must be addressed in any consulta-
tion. Tribal governments will not directly provide the answer but they will send cultural ex-
perts who can identify various cultural resources located on lands of concern (fig. 3.2). Tribal
government leaders can appoint representatives to a consultation committee, and during the
operation of that committee a native -based inventory of cultural resources can be planned.

American Indian cultural resource studies should be conducted separately whenever
possible because tribes and Indian groups will send different types of cultural specialists de-
pending on what is to be studied. The Indian person who can speak at length about archaeo-
logical sites may know little about the traditional use of plants; a person who specializes in
fishing ceremonies may have little knowledge of petroglyphs and curing ceremonies. Indian
cultures, like all cultures, are differentially held in the minds of specialists.
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Fig. 3.2. Private on -site ethnographic interview

The term study is used to separate research that is needed to prepare a cultural resource
inventory from what are sometimes described as American Indian tours. Occasionally, fed-
eral agencies will simply bring American Indians to the lands under discussion and ask them
individually or in a group what is out there. These tours are usually organized and conducted
by agency personnel who are not professionally trained in scientific methods associated with
cultural resource studies. The agency tour guides rarely have a hypothesis about what re-
sources may be present and so naively believe that they can simply ask for information and
the American Indian will completely share all pertinent information. American Indian tours
were more common decades ago before there was an extensive body of research about how
to conduct studies with American Indians and what to expect from such studies.

Developing a Study Design
American Indians have become aware of the quality of information that is needed to

make convincing policy recommendations on federal lands, so they expect to participate in
the formulation of study designs that are both culturally and scientifically valid. A recent
analysis of American Indian research studies suggests that the design of the study can di-
rectly influence the fmdings and the recommendations (Stoffle and Evans 1990). An analysis
of 11 projects suggests that Indian people will have greater impacts on land use decisions if
the study design permits them to identify and select for special protection those places and
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resources with the highest cultural significance, a process that has been called cultural triage
(Stoffle and Evans 1990: 97). When it is difficult for Indian people to move from cultural
concerns to land management recommendations that protect the greatest number of cultural
items, it becomes the responsibility of the scientist to help make this transition. For example,
it is possible to calculate the cultural significance of individual Indian plants so that specific
places where the plants grow can be assigned values, and protection can be afforded to those
places with the highest plant scores (Stoffle et al. 1990a: 427 -429).

Defining Basic Concepts
It is essential that all parties to a study agree on what is to be studied. It is common for

Indian people, agency personnel, and scientists to assign different meanings to the same term.
One of the most commonly misunderstood terms is sacred. The concept of sacred is really a
nonlndian concept that creates a division between the sacred and the profane. Most Indian
people do not believe such a division exists. Indian cultures, and there are hundreds of varia-
tions, contain many ceremonies designed to assure proper behavior toward and communica-
tion with the natural environment, other humans, and the supernatural. These ceremonies
literally translate everything touched by an Indian person into a sacred object (see Chapter 6).
For example, a Shoshone Indian woman who makes willow baskets will keep the shavings
that have been produced by smoothing the split willows. Eventually, she prays over these
shavings and returns them to a natural area near her camp. The basket maker considers these
willow shavings as sacred. Indian people also have ceremonies associated with great life
transitions (birth, first menses, death) that use and create sacred objects that are more gener-
ally recognized by others, such as Euro Americans. Finally, there are sacred objects that are
specifically defined by federal laws such as NAGPRA. So the concept sacred could refer in
any given discussion to many categories of items, some defined by law, some defined and
mutually recognized by Indian and nonlndian alike, and some perceived as sacred exclu-
sively by Indian people.

Great care must be taken in the formulation of study concepts and their meaning with
tribal representatives. If, on the one hand, someone asks an Indian person to come to
DOE/NV lands and identify places and things that are sacred, the person is likely to respond
that all is sacred. If, on the other hand, the representative or consultant is asked to identify
which objects in a museum collection are needed in a current religious ceremony, the person
will be able to make a concrete and discriminating identification. The answer is often framed
by the question, but it can also be influenced by the amount of time a consultant has to share
her /his cultural resource perspective and her/his confidence that deeper insights will have
more protective influence than simple holistic conservation statements.

Assuring Participation
The federal agency must approach the study of cultural resources with caution when

seeking American Indian participation in management decisions, because American Indians
will weigh the potential benefits from increased protection against the potential threats to
cultural resources if these become known. A Kaibab Paiute elder, for example, indicated that
he wanted to protect traditional trails; but that he would not reveal their location because
once known, they could be followed to hitherto undiscovered Indian camps. Indian people
often say that revealing Indian plant usages causes the plants to be taken by non -natives who
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profit from the sale of the plants to pharmaceutical companies. The curing power associated
with certain places can be reduced if the place and its function become known to other ethnic
groups. Agency personnel should be aware that Indian experts who are sent to identify cul-
tural resources are subject to ethical conflicts, emotional stress, and even fear of reprisal.
Consultants express concern about violating traditional norms against sharing knowledge
with outsiders. Concern is also expressed over how other tribal members and even future
generations of tribal members will evaluate the sharing of information. Ultimately, the ques-
tion they ask is whether more good than harm will come from sharing cultural knowledge
(Greaves 1994). When American Indian tribes and organizations send experts to represent
cultural concerns they expect that the shared information will be used to set policies to better
protect cultural resources. To accomplish this, the identifications of the experts must be sys-
tematically recorded so they can be written into a scientifically and ethnically acceptable re-
port. Over the years, tribal and cultural experts who participate in field -based studies on the
NTS have come to expect systematic data collection and rigorous reporting as a matter of
course.

In general, interviews should be conducted in private so that the Indian person does not
have to share the information with others. An interview form should be prepared in advance
with input from the sponsoring agency and the assistance of the consultation committee, such
as the CGTO, or of informed Indian people so that similar questions are asked of each expert
and there is a place to record their answers. Tape recorders can be used as backup, but used
only with the expert's permission. Experts' confidentiality should be assured unless they wish
to go on the record regarding some aspect of the study.

Group interviews can be conducted when individual interviews are either undesired or
unfeasible. Group interviews tend to produce consensus data, meaning that members of the
group talk over possible answers and provide one answer to the interviewer. The weakness of
group interviews is that some people are not willing to express their opinions in the presence
of others. The strength of group interviews is that people have the opportunity to talk over a
response while in the field. Focus group interviews are a special type of group interview but
they require special preparation and training for the focus group facilitator.

Presenting the Findings
The report presenting consultation findings should be more than a pure description of

what was said by the Indian experts. Some attempt should be made to translate the thoughts
of Indian experts into information that can be used by agency land managers. In general, In-
dian concerns should be contextualized by providing findings from published historical and
ethnographic literature that demonstrate how the expressed cultural concerns fit into the
overall culture and history of the ethnic group. Translation into management information and
contextualization will help achieve the goals of building American Indian concerns into land
management policies.

The report should receive a technical review by the Indian experts and members of the
consultation committee to assure that the report contains no information that should not be
revealed and that the information it does contain is accurate. The report also should be given
a draft review by the agency. Then the draft report should be sent to the American Indian
group or tribal government for official review and approval. Final reports should be available
to other agencies seeking to achieve similar goals and in need of case data for developing or
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refining their own consultation processes. The public has a right to know about significant
land management decisions made by federal agencies, even if these are in consultation with
American Indians and have some element of confidentiality that will continue to be re-
spected, so the final report and perhaps portions of the information (not the data) used to
make the decision (Ruppert 1994) should be available to the public.

The American Indian program on the NTS is resilient enough to allow for public pres-
entations of research findings at professional conferences and forums. Such presentations are
prepared and given by CGTO representatives and are also reviewed by the member tribal
governments and organizations. This DOE/NV- sponsored expansion on the presentation of
research findings has given Indian people the opportunity to share information with nonlndi-
ans in a culturally and professionally appropriate manner It also has helped them establish
relationships with scientists, government officials from other agencies, and other parties who
share the concerns for cultural resources that are the focus of their conference papers (see
Chapter 11).

Developing Mitigation Recommendations

Cultural resource technical reports should focus on the cultural resources under study
and should not attempt to make government -level policy recommendations. Technical reports
are the basis for proceeding with mitigation discussions and eventual recommendations from
the Indian governments to the DOE/NV. Policy decisions occur after the Indian recommen-
dations are combined with the agency's land management strategies to incorporate American
Indian recommendations. This is an issue directly related to the sharing of information and
power by the agency before the consultation begins, so that all partners know what to expect
in practical terms.

Indian policy recommendations should derive from three sources: (1) Indian experts
during the on -site interviews, (2) the consultation committee, and (3) tribal governments and
Indian organizations. These are decision -making authorities of ordinal magnitude that hold
differential resource knowledge. Indian experts are knowledgeable about the cultural re-
source and, because of their on -site experiences, are aware of factors that could have either
adverse or positive impacts on its protection. Their tribes and organizations charge elders and
cultural experts with identifying what is out there and making preliminary recommendations.
The report should consolidate all Indian expert recommendations by place and resource and
these should be presented to the consultation committee. Committee members have a long-
term relationship with the project and are generally aware of what is possible in terms of re-
source management on the DOE/NV facility. It is up to them to consider the recommenda-
tions of the Indian expert, if possible resolve conflicting recommendations, and add recom-
mendations. The final cultural resource recommendations in a government -to- government
relationship belong to the tribal council and advisory board of an Indian organization. They
tend to follow the advice of their appointed Indian experts and consultation committee mem-
bers; however, they can add or modify recommendations.

Recommendations that have passed with some consensus through this hierarchy of
tribal decision making are seriously considered by DOE/NV. The strength of the recommen-
dations depends in part on whether they remain within federal laws that govern land man-
agement decisions by the agency and in part on whether the concomitant level of power
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sharing involved in the mitigation is agreed upon and renegotiated between the DOE/NV
managers and the CGTO membership on a regular basis. When the recommendations are
within these limits, an agency should respond with positive mitigation actions.

Maintaining Ongoing Interactions and Monitoring

Partnership is a term often used to describe the desired outcomes of consultation rela-
tionships between American Indians and DOE/NV facilities. Partnerships require shared
power, mutual respect, and mechanisms for sustaining a long -term relationship. Partnerships
can be established when American Indians and the agency or facility establishes: (1) mutual
trust, (2) a common knowledge base, (3) a cultural resource management plan, and (4) a
monitoring plan.

Mutual Trust
When people get to know one another through face -to -face interactions they lay a foun-

dation for mutual understanding that we call trust. The term trust is not being used here to
refer to the legal trust relationship that exists between the U.S. government and American
Indian governments. Instead, we use it to refer to confidence in the honesty, integrity, reli-
ability and justice of another person or organization.

People do meet in a variety of social contexts, but DOE/NV- American Indian consulta-
tion occurs within the context of government -to- government relationships. One of the great
dynamics of mutual trust is the acknowledgment of cultural difference between the Indian
people and the agency officials. First and foremost, Indian people must believe that partici-
pation is more likely to protect cultural resources than withdrawal from consultation. Deci-
sion making should be shared (insofar as it is appropriate and possible), and the decisions
must have some identifiable positive impacts, such as monitoring.

Trust derives from the history of relationships between DOE/NV and its personnel and
American Indians This history goes back to a time when the Indian people were at odds with
the federal government during the era of nuclear weapons testing but were able to set aside
differences to work on protecting resources. Trust also derives from more recent interactions
regarding DOE/NV policies like the transportation of low -level radioactive waste and the
location of waste repositories. It is important to address these issues early in the consultation
process. In fact, it is likely that Indian people will raise these issues as stipulations before
they are willing to proceed with consultation. In early consultation meetings Indian elders
often express their concerns about past relationships in holistic conservation statements.
Stipulations are not debatable by the DOE/NV, who instead will have its own stipulations it
may wish to express at this time. Trust cannot be negotiated. It begins with clearly expressed
stipulations and becomes an organizational element in developing a process of consultation;
trust can emerge from long -term interactions, but must be earned and mutually shared.

Any consultation relationship will depend in part on the individuals involved. Friendly
and professional interaction has the potential of overcoming any negative historic relation-
ships between the Indian people and the DOE/NV. Unfortunately, personnel change in both
Indian organizations and DOE/NV facilities and the mission of the agency or facility may
also change. Mechanisms should be in place to assure that consultation partnerships can sur-
vive personnel change.
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A Common Knowledge Base
A primary goal of the American Indian program is to create or contribute to a

common knowledge base that is shared by both Indian people and DOE/NV. Tribal gov-
ernments and Indian organizations send their most knowledgeable experts to the DOE/NV
facility to identify cultural resources. These thoughts should not be lost. Federal agencies
cannot afford to forget what has been told them by Indian groups. Similarly, most
DOE/NV facilities have initial archaeology, botany, and animal studies that can be shared
and used by Indian groups. The challenge is to develop a single, shared pool of information
that can be used by both the DOE/NV and the Indian people to know what is out there and
to understand what is happening to it.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being used by many federal agencies and In-
dian groups to record and track resources distributed across an extensive landscape. GIS
systems are expensive and difficult to use, but innovative interactive multimedia data sys-
tems that can draw upon some GIS -like components are being developed. The tribes and or-
ganizations and the DOE/NV facility could use an ideal database simultaneously. This usage
may require a multimedia program to make easily accessible the products of the GIS data
analysis. The GIS and multimedia systems should be updated easily when new infonnation
comes from Indian expert visits or science studies. It should contain photos, video, sound
clips, maps, and text. Finally the GIS and multimedia systems should restrict access to cer-
tain portions of the database to reflect respective concerns of both the DOE/NV and the Indi-
ans for selective distribution of data and information.

Cultural Resource Management Plan
Federal facilities produce overall land use plans usually including specific plans for

wildlife, plants, and cultural resources. An American Indian cultural resource management
component could be developed in each of these plans. Possibly of greater difficulty but of no
less importance would be the inclusion of American Indian management comments in dis-
cussions of minerals and water. The recommendations produced by American Indian experts,
consultation committees, and tribal governments should be analyzed to reflect how the in-
formation could be incorporated into facility management plans. Early coordination with the
consultation committee should produce both information and recommendations that fit how
the facility manages natural and cultural resources.

DOE/NV' s initiative to fund the preparation of American Indian text for the NTS RMP
is an exemplary first step into devising comprehensive ecosystem management strategies that
include Indian people's knowledge of the environment.

Monitoring Plan
There must be some way of knowing whether or not American Indian consultation has

influenced the condition of cultural resources contained on a federal facility. Because it is
impossible to constantly monitor all cultural resources located on public lands, monitoring
time frames and monitoring locations must be chosen. Basic time -frame questions are: How
fast are culturally significant changes occurring to any specific resource? Does the quality,
quantity, or distribution of medicine plants change seasonally, annually, or over a period of
years? Damage due to erosion or vandalism to archaeological sites may be occurring spo-
radically; monitoring should occur at least once a year, with more sensitive sites monitored
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more often. On the NTS, monitoring of biological resources is done regularly, as is that of
archaeological sites and rock art, and of sacred sites such as Tippipah Cave.

Monitoring locations should be chosen on the basis of how well they represent certain
cultural resources. Monitoring samples should be selected with full input from the Indian
people. Monitoring techniques will vary, from ground -level photography of rock art to re-
mote -sense analysis of plant distribution. When ground disturbance is to occur, Indian
monitors may be hired to oversee activities. The results of all monitoring efforts should be
provided to the members of the consultation committee and Indian governments at regular
intervals. Regular feedback on the condition of cultural resources is the only way to maintain
an ongoing relationship with Indian people.

Closing a Consultation

Today most agency land management initiatives to establish American Indian consulta-
tion relationships are intended to be ongoing because Indian people's views will become part
of the information base for making, monitoring, and adjusting ongoing land management de-
cisions. Still, some consultations are designed to end. These may be project- specific consul-
tations designed to provide a narrow range of findings for the evaluations of a project or ac-
tion proposal. Sometimes the DOE/NV facility itself may be closing. Whatever the reason for
termination, how it occurs has implications for both the Indian people and the federal agency.

Making Analogs
Anyone who has made a presentation before a tribal council or Indian governmental

body has experienced some council or audience member standing up and talking at length
about some other project that occurred many years in the past that did not end in a positive
way. Most presenters want to say, "That is not what I am talking about, it occurred a long
time ago and I (or my agency) was not involved." The point presented by the American In-
dian, however, is well taken; "we have seen your kind before and here is the summation of
those experiences." In most cases Indian people lump most federal agencies together, so the
mistakes of one agency are transferred to another.

Project analog is the technical term used to discuss the process of evaluation of a cur-
rent proposal in terms of past proposals. For example, during the social impact assessment of
the Superconducting Super Collider for the State of Michigan it was discovered that local
people responded to this new and unique proposal in terms of how the involved state and
federal agencies had behaved with past projects (Stoffle et al. 1987: 37 -54). So the proposed
facility, a massive and generally positive project, was being evaluated in terms of how the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources had conducted a program of public access for
hunters; how a state utility had handled a cross -county pipeline project; how a cement com-
pany had dealt with air pollution; and how state politicians had proposed a prison for the
area. These small -scale and highly localized projects were not similar in any respect to the
super collider proposal, but the local people drew upon them as historic analogs for deciding
whether to trust the State of Michigan and private business and support the proposal.

Maintaining Positive Relations
Relations between the DOE/NV and American Indians began 50 years ago, and they are

often recounted as a history of adversarial relationships. All lands currently held or affected
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by DOE/NV facilities once belonged to an American Indian ethnic group. Nonetheless, many
Indian people have been employed by DOE/NV facilities and have begun to establish posi-
tive relationships focused on cultural resources. It is important at this moment in the history
of relations between American Indians and the DOE/NV to create positive analogs. So each
effort is important. No positive action of the DOE/NV will go unrewarded, because Ameri-
can Indians respond well to being involved in decisions about their traditional resources.
There are small and terminal consultations, but each has the potential of being a positive
analog.



4 OUTCOMES OF THE DOE /NV AMERICAN INDIAN

PROGRAM

David B. Halmo

Endeavors of long- teini consultation partnerships, such as that between DOE/NV and
the American Indian tribes and organizations that comprise the CGTO, generally carry mul-
tiple -level implications for the evolution of a consultation program. This chapter presents the
American Indian program implications, or outcomes, in terms of human social relations and
the institutionalization of best consultation practices through the development of agencywide
policy. Outcomes are discussed here independently from specific findings of individual
studies.

First, this chapter briefly recounts precedent -setting achievements of the DOE/NV-
CGTO collaboration in the preservation of NTS lands and resources. Second, the chapter
describes how best practices for consultation by the DOE/NV were institutionalized by
DOE/NV through the adoption of agencywide consultation policy. And third, it explains how
consultation outcomes have extended beyond legal compliance parameters of the American
Indian program to be adopted by other federal agencies, to inspire theoretical and methodo-
logical advances in the field of applied social science research, and to reach broader audi-
ences through the participation of CGTO representatives in national conferences and forums.

37
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Precedent -Setting Outcomes of the American Indian Program

This section highlights unique outcomes of the American Indian program, beginning
with the creation and evolution of the CGTO, and continuing with its project -specific
achievements.

CGTO: An Indigenous Corporate Group
The Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations was created by consensus of tribal

representatives in 1994 during mitigation meetings held between the DOE/NV and the in-
volved Indian tribes and organizations. The first CGTO recommendations to DOE/NV ex-
plicitly called for continued consultation with and participation of the CGTO in future ac-
tivities. All subsequent consultations have occurred directly with its member tribes and or-
ganizations. Over the seven -year period of its existence, the CGTO has been involved in a
series of systematic cultural resource assessments, three NAGPRA consultations on ar-
chaeological collections from the NTS, two instances of text preparation for official
DOE/NV management documents -NTS EIS and RMP; two assessments of the potential
effects of LLNW transportation to the NTS; and two rapid cultural assessments of the poten-
tial effects of DOE/NV and private- sector projects on the NTS (see Chapter 2 and References
Cited for specific study reports).

The CGTO is a formal organization. In social and behavioral terms, these formal units
are commonly referred to as corporate groups. Corporate groups are distinguishable from
less formal, "quasi groups" by a number of characteristics. They (1) have definite member-
ship, (2) are bounded by membership criteria, (3) have a named identity, (4) take action in
concert through organized procedures for defending members' rights and interests, (5) have at
least semiautonomy in a sphere of activity or interaction, (6) are presumed to exist in perpe-
tuity, and (7) collectively own, control, or have common interests in, and claims to, property
or resources (Smith 1974). Corporate groups can emerge and evolve as a form of organized
response to conflicts with more dominant groups. They also may be created by the dominant
society and its external actions; for example, many Indian "tribes" came into existence as a
result of government intervention (Dobyns and Euler 1970), and, consequently, tribal corpo-
rate entities have typically become the focus of consultation efforts by federal agencies.

The CGTO meets all the criteria for a corporate group. The group was endogenously
conceived and created, emerging from extant corporate units and following traditional
American Indian decision -making forum format. Representatives of tribes and Indian organi-
zations involved in the NTS consultation program took it upon themselves to coalesce into an
overarching corporate group with a named identity. The group is bounded by the tribes and
organizations represented. That the group will exist in perpetuity despite potentially fluctu-
ating membership is evidenced by the fact that the consultation program has continually
moved into other phases of activity during its long history, and continues to do so on an an-
nual basis.

The CGTO is not, however, a homogeneous, harmonious collection of individuals who
uniformly share all of the same conventional understandings. Members bear the responsibil-
ity for representing the interests not only of their own tribes, but of all the other tribes and
Indian organizations involved in the program. Each group has contending and sometimes
conflicting interests regarding the proper disposition of resources located on the NTS that
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become clear in the differences in recommendations offered by individual representatives. In
mitigating the impacts of federal actions on NTS lands and resources, however, Indian, rather
than tribal- or ethnic- specific concerns, are represented by the CGTO through cooperative
social interaction entailing negotiation, compromise, and consensus. Members take action in
concert and speak with a common voice, in a context of an autonomous sphere of activity
with organized procedures.

Subgroups, Committees, and Capacity Building
Tribal governments are inundated with projects, requests, and stacks of paperwork, all

needing attention. Many tribal government officials, therefore, simply do not have the time or
infrastructure to be involved in every activity that affects various aspects of the lives of their
people. For this reason, officials appoint representatives and confer responsibility upon them
to participate in the CGTO, obtain information, and keep the tribal council up -to -date on the
progress of DOE/NV activities on the NTS. Tribal leaders are fully cognizant that duly ap-
pointed individuals represent their interests regarding cultural, natural, and environmental
resource management issues on the NTS.

Since 1994 and in the majority of activities, the CGTO has appointed members to serve
on committees or subgroups to handle particular topical issues requiring consultation. In ad-
dition to a rotating corps of archaeology monitors, there are currently six active committees
or subgroups handling specific consultation issues. These committees and subgroups are (1)
the NAGPRA Subgroup, (2) the Repatriation Committee, (3) the American Indian Writers
Subgroup (AIWS), (4) the American Indian Transportation Committee (AITC), (5) the Rock
Art Subgroup, and (6) the American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment (RCA) team. Thus,
the CGTO has expanded its organizational complexity to meet increasingly focused consul-
tation needs. In project -specific cases, its membership also has expanded to include to 29
tribal entities and organizations to address a particular issue, particularly the LLRW Trans-
portation to the NTS.

Each new task presented challenges to the CGTO membership and the working sub-
groups formed around a task. Monitors and members of the subgroups and committees had to
rapidly become familiar with the specific issue or activity, its purpose, the laws and regula-
tions driving the activity and consultation protocol, and a range of skills needed in order to
conduct the necessary tasks associated with the consultation issue. Monitors, for example,
received an orientation to archaeological survey and excavation techniques, stratigraphy, and
laboratory and artifact cataloging methods by DRI archaeologists. Ethnographers trained
them in keeping field notes and logs that were ultimately integrated into the monitor reports
that were submitted to the DOE/NV and CGTO.

During the first NAGPRA consultation, three meetings were held to familiarize the
CGTO and its NAGPRA Subgroup with the NAGPRA legislation and regulations, especially
those concerned with the legal definitions of NAGPRA items that could be repatriated under
the law. In subsequent meetings, NAGPRA Subgroup members, out of necessity, had to sys-
tematically review an extensive array of archaeology research reports to contextualize the
individual artifacts that made up the NTS collection. In addition, they prepared exhibit mate-
rials and "indicator" criteria to make the process easier for the elders and cultural experts
who would review the items to make NAGPRA determinations.
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Likewise, members of the AIWS became familiar with EIS legislation, terminology, and
formatting guidelines for EIS documents. Their sections needed to be integrated into the
structure and format of the EIS main body of text according to very specific rules and guide-
lines set forth in the NEPA legislation and regulations. AITC members had to acquaint them-
selves with EA documents and procedures in order to conduct the LLRW transportation
study and rapid field assessments for the intermodal EA proposal. Again, acquisition of this
knowledge took place over the course of a series of meetings with agency EIS and EA writ-
ing teams as well as ethnographers familiar with EIS and EA procedures. Finally, the RCA
team members underwent in -field training in the process of conducting the rapid cultural as-
sessments, which required self -administered questionnaires, field note taking, and drafting of
report sections while still in the field. In short, all of these activities required the acquisition
of new information, knowledge, and skills that were largely unfamiliar to the tribal repre-
sentatives. Through orientation, training, and technical assistance, members of the CGTO
subgroups and committees expanded their capacities to perform sets of specific tasks; ac-
quiring new knowledge allowed them to transmit technical information to their respective
tribes and to the CGTO as a whole.

Above and beyond legal- compliance research and consultation concerning the identi-
fication and protection of American Indian cultural resources, there can be no doubt that
achievements, such as the American Indian text production for the main body and Appendix
G of the NTS EIS, subsequent text production for the NTS RMP, and funding of the
extensive LLRW transportation study, are the result of an unprecedented degree of power
sharing. To compare the relative strength and success of the DOE/NV -CGTO partnership
with other consultation programs and activities across the country is beyond the scope of this
chapter; yet, we suggest that the existence and expanded capacity of a corporate group such
as the CGTO greatly facilitates power sharing and negotiation and increases both partners'
abilities to identify and respond to American Indian issues in a relatively more rapid and
streamlined fashion.

Institutionalization of Best Consultation Practices: The DOE American Indian
Policy (1992)

Prior to the passage of AIRFA, the DOE/NV cultural resources program existed in the
1970s as an effort to comply with Section 106 regulations of NHPA. As program insiders
(Greider 1994: 7 -8; Beck et al. 2000: 165 -166) have observed, at that time cultural resources
were generally narrowly defined as archaeological sites, artifacts, and material culture; the
role of subject communities, cultural beliefs, and social impacts on cultural and religious
values had not been clarified in the impact assessment process until the passage of NEPA in
1969. Moreover, the mission of the DOE since the 1940s centered on the development and
testing of the nuclear arsenal and its associated activities, including the storage of hazardous
by- products of military defense nuclear missile technology. Such high -level military
operations were decreed national security issues under the Atomic Energy Security Act,
thereby exempting the DOE from a variety of federal laws and regulations (Greider 1994: 8).
Consequently, the DOE's position during that period was that American Indian tribes and
organizations were different from the "general public," who had opportunities to comment on
draft EA and EIS documents. Even salvage archaeology "was viewed as counterproductive,
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costing time and money, and interfering with national security projects" (Beck et al. 2000:
165).

Implementing a DOE cultural resource management program and associated agency
policy for compliance with the N-IPA was a process that took nearly 20 years (Beck et al.
2000: 165). After the passage of NEPA, AIRFA, and other environmental and cultural re-
source laws (e.g., the Archaeological Resources Protection Act, or ARPA), the DOE main-
tained its stance, citing national security exemption. In addition, the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982, passed for the purpose of developing a high -level nuclear waste repository, ex-
empted site characterization studies from the NEPA process. This act narrowly defined an
"affected Indian tribe" as one that would endure the effects of repository or related activities
"within its reservation boundary or on non -reservation lands" to which a tribe had possession
and use rights stipulated in a formal, congressionally ratified treaty (Greider 1994: 7). Thus,
the policy presented inherent conflicts between preserving environmental and cultural values,
social welfare, and national security military defense issues.

With the passage of AIRFA, however, the terms of engagement began to change. A
Federal Agencies Task Force (1979), headed by the secretary of the interior, mandated all
federal agencies to examine their policies and procedures, make the necessary and appropri-
ate revisions, and implement them in order to comply with the new law. The DOE partici-
pated in this process and pledged to implement an approach for compliance, "either as a
regulation or as an internal issuance" (Federal Agencies Task Force 1979: 27). This approach
included consultation with native traditional religious leaders.

By 1987, social scientists had worked diligently to get the YMSCO to adopt a program
of cultural consultation for compliance with AIRFA. After DOE/NV -funded background
compliance research, the DOE issued Order 1230.2 on April 8, 1992. That order established
responsibilities and transmitted the agency's formal American Indian Policy. The order pro-
vided policy guidance to agency personnel "concerning the Department's relationships with
American Indian governments and related public interest groups ". Briefly, under the order,
the assistant and deputy secretaries for environment, safety and health, congressional and
intergovernmental affairs and intergovernmental and public liaison, respectively and in addi-
tion to secretarial officers and field heads, were charged with: (1) being points of contact for
tribal governments; (2) maintaining communication with tribal entities; (3) identifying and
monitoring the implementation of procedures for consultation, based on "key reference re-
sources" distributed at all agency levels; (4) assisting in the training of agency staff "to in-
crease the awareness of Indian rights and concerns among DOE and contractor personnel";
and (5) monitoring the agencywide formulation and "implementation of appropriate proce-
dures for consulting with tribal leaders to comply with cultural resource management and
American Indian religious freedom protection laws" (DOE 1992: 2). In other words, this
policy explicitly committed to a government -to- government relationship with sovereign
American Indian tribes and committed DOE to implementing a formal consultation program
affecting all levels of agency management. DOE/NV went beyond minimum compliance by
consulting not only with federally acknowledged tribes but also with unacknowledged tribal
groups and other Indian corporate organizations.

Following the October 2, 1992 moratorium on nuclear weapons testing and the signing
of international arms reduction and test bans, the mission of the DOE/NV changed to sup-
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porting the DOE Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program for the nations's nuclear
weapon stockpile. This shift also brought about diversification in environmental research and
development programs that required internal expansion and management subdivision. Seven
DOE/NV divisions or programs have recently been involved in consultation with the CGTO
and/or its subcommittees. These are: (1) the underground Weapons Testing Program, (2) the
Environment, Safety, and Health Division, (3) the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Office, (4) the Environmental Restoration Program, (5) the NTS Environmental Impact
Statement Office, (6) the Waste Management Program, and (7) the NTS Development Cor-
poration, which oversees private - sector projects on NTS lands. Largely as a response to
DOE/NV expansion and change, CGTO also expanded its organizational structure by creat-
ing subgroups and committees, so that a smaller group of CGTO individuals could deal with
a smaller counterpart division engaged in projects. In short, both organizations changed to
meet changing policy environments, missions, and ideologies emerging in the wake of the
post -cold war era.

Policy initiatives regarding American Indian cultural resources and requiring consulta-
tion expanded and evolved throughout the 1990s, with the passage of NAGPRA in 1990, and
the amendment of NHPA in 1992, among several other initiatives. During the second half of
that decade the executive branch reaffirmed the federal commitment to government-to-gov-
ernment relationships with American Indian Tribes. A Presidential Memorandum on "Gov -
ernment-to- Government Relations with Native American Tribal Governments" was
distributed in April of 1994. Two years later, on May 24, 1996, President Clinton issued Ex-
ecutive Order 13007 regarding Native American Sacred Sites, requiring federal agencies to
accommodate access and ceremonial use of sacred sites by religious practitioners while si-
multaneously protecting the physical integrity and confidentiality of the location of those
sites. Finally, the president issued Executive Order 13084 and 13083 in 1998. These orders
formalized and supplemented the previous Executive Memorandum of April 29, 1994, again
reaffirming "Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments."

Partly in response to these legislative actions and at the request of Indian entities in
1998, the secretary of energy agreed to review and revise the DOE American Indian policy.
Between November of 1999 and the present, the DOE American Indian policy has undergone
a review by tribal leaders and national Indian organizations. Proposed changes have been
made to the policy and, as of the time of writing, a final draft of the policy dated May 10,
2000, will undergo finalization following briefings by the National Congress of American
Indians during the summer and DOE review of the policy document. The new draft policy
reaffirms DOE's commitment to government -to- government consultation and expands con-
sultation requirements to include planning, management, and decision -making processes.

The DOE has, in effect, institutionalized what are commonly referred to as "best prac-
tices" in applied social science parlance in its consultation policy and program activities. In
fact, the amendment to Order 1230.2, the "American Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Gov-
ernment Policy" of 2000, calls for increased consultation and participation at the earliest
stages of project planning. Such activities may not be readily visible in the policy itself, how-
ever. Policies prescribe actions but do not always specify what kinds of action should be
taken. At the practical activity level DOE/NV actively encourages and implements best prac-
tices in the context of conducting consultation. Above and beyond notifying tribes and con-
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suiting with government officials and religious leaders, the DOE/NV continuously promotes
and engages in key consultations practices. These include: (1) maintaining a high regard for
and commitment to government -to- government relations, sovereignty, and respect for
autonomous decision making; (2) funding compensated, systematic field visits to places of
concern by tribal leaders and elders; (3) sponsoring at least annual face -to -face meetings to
discuss current issues and negotiate solutions; (4) disseminating all relevant information to
tribal leaders and representatives who participate in specific studies; and (5) funding initia-
tives recommended by the CGTO and academic consultants, such as travel expenses for pre-
senting scientific papers, lectures, and slideshows at professional conferences and work-
shops. These venues provide the Indian people and program managers an opportunity to dis-
seminate new and timely information and share positive lessons of successful consultation
with other scholars, practitioners, and Indian people in attendance. It also furthers the expan-
sion of social networks and negotiation of new consultation relationships with other agencies
or projects. It is these kinds of outcomes that transcend the DOE/NV American Indian pro-
gram.

Outcomes That Transcend the DOE /NV American Indian Program

Over and above the American Indian program achievements of consultation, participa-
tion, and cultural preservation of land and resources, social science theory, method, and hu-
man resource development have all been advanced and disseminated to wider publics, as has
the consultation model. The impacts of each transcending outcome on the broader arenas of
consultation and research are discussed below.

Social Science Theory and Method
One of the volume editors has made the point, echoed by other applied social scientists

(e.g., Partridge 1985; Stoffle, Jones, and Dobyns 1995: 203, n. 115), that "applied research
plays an important role in the development of social theory because it opens new areas of
inquiry" (Zedeño 2000b: 97). While federal cultural resource legislation has profoundly af-
fected the practice of cultural anthropology and archaeology as well as the art and science of
museum and collections management and curation, compliance research has opened the door
to "untapped possibilities for theoretical and methodological advance" (Zedeño 2000b: 102).
Several advances in theory and method in cultural anthropology and archaeology have re-
sulted from compliance research on the NTS.

A comprehensive methodology for establishing cultural affiliation of potentially af-
fected Indian tribes and consulting with them in a stepwise process was developed as part of
the YMSCO studies (see Chapter 3). This model has been refined and extrapolated to other
project contexts for government agencies such as the National Park Service, State Historic
Preservation Offices, the Federal Highway Transportation Administration, Bureau of Recla-
mation, the Department of Defense, and the U.S. Air Force (Stoffle 1998b, 2000).

Beginning with the YMSCO studies, the UofA ethnographic team developed a hierar-
chical set of interview instruments with input from Indian people, agency officials, archae-
ologists, biologists, and geographers. These instruments elicit systematic information on re-
sources, places where resources are found, and connections among places within a specific
study area. Four resource-specific interview forms - plants, animals, archaeological features,
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and rock art-were applied during the Pahute- Rainier Mesas and the rock art study (see
chapters 7 -9). A site -specific interview form, which draws information on material, behav-
ioral, and spiritual connections among resource types and between each resource, was first
used during the RCA studies in 1997 and 1998 (see Chapter 13). A landscape interview in-
strument was initially developed for the rock art study; and an expanded version was most
recently used during the NAGPRA site visits in Hot Creek Valley, CNTA, to bring place -
and resource -specific information into a broader regional context (see Chapter 14).

The success of this methodology, which is now being applied by the UofA ethnographic
team to American Indian consultation projects across the western and Midwestern United
States (Dewey -Hefley et al. 1998), owes in large measure to the field research completed on
the NTS and other DOE /NV facilities. This research was conducted under the assumption
that ethnographers, armed with a comprehensive data- gathering instrument for interviewing
multiple Indian people in the field, face-to-face with particular resources and places, could
collect more accurate, reliable, and systematic data regarding place and resource use, signifi-
cance, and condition, and record preservation concerns and recommendations. Many other
methodological refinements came about from thematic consultation projects, including
LLRW transportation (see Chapter 12) and NAGPRA (see Chapter 14). As project experi-
ence grew and technology developed, these forms were tied to GIS and relational Microsoft
Access databases, such that comprehensive data bases on plants, animals, places, archaeo-
logical sites, features, and artifacts exist for multiple Indian tribes and ethnic groups. Such
databases have assisted in the tabular presentation of large amounts of detailed data in project
reports. New information -age, interactive, multimedia technology has allowed at least CGTO
member tribes to produce and distribute tribal history, culture, landscape, and resource
information in a CD -ROM format for educational purposes (Southern Paiute Consortium
1998).

The data generated from the NTS and other studies have allowed the development of
theories, hypotheses, and models regarding Indian land and resource use, worldview, cultural
beliefs, and aboriginal sociopolitical organization. As explained in Chapter 10, information
on the relationship between a variety of natural and cultural resources, places, and landmarks
have allowed the iterative formulation of a model of cultural landscapes even in bounded
ecosystems such as riparian areas (Stoffle 1997). A cultural landscape approach is the culmi-
nation of compliance research experience in evaluating the cultural significance of resources,
places, and landmarks previously documented as ecozones, local and regional use areas
(Stoffle et al. 1990a, 1994a), and territories (Zedeño 1997). As Zedeño notes, this compliance
research has contributed to a view, developed in consultation with Indian people, of land and
resource use that is "not conceived only as subsistence economy but as a practice that
extends to all realms of social life that, therefore, cannot be explained solely through a
functional -ecological framework" (Zedeño 2000b: 102) both in cultural anthropology and
archaeology.

Moreover, compliance research has clarified, for scholars of Indian culture, land man-
agers, and policy makers that land -and -resource use practices inextricably bound up in native
ceremonial activities. That is to say, every Indian alteration or manipulation of the natural
landscape derives from a cosmology that requires any activity be accompanied by prayer or
ceremony in accordance with the belief that all elements of the universe are alive, possess
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power, and are interrelated and interdependent in a divinely determined order or balance.
Consequently, any action performed on one resource potentially affects all other resources
(see Chapter 6). Compliance research has further permitted the acquisition of a clearer un-
derstanding of the complexity of Numic ritual and ceremony, and how such behavior trans-
forms everyday, utilitarian items and the places they are located into sacred objects and sites
(Stoffle and Zedeño 2000b).

Administrative Land and Program Management
As Zedeño (2000b: 102) has noted, "American Indian land and resource use issues are

once again at the point of convergence between land management politics and social theory."
The NTS has always been an issue of contention between American Indians and the federal
government (Beck et al. 2000: 166; Kuletz 1998). The activities following the withdrawal of
land from public use between the 1940s and 1950 inflicted heavy damage on various areas of
the NTS. Ironically, several areas remained nearly untouched, thereby preserving archaeo-
logical remains and other cultural resources. The first major project under the American In-
dian program focused on Pahute and Rainier Mesas precisely because this area contained the
densest archaeological resources that were threatened by the underground weapons testing
program (Beck et al. 2000: 166).

In terms of commitment to cultural resource preservation, DOE/NV has agreed to in-
clude in its policy of monitoring restricted, off -limits locations those places that are culturally
sensitive and sacred to Indian people, such as Tippipah Cave, the child burial on Pahute
Mesa, and the reburial site. Although national security continues to be the primary mission of
the NTS, other programs, such as environmental restoration, technology diversification, en-
ergy efficiency and renewable energy projects, and land stewardship, are equally supported
by the agency. Private corporations now seek to use NTS lands for such developments as
satellite rocket launch sites and small airport landing strips. Assessing the potential impacts
of land management alternatives on the NTS was the focus of the EIS, and is a recurrent em-
phasis of the RMP. Both public- and private - sector project proposal assessments involve
DOE/NV's sustained political and financial sponsorship of the American Indian program's
studies.

Human Resource Development
The long -term nature of the NTS American Indian program has resulted in capacity

building and knowledge and skill acquisition. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Indian monitors
and subgroup /committee members have had to learn and understand (1) archaeological sur-
vey and data recovery techniques, (2) provisions and definitions contained in federal legisla-
tion, (3) interpretation of technical scientific reports and environmental impact assessment
documents, (4) technical report writing, and (5) ethnographic techniques such as question-
naire design and administration, and field data recording. For many tribal representatives, this
bundle of new skills and knowledge may have seemed somewhat daunting; they desired,
however, to participate as true equals in the process of protecting their cultural interests on
the NTS. They were acutely aware that, in order to have any real impact on the process, they
would have to work within the legal, regulatory, and scientific parameters adopted and en-
dorsed by the agency, its officials, contractors, and technical consultants.
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The accomplishments of these tribal representatives, albeit assisted by trained personnel,
constitute abundant evidence of their commitment to the protection of religious and cultural
values vested on the NTS. The production of EIS and EA text, rapid cultural assessment
technical reports, contextual exhibits to aid in NAGPRA consultation, and archaeological
monitors reports, have been reviewed and approved by scholars, tribal government leaders,
the DOE/NV, and other contracting agencies. Moreover, these new skills have been trans-
ferred and replicated in new contexts, supported by the DOE/NV, for the purposes of infor-
mation dissemination to wider audiences.

Information Dissemination to Wider Publics
Following the completion of the American Indian Resource Document for the NTS EIS

in 1996, the CGTO members expanded their newly acquired skills beyond the boundaries of
the NTS. At the 1996 annual meeting of the National Association of Environmental Profes-
sionals in Houston, Texas, the six members of the AIWS presented a coauthored paper on
"Voicing American Indian Concerns through an Indian EIS Writing Team" (Arnold et al.
1996; Chapter 11 in this volume). The paper described their experience in documenting so-
cial and cultural impacts of land management alternatives proposed by the DOE/NV for in-
clusion in the EIS document. That paper was subsequently published in the conference pro-
ceedings (NAEP 1996: 686 -693).

The following year, six members of the CGTO, along with the American Indian pro-
gram manager from DOE/NV, delivered scientific papers at the annual meeting of the So-
ciety for Applied Anthropology (SfAA) in Seattle, Washington (fig. 4.1). The papers were
part of an organized session entitled "American Indian Perspectives on Consultation at the
Nevada Test Site," and described the findings of program studies. The presentations included
an overview of the consultation program (Furlow 1997), findings from three separate cultural
resource studies (Frank -Churchill 1997), the NTS EIS process (Arnold 1997), the NAGPRA
consultation and repatriation process (Cornelius 1997), findings from the Indian LLRW
transportation study (Cloquet 1997), and off -site assessments of cultural resources potentially
affected by DOE activities (Moose 1997). The session concluded with comments provided
by an elder member of the CGTO (Naylor 1997). CGTO members again organized a session
at the annual meeting of the SfAA in Tucson, Arizona, during March of 1999 (Arnold 1999;
Cloquet and Austin 1999; Cornelius and Zedeño 1999; Frank- Churchill 1999; Furlow 1999;
Moose 1999; Naylor 1999). These papers provided an update of program studies and find-
ings.

In addition to these presentations, members of the CGTO, particularly the group's
spokesperson, routinely give presentations and lectures to various groups throughout the na-
tion on the importance of the NTS and surrounding region to American Indians (Greider
1994: 8). Anthropological consultants have presented papers, too numerous to cite individu-
ally here, at several professional meetings. The papers focus on study findings, on the con-
sultation program itself, and on the emerging theoretical models derived from program
driven compliance research. Some of these papers have subsequently been published in
professional journals and edited volumes and are cited throughout this book.
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Fig. 4.1. Western Shoshone representative presents a paper at the Society for Applied Anthropology
meetings in Seattle, Washington, 1997

Diffusion of the Consultation Model into Other Contexts
The consultation model first developed for the YMSCO studies, built upon earlier

compliance research experience in the late 1970s, has undergone a series of minor refine-
ments over the past decade or more. It has been applied to projects in a variety of national
parks and monuments (e.g., Grand Canyon National Park, Zion National Park, Pipe Spring
National Monument, six park units in the western Great Lakes, Petrified Forest National
Park, El Morro National Monument, El Malpais National Monument) as well as in specific
locations slated for development (Santa Fe, New Mexico ski resorts, Big Spring in north Las
Vegas). The model was included in the Legacy Resource Management Program report on
Native American Sacred Sites and the Department of Defense (Deloria and Stoffle 1998),
funded in part by the National Park Service. The latest iteration of the model was published
in an edited volume on social impact assessment (Stoffle 2000).

The consultation model adopted by the DOE/NV for the NTS was most closely repli-
cated by two other federal agencies that work with the CGTO members and various non-
member tribes. The Federal Highway Administration and its partnering federal agencies
adopted a similar consultation strategy for its specific consultation effort regarding the
Hoover Dam Bypass project (Stoffle et al. 2000a). For this project, the involved Indian
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tribes have appointed members to a "core group" that serves as the vehicle for consultation.
The U.S. Air Force has adopted a very similar version of the model for implementing its
Native American Interaction Program on Nellis Air Force Base (Stoffle et al. 2000b). Thus,
the model that served as a prescription for implementing best practices of consultation for
over a decade is also a framework that has been adapted to the needs of other federal
agencies.
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ETHNOGRAPHY ON THE NEVADA TEST SITE





PREFACE

American Indian Writers Subgroup

When thinking about the meaning of the NTS, Indian people cannot help but draw a
comparison between the quality of life before and after the advent of nuclear power, some
50 years ago. American Indians managed to preserve this environment for over 10,000
years only to see it change into a forbidden and often inhospitable place. Yet, Indian peo-
ple continued to illegally enter the facility to hunt deer, gather pine nuts, and visit sacred
sites until about 1955. The American Indian program now provides a legal vehicle for vis-
iting sites and affords many of them adequate protection. Indian people feel strongly that
their return to these ancestral places on the NTS is helping heal the land and the people
who care for it. The three field projects discussed in Part II symbolize the return of the
culturally affiliated tribes to this land.

The laws and regulations that opened access to the NTS via the American Indian pro-
gram have done more than create a favorable environment for developing tribal -agency
relations. They have enabled Indian people to revisit their traditions, rekindle interethnic
relations, and recall pieces of shared history. Equally important, laws and regulations have
helped the tribes reconcile certain traditional views with modern elements of their culture.
This has been a painful process, particularly for the elders, who knew this land before it
became the NTS, and for their children, who heard the stories that connected them to this
facility but were unable to visit it. By reestablishing physical and spiritual connections
with powerful places and resources on the NTS, Indian people have found a way to make
their peace. This is one contribution of the program to the future generations who will one
day be able to visit the NTS safely and in good health.
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The NTS contains places and resources that are inextricably tied to the origin tradi-
tions of Indian groups who inhabited it from Creation to the mid -twentieth century. This
land was jointly used by the ethnic groups represented in the CGTO. For these groups joint
use not only meant harvesting of resources for survival, but also the recognition of a shared
cosmology the core of which is Puha, or Power -that allowed people to relate to the land
in similar spiritual ways and to follow appropriate rules of behavior toward sacred places
and resources. Joint use also meant that, through time, the history of different ethnic groups
became intertwined, through marriage and kinship, conflict and alliance, religious
practices, and exchange of knowledge and critical resources. As explained in the next two
chapters, these cosmological, cultural, and historical affinities are acknowledged by the
member tribes of the CGTO as binding them in their rights and obligations toward one
another and the NTS land. Underlying the philosophy of the CGTO, too, is a common code
of formal and informal social interaction that has fostered long -term working relationships
among the tribal representatives.

The field projects sponsored by DOE/NV gave Indian elders and cultural experts the
opportunity to come together at their traditional joint use and meeting area to once again
recount their oral traditions, become acquainted with each ethnic group's version of the
same stories, and reassert their kinship and affinities as well as their own identities.
Through the sharing of oral tradition Indian people were able to go back in time, revisit
their ancient systems of knowledge, and strengthen their connections to places and re-
sources. Traditional history carries a lot of power and spirituality, so it helped people recall
the culturally appropriate ways to behave in certain places and to handle different
resources. Site visits on the NTS further stimulated the historical and cultural memory of
the tribal representatives through the visualization of landscape features that anchor songs
and stories to the land.

Experiencing ancestral places and resources on the NTS not only triggered collective
and individual memories but also inspired new spiritual encounters. For example, one elder
received a song at the NTS. Another elder heard the cry of a water baby. Yet another saw
the tracks of the Little People. These and many more encounters experienced by those who
participated in these projects are proof that Indian culture is still alive on the NTS and that
it becomes enriched with each field project.

Indian elders and cultural experts who provided the information summarized in the
following chapters had to weigh the advantages and dangers of sharing this cherished
knowledge with outsiders. They chose to lay aside their misgivings and share information
in the hope that it will help NTS managers find the most appropriate ways to protect
American Indian resources. What has been done to the land cannot be undone, but it is
always possible to inspire a new awareness of the cultural significance of this land among
Indians and non -Indians alike.



5 CULTURAL AFFILIATION OF AMERICAN INDIAN ETHNIC

GROUPS WITH THE NEVADA TEST SITE

Richard W. Stoffle

Establishing cultural affiliation is the cornerstone of government -to- government con-
sultation because it documents the spectrum of ancestral, cultural, and historical relation-
ships between American Indians and the lands and resources under consultation. Thus, a
statement of cultural affiliation was prepared at the onset of DOE/NV' s consultation en-
deavors for its Nevada facilities. The document Native Americans and Nuclear Waste
Storage at Yucca Mountain, Nevada: Potential Impacts and Site Characterization Activi-
ties (Stoffle 1987) identified the three American Indian ethnic groups with traditional con-
nections to that facility. This document later became the official cultural affiliation state-
ment for the NTS. On occasion, DOE/NV invited other ethnic groups to consult on specific
projects and areas potentially affected by its mission activities (see Chapter 12); yet,
contemporary tribes and organizations comprising the Western Shoshone, Southern Paiute,
and Owens Valley Paiute -Shoshone ethnic groups originally identified as culturally
affiliated with the NTS remain the core of the agency's American Indian program.

This chapter presents an annotated summary of the original cultural affiliation
document written in 1987, a short version of which was published in Policy Studies Jour-
nal (Stoffle and Evans 1988). The volume editors have chosen to reproduce, to the extent
possible, the spirit and letter of the original document because it contains the seeds of the
American Indian program that has grown to its current intellectual state. Additional his-
torical information reported by Stoffle, Olmsted, and Evans in 1990 has been included as
appropriate for clarification.
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Potentially Impacted Indian Peoples

Ethnographic and ethnohistoric research initially suggested that (1) the cultural re-
sources of at least two American Indian ethnic groups- Western Shoshone and Southern
Paiute Indians enrolled in Nevada, Arizona, Utah, and California tribes are potentially
impacted owing to traditional occupation (i.e., pre -1850) of the NTS area' and (2) the
cultural resources of a number of additional American Indian ethnic groups (e.g., Navajo,
Mohave) are potentially impacted because they have utilized the area since 1850 (Stoffle
1987: 5; see also Bunte and Franklin 1987; Crum 1994; Holt 1992). Shortly thereafter, an
expanded document search yielded substantial data to support the original recommenda-
tions (Stoffle, Olmsted, and Evans 1990). In -depth interviews with tribal elders and a site
visit resulted in the identification of a third ethnic group, the Paiute -Shoshone tribes living
in California, who perceive themselves as ethnically distinct and want their concerns ex-
pressed as Owens Valley Paiute.

Traditional Indian Groups (Pre -1850)
The NTS area is part of the Mohave Desert, which is a culturally significant region to

many American Indian ethnic groups. These groups resided here for thousands of years
before European occupation.

Traditional Holy Lands
During these thousands of years the American Indian ethnic groups utilized the land

and its resources and built these into a cultural self -definition as a people. Most of the
American Indian groups who traditionally lived in the Mohave Desert believe they were
created there and, that in so doing, the Creator also gave them a special supernatural re-
sponsibility to protect and manage the land and its resources. In western terminology, the
Mohave Desert is their Holy Land (Spicer 1957).

The Southern Paiute, for example, believe that they were created by the Supernatural
near Charleston Peak -called Nuvagantu -located in the Spring Mountains (Kroeber
1976; Laird 1976). The Spring Mountains are just southeast of Yucca Mountain and the
NTS. According to Laird (1976: 122), "In prehuman times Nuvagantu was the home of
Wolf and his brother, Mythic Coyote. It was the very heart of Tuwiinyaruvipu, the Storied
Land." There was and is no place in Southern Paiute traditional territory more sacred than
the Spring Mountains and the areas around them. Continued knowledge of and belief in
traditional Southern Paiute cosmology remains central to Southern Paiute cultural persis-
tence (Spicer 1971). Concerns for this sacred area have been expressed repeatedly in
studies involving Southern Paiute people (Bean and Vane 1979, 1982; Stoffle and Dobyns
1982, 1983; Stoffle, Dobyns, and Evans 1983). Most recently, Nevada Paiutes expressed
concerns for Pahrump Valley as an especially sacred area because of its relationship to the
Spring Mountains.

For an alternative view of aboriginal occupation of the NTS please consult Pippin
(1998).
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It should be emphasized that holiness in Southern Paiute belief is no more a function
of frequency of personal visitation than is holiness in Christian belief a function of fre-
quency of pilgrimage to the Holy Land of Israel. Holiness is an inherent attribute. Pilgrim-
age overtly attests to holiness, but neither augments nor diminishes it. Thus, physical sepa-
ration, whether voluntary, such as migration in search of work, or forced, owing to loss of
legal access, does not in and of itself reduce the holiness of traditional lands.

Overlapping and Shared Territory
Traditional occupation and joint use boundaries have changed over time, so for the

last thousand years, three or four American Indian ethnic groups could have occupied any
specific location in the northern portion of the Mohave Desert, such as the NTS area. Each
of these ethnic groups could have traditional cultural values regarding any specific loca-
tion. An extensive national study of which American Indian ethnic groups resided in what
lands at the time of European intrusion was conducted during the Land Claims Commis-
sion hearings (Kuykendall 1978). During these legal hearings it was generally agreed the
Southern Paiute and the Western Shoshone originally used the NTS lands. Accepted his-
toric, archaeological, and ethnographic documents place the two ethnic groups in the NTS
area for hundreds of years before Euro American intrusion (1976; Pippin and Zerga 1983;
Steward 1938).

Ethnic vs. Band Affiliation
It is essential to distinguish between the concept of an ethnic group, such as the

Western Shoshone or the Southern Paiute, and a localized band, like the Yomba or the
Moapa. The difference between these two types of social groups has important implica-
tions for who is defined as potentially impacted. The last two hundred years of Southern
Paiute ethnic group history can be used to illustrate the two concepts and to demonstrate
their importance to the study.

The Southern Paiutes are a people (an ethnic group) who share a common culture,
language, and society. They traditionally occupied and utilized wide territory ranging from
Black Mesa, Arizona, in the east to Yucca Mountain, Nevada, in the west and from Sevier
Lake, Utah, in the north to Palo Verde Valley, California, on the lower Colorado River in
the south. Controlling this territory was an ethnically based social unit termed here the na-
tion. The nation functioned to move goods and services back and forth between ecological
zones, thus increasing demographic carrying capacity of the region under Southern Paiute
control (Stoffle and Evans 1976; Stoffle et al. 1982). There is ethnohistoric evidence that
the Southern Paiute nation had national chiefs up until the mid -19th century (Stoffle and
Dobyns 1982: 47 -49). Within this territory were local areas that were the primary resi-
dence of local bands, each having their own resources and leaders but primarily function-
ing in terms of the national social and economic relationships. Just as goods and services
moved within Southern Paiute national territory, so did people under the authority of na-
tional chiefs.

Infectious disease and Euro American territorial encroachment combined to virtually
eliminate the national functions and integration of the Southern Paiute nation by the 1840s
(Stoffle, Jones, and Dobyns 1995). Pippin and Zerga (1983: 51) note that a fireplace stone,
inscribed with the date 1847, was found in the foundation of a Euro American house lo-
cated on the NTS. Local bands increased in political importance due to the loss of national
functions; however, ethnic identity and the movement of people between ecological zones
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persisted. As agricultural lands along rivers and springs were lost to Euro Americans and
as livestock destroyed natural gathering areas, Paiute peoples began to gravitate to sources
of wage employment (Stoffle and Dobyns 1983: 108 -10; Stoffle, Dobyns, and Evans
1983: 52). Paiutes worked for wages as miners, cowboys, farmers, and river boatmen. By
the 1880s most Paiute people had been drawn to wage labor sources and constructed per-
manent homes at the edges of Euro American villages. It is important to note that the
Western Shoshones have similar social structures and underwent similar changes as the
Paiutes; however, space does not permit a parallel analysis of both ethnic groups (Inter
Tribal Council of Nevada -Reno 1976: 88 -89, 91,101; Bowers and Muessig 1982: 22;
Forbes 1967: 153; Rusco 1975: 128).

From these residential "labor camps" Paiute and Shoshone peoples continued to return
to their remaining hunting, gathering, and subsistence farming locations in order to
supplement marginal and seasonal wages. That after forced removal the Shoshone and
Paiute people remained knowledgeable about traditional areas is demonstrated by the fact
that in 1950 Professor Richard Shutler was guided on an early archaeological survey of the
Yucca Mountain area by a Shoshone Indian who lived in the nearby town of Beatty, Ne-
vada (Pippin and Zerga 1983: 26).

In the 20th century, the federal government began to set aside portions of traditional
territory as reservation lands for the Southern Paiute. In doing so, the federal government
began to treat local labor camp populations as tribes and their leaders as chiefs. This po-
litical fiction emphasized legitimate local leadership and control over nearby cultural re-
sources, but ignored the traditional cultural rights and obligations of all Southern Paiute to
utilize and be responsible for natural resources throughout their Holy Land. Not all local
bands received official federal recognition, and some, the San Juan and the Chemehuevi,
were incorporated into other Indian tribal organizations. In addition, the Southern Paiute
traditional lands were divided between four states: California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona.
This served to further the political and economic divisions among this ethnic group.

Despite the divisive effects of the fictive local Southern Paiute tribe, Southern Paiute
people strived to maintain or reestablish national functions and integrate ethnic groups.
Perhaps one of the more obvious mechanisms for this is the practice of placing children of
the same couple on different tribal registration rolls. Knack's (1980: 48) detailed kinship
analysis of Utah Paiutes demonstrates how fluid band membership is due to intermarriage,
residential mobility, and membership transfer from one band's roll to another. Political and
economic reintegration is occurring in a number of ways. It was achieved by five bands
that have united under a single chairman and council as the Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah
(DOI 1982).

More recently, an almost complete national political reintegration has been achieved
through the establishment of the Southern Paiute Tribal Chairman's Association. This po-
litical body is composed of representatives from all Southern Paiute governments except
Chemehuevi and San Juan Paiute. So Southern Paiute people continue to re- create their
traditional national structure through kinship ties, economic interdependency, and political
organization. Turner (1985: 52) concludes, on the basis of an extensive assessment of
contemporary Kaibab Paiute cultural development, they maintain strong symbolic and so-
cial ties with other Southern Paiutes and together constitute an emerging Southern Paiute
nation. Many expressed the desire to achieve this traditional national level of social inte-
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gration because they are a single ethnic group who still occupies, and is responsible for,
their own Holy Land. The Paiute Tribe of Utah (DOI 1982: 2) has stated:

To the Paiute People, the land is a source of cultural, spiritual, and physical
nourishment. Following generations of their ancestors, today's Paiutes still
hunt and forage on their traditional lands. They conduct their ceremonies,
bury their dead, and celebrate on sites of historic significance.

The most important methodological implication of separating traditional concerns of
ethnic groups from contemporary tribal concerns is that all of the tribes currently existing
within the traditional ethnic territory must be contacted in order to permit complete ethnic -
group responses to a project occurring somewhere within traditional territory. If county and
state boundaries are utilized to define the limits of a study area, only those tribes that
happen to have a reservation located within Euro American political units are subject to
study. In order not to exclude some and sometimes most of the potentially impacted mem-
bers of ethnic groups, it is important to have the concept "potentially impacted Indian
tribe" refer to any contemporary tribe that contains living members who are identified with
the traditional territory of an ethnic group.

Recent American Indian Occupants (Post -1850)
Euro American encroachment on Western Shoshone and Southern Paiute traditional

territories occurred in the 1840s, and by the 1850s most valuable and productive natural
resources were in the hands of Euro Americans. Just as the Western Shoshone and South-
ern Paiute people began to gravitate toward wage labor opportunities after 1850, so did
other American Indian people. Mine camps, large ranches, commercial farms, and railroad
lines served to attract Indian people of many ethnic backgrounds. Indian laborers often
were recruited by Euro American companies and later remained where wage work was
available outside their own traditional territories. Most Euro American mining and railroad
camps had nearby an Indian camp where Indian workers and their families lived. Pippin
and Zerga (1983: 55, 62 -63) note the presence of 13 inactive mining districts that lie
wholly within the Nevada Test site or Nellis Air Force Base, four railroads built in the re-
gion during the first decade of the 20th century, and numerous farms and ranches in the
area. Recent interviews with Nevada Paiutes suggest that there would have been Shoshone
and Paiute ranch hands living with their families on many of these farms and ranches.

Other American Indian peoples emigrated to the traditional lands of the Western Sho-
shone and Southern Paiute (such as the NTS area) in order to work for Euro American
commercial operations. These immigrants began to utilize and perceive the land they colo-
nized and its resources as they had their own traditional territories. For example, in a re-
cent article Drover (1985) points out that Navajo workers who came to build a railroad
across the central portion of the Mohave Desert remained as maintenance crews living in
isolated communities along the railroad. Drover points out that these Navajo people cre-
ated sweathouses, hogans, and other dwellings near the railroad that have cultural value to
the Navajos as historic and religious structures. In another recent study (Stoffle, Evans,
and Jensen 1987: 14 -15), Navajo women who were relocated to the Colorado River Indian
Tribes reservation have replaced most of their traditional weaving and medicine plants
with ones available in the Mohave Desert. Also important for the emigrants was learning
where minerals for pigment and medicine were located. Inevitably, these Indian people
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died and were buried in the lands they colonized. In general, these data suggest that emi-
grant Indian people have developed cultural attachments in these nontraditional areas and
that the longer they have remained in the colonized lands, the more cultural attachments
they have established.

Traditional or NonTraditional Values
The Advisory Council of Historic Preservation (ACHP) guidelines state that only

"traditional cultural values" are a legitimate concern under the NHPA. A traditional cul-
tural value is one that has historic depth -nontraditional values are those that have not
been ascribed historically to a property (ACHP 1985: 6). This guideline raises the question:
Should structures, plants, animals, and places that acquire cultural value while members of
an ethnic group reside outside their traditional territory be defined as traditional or
nontraditional values? It is beyond the scope of this book to fully answer this question for
all possible cultural concerns that recent American Indian occupants may have, but at least
one interpretation is ventured. The solution may hinge on whether the ACHP guideline is
specific to a physical property or to a place. If the cultural value of a property is traditional,
then it may not matter that the property is located in a nontraditional place. So if Navajos
traditionally valued sweathouses, then sweathouses are a traditional value even if they are
built hundreds of miles outside of traditional Navajo territory. If Navajo people living in
Clark County, Nevada, have utilized plants and animals from the study area in a traditional
manner, then they have traditional values that may be impacted by the repository project.
These examples seem to meet the intention of the ACHP guidelines; if so, then any Indian
peoples who had left or currently have traditional cultural properties in the study area are to
be considered as potentially impacted by the proposed nuclear waste facility. A more
recent guideline, Federal Register Bulletin 38, written by Patricia L. Parker and Thomas F.
King and published by the National Park Service in 1990, addresses explicitly issues
regarding the identification and preservation of traditional cultural properties, also known
as TCPs.

Individual, Local Association, or Tribal Contacts
Another issue is whether these recent American Indian occupants of the area are best

represented directly as individuals, through local Indian associations, or through their
original tribal administrations. The decision as to which is the most appropriate consulta-
tion procedure may vary by where the Indian people live. If they live in Las Vegas, then it
may be best to contact them through the Las Vegas Indian Center (LVIC). This organiza-
tion functions, much as a tribal government, to represent the opinions and service the needs
of Indian people who are not enrolled at local reservations but do reside in the Nevada
counties of Clark, Nye, and Lincoln. The center has its closest contact with the urban
Indian population; if the study needs to contact Indian people who live in isolated rural
Nevada villages, then direct contact is the only proper methodology. If an off -reservation
Indian person or group wishes to have their concerns reviewed by their tribal government,
then this procedure should be considered. Without a more complete understanding of these
Indian people it would be inappropriate to decide upon a single procedure for determining
their cultural concerns.
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Location and Approximate Number of Involved Indian Peoples
The Western Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Owens Valley Paiute Shoshone are the

American Indian ethnic groups having the most direct affiliation with cultural resources
that may be located in the NTS area. Most of these people are enrolled at one of 13 Indian
tribes originally identified as potentially impacted by DOE /NV mission activities in
Southern Nevada facilities.' One nonward group, the Pahrump Paiute Band of Nevada, is
treated as a distinct political unit. Indian peoples who are not enrolled in their traditional
reservations are more difficult to identify and contact, but they include people living in
towns within two hours' drive of DOE/NV facilities. Those who live in Clark County are
represented by the Las Vegas Indian Center. The State of Nevada Employment Security
Department estimates that there were 5,640 Indian people living in Clark County in 1985,
of which only 298 (5.3 percent) were enrolled at the Las Vegas Paiute or Moapa Paiute
Indian reservations. Similarly, this department estimates that there were 120 Indian people
living in Lincoln County, and there are no reservations there. The number of Indian people
living at any one place is only a reasonable estimate based on previous fieldwork and
available published reports. The exact numbers of people enrolled with each tribe or living
in one community often change because of deaths, births, and seasonal migration in search
of work. Chapter 3 explains the steps that should be followed to contact culturally affiliated
groups.

Postscript

Over the years, the initial list of tribes has changed slightly; the Ely Shoshone Tribe
from Nevada became a member of the CGTO after the first ethnographic study, and in
1999 the Twenty -Nine Palms Southern Paiute Tribe from California petitioned for inclu-
sion in the CGTO. Consultation has made it increasingly clear that the CGTO adequately
represents urban and rural regional Indians. The most important implication of the cultural
affiliation study and ensuing research on the NTS is the awareness that history, as told by
Western scholars, may not relate the "whole story" of the people who once inhabited the
lands and used the resources now managed by DOE/NV. The preparation of an Indian
history of this area would be the next logical step in the American Indian program that will
unify past uses and present concerns expressed by the culturally affiliated tribes and Indian
organizations.

2 Chapter 1 lists all American Indian tribes and organizations that have consulted
with DOE/NV since 1987.



6 AMERICAN INDIAN WORLDVIEWS I: THE CONCEPT

"POWER" AND ITS CONNECTION TO PEOPLE, PLACES,

AND RESOURCES

Richard W. Stoffle and M. Nieves Zedeño

This chapter is concerned with explaining why things (a gloss used here for objects,
places, and resources) are culturally significant to the Indian people who participate in
DOE/NV's American Indian program. This is a big challenge inasmuch as very many In-
dian people have come to share their thoughts regarding the cultural significance of things
on the NTS and neighboring facilities. Certainly, each Indian person has been specifically
referring to a range of cultural foundations for assigning meaning to resources. However,
the premise of this chapter is that one of the primordial cultural foundations has to do with
the concept of power, how it flows in the world, and what humans should do to maintain
balance with power. Philosophically, this type of concept is called an epistemological
primitive an idea so basic about the world that few people think of its existence, and if
the truth of this existence were challenged, they would simply respond by saying "of
course it is true." An epistemological primitive underlies (that is, makes rational in the
culture system) many aspects of culture. Thus, to seek and find such an idea is to begin to
understand the deep cultural roots of specific cultural meanings.

When the DOE/NV consultation partnership with American Indian tribes and organi-
zations began, there was no overarching theory of why people expressed various kinds of
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cultural concerns. Early studies on the NTS strived to document accurately the information
provided by Indian people about how their cultural meanings were spiritually and physi-
cally manifested on the ground. So, we conducted studies of archaeological sites, plants,
animals, and rock art without attempting to integrate all of these expressed cultural mean-
ings into a specific theory. This procedure was appropriate for the program at the time, but
because of the number of Indian elders and cultural experts who have come to share their
insights and the information recorded in hundreds of interviews, it is time to develop con-
ceptual framework that furnishes a deeper and more complete understanding of their
worldview. This chapter and Chapter 10 are such an effort.

The chapter attempts to develop the framework in two ways. First, this chapter draws
from relevant published studies to present the concept "power" and does so for two west-
ern American language groups- the Numic- speaking people who are in direct consultation
with the DOE/NV American Indian program, and the Yuman -speaking people who are
their immediate neighbors to the east, south, and west and who have participated in project -
specific consultations with the DOE/NV at the invitation of the CGTO. There are, in turn,
two advantages of looking at power in two language groups: (1) Yuman perspectives
provide a point of comparison and contrast from which to understand how typical are Nu-
mic perceptions of power, and (2) shared perceptions of power have caused Numic and
Yuman speaking peoples to come to share very important cultural phenomena, such as the
Southern Paiutes' and Hualapais' common path to the afterlife. And second, the chapter
develops the framework by outlining connections between power and different kinds of
places and resources that Indian people have identified as significant on the NTS, YMSCO
(fig. 6.1), and CNTA (see fig. 1.1).

The Concept of Power

The presence of supernatural power is viewed by American Indian people in the
western United States as the most robust explanation for why things are culturally signifi-
cant, how these things are related to one another, and ultimately how they are intellectually
integrated. According to Liljeblad (1986: 643 -44) supernatural power "was everywhere a
source of individual competence, mental and physical ability, health, and success; for this
concept the Numic languages use cognate forms of a single term: Mono and Northern
Paiute puha, Shoshone puha and poha, Kawaiisu puhwa, Southern Paiute pua -, Ute pu-
wavi." According to Lamphere (1983: 744), many general characteristics of North Ameri-
can shamanic religion were apparent in the practices of the Yuman peoples of the Colorado
River. For example, the shaman who has the power to cure acquires it through a dream
experience. The connection between dreaming and power can be seen in the Maricopa
word Kwstma's "one who has power," literally, "the one who dreams." The Maricopa
words for dream and spirit are the same: sma'k (Spier 1970: 237 -38, cited in Lamphere
1983). The dream is usually one in which the shaman travels to a sacred mountain place,
where he encounters either a spirit of the mountain, a bird, or an animal who teaches him
songs, gives him the opportunity to cure a sick person, or in some other way gives him the
power to cure. Among the Hualapai (Kroeber et al. 1935: 188, cited in Lamphere 1983) a
man may actually go to a mountain, build a fire in a cave, and spend four nights, during
which time he dreams and acquires power from a spirit.
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The term Yuman refers to those people who speak the Yuman language and who believe
they were created at Spirit Mountain along the Colorado River, and who for this essay
primarily include the Mohave, Hualapai, Havasupai, and Yavapai peoples.'

Power and Elements in Numic and Yuman Culture

The best way to understand how the world is connected in Numic and Yuman culture
is to begin with the concept of a living universe. This is an epistemological foundation of
Numic and Yuman culture, or what Rappaport (1999: 263 -71; 446) calls an ultimate sa-
cred postulate.

These terms simply mean that the concept of a living universe is so basic in Numic
and Yuman culture that one cannot understand many other aspects of culture without first
fully recognizing this concept. A living universe is alive in the same way that humans are
alive. It has most of the same characteristics as humans. The universe has physically dis-
crete components that we will call elements and something like energy that we will call
power. These are a few general statements that we can make about power:

Power exists throughout the universe, but like differences in human strength, power
will vary in intensity from element to element.
Power varies in what it can be used for and so it determines what different elements
can do.
Power is networked, so that different elements are connected, disconnected, and re-
connected in different ways, and this occurs largely at the will of the elements that
have the power.
Power originally derives from Creation and permeates the universe like spider webs
in a thin scattering and in definite concentrations with currents, generally where life
is also clustered.
Power exists and can move between the three levels of the universe: upper (where
powerful anthropomorphic beings live), middle (where people now live), and lower
(where extraordinary beings with reptilian or distorted humanoid appearance live).

1 The Numic branch of the Uto- Aztecan language family is also spoken by the
Mono, Utes, Northern Paiutes, including Bannock, Panamint, Comanche, Kawaiisu,
and Tubatulabal (Silver and Miller 1997: 370 -71).

2 The Quechan, Maricopa, Diegueno (Kumeyaay), Kiliwa, Paipai, and Cocopa
along the lower Colorado and the Havasupai, Yavapai, and Walapai in the upper
Colorado also speak the Yuman branch of the Yuman -Cochimi language family
(Silver and Miller 1997: 374). Yuman and Numic are not mutually intelligible.
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There are only two academic articles specifically devoted to the issue of power in
western Indian culture: Lowell Bean's "Power and Its Applications in Native California"
(1976) and Jay Miller's "Basin Religion and Theology: A Comparative Study of Power
(Puha)" (1983). Also insightful is a chapter on "Religion and World View" in Catherine
Fowler's book In The Shadow of Fox Peak (1992). Together these essays provide the aca-
demic foundations for understanding the concept of power. Interestingly, there is an almost
total absence of discussions of power in the standard references on these Indian cultures.
There is no specific essay devoted to a discussion of power in the California, Southwest,
and Great Basin volumes of the Handbook of North American Indians. Only the Great
Basin volume even has an index heading for power. Thus, despite the centrality of this
issue for understanding Yuman and Numic culture, few scholars have recorded or
discussed information on this topic (e.g., Monteleone 1994; Whitley 2000; and York et al.
1996). The present chapter, therefore, utilizes the authoritative discussions by Miller
(1983) and Bean (1976) as a foundation and supplements them with specific cases where
data are available.

Numic Power Perceptions
The interview data for Miller's essay were gathered during an extensive study of

American Indian religious concerns in the Great Basin regarding the potential impacts of
the MX project proposed by the U.S. Air Force. Miller notes (1983: 69) that the Numic
advisors to his project were sometimes reluctant to share their theology with outsiders so
he uses some Numic data and close cultural analogs in order to protect confidential infor-
mation. In his essay, Miller uses the term "Basin" as a shorthand reference to talk about
Numic groups, who, it must be noted, also occupy the western portion of the Colorado
Plateau in Utah and northern Arizona and the Mohave Desert of Southern California.

According to Miller (1983: 79 -80),

power is diffused everywhere in continuous flux and flow, which, however, is
not haphazard because, as an aspect of memory, power is rational. From all
available evidence, the routes of concentrated power within the generalized
dispersion are web -like, moving both in radial patterns and in recursive con-
centric ones, out from the center and back again...The web image is reflected
in the stories where Coyote assumes the form of a water spider to carry hu-
mans to land and Sun takes the form of a spider who is webbing the
firmament of the universe...The web of power, however, is not static like that
of a spider because the webbing actually consists of the flow of power rather
than filaments per se. Rather, the web is pulsating and multidimensional, even
having aspects of a spiral, some times regular and sometimes erratic,
intersection with the radials from the center. This spiral movement is
represented most graphically by an in- dwelling soul of a person that can be
seen escaping the body at death as a whirlwind.

People in the Basin were most successful when their movements and the ar-
rangements of their lives duplicated those of power. Without recognizing its
full significance, many scholars have noted this web- or net -like character.
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The attraction of power for life is such that any gathering ...will concentrate
it, while a closed dance circle contains it for some time... After such a
concentration, power apportions itself among the participants, going along
with them as each takes separate trails radiating away from the central
location. For this reason, trails in the Basin are sacred.

...the mourning ceremony of the Colorado River Yumans has been spreading
in the Basin as the Cry Dance. According to its origin story a council was held
in a far western country that resulted in the dance. "That place where they had
danced turned to stone, and then from it trails arose in all directions. It is in
this way that the Cry has come to be" (Sapir 1930: 347).

Yuman Power Perceptions
Bean's essay is intended to be a summary of power perceptions and uses among the

tribes of California, including the Yuman -speaking groups of southern California. This
essay can be extrapolated to Yuman groups in Arizona even though his main expertise is
with Yuman- speaking groups in California.

According to Bean (1976: 408 -13),

power in the universe is best understood in terms of four basic philosophical
assumptions: (1) power is sentient and the principal causative agent in the uni-
verse; (2) power is distributed differentially throughout the three realms of the
universe and possessed by anything having "life" or the will "to act"; (3) the
universe is in a state of dynamic equilibrium in relation to power; and (4) man
is the central figure in an interacting system of power holders.

...individually acquired power (knowledge) and traditionally acquired power
(held by priests or shamans) must continually be employed by man to
maintain the dynamic equilibrium or harmony of the universe.

...form, space, and time are mutable and malleable under the influence of
power. During rituals, when power is being exercised, past, present and future
may be fused into one continuous whole. A shaman may use power to bring
sacred time into the present so that he can interact with being from that time.
He may transcend space, shortening or lengthening distances through the uses
of power.

Although power operates in a dynamic equilibrium in the universe, one of its major
characteristics is that it is entropic (Blackburn 1974; Bean 1972; White 1963). Power has
gradually diminished since the beginning of time in quality, quantity, and availability. This
has occurred because man has at various times treated it or its conduits improperly, failing
in his reciprocal responsibilities with an interdependent system... A very rapid loss of
power is believed to have occurred after European contact as knowledge concerning the
means of regulating power was lost. Nevertheless, power is always partially retrievable as
new rules are established for obtaining and maintain it.
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The rules for handling power and using its conduits (such as ritual paraphernalia)
function to control the power holder and prevent his misuse of power in two ways. First,
power can be used only at proper times and in proper places, and it must be used in accor-
dance with set procedures (e.g., in combination with various power acts such as smoking
tobacco)... Secondly, persons having power and knowledge may withhold from unworthy
candidates information on procedures for acquiring and maintaining power. The diversity
and unpredictability of power was consistent with an ecosystem that was equally diverse
and unpredictable, although often kind and bountiful in the resources provided by nature.

Fowler's (1992) ethnographic work with the Toidikadi, or Cattail -eater Northern Pai-
ute people who live near Fox Peak, Nevada, revealed observations that are identical to
those of Miller and Bean. In her chapter on religion and worldview she provides about
three pages of details on the nature of power (Fowler 1992: 170 -72). Briefly she observes
that:

One of the most basic beliefs that guided the interactions of people with the
land and its resources was the concept that the Earth was a living being, just
as were the Sun and Moon, the Stars, and natural forces such as Water, Wind,
and Fire. The life force within all of these, as well as particular geographic
features and classes of spirit beings, was power (puha)... Although power
potentially resides anywhere, its association with mountains, caves, springs or
other water sources, and the results of past activities by Immortals or humans,
was particularly apparent.

Fowler's special emphasis is on power being the life force in plants, animals, and rock
as well as concentrating in special people who are able to evoke it through prayer and
ceremony.

These quotations from Bean, Miller, and Fowler were chosen to frame the following
discussion, but are certainly not representative of all the views these authors expressed.
There are differences between Numic and Yuman peoples. There are, however, more
similarities than differences in the perception of power. When the three essays are com-
pared on a point -by -point basis they describe very similar Ultimate Sacred Postulates even
though these emerge from two quite different linguistic and cultural systems.

Numic and Yuman Elements of the Universe

There are few differences in the categories of elements of the universe as these are
conceived in Numic and Yuman cultures, so these are presented together. The elements of
the universe include types of air, water, rocks, minerals, topographic features, plants and
animals. Each element and its various types have different personalities, intensities of
power, and networked relationships with people and other elements. Fowler and Liljeblad
(1986: 451) note that "the Northern Paiutes believed that power (puha) could reside in
any natural object, including animals, plants, stones, water, and geographic features, and
that it habitually resided in natural phenomena such as the sun and moon, thunder, clouds,
and wind." Elements of the universe make their own relationships much like people do and
for somewhat similar reasons based on purpose and attraction. New relationships between
elements result in a shifting and concentrating of the spiderwebs of power.
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The elements of the universe each have a personality, much like humans, who vary in
disposition and character. Elements are attracted to people and other elements. They can
negotiate relationships, sharing power in some relationships and denying it in others.
Crystals, for example, are described as crying stones that represent crystallized thought and
memory (Miller 1983: 81). Levi (1978, cited by Miller) reports that some Yumans regard
them as living rocks that are either male or female, depending on their inner tint. People are
aware that crystals grow, and some say that each bed of crystals has a large central one that
serves as leader. Any human intervention in the arrangement of elements potentially alters
these spiderwebs of power; thus, we have an insight into why Numic and Yuman people
are so concerned about the impacts of their uses of natural resources on their environments.
This ultimate sacred postulate is the foundation for developing and maintaining
conservation ethics in both cultures.

Numic and Yuman People and the Universe

The relationship between Numic and Yuman people and the universe was defined at
Creation. They were placed in this region, which today we call the Great Basin, Mohave
Desert, and Western Colorado Plateau. It is here the Creator made them, informed them of
the elements of the universe, explained power, and taught them how to behave so as to re-
main in balance and to sustain the balance of the universe. Miller (1983: 78) explains that
Numic people (or Basin cultures) trace power to the memory of Ocean Woman in the south
and to Wolf or Sun in the north because time is continuous in their minds as memory.
Ocean Woman's and Wolf's homes are near the NTS. The Yuman people believe that a
deity and cultural hero, mastamho, put the land into the shape it is today. He made the
Colorado River and heaped the earth from it into a sacred mountain, avikwame (or Spirit
Mountain in the Newberry Mountains), where he conferred upon the unborn souls the
powers of which they would later dream (Stewart 1983: 65).

As learned from Indian elders and cultural representatives who participated in the
ethnoarchaeological and ethnobiological studies on the NTS (chapters 7 and 8, respec-
tively), a first principle of proper human behavior is that since all elements of the universe
are alive and have power, people need to establish appropriate relations with these ele-
ments in order to survive and to help maintain the balance of the universe. Thus, a common
admonition heard by every Numic and Yuman child from their parents is that, before you
touch, pick, or hunt, you must explain your actions to the element with which you are
establishing a relationship. Do not move a stone without asking permission. A plant will
not give medicine or nourishment unless you explain why you want to pick it. Animals
killed without their permission will not give themselves to you again. Never speak loud on
the mountain or throw rocks in the water Think of why things are as they are before you
change them for your own needs. Rituals accompany all changes in relations between hu-
mans and elements of the universe in order to maintain balance.

Making and Using Tools
In western European thought, tools are almost always secular; just inanimate things to

be made, used, bought, sold, and when no longer useful, discarded as trash. Only a few
tools, those associated with direct religious ceremony, are sacred. Such tools tend to begin
life as secular objects and have to be transformed through ceremony into sacred objects.
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Such tools are often desanctified so they can become trash and disposed of accordingly.
Numic and Yuman people begin the life cycle of tools by talking to the natural resources
from which the tool is to be made. The toolmaker personally selects a raw material for
making a tool. In the case of quarries, it may be a stone source that has been visited by his
people since the beginning of time. People care for plants by burning, pruning, and re-
planting, in order to make them happy and more fertile. So a stand of plants can be an old
friend of those who use it and perhaps have cared for it for generations.

Walker (1999: 384) notes: "Ethnography suggests that, by imbuing life force into in-
animate matter, ritual activities conducted during the manufacture, distribution, use, and
reuse of certain objects have a direct bearing on whether such objects have afterlives." His
observation fits well with what we learned from Indian elders and cultural experts during
the NAGPRA consultations on archaeological artifacts removed from the NTS and CNTA
(Chapter 14). They explain that ritual initiates the process of making a tool. A toolmaker
talks to the plant, animal, stone, or mineral and explains his/her need for help in some life
task. If it is a man making a bow and arrow, then he needs to establish a relationship with
the stone that provides the arrowhead, the reed that makes the arrow shaft, the tree that
makes the bow, the bush that provides the sap for glue, the mineral that adds power to the
arrow as paint, the bird that provides feathers for the fletching, and the animal who pro-
vides the sinew. All of these elements continue to have power and willfulness after they
have agreed to be used in the making of the bow and arrow. In fact, it is the combined
power of these elements working together with the hunter that makes for a successful hunt.
Thus, the living bow and arrow are partners in acquiring energy for the hunter, his/her
family, and their community.

The bow and arrow have a life cycle for they, like humans, wear out and become un-
able to continue to perform their chosen tasks (fig. 6.2). When this occurs, they are re-
spectfully laid to rest as old partners who can no longer function in the tasks for which
Indian people made them. As observed by Walker (1999: 385):

Ethnography suggests that the action of ritually discarding an object creates a
"gateway" through which objects cross from the everyday to the spiritual
realms. This process is analogous to human death. Similar to the animated es-
sences (spirit, soul) released when people die, many objects also have
essences that are released in discard rituals.

The process of returning the bow and arrow to the earth completes a cycle that is re-
quired in all relationships between humans and elements of the universe. The act of re-
turning the bow and arrow is accompanied by ceremony and completes a covenant (or
partnership) that was first negotiated by the toolmaker when each component of the bow
and arrow was in its natural state. Balance is achieved if every stage in this life cycle of
the tool is moved though in a proper fashion. Tools are returned to the earth in places
where they would like to be. Sometimes they go back to the quarry that was the home of
the stone for the arrowhead, the marsh where the bird and cane came from, or the moun-
tain where the hard bow -wood came from. A cave or prominent topographic feature may
be the place of return and ceremony, to directly thank the central sources of power that
provided energy for all elements including the toolmaker. Whatever place is chosen, the
end of the life cycle of a tool is a critical event and the place for disposition or burial is
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chosen with care. When the same place is used again and again as the place where certain
types of tools are returned to the universe, these objects occur there in unusual numbers.

Numic and Yuman people often make new tools and return them to the land as an of-
fering of thanks. A tool may be a perfectly made object that is never used but is instead
returned to the quarry that has always provided the people with tool stone. Such a knife
was found inside a rock crevice near the quarry on the NTS and is now reburied as a
NAGPRA item (Stoffle et al. 1996a: 49). Or it may be a woman's grinding stone that is
shaped and used during her first menses ceremony and returned to the mountain that gives
such stones, as was suggested by Indian people who assessed the First Menses petroglyph
site on Hot Creek Valley (CNTA) (Arnold et al. 1997: 31 -36; Stoffle, Zedeño, and Carroll
2000). Offerings also may be medicine plants, animal parts, or other objects that are given
to a cave as ceremonial thanks for the knowledge of how to use resources in curing, or for
a wish granted (e.g., Zedeño et al. 1999: 110). These offerings of thanks serve to maintain
balance but, unlike retired tools, they have never been used.

Fig. 6.2. Elements of a bow and arrow

The archaeological consequence of having a place where ceremonial deposition has
occurred over long periods is that both used tools and unused tools are intermixed. Ac-
cording to Bean (1976: 415), power might be put, by a person having power, into a place
for ritual disposition of tools. A shaman, for example, might protect a sacred place outside
his village where ritual paraphernalia are stored by putting power there. Ceremonially pro-
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duced deposits of objects are recognized in the archaeological literature and are clearly
considered as different from other kinds of archaeological deposits. The archaeologists
who study ritual deposits have coined the term "ceremonial trash" (Walker 1995).

So, an unusual concentration of tools found in a special place, such as the Juniper
Sites locality on the CNTA area (Stoffle, Zedeño, and Carroll 2000) or the McKinnis Site
on the NTS (Zedeño and Stoffle 1999), is a culturally based indicator that the tools were
placed there as part of one or more ceremonies. These objects are intended to remain in
their final resting place because each object is a part of a life cycle or offering of thanks
that must be maintained to sustain balance in the world. These are ceremonial objects
needed in an ongoing ceremony, as indicated during NAGPRA consultations. If one of
these ceremonially placed objects is removed from its chosen location, the world is jeop-
ardized. Only by replacing the object where it belongs forever can that ceremony continue
and balance be restored.

Power and Place

The academic literature regarding how and why humans attach themselves to specific
places has expanded exponentially in the past decade. This reflects a new and worldwide
voicing of opinions about place that have been made by cultural minorities who formerly
were not heard by the dominant society. These newly voiced peoples emphasize their spe-
cial attachments to places, the centrality of these places in their culture, history, and future,
and the need to find ways to preserve these places.

The academic community has responded by conducting studies that help voice peo-
ple's concerns about places and formulate new theories of place. Federal agencies have
developed special legislation and guidelines for protecting culturally significant places. A
key example of this trend is the National Register Bulletin 38 entitled Guidelines for
Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) by Parker and King
(1990). According to Bulletin 38, the cultural significance of TCPs is understood only with
reference to the culture and people who perceive them to be important and not to the
inherent archaeological or topographic values of the place.

From this large body of academic literature three pieces deserve special mention in
this essay. One has become the standard theoretical explanation for why humans connect
themselves with places, the second is the best study of American Indian attachments to
places, and the third is about the contemporary policy implications of place. Space and
Place, by Yi -Fu Tuan (1977), describes the role of time and experience in structuring place
attachments. Especially important is the movement of these experiences into abstract
descriptions of how a people are attached to places and explanations for why they are at-
tached to places -these descriptions are called "myths" but are perceived to be funda-
mental truths (ultimate sacred postulates) by the people who hold them. Wisdom Sits in
Places, by Keith Basso (1996), is an in -depth analysis of how the Cibecue Apache of the
White Mountain Apache Indian Reservation have attached themselves to places because
the places taught them lessons in life. Places and their names recall moral lessons that
guide the behavior of Apache people. The study was produced at the request of and with
the support of the Apache, who wanted to record geographic information in maps that
made sense to them, culturally. Culture, Power, Place, edited by Akhil Gupta and James
Ferguson (1999), is an extension of early theories of place combined with an analysis of
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how places have become focal points of ethnic and national identity. Place making, iden-
tity, and resistance are three key themes needed to understand the centrality of places as we
move into the next century.

Place Names
Tilley (1994: 18) points out the significance of giving names to places. The naming

and identification of particular topographical features, such as sand dunes, bays and inlets,
and mountain peaks are crucial for the establishment and maintenance of their identity.
Through an act of naming and through the development of human and mythological asso-
ciations, such places become invested with meaning and significance. Place names are of
vital significance because they act so as to transform the sheer physical and geographical
into something that is historically and socially experienced. The bestowing of names cre-
ates shared existential space out of a blank environment (Basso 1984: 27; Weiner 1991:
32).

In the early years, Steward (1938) recorded Indian names for places that are now lo-
cated on DOE land. In our ethnographic studies we have made every effort to record Indian
names and their meanings, but no systematic place name -recording project has been
conducted to date.

Meaning of Place in Yuman and Numic Culture
This chapter argues that the fundamental meaning of a place derives from the

power(s) it exhibits. Tilley (1994: 24) describes the process by which places acquire
meaning as they become reshaped out of the environment through the production and rec-
ognition of meanings in particular places and through events that have taken place. He
further believes that places are fashioned out of the landscape through the recognition of
significant inherent natural qualities rather than simply through cultural production. As
noted above, in Numic and Yuman culture power is dispersed in a network of relationships
among the elements of the universe relationships that most resemble spiderwebs. At
various points in this web, power gathers, producing powerful places, which are then rec-
ognized and commemorated by humans. Zedeño (2000b) observes that places are "made"
because they are the loci of human interactions with the physical and spiritual worlds.
Therefore, power also accrues at a place as people live or relive those experiences: power
is cumulative.

Powerful places tend to attract other powerful elements. So, for example, during
studies of rock art sites (see Chapter 9), Indian people tend to look first at the rock on
which the painting and peckings occur, and then look around for medicine plants. The ba-
sic assumption of interpretation is that the place had to be powerful before the rock paint-
ings or peckings were made there (fig. 6.3). An interesting observation is that Indian to-
bacco often grows out of the cliff face where the peckings have been placed. Indian to-
bacco was observed growing out of pecked rocks and other landmarks during our studies
at five southern Nevada sites: on the cliff face above Gypsum Cave on the flank of Sunrise
Mountain; on the volcanic edge of Buckboard Mesa on the NTS; on the volcanic cliffs in
the Pahranagat National Wildlife Refuge; on a rock constriction in Wellington Canyon on
NAFB; and, most recently, at a petroglyph site in the Black Mountains near Hoover Dam.
The presence of a medicine plant growing out of a pecked rock is seen as a sign that the
place has power, for why would such a powerful plant choose to grow on the face of a
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cliff? And why would Indian doctors or the Little People choose the rock face for making
peckings? Indian people recognize and respect the power of a place and so they bring ob-
jects there for ceremonial disposition. Thus, a powerful place can be identified by its basic
form, its proximity to other powerful elements, and the presence of ceremonial offerings or
symbols like storied rocks.

Fig. 6.3. Tobacco plant grows beside a petroglyph on Buckboard Mesa

To illustrate, an Indian elder gave the following definition of place:

Places are designs that certain people experience. These people have the in-
nate gift to bring out the natural design or specific meaning of why the place
has these powers. It is similar to a basket weaver who knows the design is
waiting to be brought out by the hands that know how to draw it out. Special
places lay in waiting for the right spirit or human or both together to connect
and create a fantastic plan.

Humans derive power from places that have become central through recurring spiri-
tual and physical interactions with people; these places have a pivotal role in Indian cul-
ture. According to McGuire (1983: 36), the land plays a critical role in the making of a
Hualapai shaman. A key time is at hand when the spirit of a deceased relative alerts a pro-
spective shaman to his calling through a series of dreams. A candidate might then bolster
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his power by allying himself with the resident spirits of geographical features in Hualapai
territory. In Yuman culture there is a complex interplay between dreaming and places, with
dreams being the vehicle by which a person (and others) understands that he /she has
potential access to power and places where he /she must go to utilize power sources for
curing, learning about the world, science, and religious ceremony (Shipek, personal com-
munication, 1999). Liljeblad (1986: 644 -45) notes that a person who was convinced that
he possessed supernatural power knew where his power (or powers) came from. It revealed
its physical character in dreams and visions. In California, west of the Sierra Nevada,
sources of spirit power mostly came from animals, whereas east of the Sierra it came often
from inanimate objects and natural phenomena: mountains, trees, peculiarly shaped rocks,
and meteorological forces, as well as from mythical beings living in nature (see Liljeblad
1986: fig. 2, and his citations of Steward 1933[b]: 308FF; Driver 1937: 143; Park 1938:
15; and Stewart 1941: 444).

What follows is a brief discussion of selected types of powerful places and how they
serve as power locations in Numic and Yuman culture. Specifically discussed are places
primarily identified by the universal elements they contain and around which they are
centered, such as water, peaks and mountains, caves, storied rocks or rock art, and trails.
References to places so identified by Indian people on the NTS and sister facilities illus-
trate each type.

Water
Ultimately, water was the most vital component of life in the western deserts. Hence,

it is the keystone of desert cultures' religion because power, with its affinity for life, was
strongly attracted to water, "a purifying agent... spoken of as being like the human breath"
(Whiting 1950: 40). All water is sacred, therefore, because power adheres to its reservoirs,
as clouds, rain, snow, springs, seeps, lakes, streams, or the occasional river in the desert
(Miller 1983: 78). Citing Gifford (1932: 243) and Harrison and Williams (1977: 40),
Khera and Mariella (1983: 51) write that, for the Yavapais, all humans came from an un-
derground world ascending to this world on the first maize plant. The hole through which
they entered this world then filled with water; it is called today Montezuma Well, and to
the Yavapai it is one of the most sacred of places. Its water is considered to carry a special
blessing. Springs are used for healing and purification before and after conducting cere-
monies. Hot springs, in particular, figure in Southern Paiute and Owens Valley Paiute
creation stories (Stoffle et al. 2000a; 2000b).

DuBarton and Drollinger (1996: 6) list 22 springs and seeps on the NTS and
YMSCO, many of which have evidence of human use nearby. Water is frequently associ-
ated with storied rocks; for example, at the NTS pictographs are found just above the
Ammonia Tanks and on Tongue Wash Poh, and petroglyphs have been carved beside a
spring on upper Fortymile Canyon. In interviews conducted at or near White Rock Spring,
Captain Jack Spring, Twin Springs, and upper Fortymile Canyon, Indian people mentioned
the presence of powerful and often malevolent-spirits they often call "water babies."
These spirits inhabit streams and waterholes and contribute to water's power (see also
Whitley 1994: 81).
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Peaks, Mountains, and Elevated Features
Water is associated with peaks. According to Miller (1983: 78 -79), water both per-

meates the universe in a thin scattering and in definite concentrations with currents. It is
generally located where life is also clustered. Note that Miller's statement says water can
come to people or other places instead of the standard western interpretation that people
come to water, which defines a surprisingly passive role for such a powerful element. In
fact, water actively places itself If a spring is mistreated, it can reduce its flow and even go
elsewhere.

Power is distributed in a ways similar to that of water, often following water. Power
is diffusely scattered everywhere and flows along waterways. For example, Charleston
Peak in the Spring Mountains is called Snow -Having (actually, Where Snow Sits) because
it concentrates water and power, sending them down along regular routes. While power
closely follows the flow of water, these are not identical substances and power is defi-
nitely more significant. In an overall pattern, all these waterways are conceptualized as
webbing linked to a peak, with or without an alpine lake. In this way, the web is centered
at the summit of the mountain, with its radials moving out along slopes and valleys, all
interlocking the master web of the central world peak. In theory, all of these linked water-
ways were considered animate in their own right and are often personified. Similarly, for
Yuman people, Spirit Mountain represents the beginning, rising from the desert floor at
the Colorado River near what is now Davis Dam. It has a rich legacy of petroglyphs that
Indian people interpret as recounting their origins (Hinton and Watahomigie 1984: 3; see
also Shipek 1985 for a Kumeyaay example).

Examples of mountains, peaks, and elevated features recently mentioned by Indian
people as powerful in and of themselves or containing power places include Scrugham
Peak and Buckboard Mesa, Timber Mountain, Shoshone Mountain, the Eleana Range rock
art sites and springs, Pahute Mesa and Rainier Mesa on the NTS; Yucca Mountain, Prow
Pass, and Busted Butte on YMSCO; and the Juniper Sites ridge and Pinnacle formations
on the CNTA. These are but a few of the power places located on these facilities.

Caves
Deep caves on mountain slopes are sacred -powerful because they shelter life and

collect water seepage while remaining moist and dark like the initial world; some people
believe that caves open into the Self - Chartering Sea below the earth (Miller 1983:78).
Caves are, as noted by Chemehuevi Paiute elder Larry Eddy, the mouth of the mountain.
Cave morphology evokes the conceptual nexus, particularly if it consists of a main and a
branching chamber. Hence, caves are vital in the flow of power. In the same vein Miller
also suggests that salt is sacred because it was carried by water and deposited in caves and
elsewhere, attracting human and animal life. Salt in caves reflects the idea presented ear-
lier that powerful elements often choose to come together in partnership.

According to Fowler and Liljeblad (1986: 452), power could be deliberately sought
by visiting specific caves scattered throughout Northern Paiute territory. An individual
was required to spend the night in such a location, where he would be visited by powers if
the powers so chose. Instructions as to paraphernalia and other procedures would be given
at this time (W. Z. Park 1938, cited in Fowler and Liljeblad 1986). Kelly and Fowler
(1986: 383) describe how power came in dreams, from one or more tutelaries (spirit help-
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ers), usually in animal form, which provided instructions and songs. Dreams could be ob-
tained by spending the night alone in one of several caves (Laird 1976: 39, cited in Kelly
and Fowler 1986).

Khera and Mariella (1983: 51) relate that the Yavapai believe the third time the world
was destroyed, it was by a great flood. One woman survived this flood in a hollow log and
landed in the Red Rock Mountains, Arizona, where she lived in a cave in Boynton Can-
yon. The Red Bluff where the cave is situated is the most sacred site to the Yavapai. Her
grandson eventually received powers from the sun and clouds. Before he left this world, he
called all beings together in the cave in the Red Rock Mountains. He taught each the right
ways to live and then sent the different groups of humans to different places throughout
the world. The Yavapai alone stayed at what they defined as the Center of the World,
where everything had begun. To this day people who do possess the singular qualities nec-
essary to become doctors can sleep in the Red Rock Mountain caves to receive power. At
any time Yavapai people go there, especially to the Cave of First Woman in Boynton Can-
yon, for prayer.

On the NTS, there are several caves and rockshelters with evidence of Indian use, and
many of them have rock art inside or nearby, including Big George Cave, Captain Jack
Cave, an unnamed rockshelter on the north edge of Buckboard Mesa, and the Tongue
Wash Poh rockshelter. Tippipah Cave was identified as a possible burial site or storage
site for ceremonial items (see Chapter 2). On YMSCO, a Western Shoshone elder identi-
fied Cot Cave as a "wishing cave" used during vision quests (see Chapter 9).

Storied Rocks
According to Shimkin (1986: 325), for the Western Shoshone people in Wyoming, the

most sacred of places are the sites of pictographs (poha kahni "house of power "), par-
ticularly in the vicinity of Dinwoody Canyon on the Wind River Shoshone Reservation in
Wyoming. At this site there are hundreds of pictographs, which were clearly accumulated
over a long period (Gebhard and Calm 1950; Gebhard 1951, cited in Shimkin 1986). The
more recent representations are peculiarly important to the Shoshone people. These are
large panels representing the feared Water Ghost Beings and Rock Ghost Beings. Shimkin
(1947: 334) says that the Water Ghost Being is known by obsidian flakes, which represent
broken fragments of her body, that are found on the ground in front of the rock pane.
Loendorf's (1993) analysis of this site suggests that shamans who wanted to help their
people used it. A shaman using the site must be brave enough to venture into this super-
natural world, to encounter the spirits that will devour him, and be reborn with new
knowledge and understanding. One common reason for a shaman to brave such a journey
is to find the cause of a malady or illness. The latter could be caused by a person loosing
his poho, or power, which the shaman needs to find and return to make its owner whole
again. Loendorf s analysis of the Water Ghost Being site is comparable with interpreta-
tions of Wellington Canyon and Pintwater Cave in NAFB, Nevada (Stoffle et al. 2000b).

The Indian people deem the storied rock sites so highly culturally significant that
DOE/NV funded an ethnographic study (Zedeño et al. 1999) and an archaeological survey
(Drollinger, Beck, and Jones 2000) of these resources. A detailed summary of the rele-
vance of rock art for understanding the power of places on the NTS is in Chapter 9.
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Trails
In Indian culture, trails are sacred because they lead to places of power or spiritual

importance and because the act of traveling a trail changes a person, often resulting in a
restoration of balance or curing.' Indian people travel trails physically and also through
song, prayer, and dream (Henningson, Durham & Richardson 1980: 81). The academic
literature recognizes the importance of Native American trails, and describes them as the
most enduring evidence of native land use (Norris and Carrico 1978: 5 -11). Specifically,
Norris and Carrico (1978) discuss the Mojave, the Cocomaricopa, the Yuma- Needles
trails, and other shorter trails. These land features possess significance to Americans Indi-
ans and represent native land use methods and landscape funds of knowledge. The Salt
Song Trail, for instance, was and still is a landmark and sacred area to Suthern Paiutes and
Hualapais. Trails are not just physical entities, but they are also repositories of prayers,
songs, and thoughts. Transhumant peoples' life records are found along trails (Zedeño
2000a).

A heavily used network of traditional Indian trails once traversed the NTS and con-
nected its lands and resources to areas as far away as California and Arizona. Douglas,
Chapman, and Ball of the U.S. Geological Survey first mapped these trails in 1906 (Ran -
some 1983 [1907]). Steward (1938) later documented the places and resources found along
the trails. At least one trail, which follows the Fortymile Wash to its headwaters, coincides
with petroglyph sites, such as the Mushroom Rock and the Power Rock. The association of
such powerful things (trails and rock art) reinforces the notion that a trail is not only a
transportation route but also a sacred element in a person's journey (see Chapter 10 for a
full discussion of trail systems).

Trails can be disrupted and even broken by developments that remove a key place
along a trail or present some barrier as, for example, a site for radioactive waste storage. If
some point of a trail is disrupted or polluted, the power at either end of it may not accept
you when you arrive or ever again accept anyone. Pollution and disruption of trails
threaten the integrity and integration of cultural resources and places, and ultimately, the
spiderweb of power that holds the universe together.

Cultural Landscapes: Prelude to the Next Four Chapters

Finally, it must be noted that the web or network formed by physical and spiritual in-
teractions among people, places, and resources is more than the sum of parts: in the cul-
tural perception of American Indians (and of many other folk cultures), these interactions
give birth to a phenomenon contemporary anthropologists call cultural landscape. The
phenomenon is not self -evident and was not identified explicitly as such at the onset of the
American Indian program. Yet, after more than a decade of field research with Indian eld-
ers and cultural experts, during which numerous places and resources were identified and
discussed, a pattern of culturally significant connections began to emerge.

3 See for comparison Vecsey's (1988: 45) description of the role of travel along
trails in Navajo curing rituals.
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Importantly, landscape connections were identified within, as well as beyond, DOE
facilities. Today, therefore, there is enough information to attempt a recreation of the
American Indian cultural landscape of which NTS is an important part.

The following three chapters introduce the reader to places and resources assessed on
the NTS. The chapters contain place- and resource -specific information on traditional use
and meaning. This information is integrated in Chapter 10, which discusses what consti-
tutes a cultural landscape from anthropological and also from American Indian perspec-
tives, how cultural landscapes relate to the concept of power, what kinds of cultural land-
scapes may be identified on the NTS, and how these are specifically connected to other
places beyond this facility.



7 THE ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY OF PAHUTE AND RAINIER

MESAS

M. Nieves Zedeño and Kathryn Hamm

The ethnoarchaeology conducted on the NTS is a direct outcome of compliance with
two federal policies, AIRFA and NHPA, and builds consultation established during the
YMSCO studies. The intention of DOE/NV was to identify culturally significant
American Indian resources throughout the NTS. The agency chose to begin with Pahute
and Rainier Mesas because a major agency concern was to mitigate potential negative ef-
fects of testing activities that were being conducted in this area in the early 1990s; the
study was funded by the underground Weapons Testing Program. The long -term plan was
to continue these types of interpretive studies until enough information for a sitewide
management plan for American Indian places and resources could be collected. This
chapter is an overview of the ethnoarchaeological portion of the Pahute and Rainier Mesas
study, originally reported in Native American Cultural Resources on Pahute and Rainier
Mesas, Nevada Test Site, by Stoffle and his colleagues (1994a). The chapter contains a
brief description of the study area and its cultural history, discusses the research design,
and summarizes substantive information on site use and meaning that was collected sys-
tematically through a combination of ethnographic research methods.
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The Study Area

Pahute Mesa is a large east -west -trending plateau composed primarily of rhyolite
materials from at least four separate volcanic sources dating to the late Tertiary era. The
mesa is at the southwest edge of the Great Basin, with the Mojave Desert to the south and
the Sierra Nevada to the west. It is crossed by a series of north -south -trending ridges sepa-
rated by alluvial valleys, fault scarps, and occasionally, steep canyons or drainages. Eleva-
tion ranges from 5,740 ft. (1,739 m) to the west to 7,530 ft. (2,282 m) to the east on Split
Ridge. The southern edge of the mesa is shaped ruggedly by the Timber Mountain caldera;
Rainier Mesa forms the eastern boundary (Drollinger 1993: 4). Volcanic soils and Quater-
nary-age sediments covering the mesa in combination with precipitation in the form of
snow during the winter months support a mixed sagebrush and piñon juniper woodland
vegetation community with interspersed open grassland (Beatley 1976). There are numer-
ous edible and traditionally used plants, including piñon, sagebrush, Indian tea, rice grass,
and variety of wild berries, cacti, and grasses (Drollinger 1993: table 1; see Chapter 8).
Associated fauna includes ungulates, lagomorphs, carnivores, rodents, shrews, birds, and
reptiles (O'Farrell and Emery 1976). There are no perennial streams, but springs occur on
the east end of the mesa and natural rock reservoirs, also known as tinajas in Spanish or
pohs in Southern Paiute, are common in the area.

Cultural History
American Indian use of Pahute Mesa and surroundings dates as far back as the Pa-

leoindian period (ca. 12,000 years B.P.), represented materially by two Clovis projectile
points found to the south of Pahute Mesa (Drollinger 1993: 9) and one recently discovered
near Rattlesnake Ridge just below the mesa (Jones and Edwards 1995). Archaic period
American Indians left behind a distinctive record of land and resource use in the form of
the early Pinto (ca. 12,000 -4,000 years B.P.) and the middle Elko, Gypsum, and Humboldt
(ca. 4,000 -1,500 years B.P.) projectile points, many chipped -stone tool types, and ground -
stone. Sites with evidence of archaic occupation in southern Nevada are of high cultural
significance for Paiute and Shoshone people. For example, Gypsum Cave in the Sunrise
Mountains and Pintwater Cave in Indian Springs Valley were known and used by prehis-
toric Indian ancestors (Harrington 1931, 1933; Buck and DuBarton 1994; see Lyneis 1982;
Pippin 1986; Warren and Crabtree 1986; Worman 1969 for a detailed description of the
regional chronology and cultural history).

During the late archaic period (ca. 1500 -700 years B.P.) American Indians in south-
ern Nevada engaged in agricultural activities along main drainages such as the Muddy,
Moapa, and Virgin Rivers to the east ( Lyneis 1996) and, eventually (at a yet undated pe-
riod), in the spring -fed oases of Ash Meadows, Parhump, and Furnace Creek to the south
(Lingenfelter 1986; Stoffle and Zedeño 2000b). At this time there is evidence, in the form
of ceramic remains, of interethnic interaction among Freemont, Virgin Anasazi, and local
groups in the NTS area (see summary in Drollinger 1993: 12; Lyneis 1996). Imported
white and gray wares occur in small numbers in the largest and most complex sites on Pa-
hute Mesa (Pippin 1986), and it is likely that these wares, together with other valued mate-
rials such as turquoise, shell, obsidian, and salt, were traded, or at least moved, across long
distances. Also important is Pippin's (1986: 51 -52) observation that the occurrence of
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rock art in association with split -twig figurines dating to the onset of the late archaic period
indicates the antiquity of rituals involving these resources.

Controversy surrounds the origin of Numic- speaking ancestors of the culturally affili-
ated American Indian ethnic groups in southern Nevada. The well -known "Numic Spread"
theory, based originally on linguistic research by Lamb (1958) and adopted by regional
archaeologists, suggests that sometime after 800 B.P. Numic- speaking groups entered the
Great Basin and displaced earlier archaic people who lived there (e.g., Bettinger and
Baumhoff 1983; Young and Bettinger 1992). Although linguists discarded this argument
almost as soon as it was published (Grayson 1993: 258 -61; Shaul 2000), it remains alive in
archaeological research and has influenced most interpretations of late prehistory in the
Great Basin and specifically in southern Nevada (see papers in Madsen and Rhode 1994).
Yet, there are alternatives set forth by other scholars such as Gross (1977), Aikens and
Witherspoon (1986), Rafferty (1989), and Lyneis (1982), who generally support the Numic
presence in the region at least since archaic times and perhaps even earlier.
American Indians reject the Numic Spread theory in light of their oral traditions that speak
of them as having been created in this region; in fact, Charleston Peak in the Spring
Mountains, the Southern Paiute creation place, is within sight of Pahute Mesa. An analysis
of historic memory by Stoffle and Zedeño (2000b) indicates that native populations cross -
culturally do keep for centuries and even millenia the memory of movement, migration,
conquest, and colonization. Yet, there is no indication in Numa oral history that such proc-
esses occurred in their past. It is likely that, as Lyneis (1982: 180) suggests, the local ar-
chaic hunter -gatherer people coexisted with other groups along their traditional boundaries,
exchanged knowledge about land and resource use as well as material culture items, and
eventually became the historically known Paiute and Shoshone people. Although a full
discussion of this controversy is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is mentioned here to
provide a general frame of reference for the thoughts and opinions of modern American
Indians regarding archaeology on the NTS.

Observations made by U.S. Geological Survey explorers in the early 1900s (Ransome
1983 [1907]) and historic and ethnographic accounts collected by Steward in the 1930s
(Steward 1938) indicate that the location of Pahute and Rainier Mesas made it a critical
logistical resource for Indian groups in southern Nevada. Surrounded by large inhabited
spring clusters and oases -Beatty to the west, Kawich Valley to the north, the Eleana
Range to the east, Ash Meadows to the south, and the Pahranagat Valley to the south-
east- Pahute Mesa and adjacent uplands and canyons were traversed by Indian trails that
connected permanent villages and seasonal encampments. Furthermore, the mesas' loca-
tion near the traditional territorial boundary between the Western Shoshone and the South-
ern Paiute made it a joint -use area for both ethnic groups, which at different times during
the year would come together in the region to hunt, collect piñon nuts, and perform festi-
vals and ceremonies (see Pippin 1998 for a specific discussion of ethnohistoric site uses on
the NTS). They were joined by Paiute -Shoshone people from as far as San Bernardino
County in California. Thus, it is not surprising that a rich archaeological record of resource
use exists on Pahute and Rainier Mesas. The site interpretations offered by American In-
dian elders and cultural experts speak in various degrees of specificity of these traditional
uses.
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Research Design

The ethnoarchaeological study targeted the evaluation of the meaning and significance
of known archaeological sites on Pahute and Rainier Mesas. Research involved the
identification and interpretation of artifacts, features, and use areas and the analysis of
spatial and functional relationships among all these that together form an archaeological
"site." This study combined ethnographic and archaeological information in order to iden-
tify and interpret such relationships as natural and cultural site formation processes
(Schiffer 1987), artifact and feature uses, and contemporary meaning of artifacts and fea-
tures that were used by American Indian ancestors whose traditional lands once included
the NTS.

Tribal elders and cultural experts who participated in this field -based study had first-
hand knowledge about or were taught by their elders about traditional site uses. Thus,
whereas most of these people never lived in the study area, they nonetheless hold cultural
and behavioral knowledge that is born out of intimate and long -term interaction with
similar cultural resources and is directly relevant for identifying and interpreting the local
archaeology. Tribal representatives shared information on the cultural meanings of arti-
facts, features, and use areas in terms of religious importance, historic significance, and
contribution to cultural persistence that the DOE/NV needed to know in order to make in-
formed mitigation and management decisions.

First, key cultural experts from culturally affiliated tribes representing the Western
Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Owens Valley Paiute ethnic groups and the Las Vegas
Inndian Center (LVIC) were brought to the field and asked to identify the types of sites
present in the study area. These interviews produced a preliminary list of locations to be
visited. Under the advice of regional archaeologists this list was expanded to include addi-
tional areas of high artifact and feature concentration, resulting in the choice of 11 sites
(fig. 7.1). Second, 29 tribal elders and cultural experts were brought to the field to be sys-
tematically interviewed at each selected site (table 7.1). A professional archaeologist ac-
companied the ethnographic team in all site visits but was not directly involved in the
interview process. Third, a mail survey was designed to complement the information col-
lected in the field regarding archaeological and other relevant resources. The results of this
mail survey were incorporated into the overall site interpretation and assessment. And
fourth, mitigation recommendations were sought from the tribal elders and cultural experts.

Ethnoarchaeology Interview Form
An ethnoarchaeology interview form was developed in collaboration with DRI

archaeologists to collect systematically and privately the infoimation needed to identify,
interpret, and protect artifacts, features, and use areas in Pahute and Rainier Mesas.
Questions addressed the following topics:

Ethnic use history
Intended use(s)
Gender of users, past and present
Seasonality
Personal use history
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Fig. 7.1. Location of sites visited during the ethnoarchaeological study: (1) Tippipah Cave area, (2) Rainier
Mesa, (3) Aqueduct Mesa, (4) Big Burn Valley, (5) North of Lamb's Canyon, (6) Deadhorse Flat,

(7) South Silent Canyon, (8) upper east Thirsty Canyon, (9 -10) Tongue Wash Poh and

Rockshelters, (11) East Thirsty Canyon.
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Current use of like artifacts, features, or areas
Cultural transmission of knowledge on traditional uses
Relevant oral history
Types of connections with other archaeological sites in and beyond the study area

During the interview, tribal representatives were asked to identify features within a
particular site and talk about them in terms of location, formal attributes, and associated
natural resources. Also, they were asked to rate the overall importance of the site, identify
potential activities or processes they perceived as negatively affecting a site, and make
preservation and mitigation recommendations.

Site Visits
Sites to be visited were chosen from the preliminary site list to typify as wide a range

of archaeological sites in Pahute and Rainier Mesas as possible. The study area was di-
vided into three broad zones reflecting east -west, north- south, and elevation trends. The 11
sites thus selected ranged from the northwest of Pahute Mesa in Lamb's Canyon to the
southeast end of the study area on top of Rainier Mesa. Sites represented distinct altitude
zones, from the piñon- juniper upland forest at 7,300 ft (2,212 m) to the black sage flats at
5,500 ft (1,667 m) in elevation.

Tribal elders and cultural experts visited the archaeological sites over a three -day pe-
riod. They attended an orientation meeting held on the first day of each three -day period.
The first day was spent visiting three sites, Tippipah, Rainier Mesa, and Aqueduct Mesa, in
the southern, eastern, and northeastern portions of the study area, respectively. On the
second day of each visit period tribal representatives went to three sites on Pahute Mesa or
north- central portion of the study area: Big Burn Valley, the north portion of Lamb's Can-
yon, and Dead Horse Flat. On the third day of each visit period they went to South Silent
Canyon near Buckboard Mesa, upper east Thirsty Canyon, Tongue Wash Poh, and the
Tongue Wash rockshelters. The specific itinerary varied slightly from group to group de-
pending on site accessibility and degree of hiking difficulty for some elders, but most tribal
representatives visited and interviewed at each of these sites. An 11th site in east Thirsty
Canyon was visited by only four representatives. It should be noted that the sites visited
represent only a small portion of the total number of known archaeological sites in the area
(DOE/NV 1996 1: fig. 4 -47).

Tribal representatives observed each site in its entirety, examined artifacts and fea-
tures, talked among themselves, and came to individual decisions as to the site's tradi-
tional use and contemporary significance. This process involved from one to five hours,
depending on site dimensions and density of archaeological remains. Thereafter, an eth-
nographer interviewed privately each tribal representative. Although interviews were
structured around the ethnoarchaeology instrument, time was provided for open -ended
conversations about the site and its significance. Interview responses were written down
on the forms and taped with the permission of each representative.
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Table 7.1. Archaeological sites identified by each ethnic group

IDENTIFIED BY

Site Name Total
Interviews

Southern
Paiute

Western
Shoshone

Owens V.
Paiute

LVIC

Tippipah Area 26 12 5 8 1

Rainier Mesa Top 26 12 5 8 1

Aqueduct Mesa 12 5 1 5 1

Big Burn Valley 25 12 5 7 1

North of Lamb's Canyon 25 11 5 8 1

Dead Horse Flat 11 5 2 4

South Silent Canyon 8 3 2 3

Upper East Thirsty Canyon 5 1 1 3

Tongue Wash Poh 8 4 1 3

Tongue Wash Rockshelters 7 3 1 3

East Thirsty Canyon 4 2 2

Total 157 70 30 52 5

LVIC: Las Vegas Indian Center

Data Analysis and Summary
A total of 157 ethnoarchaeology interviews were completed in the field. The data

were originally reported in text and table format. Quantitative data analysis helped to dis-
cern past and present use patterns, gender -specific uses, and interconnections between
sites. From this analysis, the ethnographers drew out generalizations about the cultural
resources of the sites, according to the Indian people. Qualitative questions were sum-
marized by ethnic group and gender; selected portions of tapes were transcribed to com-
plete the site analysis after which an area summary was produced. We have further
summarized in table format some of the descriptive information specifically for this book,
but those interested in the numerical information should refer to the original report (Stoffle
et al. 1994a).

Elements of Site Interpretation

American Indian elders and cultural experts applied their traditional knowledge to
interpret patterns of site use through a combination of several criteria that may be sub-
sumed under three categories: location, useful natural resources, and familiar artifacts and
features (Fig. 7.2). For example, sites were distinguished between open and sheltered; lo-
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cal topographic features were noted; plants were classified into edible, medicinal, or craft;
and feature -artifact associations were examined in light of formal properties, site location,
and resource availability. Additional elements, such as the presence of (or knowledge
about) trail connections between a site under assessment and other places on or near Pahute
Mesa, also played a role in the interpretive process. An unexpected source of cultural
interpretations for specific features and artifacts was site formation processes. Keen ob-
servers of their surroundings, Indian elders and cultural experts incorporated into their in-
terpretation observations of natural and cultural processes affecting a site; they clearly
distinguished erosion and trampling of site surfaces from intentional artifact breakage or
burning. Such observations had important behavioral and cultural implications for the
study, particularly when identifying remains of human burials or funerary ceremonies. The
following quote illustrates some of the observations made when interpreting a site:

What I saw today was very important...because there was a rich land here at
one time: there was a very wide creek next to an encampment with a log
structure, lots of pine cones and pine trees that bore fruit at one time. This
place has the most pine trees I've seen here the trees out here are very
thick -it's not like the places we've seen [elsewhere]. I think that this was a
very rich and important place at one time for the Indian people to gather.
There are lots of signs of life...like the structure here...it's set up like a
tipi... and it's still that way, and it should be preserved that way.

Fig. 7.2. Western Shoshone representatives interpret archaeological site (gabled wooden lodge)
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It is important to point out, however, that Indian people do not claim to know the
function and meaning of all sites and artifacts for all time periods of site use or occupation.
Instead, they place sites and artifacts unto generally known categories, and assign
meanings on the basis of how such sites are used or would be used by living Indian people,
in a process of extrapolation using culturally based knowledge and logic. Indian people
generally understand older uses and meanings of sites and artifacts, but the emphasis is
placed on creating categories that reflect what they know about past uses as well as how
they use or would use a site in the present; in other words, elements of archaeological site
interpretation are shaped and enriched by the cultural concerns, needs, and experience of
the living. For example, a place that five hundred years ago was used by Western Shoshone
or Southern Paiute people to prepare wa'ai (Indian rice grass) for food is of more value
today as a place to learn about the activities of one's grandmothers and, collectively, of the
ethnic ancestors, than as a place to process food.

The Whiterock Spring archaeological site, located at the base of Rainier Mesa, is such
a place. It has been used for hundreds of years to provide water, plants, and animals, and
has served as a central place for ceremonies. Most of these social functions did not change
significantly until the 20th century, and at least one Western Shoshone individual used the
site on a regular basis until 1955, even after the NTS was withdrawn from the public
domain. This person knows the story associated with the historic artifacts at this site,
including a cabin made by his relatives when he was a child, and an old car in front of the
structure left by a relative. The knowledge this person has about this site is personal and
direct for the 20th century, but he uses culturally based knowledge and logic when he
interprets artifacts from the more distant past.

In short, ethnoarchaeology, as understood here, deals more with the role that ar-
chaeological sites play in the culture of living peoples than with the precise reconstruction
of past uses and ancient meanings. At a higher level of abstraction, site interconnectedness
and transmission of traditional knowledge about sites are also expressed in terms of con-
temporary cultural significance.

Site -specific Response Patterns
Cultural meanings and use interpretations offered for each of the 11 sites visited by

American Indian representatives offer a glimpse at the essential elements involved in the
process of assessing site characteristics and linking them with a culturally and ethnically
determined knowledge system. The following is a brief description of site interpretations.

Tippipah Area Site
Located on the southern portion of the study area, the Tippipah site is characterized

by the presence of a spring and nearby rockshelter, and its elevation affords a broad view
of the surrounding landforms. The rockshelter contains whole perishable artifacts, includ-
ing basketry, digging tools, and a seed beater, and assorted broken artifacts. The location,
presence of water and shelter, and viewshed indicated to the Indian people that this was a
meeting place where trading and ceremonial and political activities occurred. The artifact
assemblage, in contrast, suggested to them that this site was used for camping and storage.
Furthermore, the condition of the perishable and broken artifacts indicated that a burial or
a funerary ceremony could have taken place nearby (see Chapter 2). Western Shoshone
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representatives noted that people would have lived, camped, hunted, and traded in the gen-
eral vicinity.

Rainier Mesa Site
This site is located atop Rainier Mesa, on the eastern edge of Pahute Mesa. Because of

its diverse natural and archaeological characteristics this site elicited numerous responses
from the Indian people who visited it. Elevation and dense tree coverage made this a
protected place with numerous useful plants and animals, which likely was a family -owned
pine nut and hunting camp. Water is not immediately available, but springs are present in
the general vicinity; thus, Indian people observed that water could have been brought into
the site. The main archaeological features include a rock ring similar to those found by
Indian representatives in Death Valley and wooden log remains from a possible wickiup.
Artifacts include lithic tools, potsherds, pieces of tin, and groundstone.

On the basis of its general appearance, the rock ring was thought to be a place for pine
nut processing and storage, used in mid to late summer until November. Representatives
offered additional information on traditional pine nut -harvesting activities not directly
observable from the site's characteristics; these activities included preharvest bathing and
ocher -painting rituals, harvest dances or duwa'nika that could have taken place at the site
or at a larger pine nut camp down in the valley, and the teaching of children that came to
the camp.

Some people offered alternative use interpretations; the isolated location of the rock
ring suggested a possible female seclusion site or a birthing area, and the proximity of the
wickiup to the rock ring indicated to the Indian people that perhaps a medicine person
living at the site used the rock ring to cure the sick. Additional use interpretations referred
specifically to the artifacts found on the surface, such as the perforated tin pieces that were
once used for stripping willow branches for basketry, groundstone for food processing, and
miscellaneous pottery and lithic tools for resource -procurement activities. Finally,
representatives mentioned the likely presence of subsurface features, such as roasting pits
and burials.

It was also observed that the nearby trail to Grapevine Spring was still visible at the
time of the site visit, thus confirming the connections between this and other sites in the
region.

Aqueduct Mesa Site
This site is located on the northeastern portion of the study area. Its high elevation

and location affords a broad viewshed that Indian representatives found aesthetically
pleasing. The site is located near a pass, which could have been used for travel. The pres-
ence of a large rock ring and smaller rings, useful plants, three water -catching basins, a
rockshelter, and miscellaneous working tools such as projectile points, grinding slabs, ce-
ramics, and lithics, elicited the interpretation that this was a late- spring -to -fall pine nut
camp. Alternative interpretations indicated that this site could have been a major perma-
nent encampment where multiple families would have engaged in hunting, plant gathering,
trading, and ritual Importantly, this site type was also mentioned as a place used to teach
youth and emergent leaders -a place often mentioned in songs and stories.
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Big Burn Valley Site
This site is located on an isolated and secluded wash on the north -central portion of

Pahute Mesa, and consists of a mid -elevation valley bisected by a seasonal stream. Loca-
tion and features, in particular a wooden structure with an interior firepit, suggested to the
tribal representatives that this was not a summer place, but one used in winter, perhaps by a
single family during a hunting and gathering trip. Abundant firewood and other useful
plants, food -processing tools and pottery, and the presence of a trail helped form their
opinion. Water, not available from the wash, could have been obtained from snow. Post -
harvesting activities, such as pine nut and meat processing could have taken place there, as
well as trading along the trail.

Alternative interpretations for the wooden structure were a possible sweatlodge or a
female seclusion hut connected to the larger camps in the study area and beyond. The
presence of subsurface features was suggested by the abundance of artifacts on the surface.

North of Lamb's Canyon Site
This is another site on the north -central portion of Pahute Mesa that is characterized

by its isolated, protected, and elevated location that offers a broad view of the surrounding
uplands. In fact, in the opinion of the tribal representatives this characteristic could have
made the site a good lookout point and hideout place. Despite its apparent isolation, the site
was connected by trail to Kawich Valley, and thus was accessible probably year -round for
hunting, grass seed gathering, and tool making. The presence of useful plants, a rock -
shelter, water basins, grinding stones, a pigment source, pottery, and lithic tools, also
pointed to multiple logistic activities that required storage of equipment and food. Individ-
ual and group rituals associated with these activities were likely conducted at this and other
similar sites visited during the ethnoarchaeological study.

Dead Horse Flat Site
This obsidian artifact scatter is on an open meadow that does not afford protection

from humans or nature, and was thus interpreted as an overnight stop and temporary
hunting and seed -gathering place. Short-term occupation was indicated by the apparent
absence of water, while proximity of a trail suggested use during travel to some other des-
tination. Activities suggested for this site include rabbit drives, elk, deer, and bird hunting,
and opportunistic plant collecting. One important resource mentioned during the site visit
was ants that are used for medicine.

South Silent Canyon Site
This site is on an open, flat area located on the south end of Pahute Mesa and near

Buckboard Mesa. The site contains windbreak, lean -to, and rock rings, storage caches,
traditional use plants, cairns, and an assortment of artifact types such as pottery, ground -
stone, lithics, and a willow shredder. Because of the presence of deer beds and the overall
appearance of the site, it was interpreted as a hunting camp that crosscut the migratory
route of animal herds. According to the Indian people rabbit drives, plant collecting, and
associated dance festivals and ceremonies would have taken place at the site in summer
and fall seasons. Possible subsurface features such as burials were also suggested for this
site.
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Upper East Thirsty Canyon Site
This is a small, open site on a sage flat at the west end of Pahute Mesa that was inter-

preted as a temporary camp on the way to somewhere else. Opportunistic rabbit hunting
and seed collecting would have taken place here, given that both stone tools and grinding
implements were found on the site surface. Spring and late fall -winter hunting seasons
were times when people could have used this campsite.

Tongue Wash Poh and Rockshelters
These sites are located on the southwest slope of Pahute Mesa, against a south -facing

cliff face. The sites face two valleys and a nearby trail that runs east -west; the location and
topography were seen as major factors influencing use interpretation (fig. 7.3). The imme-
diate area is characterized by small rockshelters, one of which has a large water basin or
poh associated with pictographs, giving rise to its Paiute name, timpipah tinkan, or "water
cave in a cliff." There are also petroglyphs nearby.

Elevation, viewshed, seclusion, and other natural and archaeological features around
the poh were interpreted as components of a possible ceremonial area used specifically by
males seeking visions, medicine men, and youth to be initiated. Artifacts of note included
a walking stick, red pigments, bench -like flat rocks, a firepit with burnt bones and
charcoal, pottery sherds, and stone flakes.

Fig. 7.3. Vista to the northeast from Tongue Wash rockshelters
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People would have come to the sites to harvest sacred water, medicinal and
ceremonial plants, and bird feathers; an eagle's nest was observed here. It was mentioned
that songs might have been associated with Tongue Wash. These sites could have been
used as lookouts or checkpoints as well, as stopovers for overnight camping, and as trading
locales. People could have resided permanently in the general vicinity of the rockshelters.

East Thirsty Canyon Site
This is a low- elevation, open site with deer tracks and beds and lithic tools. This site

was interpreted as a fairly typical rabbit- and deer- hunting camp used occasionally by
males. Seasonal use would have been limited to spring and fall. Overall, the site was seen
as a typical area where hunters would have awaited migrating herds. Other site character-
istics, such as the lack of trees with bothersome birds and the presence of a cool breeze,
were seen as desirable in food -processing areas.

General Response Patterns

Individual responses to specific site and artifact uses may be best understood by ana-
lyzing the patterns of those responses. Taken as a whole, the sum of individual responses
represents aspects of the cultural system of a people. Individual variation is present within
any society; however, the cultural system of the society is defined in terms of shared and
agreed upon behaviors, beliefs, and values. When a cultural domain, such as the meaning
and cultural significance of archaeological sites on Pahute and Rainier Mesas, has many
components and there are many possible interpretations of these components, then it is
necessary to conduct numerous interviews with a variety of members of each ethnic group
to find what beliefs are shared and agreed upon. This situation is exemplified in single ver-
sus multiple site use interpretations. Overall, however, individual discussions revolve
around the integration of site morphology, artifact and feature properties and uses, site con-
nections, and cultural transmission.

Viewed individually, each site interpretation offered by each respondent is rich in
meaning, knowledge, and experience; yet, given that there are hundreds of sites within the
Pahute and Rainier Mesas study area, and only 11 were visited during this study, the reader
may rightly ask: To what extent can individual site interpretations from this nonrandom set
of sites be used to project the identity and meaning of all sites in the study area? The
following analysis is presented as an effort to advance conclusions about the sites visited
and to improve the understanding of similar sites in the study area.

Site Uses
American Indians have had, and do have, various uses associated with sites they

define as belonging to their ethnic group. Past ethnoarchaeological research suggests the
following broad use classes: (1) permanent residence, (2) camping, (3) farming, (4) cere-
mony, (5) gathering food, (6) hunting, and (7) trade. Beyond the issue of what uses existed
at a site is the question of how to categorize the site. These issues are closely related be-
cause most site classifications come from use information. Sites are commonly classified
according to one or more of their dominant uses. Where only one use is mentioned for a
site or where a clear primary use is evident, that site can be accurately classified by that
use. Otherwise, when the Indian people perceive that a site has multiple uses of similar
importance, then it is more difficult to classify. For example, a site where ceremonies are
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held may have medicine plants associated with it that were important in the decision to
hold ceremonies at this location. If the site is termed ceremonial, then plant -gathering uses
will be subsumed under "ceremony." Indian people often mentioned this point as impor-
tant, because they are aware of non -Indian people's tendency to apply simple labels to sites
when developing management policies regarding site protection.

Past Uses of Sites
Some locations may have been used repeatedly and differentially for a long time, re-

sulting in the formation of layered physical remains and also culturally and behaviorally
meaningful "layers" (Zedeño 2000b: 109). Certainly a location may have been put to
different uses during this time, but it is beyond the scope of the present study to assess all
of these changes. Instead, these interviews assessed the range of uses that may be identified
during brief site visits by Indian people. This procedure necessarily emphasizes more
recent uses, which are more likely to be visible on the ground surface. Some attempt was
made, however, to separate uses that may have predominated generations ago (past uses)
from uses that are most common today (current uses). Use interpretations were influenced
by whether or not the sites were used by the family of the person being interviewed, as
well as by the other members of the person's ethnic group. Occasionally, a site was known
specifically because a family member used it. Questions about family use of a site may
produce a rich discussion that is qualitatively different from a general discussion of how
the ethnic group uses the site. For this reason, the degree of personal experience with a site
determined the kind of questions that were asked: if a person actually knew of the site be-
ing visited, then he or she was asked to talk about that site. If the person was previously
unaware of the site, then he or she was asked to answer on the basis of knowledge about
sites like the one being visited.

Thus, respondents drew upon past experience with similar sites located elsewhere in
southern Nevada or in their home territory to answer the question of past site use (table
7.2). They believed that members of their ethnic group once used 84.7 percent of the sites
visited; 2.5 percent of the sites visited were viewed as not having been used by members of
the person's ethnic group, and 12.7 percent of the sites could not be determined as having
been used by ethnic group members in the past. Some tribal representatives had either first-
hand or oral history knowledge of the exact sites being visited, but others did not. Thus the
information collected is primarily about sites similar to the site being visited.

The most commonly mentioned use was gathering foods (26.4 percent), followed by
hunting (23.5 percent), camping (22 percent), ceremony (11.4 percent), permanent resi-
dence (7.3 percent), and trade (2.2 percent). The remaining use responses (7.2 percent)
were either miscellaneous or uncertain. Most sites were seen as having more than one use.
Four sites (Tippipah, Aqueduct Mesa, Big Burn Valley, and north of Lamb's Canyon) were
seen as having at least six of the seven possible uses. Five other sites (Rainier Mesa, Dead
Horse Flat, South Silent Canyon, and Tongue Wash Poh and Rockshelter) had from three
to five uses. Only the sites on upper and lower East Thirsty Canyon, situated on a broad
and arid, open plain at the extreme western margin of the study area, were seen by most
people as having only one use, hunting. It is interesting to note that these two sites were
generally viewed as having no clear functions at all, even though a few arrowheads had
been found there, thus marking the presence of Indian people sometime in the past. Two
representatives who visited upper east Thirsty Canyon said that their ethnic group did not
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use locations like these at all. A total of 268 use instances were recognized as being
associated with past use by family members. This is 59 percent of the total use instances
mentioned for past ethnic group use.

Table 7.2. Past site uses

USES

Site Name Permanent Hunting Food /Plant Ritual Other
Residence Camping Gathering Trade

Tippipah Area

Rainier Mesa Top

Aqueduct Mesa

Big Burn Valley

North of Lamb's Canyon

Dead Horse Flat

South Silent Canyon

Upper East Thirsty Canyon

Tongue Wash Poh

Tongue Wash R. Shelters

East Thirsty Canyon

Current Uses of Sites
Sites can be characterized by current uses as well as by past uses. For example, 150

years ago Southern Paiutes and Western Shoshones used the oases near Beatty and Ash
Meadows as full -time residences and maintained an elaborated system that included ir-
rigated farming, local hunting, seed gathering, trade, and conducting ceremonies (Steward

(1938). Indian people were forced from these desert oases and subsequently denied
access to much of their traditional use areas. Today they have developed different uses for
many of these sites, such as to help achieve cultural continuity by taking their children to
sites to teach about past lifeways. A total of 162 use instances were mentioned as being
associated with current ethnic group uses of sites like those visited during the study (table
7.3). This is 35.6 percent of the uses identified for past ethnic group use. Their responses
suggest an enormous decline, a 64.4 percent reduction, in the types of uses of traditional
sites for their ethnic group.
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Summary

Today, Indian people do not physically use sites within the Pahute and Rainier Mesas
study area; however, tribal representatives who participated in the site visits reestablished
use relationships with the sites visited. One representative received a song at one of the
sites. All representatives prayed as individuals at the sites. Access to the sites during the
fieldwork provided tribal people with an opportunity to "use" the sites. In addition, Indian
people do use sites similar to those in the study area as they did in the past. Although over-
all ethnic uses of sites like these have declined 64.4 percent, these people still gather
foods, hunt, and camp in proportions approximately similar to the ones that existed in the
past.

As we explain in Chapter 8, this fact demonstrates in part why contemporary Indians
place such high value on, and express great concern for, plants. Conducting ceremonies on
sites like these has declined from the past but seems to be steady for both the contempo-
rary Indian ethnic group and the individual family. Trading, farming, and residing on sites
like these have been eliminated for Indian groups while some new uses, like educating
children about their ethnic history and traditions, are rapidly increasing in frequency and
importance.

Table 7.3. Current site uses

USES

Site Name Permanent
Residence Camping

Hunting Plant
Gathering

Ritual Teaching Other

Tippipah Area

Rainier Mesa Top

Aqueduct Mesa

Big Burn Valley

North of Lamb's Canyon

Dead Horse Flat

South Silent Canyon

Upper East Thirsty Canyon

Tongue Wash Poh

Tongue Wash R. Shelters

East Thirsty Canyon

Gender Patterns
Gender -specific traditions and trends often clarify past and present interpretations of

site use. There are sites with certain specific uses that were only visited by either men or
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women. They may be ceremonial sites, which only women used, or isolated hunting sites,
which only men used. Such sites tended to be visited by few people at a time, may have
had little or no locally available food, and were not used for long periods. In contrast, sites
with many uses were often visited by whole families who camped together, shared in the
processing of food and raw materials, and generally continued with their normal social life.
Use of these camps tended to last longer periods, and because of the effort and energy
requirements of larger groups, sites had either a larger local subsistence base or higher car-
rying capacity within their hinterlands. Finally, there are sites that were used by men and
women at different times and for different purposes. Caves and rockshelters are examples
of differential use by gender, where women commonly used them for storage while men
visited them for vision quests, fasts, and other rituals (see Chapter 9; Stoffle et al. 2000b).

Of the 144 positive gender -specific identifications made in the field, the vast majority
of responses (92.4 percent) indicate that in the past both men and women used most of the
sites. Only 6.2 percent of the respondents indicated exclusive male use of five sites while
1.4 percent of the respondents pointed to exclusive female use of two sites. The set of five
sites mentioned as being used by men in the past (Rainier Mesa, Big Burn Valley, Dead
Horse Flat, Tongue Wash Rockshelters, upper east and east Thirsty Canyon) contains
multiple- and single -use sites. The sites perceived by two respondents as exclusively used
by women (Tippipah and Tongue Wash Poh) are multiple use sites. Despite the opinions
represented by these few responses, the overwhelming majority thought that both men and
women used most sites as family or village camps. Today, fewer Indian people use sites
similar to those visited and 95.8 percent of their positive identifications (n =72) suggest that
both men and women use sites like these today.

In general, the responses suggest that Pahute and Rainier Mesas contain places that
were used by family and suprafamily groups including men, women, and children. The
data suggest that in the past Southern Paiute, Western Shoshone, and Paiute -Shoshone peo-
ple used the study area repeatedly and extensively as part of their normal way of life. De-
spite changes in lifeways and greatly reduced or restricted access to these sites, today the
majority of Indian people visit sites like these as families. Indeed, they use the sites in
spiritual ways when provided the opportunity to visit them.

Site Connections
American Indians view the world as an interconnected whole, created at one time

with one generally understood set of relationships between its components. Within their
own traditional lands, these people established certain patterns by which the land and its
resources were utilized. There are places within and near the Pahute and Rainier Mesas
study area where Indian people lived, traded, hunted, gathered plants, and conducted
ceremonies. These places were interconnected among themselves and with locations else-
where. As explained in Chapter 10, meaning and importance of a place depended not only
on its resources but also on its relationship to other places and resources within what we
call a cultural landscape.

Overall, Pahute Mesa and Rainier Mesa present characteristics of an ecoscape -a dis-
tinctive wooded upland environment, where seasonally available food staples, medicinal
plants, raw materials, and hunting grounds were located. Types of connections between the
study sites and other areas within the regional landscape include:
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Logistic or Task -specific
These sites were part of a system of campsites, processing stations, and permanent

villages located at different but ecologically complementary environments. For example,
Steward (1938: map 7) documented seasonal movement of Western Shoshone bands from
Beatty to the Belted Range, where the study area is located, and from this area to or from
Gold Meadow, Cactus Flat, Kawich Valley, Monitor Valley, and Smokey Mountain. Con-
nections with areas in the south and east, including Death Valley, Pahrump, Ash Meadows,
and Moapa, were most evident during pine nut or fall hunting seasons.

Social, Political, and Ceremonial
Sites in the study area were the locales (e.g., Tongue Wash Poh and Rockshelters), or

the stopovers on the way to the locales where fall festivals and other social and ceremonial
gatherings took place. Indian people identified such connections between the sites visited
and permanent villages and campsites toward the east, including Oak Spring Butte,
Whiterock Spring, Captain Jack Cave and Spring, and Ammonia Tanks (see also Steward
1938: map 7).

Trail and Hydrological Systems
Connections by trail or by water (underground water, or combination of trail and wa-

ter sources) were mentioned by the Indian consultants as having cultural significance in
and of themselves. Water sources connected by trail to the study area include: Parhump,
Moapa, Yucca Mountain, Grapevine Spring, Oak Spring, Tippipah Spring, Whiterock
Spring, Gold Meadow Spring, and Captain Jack Spring. Villages and other sites connected
by trail to one another, to water sources, or both, are: Pahrump, Moapa, Ash Meadows,
Yucca Mountain, Fortymile Canyon, Death Valley, and Beatty.

Songs and Stories
At least one site, North of Lamb's Canyon, is connected by story to Monitor Valley.

Stories connected Aqueduct Mesa and Valley to other places. Songs connected Tongue
Wash Poh with other such places located as far away as Kanab Creek, Arizona.

Cultural Transmission
One informative way of looking at cultural knowledge is by studying the ways it is

transmitted. Ultimately, cultural knowledge must be transmitted from generation to genera-
tion in order to persist. From the perspective of Western culture, when knowledge is not
written down, it is lost, but American Indians had other ways in which to preserve knowl-
edge vital to their survival; one of them was to anchor information on a place or set of con-
nected places. A variety of factors can influence cultural learning. One of these is access to
the areas and things being taught about. Indian people rarely use the term teach to describe
cultural learning. Instead, they talk about showing children or others. The most common
means of showing is to go to a place and do an activity at that place. Showing "how to do"
is linked to showing "when to do" and showing "where to do." Thus, children would be
taken in the fall of the year to a place where the seeds of a certain plant were ripe and
shown by an elder how to gather and process those seeds. The how, when, and where of
the activity became part of the same lesson. Lack of access is one of the most commonly
mentioned factors that restrict cultural learning. Without access to places, certain lessons
cannot be effectively taught.
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Even though knowledge is lost to one generation, it can be recovered, though perhaps
altered or transformed, by a later generation. Cultural revitalization is a term that describes
one way that lost cultural knowledge is rediscovered and reintegrated into a living society.
Lost knowledge can be recovered in various ways and by various societies, but a common
means among American Indians is by the intervention of a powerful religious person who
has a vision. Wovoka, a Northern Paiute religious leader, had the vision that began the
Ghost Dance movement. Lost knowledge also comes back to Southern Paiutes, for exam-
ple, because they believe that a person who has prepared properly can talk to rocks, water,
mountains, and plants or to the places where knowledge resides, like caves and mountains.
During these conversations, natural resources convey knowledge about themselves to the
person who is prepared to receive it.

Eighty -one percent of the responses to cultural transmission questions mention their
family elders as the source of traditional knowledge. Ninety -three percent of those who
responded to this question also indicated that they are teaching or intend to teach their own
children, grandchildren, and other young relatives. The message seems to be that
contemporary teaching about traditional Indian places and their uses occurs at the home of
the person who knows about them.

Cultural Significance
The question of cultural significance can be asked about any aspect of culture for any

society. It seems, however, that the desire to define degrees of significance is more in keep-
ing with Western philosophy, which tends to separate the developed from the undeveloped,
the sacred from the profane, in the process of choosing between behavioral alternatives that
result in the least negative impacts to culture. Accordingly, modern development, such as
that brought about by DOE/NV's operations, should be conducted so that it impacts the
less, rather than the more, significant natural and cultural. This study was carried out
within a body of legislation that reflects this philosophy. It is possible for Indian people to
assign degrees of cultural significance to traditional cultural resources. When they do so,
they tend to preface their remarks with statements like, "in our culture all things are
perceived as equal." But they understand that in the dominant culture all things are not
perceived as equal. Therefore, they must redefine their cultural resources in Western terms
so that priorities for protecting cultural resources can be set by the Indians themselves
( Stoffle and Evans 1990).

There is a growing professional literature regarding how to calculate cultural signifi-
cance (Halmo, Stoffle, and Evans 1993; Stoffle et al. 1990a; Stoffle, Halmo, and Evans
1999). As discussed in Chapter 8, much of this literature has focused on plants, inasmuch
as American Indian plants are the subject of international conservation debates. Other cul-
tural resources and the cultures of other people are now entering these discussions. The
current ethnoarchaeological study builds on past work with American Indians to develop a
means of assessing the cultural significance of the archaeological sites in the Pahute and
Rainier Mesas study area. Sites, like plants, can be assigned an overall evaluation score.
Unfortunately, unless all sites in a study area can be visited, it is difficult to generalize from
the evaluation of only 11 visited sites.

Archaeological sites, like plants, can be viewed as having component parts or fea-
tures. When representatives are asked what they perceive to be the features of a site that
contribute to its evaluation, these features can help define categories of sites. Unlike over
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all evaluations, the feature -by- feature evaluations can lead to a model of American Indian
site interpretation and evaluation to expand the implications of the study to sites not vis-
ited. Examples of natural and cultural site features included in site evaluations are water
basins, rockshelters, trails, lithic scatters, petroglyphs and pictographs, rock rings, and
other structures (fig. 7.4). Additionally, there are other less self -explanatory features, such
as view, seclusion, acoustics, air currents, and aesthetics that may have introduced some
degree of idiosyncrasy into the evaluations. Questions about site location were designed to
get at the extent that geographical location was part of the reason a site was established.
For example, winter camps were often placed on a south -facing slope to catch the early
morning sun. In general, Indian people found these site properties increasingly easy to un-
derstand as they evaluated more sites.

Fig. 7.4. Example of traditional use feature assessed by tribal representatives: North of Lamb's Canyon rock -
shelter

Elders and cultural experts evaluated the cultural significance of features they identi-
fied at each site, and then evaluated the feature's cultural significance on a three -point scale
(low, medium, high). The responses indicate strong agreement on degrees of signifi-
cance of features among contemporary Indians, and disagreement levels generally
associated with cultural and ethnic background. Ethnic or tribal differences of opinion that
are sufficient to affect the mitigation process must be resolved during mitigation meetings.
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The sum of evaluation scores for the features identified at a site is associated with the
overall cultural significance of the site. The exact relationship of feature significance to
overall site evaluation is not yet understood, because some features probably contribute
more to the overall evaluation than other features. A highly significant fire pit may not
contribute to the overall site evaluation as much as would a human burial. Further data
collection and analysis may reveal the extent to which an American Indian model of ar-
chaeological site evaluation can be developed. Yet we conclude that feature -by- feature
analysis will improve the understanding of how American Indians evaluate sites, but the
overall cultural significance score is the bottom line for DOE/NV policy and management
decisions.



8 ETHNOBIOLOGY ON PAHUTE AND RAINIER MESAS

M. Nieves Zedeflo and Kathryn Hamm

Plants and animals occupy a crucial place in the cosmology, ritual, and everyday life
of American Indians. Thus, protecting useful plant and animal resources is a matter of
great concern for Paiute and Shoshone tribes involved in consultation with DOE/NV. A
field -based ethnobiology study was conducted on the NTS in response to the agency's ef-
forts to comply with federal legislation and to concern for the potential adverse effects of
underground testing activities on these resources. The objective was to better understand
how plants and animals contribute to the cultural importance of different places within the
facility; research findings were originally reported in Native American Cultural Resources
in Pahute and Rainier Mesas, Nevada Test Site, by Stoffle and his colleagues (1994a). The
project built on the earlier YMSCO study and dovetailed with the ethnoarchaeological
study described in Chapter 7. This chapter describes the conceptual and methodological
framework that guided the ethnobiological study at Pahute and Rainier Mesas and presents
the study results and implications for the management of American Indian plant and ani-
mal resources on the NTS.

"To Know about Plants ": An Ethnobotany Research Design

American Indians of the western deserts, from Arizona to California and from Nevada
to Sonora, Mexico, are descendants of forager and horticultural ancestors, whose liveli-
hood depended upon their knowledge of and access to edible, medicinal, and other utili-
tarian plants (e.g., Fowler 1986, 1995; Nabhan 1986; Rea 1997). Thus, their plant knowl-
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edge is vast and the transfer mechanisms complex (Stoffle, Halmo, and Evans 1999:
416 -17). Among Numic speakers, plant collection is a traditionally sanctioned activity that
has survived loss of land and the advent of modernity. It is not surprising, therefore, that
these American Indians place an extraordinary amount of cultural significance on plants.

Although traditionally most Indian people shared, to a greater or lesser extent, plant
knowledge within their home range and ethnic group, there were plant specialists, or "plant
doctors," who trained since childhood and knew most of what there is to know about plant
use (Kelly 1939). After the Euro American colonization of the West, ecological change,
emigration, epidemics, elder attrition, and concomitant erosion of transfer mechanisms
affected the survival of traditional knowledge and reduced drastically the number of plant
doctors. Yet, given that plant knowledge is held more as "ethnic corporate knowledge"
than knowledge simply held by several individual specialists, relevant information on use
and significance could be retrieved from pooling a large number of people from a particu-
lar ethnic group and home range (Stoffle, Halmo, and Evans 1999). This was precisely the
central driver of the study methodology.

Systematic interviews were conducted with 22 plant experts representing the Southern
Paiute, Owens Valley Paiute, and Western Shoshone ethnic groups, and the LVIC. Ex-
perts visited nine locations in the Pahute and Rainier Mesas study area (fig. 8.1) and iden-
tified 42 traditionally used plants. Dr. Patrick Leary, a professional botanist, made the sci-
entific identifications of these plants and took voucher botanical specimens. The resulting
data was tabulated and summarized, and an analysis of plant significance was then per-
formed. Mitigation recommendations for the identified plants were also recorded and
coded.

Plant Interview Form
The standardized interview form used for the ethnobotany study is the result of accu-

mulated experience in conducting ethnographic studies with American Indians combined
with the application to research conducted for legal compliance purposes of systematic
models for calculating the significance of plant resources. The critical difference between
conventional ethnobotanies completed through years of painstaking fieldwork (e.g., Train,
Henrichs, and Archer 1957) and modern compliance research is that the focus has moved
from the singular plant to the place where a plant grows; this shift is a necessary conse-
quence of preservation legislation and mitigation of potential adverse effects on the land
and all its resources rather than on a single resource class. Moreover, this broader focus
fits well with American Indian holistic views of nature. Thus, the interview form used in
this study focused on the following topics:

Ethnic use history, past and present
Personal and gender- specific use history
Cultural transmission of plant knowledge
Frequency and intensity of plant use
Exclusivity of plant use
Persistence of plant use
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Fig. 8.1. Location of sites visited during the ethnobotanical study: (1) Rainier Mesa, (2) southern Belted
Range, (3) Gold Meadows, (4) Echo Peak, (5) Lamb's Canyon, (6) Dead Horse Flat, (7) eastern

Pahute Mesa, (8) upper Thirsty Canyon, (9) upper Grass Spring Canyon.
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To calculate the significance of each identified plant the following information was elicited:

Plant parts used
Seasonality of harvest and use
Harvesting techniques per plant part
Preparation methods per plant part
Plant management techniques

During the site visits the plant experts were asked to point out which plants they knew
in a particular location and to talk about each plant in the terms outlined above (fig. 8.2).
They were also asked to rate the overall importance of the plant, identify activities that
could potentially affect the plant, and offer preservation and management recommenda-
tions.

Site Visits
The choice of sites to visit for the ethnobotanical study was intended to provide plant

experts with as broad a range of environmental variability as possible. The study area was
divided into three zones reflecting east -west and north -south ranges, and elevation differ-
ences. The nine chosen locations, from Grass Spring Canyon in the northwest, to the top of
Rainier Mesa in the southeast of the study area, represented elevation and vegetation zones
ranging from the piñon juniper upland forest (6,750 ft. or 2,045 m) to the black sage flats
(5,500 ft. or 1,667 m; see fig. 8.1).

Fig. 8.2. Southern Paiute elder examines plants in the field
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In June 1992 plant experts, accompanied by the ethnographers and a DRI archaeolo-
gist, participated in three -day visit blocks to the chosen locations. On the first day they
went to the Rainier Mesa top and Gold Meadow sites, located in the eastern portion of the
study area. Sites visited on the second day, including Echo Peak, Lamb's Canyon, and
Dead Horse Flat sites, represented the central portion of the study area. The western por-
tion was visited on the third day and included one unnamed site south of Basalt Ridge and
west of Silent Canyon, one site at the head of Thirsty Canyon, and a low -elevation site at
Grass Spring Canyon. Rainier Mesa top, Lamb's Canyon, Dead Horse Flat, Silent Canyon,
and upper Thirsty Canyon were also assessed as part of the ethnoarchaeological study dis-
cussed in Chapter 7.

Vegetation and Flora of Pahute and Rainier Mesa

The vegetation of the Pahute and Rainier Mesas region of the NTS falls into the Great
Basin Desert vegetative association. Beatley (1976: 52) describes the area in the following
general terms:

Most of the region is above 5000 ft in elevation; except for the Forty-Mile
Canyon and Thirsty Canyon drainages, the basins are closed basins... On the
middle or upper bajadas, Artemisia communities A. tridentata and A. nova
[sage family] in mosaic -are the prevailing vegetation. Commonly beginning
at around 6000 ft, Piñon Pine (Pinus monophylla) and Juniper (Juniperus os-
teosperma) enter the Artemisia communities, and continue as usually Ar-
temisia - Piñon- Juniper to around 8000 ft.

The nine selected sites range in elevation from 5,550 ft. (1,682 m) to 6,750 ft. (2,045
m). All of the sites fall within the Great Basin Desert vegetation zone dominated by sage-
brush and piñon juniper woodland plant communities.

Collection Site Descriptions
Below are brief site descriptions, which list dominant plant species that are also tra-

ditionally used plants. Table 8.1 contains a list of plants actually identified in the field.

Rainier Mesa
This site is situated at an elevation of 2,045 m. The topography of this area is gener-

ally flat and rolling and slopes slightly to the southwest. Parent rock is of volcanic origin
and occasionally exposed. The residual soils are silty and covered with numerous
fist -sized or larger rocks. Pahute beardtongue can be found throughout the study site, and
the pines are mostly well spaced. Birds and mammals noted at this site included piñon
jays, ravens, kangaroo rats, skinks, side blotch lizards, and spiny lizards. Plant experts
identified 17 (31 percent) of the 55 plants observed at Rainier Mesa.

Gold Meadows, Southern Belted Range
The Gold Meadows area comprised two study sites, both situated at 2,050 m. The to-

pography of this area is essentially flat. Residual soils are deep and often quite sandy. A
stock pond in the immediate area receives regular, heavy visitation from horses and deer.
Soils in the pond area are mostly derived from coarse -grained granites. This disturbed area
around the stock pond supports many adventive species. Useful plants such as sagebrush
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and ricegrass dominate the meadow areas with well -developed soils. Where bedrock is at
or near the ground surface of the meadow, the dominant traditionally used species are
black sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and squirrel tail. The slopes that bound the meadow and
study area to the northeast have exposed bedrock and shallow residual soils. Weathered
granite boulders make up one ridge while the largest hill to the east is igneous extrusive
rock. The slope areas support piñon juniper -sage woodland. Major traditional plant species
of these slopes are piñon, juniper, sagebrush, buckbrush, grizzly bear cactus, and banana
yucca.

There are occasional igneous extrusive rock outcrops of bedrock in Gold Meadows.
The third site visited is located on one of these "islands" and encompasses an area of about
1,000 sq m. Vegetation is typical of the slopes that surround the meadow, dominated by
shrubby and arborescent species. Pahute beardtongue occurs on the island portion of the
site. In addition, two -buck mule deer were seen near this site. Plant experts identified 23
(31 percent) of the 74 plants observed at the Gold Meadows sites.

Echo Peak, Eastern Pahute Mesa
This site is situated at an elevation of 2,045 m, on one of the more prominent peaks in

the area. Echo Peak is blanketed with a piñon juniper open canopy forest. The summit has
been flattened and bladed for a microwave relay station, thus explaining the presence of
numerous adventives. The study area includes the north -, west -, and east -facing slopes,
which can be quite steep. Bedrock, of igneous extrusive material, is exposed to a consider-
able degree. Residual soils are loamy and in many instances covered with much organic
debris, mostly cones and needle leaves derived from the robust piñon trees. Animals
sighted on Echo Peak include mountain bluebirds, red tail hawk, Swainson's thrush, rock
wren, cottontail rabbit, and small lizards. Plant experts identified 14 (35 percent) of the 40
plants observed at Echo Peak.

Lamb's Canyon, Eastern Pahute Mesa
The study site is located at the bottom of a canyon 2,000 m in elevation, and it en-

compasses a broad, flat valley. Boulder cliffs of the Timber Mountain Tuff border the val-
ley. The valley floor is generally flat with deep residual loamy to coarse sandy soils. Use-
ful plants -such as sagebrush, ricegrass, and rabbitbrush- dominate the flats whereas
piñon, juniper, and sage dominate the canyon slopes. Along the rimrock, with its cliffs and
large boulders, these and other traditional plant species, such as Indian tea, cliffrose, and
Gambel's oak, are most common Hummingbirds, ravens, turkey vultures, and lizards were
among the animals noted at this location. Plant experts identified 19 (27 percent) of the 71
plants observed at Lamb's Canyon.

Dead Horse Flat, Eastern Pahute Mesa
This site is situated at an elevation of 2,050 m, encompassing two discrete vegetation

types. The gently southwest -sloping portion has deep, loamy to sandy residual soils lit-
tered with fist -sized or larger rocks of igneous extrusive origin, sustaining sagebrush, In-
dian ricegrass, and rabbitbrush communities. The upper portion of the site is more or less
flat and consists of bedrock outcrops interspersed with loamy soils that support piñon, ju-
niper, and black sage. Plant experts identified 14 (29 percent) of the 49 plants observed at
Dead Horse Flat.
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Eastern Pahute Mesa
This site is situated at an elevation of 1,900 m. Its vegetation can easily be divided

into two components. The upper, southern portion is nearly flat and consists of shallow,
rocky soils, whereas the northern portion descends gently to the north and into a broad, flat
wash with shallow soils and bedrock outcrops. Dominant useful species across the site are:
sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and Indian ricegrass. Squirrel tail occurs on the former, while Ju-
niper and Indian tea occur on the latter. Sage becomes abundant where the soils are deep.
Plant experts identified 20 (40 percent) of the 50 plants observed at this unnamed site.

Upper Thirsty Canyon, Western Pahute Mesa.
This site is located at an elevation of 1,850 m, just to the south of a protected type -site

locality of locoweed, also a traditionally used plant among Nevada tribes (Train, Henrichs,
and Archer 1957: 32). A broad, flat wash with deep sandy soils comprises the majority of
the site. Igneous extrusive bedrock forms benches to the north and south above the wash.
Dominant traditional plant species in the area include: rabbitbrush, sage and black
sagebrush, Indian ricegrass, cliffrose, and buckbrush. Juniper trees are scattered in the
general area but the study site consists primarily of the above shrubby species. Plant
experts identified 13 (31 percent) of the 42 plants observed at this site.

Upper Grass Spring Canyon, Western Pahute Mesa
This site is situated at an elevation of 2,100 m. Its topography is flat but bounded to

the north and west by canyons and rimrock outcrops of the Timber Mountain Tuff. The
soils may be shallow, where small sagebrush is the dominant understory plant with juniper
as the main arborescent form. In other portions of the study site soils are deep and loamy.
Here sagebrush predominates. Other important traditionally used plants in the area include
black sage, juniper, Indian ricegrass, piñon, Indian tea, and grizzly bear cactus. Addition-
ally, wild phlox and butterball tea are mentioned by Train, Henrichs, and Archer (1957:
76) as plants used by Nevada Indians. Plant experts identified 21 (33 percent) of the 63
plants observed at this site.

Plant Uses

Table 8.2 summarizes the traditional uses identified by plant experts for each of the
42 plants identified in the field. This table illustrates the traditional and contemporary im-
portance of plants used for various purposes by Indian people. Of the 42 plant species
identified by plant experts, 36 (86 percent) are used today. Only six (14 percent) of the
identified plants are no longer used. As with archaeological sites, however, it can be ar-
gued that access provides Indian people with the opportunity to "use," or reestablish spiri-
tual ties to or relationships with plant resources. It is important to note that many of these
plants are currently used for similar purposes in other areas where they grow.

Food and Beverage Plants
Indian people still harvest and process nuts, grass seeds, cactus fruits, berries, tea, and

other plants for consumption. Crucial staples that are still used today include piñon nuts
and scrub oak acorns, Indian ricegrass seeds, and Indian tea spikelets. Seed plants cur-
rently gathered are from the spiny hop sage, Fremont goosefoot, herringbill, stickleaf or
desert corsage, and tumbling mustard. Seeds are generally dried and ground or roasted for
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consumption, and may be stored for later use. Ricegrass is winnowed and prepared as
bread or a gravy mush. Roots and bulbs are also used for food; the bulb of the sego lily
may be eaten and stored, and bitterroot is boiled and eaten or dried for storage and future
use. Roots of the wild asparagus are also used today.

Leafy plants provide yet another traditional source of food in the desert. According to
the tribal representatives, Pahute Mesa sites offered several leafy food plants that were
eaten as greens or added to other food. These include the young shoots and leaves of the
Fremont goosefoot, leaves of Pahute beardtongue, and leaves of prince's plume or Indian
spinach. Panamint beardtongue is no longer used. Flowers and buds of some plants were
also consumed in the past, including the globe mallow. Bulbs and flowers still consumed
are from wild or woods rose, paintbrush, and Pahute beardtongue. Fruits from buckbrush
and various species of cacti are regularly gathered for food. Cacti fruits and pads currently
used include foxtail or beehive cactus, grizzly bear or prickly pear cactus, and banana or
blue yucca. Edible berries come from juniper, desert gooseberry, white squaw currant, and
aromatic sumac or skunkbush.

Medicinal and Ceremonial Plants
Medicinal and ceremonial plants comprise yet another large group of traditional re-

sources. Indian tobacco is perhaps the most salient of these plants. The leaves are dried
and smoked in ceremonies; leaves are also used as poultice. The whole plant is an object
of ritual. Plants of the sagebrush family also have multiple medicinal and ceremonial uses.
Leaves and stems are brewed as a medicinal tea; the steam from boiled leaves serves as a
vaporizer for treating colds; chewed or fresh leaves are used as poultices. The smoke of
ceremonially burned sage and pine is used to purify people and things. The entire rabbit -
brush plant is used in the pine nut ceremony.

Medicinal teas that help with a variety of ailments, from colds and snakebites to eye
or kidney disease, are made of leaves, stems, boughs, and/or flowers from two Indian tea
varieties, winterfat, rabbitbrush, desert eriastrum, juniper or cedar, piñon pine, cliffrose,
buckbrush, rattlesnake weed, and wild rose (fig. 8.3). Some of these brews were also used
as ceremonial washes. Poultices are prepared from leaves of these and other plants, such as
lichens. Roots were used for medicinal purposes; root plants include the Pahute beard -
tongue and globe mallow. Bark from certain species of sage, rabbitbrush, and pine have
medicinal and ceremonial uses. Rabbitbrush is used for making a woman's "hot bed" for
medicinal purposes. Other medicinal plants identified in the study include gilia, which is a
laxative, and squirrel tail, which is used as a hair treatment.

Utilitarian Plants
Utilitarian plants encompass those used for fuel, for construction, and for an assort-

ment of crafts including arrow shafts and basketry. Wood and bark for fuel and/or con-
struction are harvested from oak, juniper or cedar, piñon, black and big sagebrush, rabbit -
brush, spike rush, cliffrose, buckbrush, desert gooseberry, and Russian thistle. Bar from
buckbrush and big sagebrush were used for making clothing. Traps are made with the
wood of the Indian tea plant. Cactus spines are used as needles, and the fiber and sap of
the yucca is used for a variety of crafts and other everyday purposes, such as kindling.
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Fig. 8.3. Traditional use plants: top, Indian tea; bottom, rabbitbrush
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Fiber and basketry plants include aromatic sumac, wild rose, spike rush, Nevada In-
dian tea spikelets, and yucca; spike rush roots are used as basket dye. Additionally, big
sagebrush is used for making love charms, and four o'clock and cliffrose are decorative
plants. Spiny wire lettuce is used as glue. Pinesap is used as gum. Indian ricegrass is also
used for horse feed. In the past, globe mallow was used to make a hair gel.

Story Plants
Several food and medicinal plants are mentioned in origin stories and other oral tradi-

tions. These plants include the sagebrush, rabbitbrush, foxtail cactus, Indian tea, cedar,
piñon, cliffrose, buckbrush, white squaw currant, gooseberry, wild rose, Russian thistle,
Indian spinach, Indian ricegrass, lichens, and banana yucca. Indian tobacco is rare in this
area, but in other contexts it has been identified as a story plant as well (e.g., Zedeño et al.
1999).

It is important to note that Indian people still manage the plants as they did in the
past, by burning old growth to foster new growth, by ==transplanting, and by pot irrigating
in home gardens. While some of the traditional uses of plants have disappeared through
time, many uses of plants identified during the site visits persist in Western Shoshone,
Owens Valley Paiute, and Southern Paiute culture. They remain important cultural
resources to these people.

Cultural Significance of Indian Plants

Scientists have recently begun to quantify aspects of American Indian plant use in or-
der to assess cultural significance. Quantification is in part derived from Indian interpreta-
tion of plants and their significance. Collaboration is essential so that significance reflects
the indigenous perspective regarding cultural significance.

Nancy Turner (1988) developed a formula for calculating the cultural importance of
plants to Salish people of the northwestern United States. Turner's work is especially im-
portant because of the number of variables she incorporated into the cultural significance
formula. Stoffle and his colleagues (1990a) revised Turner's formula to calculate the cul-
tural significance of plants traditionally used by Owens Valley Paiute, Western Shoshone,
and Southern Paiute peoples and that were potentially impacted by the YMSCO. In addi-
tion, the cultural significance of Ute, Southern Paiute, and Gosiute plants was calculated to
help characterize three valleys that were slated to undergo construction for an Air Force
training facility (Halmo, Stoffle, and Evans 1993). In each case, the Turner formula was
adapted to reflect the ways in which Indian people evaluated plants and also to maximize
procedures for protecting plants.

Plants are inherently difficult to protect, and potential adverse impacts to them are
difficult to mitigate; successful cases are rare (Lerner 1987; Peri, Patterson, and Goodrich
1982). Following the procedures for calculating the cultural significance of plants identi-
fied at Yucca Mountain, Stoffle and his colleagues (1994a) derived an Index of Cultural
Significance (ICS) for each traditionally used plant on Pahute and Rainier Mesas. This cal-
culation of an ICS derives from revising some of Turner's assumptions regarding quality of
plant use, intensity of plant use, and exclusivity of plant use (refer to Stoffle et al. 1990a:
422 -24 and Turner 1988: 278 for details on the revised assumptions).
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Quality of use includes the number of uses and /or the number of plant parts used for
specific purposes. Each use and plant part used were assigned an equal value of 1. Multi-
ple use plants and plants that had many useful parts thus had higher values in the quality -
of -use category. Storage and management were added as variables and assigned values
from 1 to 5, depending on whether the plant was simply collected and used, stored for a
period of time, or actively maintained through manipulations such as transplanting, burn-
ing, or cultivation. Intensively managed plants were given a value of 5. Values of between
3 and 4 were given on the basis of the length of time a plant was stored. Exclusivity -of -use
values were simplified such that preferred species or those that are the exclusive species
for achieving any particular purposes were assigned a value of 2. A value of 1 was as-
signed to plants that were one of several possible sources for a specific purpose.

To supplement the above factors, we added a contemporary use category. The ethno-
botanical survey instrument contained questions regarding the contemporary use of plants
and whether traditional knowledge about them is being transmitted to younger generations.
Contemporary use of plants is augmented by the fact that information on traditional use is
being transmitted from elders to members of younger generations. For this category, cur-
rently used plants received a value of 2 and plants no longer being used, a value of 1.
These revised criteria were used to calculate the ICS score in the following equation:

ICS =p /uxixexc

where ICS is equal to the quality of use (p /u), measured as the total number of uses
and /or parts used for a specific purpose, multiplied by the intensity of use (i), the exclu-
sivity of use (e), and the contemporary use (c) values.

While the assigning of values is necessarily an etic process performed by ethnogra-
phers, it is important to point out that Indian people participated in developing the criteria
for each use category. The values assigned take into account the Indian perspective as
much as possible. Table 8.3 lists the 42 species of plants along with their Ethnic Index of
Cultural Significance (EICS) score and the rank number calculated through a Cumulative
Index of Cultural Significance (CICS) score.

Cultural Triage
When confronted with the prospect of development projects destroying plants in tra-

ditional lands, American Indians generally demand protection of all individual plants. We
have termed this response holistic conservation (Stoffle and Evans 1990). It is likely that
development will proceed somewhere, however, because ownership and authority over
decisions about land use in most traditional lands are in the hands of non -Indians who do
not share the same principles of cultural significance of resources. Consequently, Indian
people face a forced choice in which they must single out certain plants for special protec-
tion, knowing that doing so increases the probability that other plants are more likely to be
destroyed. We have termed this response cultural triage (Stoffle and Evans 1990).
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Egalitarian Triage
Plants can be triaged by calculating their cultural significance. We developed two

procedures for calculating the cultural significance of plants. One procedure is termed
egalitarian triage (Stoffle et al. 1990a: 421), which simply involves tallying the number of
plants identified by members of an ethnic group to determine the significance of an area.

Weighted Triage
A second procedure involves using a weighted triage score (Stoffle et al. 1990a: 421),

which involves adding the ICS scores for each plant identified by an ethnic group to pro-
duce a numeric value for all plant resources in a study area.

Site Significance Based on Plants
Contemporary American Indians have lost traditional cultural resources to scientific

and development interests. For Indian people, the significance of these resources derives
from their meaning in ethnic, religious, cultural, and historic contexts rather than from sci-
entific and economic contexts. Individual cultural resources are integral components of
large areas where the resources were used as part of traditional ways of life (Curtis 1992:
66 -67). So from the Indian perspective, specific cultural resources are intimate parts of
cultural landscapes (see Chapter 10).

For the management and protection of botanical resources it is more feasible to iden-
tify areas where culturally significant plants grow rather than to attempt protection of in-
dividual plants. The Spatial Area Significance (SAS) score may be calculated to assess the
significance of an area on the basis of the plant resources present. For example, seven lo-
cal use areas were identified during the YMSCO study using both egalitarian triage and
weighted triage procedures, and differences relevant for management and policy were
demonstrated (Stoffle et al. 1990a). To assess the SAS of places in the Pahute and Rainier
Mesas area, sites were defined as meaningful area.

Each site was evaluated in the field in terms of the plant resources it contained. A site
significance score was calculated using both the egalitarian triage and weighted triage pro-
cedures. The two procedures yield different results because the egalitarian ranking of the
sites is altered when the calculation is weighted by the relative contributions of plant ICS.
Accordingly, Gold Meadow had the highest SAS rank using the egalitarian triage proce-
dure, followed by Upper Grass Spring Canyon and Western Pahute Mesa. Under the
weighted triage procedure, however, Upper Grass Spring Canyon outscored Western Pa-
hute Mesa, and Gold Meadows dropped in ranking from first to third using the weighted
triage procedure. The ranks of Lamb's Canyon and Rainier Mesa remained the same using
both procedures, but Echo Peak and Dead Horse Flat switched ranks when the weighted
triage procedure was used. Interestingly, the highest- ranked sites, regardless of procedure,
tend to be associated with high elevations (2,000 m or higher) and are located on the
northern portion of the study area. This pattern suggests that upland habitation and re-
source- collecting areas remain significant to these ethnic groups.

A Rapid Assessment Method for Protecting Indian Plant Sites

The weighted triage procedure, using the ICS calculations for plants, has proven to be
a useful methodological tool for rapidly assessing the significance of areas with Indian
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plants. Other methods include protecting individual plants and protecting areas on the ba-
sis of how many types of plants are located there. Upon reviewing these research findings,
DOE/NV requested that a master list of Indian plants be compiled from both the YMSCO
and NTS. This checklist could then be used in the field by biologists during survey work in
locations slated for possible DOE/NV activities. The Native American Plant Species
Checklist was published in Appendix G of the NTS EIS (DOE /NV 1996).

Using this checklist, biologists are quickly able to check the presence and absence of
traditionally used plants and to determine whether more information is needed about a
plant or an area. For each location surveyed, the completed checklist provides an immedi-
ate tabulation of the egalitarian triage site score or number of Indian plants present at a
location, and a calculation of the weighted triage site score, on the basis of the ICS scores
that have been calculated for all of the Indian plants on the checklist. The weighted triage
site scores can then be used to determine whether potential ground- disturbing activities
should be moved from a highly significant Indian botanical area to a less significant one.
Under this method, the evaluation and protection of significant Indian plant resource areas
can be rapidly achieved. Since this checklist was compiled it has helped to facilitate the
cultural triage and rapid assessment of potentially affected sites and resources (see Chapter
13).

Ethnozoology Research Design

Ethnozoology complements ethnobotany by providing information on animals that
figure in the cosmology, ritual, and everyday life of Indian people, who view both re-
sources as intimately related. In some ethnic groups, such as the Ojibway, animals are the
teachers of plant uses, and humans who wish to become "plant doctors" must watch ani-
mal behavior toward plants very carefully and for long periods of time (Zedeño et al.
2001).

There are three kinds of ethnozoological studies generally carried out among Ameri-
can Indian groups. The first kind of study emphasizes cosmological aspects of animal life
and their role in the creation and development of human society (e.g., Fowler and Fowler
1971; Laird 1976); and the second type of study focuses on the practical uses of animal
parts for food, medicine, crafting, and ceremony (e.g., Henderson and Harrington 1914;
Rea 1998); yet a third type of study combines both emphases (Goodwin and Goodwin
1942; Basso 1969). But despite the centrality of animals in traditional life, studies that ex-
plicitly address ethnozoology are few, and the vast majority of available data come from
conventional ethnographic studies conducted by scholars who spent extended periods of
time living with a particular American Indian group and who had the opportunity to par-
ticipate in activities involving animal uses throughout the annual cycle (e.g., Laird 1976;
Steward 1938). This ideal context for studying animal uses does not present itself during
compliance -driven field ethnography.

Unlike the subjects of ethnoarchaeological and ethnobotanical studies, in which re-
source locations are fixed and resources can be assessed carefully and methodically in a
limited amount of time, animals are difficult to find in their presumed home range; often,
only a glimpse of an animal or its track may be obtained during an interview. Thus, no
systematic attempt was made to interview on all of the known animal species found on the
NTS. Instead, the interview process was opportunistic: when someone saw an animal, bird,
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or insect from a species once used or currently used by his or her ethnic group, then an im
terview was conducted on that species. In this manner 50 interviews were completed on 15
species of animals including 7 mammals, 6 birds, and 2 insects observed during the site
visits.

Individual Animal Uses

Tables 8.4 and 8.5 list the animals and their past and present uses, respectively. In
general, most of the 15 identified species were used for food. But there were other uses
given as well:

Ants
The black wood ants are common on Rainier Mesa and Pahute Mesa. Wood ants have

both food and medicinal uses. Among the Southern Paiute, ants were mixed in food for a
traditional contraceptive. The ants could be gathered at any time of year, using a stick to
get the ants out of the nest. It was important not to destroy the nest, however. Conserving
the nest meant that Indian people could come back to the same spot if the ants were needed
again.

The Western Shoshone used the ants as a food and medicine item. The ants could be
mixed in with gravy, or eaten raw. To eat the ants raw, the hind portion of the ant was
pulled off and eaten alone or with other food. It has a sweet taste, somewhat like squaw -
bush berries. As a medicine item, the ants were used to treat chicken pox. They could also
be used to treat skin sores and infections. In addition, the Western Shoshone said that ant
eggs could be used to feed ducks and as bait when fishing for trout. Ant eggs are harvested
in the summer and the ants themselves in spring and fall.

Bobcat
In the past bobcats were eaten. The Western Shoshone representatives identified the

commercial fur industry as the primary use of bobcat today. The paw pads, urine, and
glands are ground up and used for lures on bobcat traps. There were areas for trapping
bobcat, but the representatives said that they had to give the areas a rest in order for the
bobcat population to be maintained. Bobcat is abundant on the NTS.

Cottontail Rabbit
The Southern Paiute and the Owens Valley Paiute elders identified three uses for the

cottontail rabbit: food, ritual /ceremony, and clothing. The cottontail is hunted during the
spring, fall, and winter as a food item and avoided during the summer because it carries
ticks and boils. However, if the purpose is to gather fur for making blankets and robes,
then the fall and winter are the best months, when the fur is thickest. Owens Valley people
used rabbit bones for making tools and noted that the best time to take rabbits for food is
in the fall, they avoid taking rabbits in the spring because that is the time the young are
being born. Children once used the skulls of both the cottontail and the jackrabbit for a
game of skill. The cottontail rabbit figures in Southern Paiute creation stories, when the
Earth was destroyed through fire but Cottontail saved himself by hiking under a rabbit -
brush.
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Table 8.4. Past Animal Uses

USES

Animal Name Food Medicine Ceremony Clothing Tools Other

Bobcat

Cicada

Cottontail

Coyote

Deer

Dove

Duck

Ground squirrel

Hummingbird

Jackrabbit

Pine jay

Redtail hawk

Rock wren

Squirrel

Wood ants

Table 8.5. Current Animal Uses

USES

Animal Name Food Medicine Ceremony Clothing Tools Other

Bobcat

Cicada

Cottontail

Coyote

Deer

Dove

Duck

Ground squirrel

Hummingbird

Jackrabbit

Pine jay

Redtail hawk

Rock wren

Squirrel

Wood ants
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Jackrabbit
In addition to being used in ways similar to those of the cottontail rabbit, jackrabbit

fur is still used on dance costumes, and the feet are used to brush Indian tobacco before
use.

Coyote
Coyote is a key component of the spiritual and religious system of Numic people. The

coyote figures prominently in many Southern Paiute stories and is the principal character in
the Southern Paiute creation story. There are also a special dance and songs for the coy-
ote. Southern Paiute are frequently asked by other Indian people for coyote pelts, but they
always direct them to commercial furriers rather than supply the pelts themselves.

Deer
Deer is a major animal resource in the area; it was and still is used similarly by mem-

bers of the three ethnic groups. Deer is used for food, medicine, ritual /ceremony, clothing,
and tools. The deer meat is used for food, both fresh and dried. Clothing, shoes, and floor
rugs are all made from the hide; deer brain is the primary ingredient for tanning buckskin.
The sinew was used to string bows. Tools such as awls, scrapers, and hammers were made
from the bones and antlers. Hooves were used for medicine rattles. They are tied together
on a stick and then used during ceremonies. The antlers could be boiled to make glue or
used as knife handles. In the past deer were taken year round. Current hunting regulations
limit the times for deer hunting and the number hunters can take.

Among the Western Shoshone, deer parts were and still are widely used ceremonially.
The blood, tails, and liver are all used raw in certain ceremonies. Both the tails and kid-
neys are buried with prayers to ensure success on future deer hunts. The Western Sho-
shone also said that only men ate the internal organs as part of the hunting ritual associated
with deer. The blood and fat are used as a lure on coyote traps. The hair, fat, and blood are
mixed with cow's milk, eggs, and urine. The mixture is allowed to sit all summer to make
it "strong."

Fowl
Doves were used by Southern Paiute people as a food item, either fried or roasted

over the coals of a fire. An Owens Valley Paiute representative identified ducks as a food
item.

Ground Squirrel
Ground squirrels were identified by the Western Shoshone as having food, ritual,

clothing, and tool uses. The meat was used as food, as well as other parts of the animal.
The skin was used as children's footwear, and as headdress parts. All left -over bones were
ground up and used in gravy during food shortages. If there were lots of animals, then the
blood would also be used in food. The elderly would eat the brains, and the intestines were
used for sausage casings.

Hummingbird
Hummingbirds have medicinal and ceremonial uses. The bird itself is considered to

be the spirit of the Indian doctor. The hummingbird comes around to help the doctor cure
the patient. The actual "medicine" comes from the hummingbird, and is passed through the
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Indian doctor. The hummingbird should not be killed; to do so will bring harm on the per-
petrator in the form of hail or lightning, and cause the loss of healing power. Hummingbird
feathers are used as ceremonial items. These feathers are gathered from dead birds that are
found, or from nesting areas. Some people plant flowers to attract hummingbirds to an
area.

Pine Jay (Pine nut bird)
The Southern Paiute elders noted that the pine jay, or pine nut bird, is useful for lo-

cating areas ready for pine nut harvesting. The cry of the bird and its flight pattern guides
people to find the stands of trees with ripe pine nuts.

Redtail Hawk
According to the Southern Paiute, the redtail hawk has medicinal and ceremonial

uses. The feathers are used in dance costumes, headdresses, and as fletching on arrows.
Like eagle feathers, redtail hawk feathers are also used in ceremonies and "doctoring." The
claws are made into necklaces. In addition to these uses, the Western Shoshone also noted
the hawk down is carried as part of a ritual to protect the carrier from evil spirits (fig. 8.4).

Rock Wren
The rock wren was trapped or snared and the bones ground up. The bone powder was

then kept in a Southern Paiute man's medicine bag as a charm to attract women.

Fig. 8.4. Redtail hawk (upper left) flies over nest on Buckboard Mesa
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Overview of Animal Uses

A total of 118 responses were recorded for the 15 animals mentioned above. The pre-
dominant past uses by ethnic group was food (31 percent), followed by clothing (23 per-
cent), ritual /ceremony (18 percent), tools (12 percent), and medicine (5 percent). Most
species had more than one use, with deer, jackrabbit, and cottontail contributing the most
to the total responses. The total number of responses to current animal uses is 66. The pre-
dominant current use by ethnic group is food (42 percent), followed by clothing (21 per-
cent), ritual /ceremony (18 percent), tools (3 percent), and medicine (3 percent). While cur-
rent use percentages remain similar to those of past uses, some categories of use, such as
tool making, have dropped considerably. Only 47 positive responses were elicited for cur-
rent personal and family use.

Gender and Use of Animal Species
With animals, it is reasonable to expect some gender differentiation between the users

of the species. We find, however, that this is not the case. For the past users, only two spe-
cies (redtail hawk and rock wren) were mentioned as used exclusively by men. One re-
spondent also said that redtail hawk was used only by women. Ninety -six percent of the
responses indicated that both genders used most of the animals in the past. The responses
to the question concerning present user gender were similar. Rock wrens are not used cur-
rently, but redtail hawk continues to be regarded as a men's animal. Bobcat also is used
only by men owing to the increase in commercial fur trapping. Most of the responses (93
percent) indicate that both men and women currently use the remaining 12 animals.

Cultural Transmission
Just as with archaeological sites and plants, Indian people pass on cultural knowledge

about animals from generation to generation. It is often stated in the literature that the
"grandparent" generation is the most important for passing on cultural knowledge to chil-
dren. Our data indicates that the parent generation participates more often in traditional
children education than the grandparent generation. Mother and father are clearly the most
important teachers (35 percent and 29 percent respectively). In terms of transmission, 76
percent of responses indicate that adults will teach their own children and grandchildren,
but, depending on the age of the adult, he or she will be teaching grandchildren. In general,
people who are knowledgeable about animals first taught their children (when their chil-
dren were young), and then their grandchildren. There does not seem to be a stipulation
that either the parent or grandparent generation does the teaching. Instead, it seems to de-
pend on individual knowledge and opportunity.

In conclusion, the information on traditionally used animals presented in this chapter
affords a small glimpse of ethnozoology among these Numic- speaking ethnic groups.
More recent animal surveys conducted elsewhere by the UofA ethnographic team (Stoffle
et al. 1995a) both confirm the difficulty of systematically interviewing about animals and
reiterate the necessity of expanding ethnozoological studies to fully recover invaluable
data for cultural resource protection and management on the NTS.



9 STORIED ROCKS: AMERICAN INDIAN INVENTORY AND

ASSESSMENT OF ROCK ART SITES

M. Nieves Zedeño, Richard W. Stoffle, and D. Leedom Shaul

For at least one hundred years ethnographers and archaeologists have been interested
in answering the question: Why did people make rock art? Over time, approaches used by
specialists have changed and become more refined. Yet, no amount of scientific data can
replace information given by the people who made and used or whose ancestors made and
used rock art. At the NTS we were able to conduct a systematic ethnographic assessment
of petroglyph and pictograph sites with American Indian elders and cultural experts who
visited 10 sites and talked about their cultural significance. That assessment was originally
reported by Zedeflo and colleagues (1999) in Storied Rocks: American Indian Inventory
and Interpretation of Rock Art Sites on the Nevada Test Site. In this chapter we summarize
the research design and findings of the rock art study and discuss implications for inter-
preting this resource from an American Indian or emic perspective.

Conceptual Framework

This rock art study constitutes an emic analysis, with the participation of Indian peo-
ple, of rock art as a feature within a cultural landscape. Rock art is a permanent feature
that modifies and becomes integrated with the natural surroundings. Once placed, rock art
becomes a landmark; it continues to be used and referred to by people regardless of its lit-
eral meaning and original purpose. Rock art may acquire cultural meaning if it is used for

122
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culturally significant activities, or if it marks critical resources such as food, water, and
shelter. The relationship between rock art and the surrounding landforms and natural and
cultural resources gives clues as to why people were there, what other resources attracted
them to a particular place, and the use intensity of a specific location.

Although the reasons for creating ancient rock art may never be known, its location
can provide information about the place and its uses. Rock art generally exhibits a pat-
terned distribution in relation to topography, resources, and cultural remains; such pattern
identifies it as a part of a people's cultural landscape. By adopting a landscape view of
rock art, one may better understand the reasons that led Indian people to make a particular
petroglyph or pictograph in the place where it is found and to understand why people con-
tinued to visit and use that place. A landscape view provides the means for better under-
standing the place of rock art in a culture as a whole. A cultural landscape model was used
to frame the rock art study. The model defines five types of cultural landscapes, as Ameri-
can Indians perceive them (see Chapter 10). The relationship between rock art and compo-
nents of the cultural landscape was largely supported by study findings.

Project Background and Research Methods

The need to conduct a systematic inventory and assessment of rock art sites was rec-
ognized by both DOE/NV and the CGTO member tribes in 1995. An archaeological
survey and rock art recordation project conducted by DRI archaeologists in upper
Fortymile Canyon indicated that there were extensive rock art resources on the NTS that
needed to be assessed by the Indian people (Jones and Drollinger 1997; Drollinger, Beck,
and Jones 2000). Rock art also was identified as a highly culturally significant resource
during the ethnoarchaeological study discussed in Chapter 7; it further helped determine,
by association, certain NAGPRA items (Chapter 14). Finally, the rock art study allowed
ethnographers to make substantive advances in the process of reconstructing site and
resource connections within the NTS and between the NTS and surrounding region. These
advances led, in turn, to gaining a better understanding of the place NTS lands and
resources occupy in the Numic worldview (Chapter 6) cultural landscape (Chapter 10).

With the assistance of the Indian monitors who worked with DRI archaeologists in
upper Fortymile Canyon (Chavez, Benn and Zedeño 1996), the Rock Art Subgroup, and
the DRI archaeologists, the ethnographic team derived criteria for selecting rock art sites
to be visited. A rock art interview form that was originally designed for Petroglyph Na-
tional Monument, New Mexico (Evans, Stoffle, and Pinel 1993), and refined during the
Grand Canyon -Colorado River Corridor rock art study (Stoffle et al. 1995b) was tailored
to fit the NTS rock art study. The research design was completed in 1996 and site visits
took place in the spring of 1997. Field research involved the ethnographic inventory of
petroglyphs, pictographs, and other rock manipulations at 10 locations, seven on the NTS
and three on YMSCO, respectively: (1) Buckboard Mesa, (2) upper Fortymile Canyon, (3)
Ricegrass Village, (4) Mushroom Rock, (5) Power or Doctor Rock, (6) Ammonia Tanks,
(7) Captain Jack Cave, (8) Cot Cave, (9) Twin Springs, and (10) Busted Butte (fig.9.1).
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N 5 0 5 Miles

Fig. 9.1. Location of rock art sites assessed on the NTS and YMSCO: (1) Buckboard Mesa, (2) upper Forty -

mile Canyon, (3) Ricegrass Village, (4) Mushroom Rock, (5) Power or Doctor Rock, (6) Ammonia

Tanks, (7) Captain Jack Cave, (8) Cot Cave, (9) Twin Springs, and (10) Busted Butte (Squares =

petroglyphs; circles = pictographs)
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Site Selection Criteria and Rationale
American Indians participating in this study have known of the rock art sites through

oral history or actual site visits (Stoffle et al. 1990b). Therefore, the Rock Art Subgroup
made an informed decision to incorporate NTS and YMSCO locations so that as much
variability in site type and use history as feasible would be encompassed. The criteria and
rationale for selecting sites to be visited were:

Nature of Rock Art
The study included sites with petroglyphs, pictographs, and other culturally modified

rock. Previous project experience indicated that pictographs and petroglyphs may hold
distinctive cultural significance. Other rock modifications may signify specific cultural
practices that needed consideration. Captain Jack Cave, Ammonia Tanks, and Cot Cave
were chosen because they have pictographs whose significance could be compared to
those sites with petroglyphs. The Power Rock and the geoglyphs in upper Fortymile Can-
yon constitute alternative forms of rock manipulation associated with petroglyphs. Petro -
glyph sites also vary from one another, some having numerous scattered panels and others
only one or two panels at a particular location.

Site Location
The presence of rock art could be intimately related to resources, landforms, and

patterns of land use. Accordingly, site selection followed three locational criteria: (1) the
relationship between a site and nearby resources, such as springs, pohs, and plants (e.g.,
upper Fortymile Canyon, Ricegrass Village, and Twin Springs); (2) the relationship be-
tween a site and topography, such as elevation, commanding view of the surroundings,
accessibility, or seclusion (e.g., Buckboard Mesa, Captain Jack Cave, Busted Butte, and
Ammonia Tanks); and (3) the spatial relationship between rock art and other cultural fea-
tures, including rock rings, traditional trail systems, hunting blinds, cairns, and geoglyphs
(e.g., Power Rock, Mushroom Rock, and Cot Cave). Most sites fulfilled more than one
locational criteria.

Site History
Those sites with known history of Indian occupation in the last 200 years (since ap-

proximately 1800) were considered for selection. The presence of known archaeological
resources at or near sites also contributed to the evaluation of a site's history and signifi-
cance for the study. Sites with important Indian historic data include Captain Jack Cave,
Big George Cave in upper Fortymile Canyon, and Ammonia Tanks.

Accessibility
A crucial criterion for selecting sites was whether elders would be able to get to them.

Many sites require risky, strenuous, and time -consuming hikes. Road condition, distance,
and security restrictions were also important accessibility issues that influenced site selec-
tion. Sites were thus rated according to the degree of hiking difficulty, so that the elders
would be able to choose the hike that best fit their physical condition. All but two elders
were able to reach the sites that required a long walk.
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Given these criteria, the site visit schedule offered each Indian elder and cultural ex-
pert the opportunity to visit sites with variable rock art, natural resource associations, cul-
tural resource association, and history, which they could access without much difficulty.

Rock Art Interview Form
The rock art interview form was designed to maximize the potential for collecting

data under an emic perspective. It contained questions on the following topics:

History of ethnic group use
Personal use history
Cultural transmission
Specifics of site use; seasonality and activities
Specific interpretations of petroglyph and pictograph motifs
Oral traditions that refer to the site and/or its features and location
Connections between one panel and all others at a site
Connections between panels and other archaeological remains at a site
Connections between a site and all others
Connections between a site and natural resources (plants, animals, minerals, wa-
ter, and landforms)
Personal meaning and site significance
Site condition
Recommendations for preservation

Since most elders and cultural experts had not visited or used the NTS rock art sites
before, the interview form also included, for each topic, questions that elicited information
on sites "like the one being visited" and which the respondent knew about, visited, or used
before. This line of questioning also helped the Indian people make connections among
similar sites and similar panels in the region. Questions were phrased specifically to elicit
qualitative comments and recommendations, and interviews were conducted only after the
tribal representatives had the opportunity to examine the site at length. All interviews were
recorded in writing and taped. Most consultants had comments to make about a site that
went beyond the topics outlined in the instrument. D. Leedom Shaul, linguist, worked with
the ethnographic team during the site visits to interview elders and transcribe and analyze
comments made in native languages. Open -ended interviews about regional landscapes
were also taped and recorded in writing.

Data Analysis
Interview responses were entered into a computerized database that exactly matched

the structure and content of the instrument. Tables containing raw frequencies of
responses for questions that could be quantified were produced. Responses to each
question were tabulated by site; for each site, responses were further tabulated by ethnic
group and gender. Ethnographers summarized site -by -site interpretations according to the
topics presented in the instrument, using tables and comments. Information from field
notes and taped interviews was added to core site -by -site interpretations. Linguistic
analysis of texts in native language involved the extraction of cultural meanings of Indian
concepts, words, and statements made about rock art. Comments and recommendations on
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site preservation, management, and protection were tabulated and summarized separately.
Readers seeking analytical detail should refer to the original report by Zedeño and her
colleagues (1999).

Site -specific Interpretive Trends

A total of 172 interviews were conducted during the study. Of these, 80 (46 percent)
were conducted with males and 92 (54 percent) were conducted with females in order to
achieve a balance with regard to gender. With regard to ethnic group, 62 interviews (36
percent) were conducted with Owens Valley Paiute consultants, 62 (36 percent) with
Southern Paiute consultants, 35 (20 percent) with Western Shoshone consultants, and 12 (7
percent) with representatives of the LVIC. These percentages reflect the number of
culturally affiliated tribes per ethnic group that participated in the study.

For each site visited, between 9 and 35 interviews were conducted with Indian elders
and cultural experts, who provided interpretations of specific panels and the rock art ele-
ments they contained, along with the connections between archaeological (living /camping
areas, artifacts) and natural resources (plant, animal, mineral, water, and landforms) pre-
sent at or near the site (fig. 9.2). Specific connections between all of these features and
surrounding topography and landforms, as well as connections between sites in the region,
were noted. Site uses were interpreted on the basis of all of these characteristics.

Fig, 9.2. Tribal representatives examine geoglyphs on upper Fortymile Canyon
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Generally, Indian consultants interpreted the rock art sites as having multiple uses, in-
cluding:

Performing group ceremonies
Communicating, by story or map, the travel routes and resources in an area
Seeking individual power
Healing
Teaching traditional knowledge to children
Paying homage or respects to ancestors and spirits

Multiple use interpretations were influenced by the fact that ritual and ceremonialism
permeate all aspects of life among Indian people, and thus even the most "utilitarian" of
activities, such as the quest for food, has strong religious connotations. Place uses may
have overlapped in time and space, and sites may also have been used sequentially for dif-
ferent purposes. Overlapping use interpretations tend to be associated with larger sites,
while sequential use interpretations refer more frequently to smaller sites. Several sites
were said to be ethnic or territorial markers as well.

Buckboard Mesa
Buckboard Mesa, a northwest -southeast trending basalt tableland 100 m (330 ft.) in

height, is located near the center of an ancient caldera, between Pahute Mesa on the north
and Timber Mountain on the south. Buckboard Mesa offers a panoramic view of the area
and particularly of the petroglyph site on upper Fortymile Canyon. The site is on the
southern edge of the mesa. Cultural features are found on the mesa top, the rim escarp-
ment, and the base of the talus that slopes toward upper Fortymile Canyon: the edge of the
mesa is lined with evenly spaced cairns; the rim escarpment below the cairns exhibits a
large petroglyph panel, and petroglyphs on basalt boulders are found on the mesa top near
its edge and on the base of the talus (Drollinger 1997: 20 -23). The site also contains nu-
merous medicinal plants, including Indian tobacco growing beside the large petroglyph
panel (see fig. 6.3).

Indian consultants were almost unanimous in their assessment that this site was a spe-
cial place where people (generally males) may have come for vision quests or other ritual
activities. The specific imagery of the large panel three- legged being, a vulva glyph, and
sets of vertical parallel lines or "knotted strings" and the site topography were the bases
of this interpretation. The presence of cairns and the overall location of the site indicated
to them that the site was marked so that people would recognize it for its significance and
resource abundance; indeed, cairns may be seen from the valley at a distance of more than
two miles (see fig.10.4).

Upper Fortymile Canyon
The upper Fortymile Canyon runs southward between Buckboard Mesa and the east-

ern flank of Timber Mountain, beginning on a bajada to the northwest of Buckboard Mesa.
Numerous cultural features are found in the canyon box. These include hundreds of petro-
glyphs on basalt boulders, two rock rings, two geoglyphs, extensive artifact scatters, and
the historic Big George Cave (Drollinger, Beck, and Jones 2000) (see fig 9.2). The canyon
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entrance is marked by a maplike petroglyph located across from a collapsed spring that is
also marked with petroglyphs.

Indian consultants viewed the site as a place where people of different ethnic groups
would have come to conduct ceremonies. Maplike signs for resources and religious activi-
ties, left by "little people" and /or human ancestors, would have been read by site visitors
(fig. 9.3). All agreed that the site, because of its petroglyphs, geoglyphs, and numerous
other cultural features, was an important supragroup ceremonial and social locus. Associ-
ated activities would have included camping, food gathering and processing, and youth
training.

Fig. 9.3. Southern Paiute elders stand beside a "maplike" petroglyph
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Ricegrass Village
The Ricegrass Village is located just south of the entrance to the canyon box on upper

Fortymile Canyon, on a low bench projecting from the southeast corner of Buckboard
Mesa and surrounded by a wash -flooded area where abundant ricegrass grows seasonally.
Buckboard Mesa and Fortymile Washes join on the east side of the bench; this is also a
trail junction as mapped by the U.S.G.S. (Ransome 1983 [1907]). The site contains petro-
glyphs, three cleared areas, artifact scatters, and a rock cache (Jones and Drollinger 1997:
16 -20).

Ricegrass Village was viewed as a place where people would have camped, gathered
rice, and prepared for activities associated with petroglyphs in Buckboard Mesa and upper
Fortymile Canyon. The petroglyphs of Ricegrass Village served as markers showing di-
rections to other places and resources. Or perhaps, Ricegrass Village would have been
used by people who needed to be away from the main camp at upper Fortymile Canyon in
order to prepare for ceremonies or conduct their rituals.

Power Rock
The Power Rock site is near the junction of East Cat Canyon and Tippipah Roads on

the NTS, along Fortymile Wash and between two low ridges extending from the base of
Shoshone Mountain (Jones and Drollinger 1997: 25 -26). The site contains several cultural
features: (1) two large boulders covered with peckings lie by the roadside at the bottom of
a drainage; (2) a small rockshelter and artifact scatter in front of it are across from the
boulders on the south side of the road and above the wash, and are marked by cairns; and
(3) a large flat boulder with a hole in its center and a smaller rock staked under it are lo-
cated on the ridge top just above the petroglyph panels (see inside cover photograph).

This site was visited during the YMSCO study, and elders then interpreted the flat
rock with the center hole as a "doctor" or "power" rock used for curing and obtaining
guidance or power (Stoffle et al. 1990b). This interpretation was reiterated during rock art
study.

Mushroom Rock
Mushroom Rock is a large, isolated, welded tuff boulder named after its shape. The

top of the formation contains petroglyphs; associated archaeological remains are found
underneath the petroglyphs and in the rock's immediate vicinity (Jones and Drollinger
1997: 26, 28). The site is also along Fortymile Wash, at the base of a ridge extending from
Shoshone Mountain, and in close proximity to the Power Rock site (see fig. 10.1).

This formation was interpreted to be an ethnic and ceremonial marker. Consultants
believed it to be a medicine place where people performed ceremonies and trained appren-
tice males in traditional medicine ways. Teachings ranged from how to clean nearby
springs and pohs to how to read routes from the animal shapes of the constellations. Medi-
cine people would prepare here to go to the Power Rock.

Ammonia Tanks
The Ammonia Tanks site is a secluded, natural water reservoir on a small canyon box

near South Silent Canyon, directly below Pahute Mesa. Indian historic occupation of the
immediate area is well known and documented (Steward 1938: 94 -96). Faint red picto-
graphs can be observed above the water tank. Directly across from the pictographs there is
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a small rockshelter with rock masonry and a wooden doorway at its entrance, and artifacts
scattered nearby (Winslow 1996: 90 -93) (fig. 9.4).

This site was interpreted to be a protected spiritual gathering place where people
would have stopped regularly on their way to hunting and camping. Cleansing, healing,
and gathering sacred paint, along with water and food resources, were the activities con-
ducted at the site. Pictographs signified water and marked time and events.

Fig. 9.4. Western Shoshone elders at Ammonia Tanks

Captain Jack Spring and Cave
Captain Jack Spring is surrounded by steep slopes and cliff faces at the heads of two

narrow canyons at the south end of the Belted Range. Captain Jack Cave is a large feature
located high above the spring on a north- facing escarpment that faces Yucca Flats (see fig.
10.3). Numerous archaeological resources indicate prehistoric and historic occupation of
the site; among these resources are a corral, improvements to the spring, rock surfaces
with evidence of use or "slicks," a possible cairn, a rockshelter with black pictographs in-
side, and a midden (DuBarton and Drollinger 1996). Captain Jack, a notorious Indian man
who lived on the NTS in the early 1900s, once occupied the cave. Extensive pictograph
panels cover the far wall and ceiling of the cave (fig. 9.5). Designs include concentric cir-
cles, zigzag, parallel lines, and handprints (see description in Monteleone 1994).
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Fig. 9.5. Pictographs in Captain Jack Cave

All Indian consultants acknowledge a historical and cultural relationship with Captain
Jack; in fact, the father of one female elder once dined with Captain Jack's family at this
site. Elders thought their people made or used the pictographs long time ago; these were
for ceremonial purposes and communication of cultural practices. The pictographs may
also have served as a calendric device for recording the movement of the sun to the south.

Cot Cave
This site is located on Prow Pass, near the headwater of Yucca Wash. Prow Pass

overlooks the Yucca Wash valley, which divides the main portion of Yucca Mountain
from its smaller northern portion. Cot Cave is one of three natural openings on the south
side of a tuff outcrop, two of which have evidence of prehistoric and historic human occu-
pation (Pippin 1984). This site was assessed during the YMSCO study (Stoffle et al.
1990b: 98). Red and black pictographs cover the wall and ceiling of Cot Cave, sometimes
outlining natural holes in the rock (fig. 9.6).

The elevated and secluded characteristics of its location were considered ideal for
hiding. Individual males would have used the cave for event -specific rituals, including vi-
sion questing. The presence of black and red pictographs elicited divergent viewpoints as
to whether the site was used for good or bad medicine rites.
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Twin Springs
The Twin Springs site is located near the confluence of Fortymile and Pah Canyon

Washes, at the base of the southern slope of Water Pipe Butte. The site is on an open
grassy meadow surrounded by ridges; the springs are on one of these ridges. A single
petroglyph boulder sits on a rock outcrop. Below, the site surface is littered with archaeo-
logical artifacts. Other features include a rock ring, a grinding slab, a cluster of net
weights, and extensive artifact scatters (Stoffle et al. 1990b: 116).

Indian consultants indicated that the Twin Springs site was used for short-term
camping on the way to another place, for hunting, and for food processing. The presence
of rabbit net weights suggests hunting as well. The glyph marks locally available re-
sources. Some elders felt that this was a place where spiritual people once camped or
lived.

Busted Butte
The Busted Butte site is immediately east of the south end of Yucca Mountain and

south of Dune Wash. It consists of an isolated cluster of petroglyphs on small boulders.
The petroglyphs are just below the edge of the saddle between Yucca Mountain and
Busted Butte. No archaeological remains have been found nearby, but numerous small
pohs may be found on the saddle and a large tank is known to exist nearby. The site loca-
tion, a pass between the Amargosa Valley / Funeral Range area on the south and the Yucca
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Mountain / Fortymile Canyon area on the north, recalls a gateway or pass in the native
trail system (Stoffle et al. 1990b; see fig. 10.6).

The site was seen mainly as a temporary stopover place used by people who traveled
through the area. The site may also have been used for spiritual reasons. The petroglyph
panel likely marked the presence of animal resources.

General Response Patterns

Beyond site -specific use interpretations, the information gathered in the field shows
how rock art delimits use of places and resources by individuals or groups, males or fe-
males, religious specialists, and ethnic groups. We identified topography as the critical
locational parameter of rock art. Topographic variables that characterize the choice of rock
art placement and technique are elevation, view, and seclusion. The petroglyph sites are
located along a main traveling route, are visible from the trail, and are either landmarks
themselves or are marked with additional features, like cairns. Pictographs, in contrast, are
secluded but nonetheless located on or near areas that command open views of the terrain.
We studied only three pictograph sites; however, Monteleone's (1994) previous research
on five additional pictograph sites in the area complements our observations.

The rock art on the NTS commonly occurs in association with two landscape
features: water sources and caves or rockshelters. At least three pictograph sites -Captain
Jack Cave, Cot Cave, and Ammonia Tanks -are associated with caves or rockshelters and
springs or water tanks. The water sources and caves themselves are hidden from view, im-
plying that only those who were familiar with the area's resources would be able to find
water and shelter. Oral tradition indicates that people did not camp too close to water be-
cause that would have disturbed the animals that came to drink and stirred the water spirits
who inhabit springs and are known to take children away (Whitley 1994). It follows that
women with small children or children alone probably did not venture near springs with
pictographs.

The secluded character of pictograph sites also points to their restricted use. Cot Cave
is a good example of a gender- restricted place. The cave itself is completely hidden from
view, but the nearby pass affords a wide view of the surroundings. The cave was identified
by Western Shoshone elders as a male vision quest or wishing site. This identification was
based on its hidden and elevated location, and the presence of black -painted holes on the
rock. A male elder explained that the painted holes are used for focusing one's eyesight to
achieve a desired vision. Female elders, by contrast, characterized the cave as a "bad
place" and refused to come too close to it.

Monteleone (1994) interpreted the large pictograph panels at Captain Jack Cave have
as a possible female initiation site. While some designs, including small handprints, may
suggest female themes or female painters, the high elevation of the cave makes it unlikely
that it was indeed used for women's rites. As Whitley (1998) points out, male places are
elevated while female places are not. Our research corroborates this observation. The pres-
ence of black paint pictographs on a high shelter just above Captain Jack Cave provides
additional evidence for male- specific associations.

The location and resource associations of a female initiation or first menses site, in
Hot Creek Valley, Nevada (CNTA), contrasts sharply with male sites. The first menses
site is located on the valley bottom and secluded from view. Associated petroglyphs have
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explicit female symbols, such as vulva glyphs. Furthermore, all resources identified by fe-
male elders as important in choosing a first menses seclusion place are found here. These
include running water, fine sand, a groundstone quarry, a paint source, and an eagle's nest
(Arnold et al. 1997; Stoffle, Zedeño, and Carroll 2000).

The location and resource associations of most petroglyph sites in the study area give
a very distinctive picture of social relations and land use. The sites are, for the most part,
concentrated along Fortymile Canyon and Wash, which bisects the Timber Mountain vol-
canic caldera. American Indian interpretations of the topography, accessibility, and associ-
ated features and resources around the petroglyph sites indicate that there are four differ-
ent types of places used by individuals or groups at Fortymile Canyon:

Incidental places, which mark a trail, a resource, or an isolated event
Stopping places, where families or task groups camped on the way to other places
Event- specific places generally used by specialists
Destination places or large groups activity areas

Moving northward along the Fortymile Wash trail, one first finds Busted Butte, the
incidental place. Twin Springs, a stopping place, comes next. From this point and con-
tinuing toward the canyon's headwaters, two event -specific places are found -Power Rock
and Mushroom Rock. These sites are visible and accessible but were probably not
used ceremonially except by specialists. However, their location suggests that people trav-
eling on that trail may have referred to them as landmarks.

The largest concentration of petroglyphs is closest to the basalt outcrop on Buckboard
Mesa, which forms the northern boundary of upper Fortymile Canyon. The upper Forty -
mile Canyon site and vicinity was interpreted as a destination place. Fortymile Canyon is a
complex site with archaeological remains dating from the archaic period to the present. In
entering Fortymile Canyon from the south, one first finds the Ricegrass Village -a con-
centration of petroglyphs and circular clearings at the junction of two washes and near a
trail fork. An arrow pecked on a boulder points toward the main site. A spring and a
maplike petroglyph flank the canyon entrance. Activity areas are located at different ele-
vations; the highest point, on the south edge of Buckboard Mesa, is marked with highly
visible, evenly spaced cairns and contains a large petroglyph panel that overlooks the can-
yon bottom. This area was interpreted as a vision quest and male initiation area. Numerous
medicinal plants including tobacco grow near the petroglyphs. On the west portion of the
site and at a lower elevation, a number of features including a cave, two rock rings, and
two geoglyphs were identified as male activity areas. A large concentration of peckings of
boulders surrounded by artifacts was, in turn, thought to be a female area. In general, the
entire site was interpreted as a ceremonial area where large supragroup ritual and social
gatherings took place. However, within this area individual ritual places were clearly dis-
tinguished from those accessible to larger groups.

Linguistic Patterns
The linguistic analysis of native texts further enhances the ethnographic findings.

Using methods of etymology, sentence data analysis, word data, and textual architecture,
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linguistic analysis revealed several important beliefs that Indian people hold with respect
to rock art sites. The following statements can be made about these beliefs:

The meaning of a given rock marking or panel is neither intended for the public
nor is widely shared by a community or ethnic group; rather, the exact meaning is
revealed to humans individually.
Rock art derives from supernatural authorship, whether it is made by spirits or re-
vealed to the individual who then writes down on the rock what the spirits have
revealed. The rocks were once alive, were once people, but became rocks for hu-
man benefit. The writings on them related to this transformation and are part of
the cosmos.
A hypothesis generated from the linguistic analysis suggests that Southern Paiute
people conceive of rock art as a dynamic event, wherein rock markings continue
to change and grow through time. Western Shoshone people, in contrast, tend to
perceive the act of marking rock as a more static action, being performed and fm-
ished at once.
The strong beliefs that rocks are alive, have power and spiritual value, and fit into
the larger scheme of things, corroborate the ethnographic conclusion that the In-
dian worldview perceives that all the world is alive, its components all intercon-
nected and interdependent, and that power or knowledge is revealed to
individuals through dreams and private visits to such locations as rock art sites.
Rock art should be protected from public view: it is not "art for art's sake" in the
non -Indian sense, but a powerful resource not meant to be seen or visited indis-
criminately.

Overall, the wealth and detail of the study findings reflect a significant gain in knowl-
edge of Numic culture, rules of interaction, and information sharing. Long -term collabora-
tive research with the CGTO and its representatives has thus provided a high level of con-
fidence in the completeness, accuracy, and representativeness of these findings.

Rock Art and Cultural Landscapes

Study findings suggest that the behaviors and activities conducted at sites with rock
art may be different from those that would normally occur at sites without rock art. The
data also suggest that people modified the natural landscape permanently and, further,
used this modification to delimit social, political, and religious space. In some respects,
rock art may be seen as a form of architecture. The presence of rock art at a particular
location may engender the use of that place. Several comments were made that certain
panels were likely exclusive male activity areas and training places for boys preparing for
vision questing and hunting. At other sites multiple activities both male and female
were consistently interpreted to have occurred in discrete gender -specific use areas or
spaces within certain portions of a site area. Rock art may thus delimit the use of space by
including or excluding a specific social group.

Another realm of space delimitation revealed by the study is that certain rock art sites
are reserved for individual or teacher -apprentice ritual versus space accessible for group
and even intergroup ceremonialism. In other words, there are sites in which privacy is
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paramount for conducting certain activities (e.g., menstrual seclusion, vision questing).
Individual versus group use interpretations appear to correlate well with site location; pri-
vacy would be sought in the least accessible places. Other places, such as healing or curing
rock sites, would be clearly marked to warn people not to approach them unless they have
the knowledge or power to do so.

The small number of interpretations of particular rock art panels as territorial markers
suggests that perhaps placing rock art at a particular location for political delimitation of
space was not a primary concern in traditional cultural practice in the area. In contrast,
interpretations of rock art placement as a resource marker were uniform across ethnic
groups and individual consultants. Most rock art sites visited have water, plants, and ani-
mal resources in their vicinity. Actual living areas, however, may have been located away
from the water sources so as not to disturb animals that came to drink from them. Rock art
thus appears to be closely associated with areas that offer at least one, and sometimes
many of these resources. In addition, the possibility that paint sources, obsidian sources,
and other sources of raw materials such as basket -making reeds were located close to the
sites was noticed in all cases.

The final observation made by the Indian elders deals with group identity. There was
a strong tendency to see rock art as an ethnic marker, representing either each ethnic group
or Numic peoples as a whole. The Fortymile Canyon petroglyphs were identified as ethnic
markers but not as territorial markers. This identification suggests that political delimita-
tion of boundaries by placing rock art at particular locations was not a primary concern in
Western Shoshone and Southern Paiute land use strategies. In a region where survival de-
pended on the ability to access resources in distant areas, joint land and resource use was
encouraged. Ceremonial and social activities such as those likely carried out at Fortymile
Canyon may have fostered supracommunity integration while asserting the ethnic and po-
litical identity of the groups whose resources were used by others. There are many other
examples of integrative ceremonial places along territorial boundaries, including the Salt
Song Trail that connects Hualapai and Southern Paiute territories (Laird 1976) or the
Grand Canyon pictograph sites along the Kaibab Paiute -Havasupai boundary (Stoffle et al.
1995b).

A small number of tribal representatives offered comments regarding the existence of
songs and song trails associated with upper Fortymile Canyon. This limited information
suggests that there may be a songscape that ties different songs to specific locations in the
area. At least one oral tradition that refers to Snake as the creator of Fortymile Canyon,
first collected during the YMSCO study, indicates the existence of storyscapes. "Water
Babies" and mountain sheep stories may play an important role in tying places and re-
sources to the larger cultural landscape.

In closing, a critical aspect of applied research on American Indian cultural resource
preservation requires that we expand conventional views and conceptual frameworks to
explain the enduring significance of specific resources; because of its ambiguous ar-
chaeological associations, rock art is a resource that, until recently, was explained in iso-
lation from land use behaviors. A focus on the relationships between rock art and setting
may reveal how environments built from nature condition social relations and inform ef-
fective use of land and resources. While the specific uses of rock art sites have changed
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through time, their role in constraining or enhancing human -nature relations continues to
be active and present among contemporary Indian people.

Site Condition and Protection Recommendations

An important aspect of this study was to record concerns regarding the current condi-
tion of the rock art panels. Specific questions about current site condition were included in
the rock art interview forms. Tribal elders and cultural experts were also asked to recom-
mend measures for the protection of petroglyphs, pictographs, and other resources found at
each site. Of the 10 sites visited, the condition of one was characterized as excellent (Am-
monia Tanks). Two sites (Ricegrass Village and Cot Cave) were evaluated as being in
good to excellent condition. Five sites (Buckboard Mesa, upper Fortymile Canyon,
Captain Jack Cave, Twin Springs, and Busted Butte) were perceived as being in good
condition. One site (Power Rock) was characterized, on the basis of weighted opinion, as
being in fair to poor condition. Only one site (Mushroom Rock) was determined by Indian
consultants to be in poor condition. Overall, then, eight of the 10 sites visited (80 percent)
were considered to be between good and excellent condition.

Generally, the Indian people perceived natural processes such as weathering by rain,
wind, and sun to be affecting the rock art sites, but they generally made no recommenda-
tions to protect panels from these natural forces. They saw these impacts as normal out-
comes of the natural decay of a site and a process beyond human control. Protection by
documentation was the only recommended action to avert natural impacts. Recommenda-
tions for protecting rock art panels from natural forces, however, were recorded for only a
few sites. The majority of study participants (69.2 -100 percent) offered recommendations
for protection from human activity for all rock art sites. The overall rating of site condition
was influenced by the physical evidence of human activities, including bullet holes, shell
casings, construction debris, cables, power lines, roads, and standing buildings near some
of the sites. This evidence was viewed as the result of past military training and NTS mis-
sion- related activities.

Protection recommendations included leaving the site undisturbed, fencing off a site,
rerouting roads, power lines, and cables away from site areas, and restricting access to all
people except CGTO members, halting testing activities, recording /documenting the sites
for Indian education purposes, allowing Indian management and monitoring of sites, and
maintaining the confidentiality of site location and information. Because of its size and
significance, upper Fortymile Canyon received more protection recommendations than any
other site and should receive a TCP nomination. Mushroom Rock and Cot Cave were sug-
gested as eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.



10 AMERICAN INDIAN WORLDVIEWS II: POWER AND

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES ON THE NTS

Richard W. Stoffle and M. Nieves Zedeño

Interviews with Indian people regarding the cultural significance of objects, natural
resources, and places on the NTS have always contained the summary statement that "it is
all connected." Even though this statement has been expressed many times, it has largely
remained at the general epistemological level, ironically not articulated with the real world
it describes. While the observation of total interconnection has been recognized as true, it
has been too general to be practical in local cultural assessments. The purpose of this
chapter is to situate (that is, to place in the real world) the general premise of total inter-
connection within a theory of power or Puha by using the descriptive terminology and
grounded illustrations of cultural landscapes. The theory of Puha explains differential
power places and how they are conscientiously connected with one another, with natural
resources, and through different types of interactions with people (see Chapter 6). The
concept of cultural landscape provides both a temporally and spatially larger way of look-
ing at the land than other concepts offer and a way of visually representing the intercon-
nection of objects, places, and resources.

The cultural landscape observations of Indian people who interpreted and assessed
places and resources on the NTS are contextualized within a more general ethnographic
discussion of similar landscape cognitions recorded elsewhere for native peoples. This
parallel analysis both enriches and further develops a more general model of cultural land-
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scapes. In order words, it explains how all things are connected and does so in terms that
are useful to a land manager.

Getting to Landscape

The idea of a cultural landscape as a meaningful way to organize cultural data has
been embedded in our professional thinking over the past 28 years, but formulating
explicit landscape statements has been a difficult task. During this period, we have worked
with more than 80 Indian tribes throughout the United States, particularly with those tribes
culturally affiliated with the NTS, to find ways to protect natural and cultural resources. A
review of our field notes indicates that Indian people, from the earliest on -site interviews,
pointed out the total interconnections of the land. To illustrate, in a 1987 interview on top
of Yucca Mountain, an Owens Valley Paiute woman, using her arms in a sweeping motion
to emphasize the meaning and geographic expanse of her thinking, began with the state-
ment "Look around -all you can see and what you cannot see underground is connected
just as it was made by the Creator" (Stoffle et al. 1990b: 214, photo 27). Later in the same
interview this cultural expert explained that, in Indian land perceptions, the hydrological
systems of the NTS and surroundings are both physically connected waterways as well as
spiritual paths for the movement of power. Water Babies use such flows to travel from one
place to another. This observation would initiate years of discussion among tribal elders
and cultural experts regarding the perceived interconnections of such systems and the po-
tential risks to this vast source of physical and spiritual power.

Although Indian people have regularly explained why interconnections among all
things and beings constitute the fabric of their worldview, the implications of such cultural
perception were not well understood and thus not fully incorporated into early NTS land
evaluations and management recommendations. Even though the concept of cultural land-
scape was implicit in discussions with Indian people it was largely ignored (at least not
given appropriate emphasis) in our technical reports and our professional publications. We
believe this occurred either because we could not use such information in projects that
were narrowly limited to evaluating places, resources, and objects, or because as anthro-
pologists we simply did not possess a concept appropriate for framing in Western scien-
tific words what the elders were trying to tell us. An environmental study team working for
the Navajo Nation (Kelley and Francis 1993: 151 -69) pointed out this oversight. Thereaf-
ter, we began to develop a systematic method for eliciting information on interconnected
cultural phenomena and for analyzing and graphically representing these phenomena (e.g.,
BARA 1998; Stoffle et al. 2000b). Today, we refer to these larger, integrated, and more
abstract phenomena as cultural landscapes. Even though we have contributed six academic
essays on this topic (Dewey -Hefley et al. 1998; Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997; Stoffle et
al. 2000c; Zedeño 1997, 2000b; Zedeño, Austin, and Stoffle 1997) and have organized
with Indian people three presentations at professional meetings (see Chapter 4) we believe
that there are still important methodological, analytical, and theoretical issues to be re-
solved before cultural landscapes are as well understood as are places on the NTS.

The Landscape Concept
The concept of cultural landscape derives from the notion that people, through re-

peated interactions with their surroundings, develop an image or cognition of the land they
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hold and a shared understanding of its form and content. This cognition of land and the
interactions that structure it are shared among them and transferred over generations. All
human groups develop and come to share cultural landscapes. The concept implies that
many cultural groups (ethnic groups) can hold different, even conflicting, images of the
same land. Elsewhere, we have explained how the legal and political history of
U.S.- American Indian relations is rooted in conflicting landscape cognitions (Zedeño,
Austin, and Stoffle 1997: 124).

There are two oppositional concepts of landscape. The naturalist concept of land-
scape has it that the physical environment itself somehow determines the way humans
view it and live in it. The culturalist view suggests that only human cognitions of a physi-
cal environment are important, to such an extent that the characteristics of the environment
itself are largely irrelevant in influencing how humans view it and live in it. We have taken
for our concept the middle ground or a synthesis of these two views. As expressed by
Tilley (1994: 25), the term landscape refers to

The physical and visual form of the earth as an environment and as a setting
in which locales occur and in dialectical relations to which meanings are
created, reproduced and transformed. The appearance of a landscape is
something that is substantial and capable of being described in terms of relief,
topography, the flows of contours and rivers, coasts, rocks and soils. It is most
usually clearly defined features, such as mountain peaks, ridges, bogs and
plains, which occur in geographic descriptions. The locales in a landscape
may be natural features such as bays or inlets on a coastline or high points, or
humanly created places such a monuments or settlements. Human -created
locales draw on qualities of landscape to create part of their significance for
those who use them, and the perception of the landscape itself may be
fundamentally affected by the very situatedness of these locales.

Cultural landscapes are nested (Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997). They exist at dif-
ferent scales but are integrated into a whole. For many American Indians there are six
nested levels including, from broadest to narrowest spatial scale, eventscapes, Holy Lands,
songscapes, regional landscapes, ecoscapes, and landmarks (fig. 10.1). The topographic
criteria for defining these categories of landscapes range from a close fit with the natural
terrain (e.g., an ecoscape) to a spiritual landscape that exists in terms of its own criteria but
is at least minimally anchored in the topography (i.e., a songscape). Each of these levels,
in turn, has at least three basic dimensions that are amenable to description and measure-
ment: (1) formal, or the physical characteristics and properties of the landscape; (2) rela-
tional, or the interactive (behavioral, social, spiritual) links that connect people to the land
and resources; and (3) historical, or the sequences of evolving connections thatresult from
repeated, intergenerational uses of land and resources (Zedeño, Austin, and Stoffle 1997:
126).

The concept of a cultural landscape fits well with new federal initiatives to understand
and manage the land (e.g., Evans and Roberts 1999; Nickens and Wright 1998). The
NTS contains staple food and medicine resources, all components of an ecoscape that was
and still is crucial to the survival of Indian people and culture; it encompasses trails, places
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connected to ancient songscapes and storyscapes, and historic Indian landmarks that need
to be managed and protected. The adaptive management approach advocated in the NTS
RMP, for example, has begun to address some of these issues (DOE/NV 1998). The cul-
tural landscape concept has stimulated many federal agencies to have their various admin-
istrative units design, conduct, and respond to cultural landscape studies. At this early
date, one may say that current landscape studies tend to be bounded by previous studies of
places at federal facilities and thus are often narrow, both conceptually and spatially.

Fig. 10.1. Mushroom Rock, a landmark

Landscapes and Places
A cultural landscape differs from a special place (TCP) to which one or more human

groups have attached specific cultural meanings. Central to the concept of a cultural land-
scape is the notion that not all places within it have the same significance in terms of their
formal, relational, or historic dimensions. The places within a landscape may derive their
value from the type of experiences or interactions between people and the natural phenom-
ena. Tilley (1994: 34) distinguishes between the concepts of place and of landscape with
the former emphasizing difference and singularity, and the latter encompassing common-
alities or relationships among singular locales and events. Viewed in its entirety and from
the perspective of a human group, a cultural landscape should make sense as a kind of area
whose place and resource components are connected according to a common logic.

It is also important to remember that a place may be attached to more than one cul-
tural landscape. We call this "cultural landscape layering." Layered cultural landscapes
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may have very different cultural meanings. One landscape layer may be composed of
places visited by a spiritual being, and together, they tell a story of the life and spoils of
that being. Another landscape layer may involve an event such as a forced march follow-
ing military conquest, as for example, the Trail of Tears for the Cherokees, the march to
Bosque Redondo for the Navajos, or the march to Fort Independence for the Owens Valley
Paiutes and Shoshones.

Non -Indians often calculate the value of cultural landscapes as the sum of the signifi-
cant places within it. This is much like the procedure for establishing an archaeological or
historic district. Federal guidelines do permit an added calculation that says the sum value
of a district can be greater than the sum value of the individual parts, but few districts ac-
tually include sites of little or no scientific significance (Cassity 1993). It is probably a
valid assumption that the more space (or less spatial continuity) there is between signifi-
cant places, the more difficult it will be to successfully nominate it as either an archaeo-
logical district or a cultural landscape. From an American Indian perspective, however, the
space between places is a formal attribute that directly contributes to the value of the
places and the overall value of the cultural landscape.

The Meaning of Space Between Places
A cultural landscape has meaning because it contains valued places and because the

valued places within it are mutually connected. In addition, the spaces between the places
can have culturally specified meanings without which the structural logic of a landscape
would fail.

Before we begin to talk about meaning attached to space between places, it is impor-
tant to qualify this discussion by noting that some specialists in this area do not believe
meaning is attached to such spaces. Basso (1996: 54), the foremost scholar of Apache
places, cites Heidegger (1977: 332) to suggest that the essential nature of cultural space
derives from particular localities rather than being intrinsic to "space" as a dimension of
the material world. This is an epistemological stand taken by Basso, who was really ex-
plaining the importance of individual places in a people's historical and cultural memory;
it is unclear whether he therefore conceived of a cultural landscape as culturally signifi-
cant places separated by meaningless space.

Tilley (1994: 9 -11, 15), in contrast, suggests that space is critical for understanding
place and landscape. Instead of being neutral and divorced from humanity and society,
space is socially produced, and different societies, groups, and individuals act out their
lives in different spaces. A social space, rather than being uniform and forever the same, is
constituted by differential densities of human experience, attachment, and involvement. It
is above all contextually constituted, providing particular settings for involvement and the
creation of meanings. He further states that space and place are interrelated but different.
Space provides a situational context for places, but still derives its meanings from par-
ticular places (Relph 1976: 8, cited in Tilley 1994; Whittlesey 1998). Without places there
can be no spaces, and the former have primary ontological significance as centers of bod-
ily activity, human significance, and emotional attachment. The meaning of place is
grounded in existential or lived consciousness of it. Personal and cultural identities are
bound to place; a "topo- analysis" is one exploring the creation of self -identity through
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place. Zedeño (2000b: 106) suggests a more direct and causative role for this topography
when she concludes that for humans, space is not a tabula rasa that is progressively filled
with locations as they accumulate perceptions and experiences through interactions, but
vice versa. Place is what defines people's relations to one another and to the material
world -the proverbial widening of horizons starts at one place (e.g., the creation or birth
place) and extends from there. Thus, for example, when Southern Paiutes stand on a cul-
turally significant place, such as Yucca Mountain or Pahute Mesa on the NTS, they look
south toward Mount Charleston and are able to articulate the multifarious formal, rela-
tional, and historical meanings of what space lies between them and their creation.

Line -of -Sight Space
The spaces between important places may contribute to the overall cultural signifi-

cance of the cultural landscape. Numic people believe that large sacred mountains "stand
up" so they can see one another, and the mountains find joy and power in that experience.
So, while the mountains are themselves places of power, they continue to have power in
part because they are surrounded by unobstructed space (e.g., fig. 10.2).

The O'odham people of southern Arizona and northern Mexico, for example, believe
that powerful forces connect the mountains in their area. These are the forces that hold the
earth together. If anything breaks the connection between these forces, such as electrical
power lines built on the mountain, the forces will be disrupted and the earth will fall apart.

Vista Space
Vista space is somewhat different than line -of -sight space. A vista is a term used to

explain the power a place derives because of its view (fig. 10.3). When a person sits at a
certain place he or she can see for great distances and observe many things. Indian people
often use such vista places as sites of vision quests and spiritual renewal. Clearly the space
surrounding such places contributes to its power.

Scrugham Peak, which is the volcano that formed the basalt- capped Buckboard Mesa,
is one of the elevated places on the NTS that provides culturally important vista space. It
sits in the middle of the enormous Timber Mountain caldera or volcanic collapse area or
crater. The peak is important for its view of this caldera and of the surrounding high
mountains. The vistas from and to Scrugham Peak are credited by Indian people with the
number of vision quest sites that literally line the high rim of Buckboard Mesa and are
marked by storied rocks (fig. 10.4). These vistas are combined with the power of volcanic
activity that is manifested in large basalt boulders used for individual ceremonial activities
and in small obsidian nodules that are used for making stone tools and arrowheads.

Narrow and Wide Space
Space can also contribute to the meaning of spiritual and physical trails and to the

significance people associate with traveling those trails. Thus, a trail that passes over great
open space or through a tightly enclosed space may acquire value owing to the environ-
mental aesthetics derived from the journey. The Iditarod dogsled trail in Alaska derives
value because it passes over seemingly impossible expanses of high mountains; snow -cov-
ered, wind -blown tundra; and even frozen rivers and ocean. The Colorado River, which is
a combination water /land trail for Yuman and Numic peoples, derives additional value in
those places where it passes through steep -sided canyons like the Grand Canyon and Black
Canyon.
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Fig. 10.2. Funeral Range, from Prow Pass

Fig. 10.3. Vista of Yucca Flat, from Captain Jack Cave
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Fig. 10.4. Cairns at Buckboard Mesa; Shoshone Muntain in the background

Space can be celebrated by being identified as a part of the origin of a place. Origin
stories often identify the meaning of specific places by where they exist in culturally sig-
nificant space. Thus, while most rivers have great significance to Indian people, they de-
rive more significance when they pass through volcanic narrows. There are Numic and
Yuman origin stories for the relationship between the river and the canyon for both Grand
and Black Canyons. Similarly, for the Ojibway the cultural significance of a body of water
increases when it pours over a rapid or waterfall into a Great Lake. In fact, for all flowing
water, it is almost a given that where it makes transitions it has special powers.

On the NTS a major narrow area is upper Fortymile Canyon or Tohwahonupi -Snake
in Western Shoshone (Stoffle et al. 1990b: 114). The wash that flows through the canyon
is itself a trail marked by petroglyph sites that leads, through a constriction, to the box
canyon containing numerous ceremonial areas. Its cultural importance is reflected in its
name, Tohwahonupi, after a religious being associated with water and curing. Indian peo-
ple interviewed at the canyon noted that the places within it were powerful because of
their location down inside of a big canyon along a trail to places. The head of Tohwa-
honupi is Scrugham Peak and Buckboard Mesa (see fig. 8.4). Together, these places are all
related by forces of power flowing down from the peak, into the canyon, out into the open
flats and oasis springs of Ash Meadows. Here is a case where the flow of power is viewed
as corresponding with the flow of the hydrological system.
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Less is known about the impacts of open space or confined space on other major
forces of nature. Wind, for example, is perceived as a living being by most Indian peoples.
Numic people have different names for kinds of wind that blow across open spaces and
through narrow canyons. Wind, like water, is influenced in special ways by being fully
released in open space as opposed to being confined in narrow space. A special wind
comes from Pintwater Cave and blows to the west across the southern portions of the NTS.
This wind is known to bring special information to all Indian people, whether a family
living on their farms in Oasis Valley or a vision seeker camping on the edge of Buckboard
Mesa.

Spaces and Trails
Culturally significant space may exist where people or spiritual beings passed along

trails from place to place. Sometimes these trails are still visible on the ground, such as
Mohave and Paiute trails in the Mohave Desert. At other times the trails may exist today
only in the minds of people. This may occur because the trails become the paved roads of
later time and society. Sometimes trails physically never existed. Water trails, for example,
were often established as the shortest points between islands on big lakes, along shore-
lines, and along interior rivers and streams. Water trails leave no material mark, but they
exist in the minds of people who navigated them, like the Ojibway.

The lands currently held by the NTS are crisscrossed with trails. Some of these are
physical, like trails connecting use areas on Pahute Mesa areas with farming areas in Oasis
Valley. Other trails are spiritual, like the Fox Song trail that passes between the lower por-
tion of the NTS and the Spring Mountains. Still other trails are both utilitarian and sacred,
being at one time a physical path to hunting areas, and at another time a trail traversed by
religious specialists on their way to a major ceremonial area like Buckboard Mesa.

Trails to the Afterlife
Many American Indian peoples have a trail to the afterlife. These trails are primarily

spiritual in nature but still have physical and grounded representations of all or portions of
the trail. For example, the Chatino of Oaxaca, Mexico, identify what they call a trail of the
dead, along which the spirits of the departed travel to reach the underworld (Greenberg
1981: 107). Most native Mesoamerican groups share this belief in a physical trail traveled
by spirits to reach the next world. The Chatino path of the dead covers a track of about 60
kilometers and is marked by a series of nine physical places that the departed spirit visits.
The physical body of the departed spirit is taken by the living to the first couple of sites as
part of burial rituals. At later stops on the trail the departed spirits are said to perform vari-
ous acts and rituals. Eventually, they arrive at an actual cave, which is the entrance to the
underworld, and leave the geography of this world behind.

The Chatino and other native Mesoamerican groups also have other sets of trails that
mark the ritual boundaries of their territory (Greenberg, personal communication 1999).
Among the Chatino, the house of the rain god is located on a mountaintop. At the begin-
ning and end of the rainy season, the Chatino go en masse to the house of the rain god to
"bring" the rain, and from there the procession descends to a spring that is said to be the
door to the rain god's house, to "open" it. At the end of the rainy season, to "leave" the
rains, this order is reversed (Greenberg 1981: 120). At the new year and prior to fiestas,
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ritual treks are made to the sites, marking the boundaries of the territory by those sponsor-
ing rituals. At births, marriages, and deaths, crosses marking kinship relationships are
erected at various sacred sites. These crosses and sites are visited at least once a year, and
officers of the civil -religious hierarchy responsible for the ceremonial cycle will visit these
places more than once a year. As well, curanderos, or medicine people, will visit these
sacred and powerful springs, mountaintops, and caves as part of their curing ceremonies to
treat the sick. These places define houses, which are metaphors for bodies. They are
nested in increasingly larger houses or bodies. So the house of the rain god is a mountain
that is the body of the rain god itself. There is a metalogic that organizes all of these
places and gives each one of them meaning relative to the others. These cultural land-
scapes are organized in terms of increasingly larger and nested metaphors (Greenberg, per-
sonal communication 1999).

Songscapes: The Salt Song Trail
The Paiute and Hualapai trail to the afterlife, called the Salt Song Trail, parallels the

southern portion of the NTS. The Salt Song Trail (fig. 10.5) comes through this area from
the Las Vegas Valley. It travels along the Spring Mountains, arriving on the northeast side
of the mountains near Indian Springs. It then goes through Pahrump to Ash Meadows,
comes back south near Eagle Mountain, travels down the Amargosa River past Shoshone,
and turns at Dumont Dunes. It goes up through Baker and Soda Lake, then passes south to
the Providence Mountains. From there, it goes to Twenty -nine Palms, to the San Bernar-
dino Mountains, and turns east toward the Colorado River, crossing into Arizona south of
Blythe. After a number of stops in Arizona the soul traveling the Salt Song Trail jumps
into the afterlife at a location along the Colorado River near the Grand Canyon (Laird
1976).

All along this songscape, there are places of great cultural significance to Indian peo-
ple. The medicine cane in the museum at Mitchell Caverns is so important that Indian peo-
ple today make religious pilgrimages to see it and Mitchell Caverns. Indian Springs is a
stop where the soul takes a fork north to Pintwater Cave. Pintwater Cave is seen as con-
nected with Buckboard Mesa, but it is yet unclear whether the Salt Song Trail itself or a
side journey path goes to Buckboard Mesa (Stoffle et al. 2000b: 119).

Currently, the Indian people who sing the Salt Song in order to send their people to
heaven are retracing the route and stopping at special places along the route of the song.
The whole Salt Song Trail is highly culturally significant, and places alongside are totally
interconnected.

The Fox Trail
The Fox Trail is a second spiritual trail that comes into the vicinity of the NTS. It

moves in leaps from spring to spring, traveling south from the Whipple Mountains. To the
north, past the Chemehuevi Mountains, past the Dead Mountains, over the Paiute Moun-
tains, behind the Spring Mountains toward Shoshone territory bounded by the Funeral
Mountains (called "Shoshone Mountains" by the Southern Paiutes because it is a boundary
area). The Funeral Mountains sit high above Death Valley serving as a gateway to the val-
ley and as a transition from Paiute to Shoshone lands. If one looks really carefully, the Fu-
neral Mountains float in the air (fig. 10.6). That was Fox's journey down to the southern
end (Laird 1976). He made the water holes with his arrow. They are in a straight line.
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Indians travel this route in ceremony through song to check on the water and bless the wa-
ter and give thanks for the springs, and this keeps them alive. The Indian people go to
these springs for special purposes because the springs are special areas.

Fig. 10.5. Salt Song and Fox Trails, from Laird (1976)
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Fig. 10.6. Busted Butte

Movements within Landscapes
To this point we have discussed the cultural importance of trails to Yuman and Numic

peoples. Missing from this analysis is why these trails are important in landscapes. Simply,
they connect places and at some level integrate landscapes by defining the physical and
spiritual relationships between places and the spaces that are traversed in order to move
from place to place. So why are trails important? Tilley (1994: 31) provides a very phi-
losophical interpretation of trails and movement along them. He maintains that paths (his
term for trails), for peoples who have lived on the land for many generations, are inter-
preted as being both real and symbolic linkages between places and people. These linkages
can come to be spoken of as metaphors for these relationships and viewed as the creations
of the Supernatural. Walking these paths, according to Tilley, is like saying a religious text
in a ritual: if ritual text is not said, it really is not called, and if a path is not walked, it
really is not enacted. The act of walking or spiritually moving along a path is a personal
enactment of the relationships between places and peoples that the path represents. Be-
cause trails have been walked again and again, often since Creation, they represent what
Tilley (1994: 31) calls "Spatiotemporal Linkages" and are obvious templates for future
movements and for the maintenance of relationships. Therefore, when Indian people say
trails are sacred, they are reflecting deep philosophical understandings about the meaning
of paths. Trails take an even deeper dimension for transhumant people, like the Numic-
speaking groups or the Western Ojibway, whose life -history record may be contained
within a trail system (Zedeño 2000a).
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Indian people interviewed on the NTS talk about the ceremonial or medicinal aspects
of travel along certain trails. Just the act of traveling constitutes a ceremony and produces
a powerful event. When a person travels, he or she may receive a song that, thereafter, is
sung along the remainder of the journey and every time that trail is used. That song often
becomes central in the life of the person, for not everyone may receive a song, and only a
few are spiritually prepared to remember and sing it. A number of elders have received
songs while traveling on the NTS during ethnographic assessment studies.

Along most trails are places where a person going to a ceremony will prepare him- or
herself. These locales for ceremonial preparation are often marked by the knotted string
sign in either rock peckings or paintings. The sites tend not to be near camping places, be-
ing more isolated because they are used to prepare for ceremony. Once the designated
ceremony is completed, these spots are revisited on the return trip to the major settlement.
Scrugham Peak and Buckboard Mesa are places of central ceremonial activity that likely
lasted many days. Busted Butte (see fig. 10.6), Twin -Springs, Power Rock, and Doctor
Rock sites, along Fortymile Wash. were probably stopping places for travelers from the
south going toward the Buckboard Mesa area. Ammonia Tanks was also a stopping place
for people traveling northeast toward Whiterock Spring or Captain Jack Cave and Spring,
all having varying degrees of ceremonial significance.

Narratives
Narrating stories about landscapes furnishes a way to understand their structural

logic. When combined with physical travel along paths in a landscape, narrative serves to
make them real. According to Tilley (1994: 31), to understand a landscape truly, it must be
felt, but to convey some of this feeling to others landscape has to be talked and written
about, recounted, and depicted. He believes that movement is as key in stories about land-
scapes as it is in walking paths. The importance of a place can be appreciated only as part
of an act of moving from and to it in relation to other places and peoples, and the act of
arriving may be as important as the act of leaving. if naming is an act of construction of
landscape, constituting an origin point for it, then narratives introduce temporality, making
locales (places) markers of individual and group experience. So Indian stories and songs
about travel, such as those shared by Numic peoples when visiting the NTS, constitute a
critical dimension of landscapes both informing the listener about place, space, and in-
teractive links and confirming the historical relationships between these in the past, pre-
sent, and future.

Conclusion

This chapter attempts to bring together places, objects, and resources assessed by
Indian people on the NTS by applying the concept of cultural landscape to explain how
power or puha, connects all things in the American Indian worldview. Power moves from
place to place and across spaces, often following systems of surface and underground wa-
ter flow. Puha can be concentrated by the will of both humans and of the natural elements.
Indian tobacco goes to live on the face of volcanic walls because a powerful plant likes to
associate with a powerful place. When either humans or little people recognize the power
of the place and the associated medicine plants, they peck and paint the walls as a sign that
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this is a very powerful place. Powerful rock and crystals are both produced and attracted to
powerful places like volcanic lava flows and narrow canyons. People visit such places to
conduct ceremonies and acquire power in songs and stories. Thus, objects, places, natural
resources, and trails are united in a complex web of power and power relationships whose
logic may be holistically explained in terms of cultural landscapes. As the Indian woman
from Owens Valley said, "It is all connected." And we should add that we now realize why
more holistic studies are required to better understand the underlying sources of power and
cultural landscapes.

In this chapter, we have brought together ideas from the hundreds of Indian people
interviewed about the NTS lands and numerous anthropologists who are currently con-
ducting landscape studies in the United States and elsewhere. These ideas attempt to hu-
manize research in land and resource use by focusing on the people's identifications and
interpretations of their own cultural landscapes and the interconnections that, in their
view, were established at Creation and have grown ever since.



PART 3

THEMATIC CONSULTATION





PREFACE

American Indian Writers Subgroup

While the main concern of the CGTO's founding elders was to find culturally ap-
propriate ways to recapture ancestral connections and help heal the NTS land, the younger
generation of CGTO members face critical decisions regarding future uses of this facility
and their effects on culturally significant resources. Thus, in addition to identifying
American Indian resources on the NTS and recommending adequate preservation measures
for sites such as Tippipah Cave and the child burial on Pahute Mesa, active involvement in
the review of planning documents has increased in recent years. The following chapters
document, through four instances of thematic consultation, the evolution of American In-
dian roles, from those of passive cultural advisors to those of active writers of official
documents and reports, in informing NTS managers of tribal concerns.

Precedent -setting consultation activities that required intense conflict negotiation
began in 1994 with the first NAGPRA consultation for NTS collections. This was an ex-
traordinarily grueling process for the CGTO, because none of its member tribes had in
place culturally and spiritually sanctioned protocols to guide them in the handling of
NAGPRA items. In the religious belief system of Numic- speaking peoples, objects that
have been disposed of during rituals, such as vision questing, initiation, funerals, or me-
morial ceremonies, must not be disturbed or removed from the place where the ancestors
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left them. Many of these items are part of ongoing ceremonies involving petitions and
prayers for the well -being of a community, and thus, removing them may interrupt or de-
stroy the enduring effect of such ceremony on that community. Thus, Indian elders and
cultural experts had to overcome the fear of spiritual and physical distress that comes from
handling NAGPRA items. Moreover, they were unwittingly caught in the public and aca-
demic controversy surrounding the passage of this act and had to justify their religious be-
liefs before the archaeological profession. But the CGTO considers the first NAGPRA
process, which culminated in the reburial of sacred and unassociated funerary objects in
Gold Meadow, a symbol of good will and commitment to the program on the part of
DOE /NV, particularly at a time when many other federal and state agencies are unwilling
to undertake the responsibility of long -term monitoring of reburied NAGPRA items for
American Indian tribes. In 1999, DOE/NV honored its commitment once again by funding
a second NAGPRA consultation that also involved site visits to one of the areas where
archaeological collections were made on and off the NTS in the 1960s. The CGTO has
recommended repatriation and reburial of NAGPRA items as well.

The greatest test of the strength and maturity of tribal- agency relations came in 1996
when the CGTO was invited to participate on the sitewide and off -site Environmental
Impact Statement (NTS EIS). Six of its representatives undertook the task of writing
original text for the main body of the NTS EIS document and, with the help of DOE/NV
managers, they eventually obtained agency approval to release their text verbatim both in
the main body of this document and in a separate appendix. It is early in the post -EIS
process to calculate the potential effects that this process had and will have on the future
management of American Indian resources on the NTS. Yet, the first immediate results
have already been seen in several subsequent undertakings by the American Indian
program, including the Low -Level and Intermodal Radioactive Waste Transportation pro-
jects, text preparation for the NTS Resource Management Plan (RMP), and several project -
specific Rapid Cultural Assessments (RCAs) all of which are detailed in Part III of this
book.

The CGTO and its document -writing subgroup members, in particular, often ponder
on the long -term effects that their collaboration with DOE/NV in each of these un-
dertakings will have on their ancestral land. Many current research -and -development pro-
jects that are being planned for the NTS were unanticipated when the program started, and
thus the younger generation of tribal representatives must bring about new ideas and solu-
tions to modern problems that nonetheless touch directly their ancestral connections with
this land. In learning from past mistakes and attempting to expand the vision of the
program by including actual concerns for health, safety, and economics, in addition to
perpetuating traditional cultural values, tribal representatives have proven to DOE /NV that
they are intellectually and politically prepared to assess potential effects of complex pro-
posals, tackle technical documents, and offer cogent responses and reasonable recommen-
dations for future action. The very real fact that not all project results are equally rewarding
and not all recommendations are easily accepted or negotiated does not subtract from the
empowering sense of accomplishment that this program brings to the CGTO and the Indian
people as a whole.

In increasing their involvement in projects at the planning stage the CGTO member
tribes have become better partners, helping DOE/NV expand and refine resource preser-
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vation efforts and public relations, thus contributing to improve the agency's profile before
the American constituency. Finally, this evolution has helped shed the romanticized notion
of Indian culture as a phenomenon from a mythical past and replace it with the image of
real, active, and forceful people who remain true to their ancestry but who also understand
modernity and can change.



1 1 THE NEVADA TEST SITE SITEWIDE ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

PLAN

Richard Arnold, Don Cloquet, Betty Cornelius, Maurice Frank -Churchill, Glen

Hooper, Gaylene Moose, and Neddeen Naylor

On August 10, 1994, DOE/NV published a Notice of Intent to prepare an Environ-
mental Impact Statement (EIS) for the entire NTS and seven off -site locations in the State
of Nevada. In the EIS, DOE was to consider the following site management alternatives:

Continue current operations and interagency project activities and programs.
Discontinue operations, except those related to monitoring, security, and human
health and safety, and decommission.
Expand the use of the NTS to support national defense and nondefense
programs, including waste management and storage, transportation,
environmental restoration, and research and development.
Implement alternate use of withdrawn lands for new programs including
unprecedented public access to remote areas for education and recreation.

The structure, organization, and content of the EIS document were to be developed in
accordance with the law, and included an assessment of long -term consequences of pro-
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posed alternatives, evaluation of mitigation strategies, and development of a resource
management plan. Thus, in 1995 DOE/NV released a Draft Implementation Plan that
documented the agency's approach for preparing the EIS, an important aspect of which is
the incorporation of public opinion. In the same year, DOE/NV began consultations with
the CGTO as required by NEPA, by the President's Council on Environmental Quality
(Federal Register 43: 230, 44978 -56007), and the American Indian and Alaska Native
Tribal Government Policy, as amended in 2000. The CGTO appointed seven of its repre-
sentatives (the American Indian Writers Subgroup or AIWS) to research the potential
adverse effects of each action alternative on American Indian resources, to propose miti-
gation alternatives, and to outline future involvement of the member tribes and organiza-
tions in NTS programs and activities. The result of this endeavor was unprecedented, in
that DOE agreed to include excerpts of text prepared by the AIWS in the main body of the
EIS document and to publish the American Indian Assessment: Final Environmental Im-
pact Statement for the Nevada Test Site and Off-site Locations in the State of Nevada: A
Native American Resource Document in its entirety, as Appendix G of the Final NTS EIS
(DOE /NV 1996).

This chapter first transcribes a paper presented by AIWS members at the 1996 Annual
Meetings of the National Association of Environmental Professionals (NAEP) in Houston,
Texas. In that paper the AIWS discussed the writing process, its challenges, and its
ultimate accomplishment: to express the American Indian voice in an official federal
document of the size and scope of the NTS EIS. Second, the chapter summarizes the posi-
tion of the CGTO regarding potential impacts of alternative actions, and the implications of
the 1996 Record of Decision for the American Indian program. And third, this chapter
discusses the preparation of the NTS Resource Management Plan (NTS RMP) ( DOE/NV
1998).

Voicing American Indian Concerns through an Indian EIS Writing Team

An American Indian writing team (also called here AIWS) appointed by the 17 mem-
bers of the CGTO wrote text for direct inclusion in the EIS for the NTS and Off -site Lo-
cations in the State of Nevada, prepared under the supervision of DOE/NV. The procedure
of having American Indians work directly on the EIS has produced relevant text in a timely
manner, while keeping secret certain knowledge about Indian cultural resources.

American Indian concerns are by law and regulation to be incorporated into the envi-
ronmental impact assessments of planned federal projects. Tribes do not consider them-
selves "stakeholders" as defined, but rather as sovereign governments within the bounda-
ries of the United States who have a unique status and relationship with the federal
government. All too often, tribal input is gathered through regularly scheduled public
meetings. This approach is not the appropriate manner in which to involve Indian tribes.
These tribal governments, and the people they represent, generally desire to have their en-
vironmental action preferences fully voiced in the EIS on a government -to- government
basis.

Two factors directly impact the quantity and quality of Indian participation: the time
permitted for their involvement and the level of confidentiality that can be provided to
protect cultural resources. Time is needed for Indian tribes to understand what actions are
being proposed and to learn what rules govern the production of the EIS, so that knowl-
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edgeable tribal members can be selected to participate and devote sufficient time for the
identification and evaluation of potentially impacted resources. When past American In-
dian studies can be used as a base, shorter evaluation periods are appropriate; unfortu-
nately, there is a national tendency to involve tribes late in the EIS process or not at all.
Indian people demand rights of meaningful involvement and confidentiality of information
shared about sacred places and natural resources used in ceremonies, and do not want
these threatened by being made public during the EIS process. Unless Indian people can be
assured that sharing culturally sensitive information with the agency will afford more pro-
tection to resources than withholding information on their location and meaning, then the
Indian people would prefer not to participate in the EIS.

In this section we describe the formation and successful performance of the first
American Indian EIS writing team established and supported by a major federal agency.
We also describe how past DOE/NV consultations with the CGTO provided the founda-
tion of knowledge and trust that made the Indian EIS writing team possible, and how the
DOE/NV EIS writing team trained the Indian writing team so that Indian EIS text would
be produced under common assumptions and with similar quality controls. The section
ends with a general model for involving American Indian tribal governments and organi-
zations into the EIS process, using the Indian EIS writing team approach.

Background to the NTS EIS Project
For many centuries, the area comprising what is now known as the NTS has been a

central place in the lives of Native Americans. From antiquity to contemporary times, this
area has been used continuously by many tribes. It contains numerous ceremonial re-
sources and power places that are crucial for the continuation of American Indian culture,
religion, and society. Until the mid- 1900s, traditional festivals involving religious and
secular activities attracted Indian people to the area from throughout Nevada and from as
far away as Southern California, Utah, and northern Arizona. Similarly, groups came to the
area from a broad region during the hunting season and used animal and plant re-
sources that were crucial for their survival and cultural practices. But unlike American
Indians, many nonlndian people hold a different view of these lands. For example, the fed-
eral government has maintained the perception that NTS is a remote wasteland with very
low population density and other characteristics that make it ideal for developing defense
and energy projects. Because of this "wasteland perception," NTS lands have been with-
drawn from public use since 1943.

Despite the loss of some traditional lands to pollution and reduced access, Indian
people have neither lost their ancestral ties to nor forgotten the vast cultural resources
found on the NTS. There is continuity in the Native American use of and broad cultural
ties to the NTS. Indian people have cared for NTS resources and will continue to do so, as
dictated by strong cultural beliefs. The NTS lands are part of Indian cultural landscapes
that extend many miles in all directions. Because the NTS lands are a part and not the
whole, it is therefore essential that DOE determinations of cultural affiliation, ancestral
ties, and the impact of NTS actions and programs on traditional Indian culture, religion,
and society be made according to the broad regional use of NTS lands.

Recognizing the continuity in traditional ties between NTS and Indian people, in
1987 the DOE began long -term research involving the inventory and evaluation of Ameri-
can Indian cultural resources in the area. This research was designed to comply with
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AIRFA, which specifically reaffirms the rights of American Indian people under the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution to have access to lands and resources essen-
tial in the practice of their traditional religion. These rights are exercised not only in tribal
lands but also beyond the boundaries of a reservation and including facilities such as NTS.
To reinforce their cultural affiliation rights and to prevent the loss of ancestral ties to NTS,
17 Tribes and Organizations aligned themselves together to form the Consolidated Group
of Tribes and Organizations (CGTO). This group is comprised of officially appointed
tribal representatives who are responsible for representing their respective tribal concerns
and perspectives and for reporting back to their tribes.

The extensive information compiled through long -term research sponsored by the
DOE demonstrates and confirms that American Indian cultural resources are not limited to
archaeological or historical remains of native ancestors, but include all natural resources
as well as geological formations contained in the NTS landscape. Natural resources con-
stitute critical components of American Indian daily life and religious beliefs. Plants and
animals are a source of food, raw materials, and medicine. Ritual practices cannot be
properly carried on without plants and animals. Similarly, natural landforms mark loca-
tions that are significant for keeping the historic memory of Indian people alive and for
teaching children about their culture and history.

This land and its resources are well known by Indian people, who consider the NTS as
a central part of their cultural landscape. This knowledge has allowed them to be self -
sufficient and to transfer all their cultural values and practices to the next generations until
this day.

American Indian Writers Subgroup
In March of 1995, the CGTO recommended that all six members of an American In-

dian Writers Subgroup (AIWS) be provided with the necessary funding, technical assis-
tance, and resources to participate in writing the Native American perspective for the EIS
(fig. 11.1). Richard Arnold, executive director of the LVIC, coordinated the activities and
helped facilitate the AIWS with support of Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) and International Technology Corporation (IT). Additionally, the CGTO further
recommended that ethnographers from the UofA participate in the process as recorders,
because of their long- standing relationship with the tribal communities. The draft text pro-
duced by the AIWS was reviewed by the DOE/NV and ultimately incorporated into the
draft NTS EIS, which was released for public comment in August of 1995.

The DOE/NV compensated the Indian writers for their services and travel expenses
and provided the AIWS with sufficient funding, technical assistance, and resources needed
to write the Native American Resource Document.

Native American Resource Document

The Native American Resource Document is a summary of opinions expressed by the
CGTO through the text prepared by the AIWS regarding the NTS EIS. This document
contains general concerns regarding long -term impacts of the DOE/NV' s operations on the
NTS and off -site locations and a synopsis of specific comments made by the AIWS for
various chapters of the NTS EIS.
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The Native American Resource Document was produced in response to consultation
required for the NTS EIS, in accordance with DOE American Indian and Alaska Native
Tribal Government Policy, which promotes a government -to- government relationship with
American Indian tribes. This consultation focused specifically on four alternative DOE
management decisions concerning the future mission of NTS and related off -site locations
in Nevada. However, the CGTO's response to this consultation was not limited to EIS al-
ternatives, but also integrated relevant recommendations made by Indian people for previ-
ous DOE projects in which Native Americans participated.

Fig. 11.1. The AIWS with the NTS EIS team in Las Vegas, Nevada

While this document provides recommendations that target the preservation of Native
American religion, culture, society, and economy, many of the comments focus on cultural
resources. This emphasis is the product of continued consultation on cultural resource
management between the DOE/NV and the CGTO, which has reinforced Indian people's
awareness of the wealth of cultural resources present at NTS. In contrast, the potential im-
pacts of NTS actions on other essential aspects of Indian life, such as health and socio-
economics, including issues of radioactive waste transportation, are virtually undocu-
mented by systematic research involving the participation of Indian people. This situation
is due to the absence of consultation and research on the long -term effects of radiation ex-
posure, and of nuclear waste transportation and storage on the life of Indian people and
their communities. Because they are a minority group having a unique status and relation-
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ship with the federal government, American Indians have also been overlooked with re-
gard to issues of environmental justice. The CGTO has expressed the need to see these
issues systematically evaluated by this federal agency. The opportunity given to the CGTO
to contribute their written comments to the NTS EIS is a highly positive step the DOE has
taken toward recognizing Indian concerns and maintaining a government -to- government
relationship.

The NTS EIS is a document that (1) evaluates the impacts, consequences, and cumu-
lative effects that alternative management decisions about the future mission of NTS will
have on the environment, (2) proposes strategies for mitigating adverse impacts of the
various programs and project activities being considered under each proposed alternative,
and (3) develops a resource management plan for NTS. The specific organization and
content of an EIS is required by the law. The Native American Resource Document, there-
fore, is organized according to the sequence of topics discussed in the NTS EIS. The Na-
tive American Resource Document briefly reviews past and present relationships between
Indian people and NTS lands, examines impacts of past and present NTS programs and
activity projects on American Indian religion, culture and economy, and summarizes the
CGTO's position regarding the future mission of the NTS. In short, the Native American
Resource Document describes the entire nature of the relationship between Indian people
and NTS lands, from an all- encompassing overview to specific discussion about impacts,
consequences, mitigation, and management.

The Native American Resource Document begins with a summary of formal interac-
tions between the CGTO members and NTS EIS management officials. Section I also ex-
plains the role of the American Indian Writers Subgroup in the production of the support
document. In Section II, the Native American Overview of NTS stresses the central role
that NTS lands have played in American Indian life from antiquity to contemporary times.
Moving from the concept of cultural landscape as a whole to the resources contained in a
landscape, this section also examines impacts to cultural resources, environmental justice,
health, and socioeconomics, which are categorized by the EIS as part of the "affected envi-
ronment." This section also includes a brief discussion on political integration.

After introducing the Native American view of NTS and explaining the value of its
resources for the life of Indian people, Section III of this document addresses the environ-
mental consequences of proposed NTS actions and discusses specifically the position of
the CGTO toward each alternative management decision for the NTS EIS. In the view of
Indian people, the ideal mitigation strategy would be to avoid any action that further dis-
turbs NTS lands. However, the CGTO is aware that actions must be taken to restore NTS
lands and resources and keep the site safe and clean for future human use. The CGTO rec-
ommendations for mitigating adverse consequences of such actions are summarized in
Section IV.

This document concludes with a response to the draft document entitled Framework
for a Resource Management Plan for the Nevada Test Site (DOE/NV 1995). Section V of
the Native American Resource Document explains the importance of taking into consid-
eration ecological categories of Indian people for resource management. This section also
provides a brief picture of future comanagement relationships between the DOE/NV and
the CGTO that could potentially be implemented as part of the mission of NTS. As ex-
plained below, in 1998 the A1WS was given the opportunity to once again prepare their
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own text for the NTS RMP. Attachments to the resource document included tabular list-
ings of traditionally used plants and animals known to be present on the NTS.

Issues in the Functioning of the AIWS
As an intercultural group representing numerous Indian tribes and communicating

with other nonlndians, the AIWS had to learn new ways of communication in order to best
serve those they voiced.

Translating Ideas
Members of the American Indian Writers Subgroup had to learn about EIS and how

to translate American Indian concerns into EIS language. When members of the CGTO
talk among themselves, they do so from the perspective of a common culture and history.
Many issues are understood, and these remain an unspoken dimension of American Indian
conversations. Some issues are specific to gender; there are issues that women are as-
sumed to know about, and when discussion turns to these subjects, men listen rather than
speak. Other issues involve respect for age; elders have a special place in these Indian so-
cieties, so when they speak special attention is given. Even the style of speech is an under-
stood issue of communication, because there is an appropriate amount of time after a
speaker ends his presentation before someone else should speak. There are certain under-
standings that should not be expressed in public communication, especially when nonlndi-
ans are present. When certain issues are discussed, Indian speakers may be accused of
"talking too much or telling too much." All these dimensions of culturally based Indian
communication can be challenged when American Indian Writers Subgroup members
translate their assessments of potential project impacts into the language of the EIS.

The amount of responsibility placed on the AIWS members is in direct proportion to
the amount of consultation that has occurred between the agency and the culturally affili-
ated tribes. AIWS had years of consultation on which to build an EIS argument so they
were confident about the variables to suggest and the ways to study the subject matter. A
key issue is cultural confidentiality, because certain information may be inappropriate for
public discussion. The AIWS will always be concerned about "not saying too much to
nonlndians." If the issues have emerged in previous consultation studies, however, the
AIWS can simply raise the variable and cite the report. The NTS consultation program has
produced 10 years of issues raised and studies completed, so when talking about cultural
resources, the AIWS worked from a position of strength. When they moved to topics that
had not been previously assessed, however, they were much more tenuous about raising
issues, suggesting research methodologies, and anticipating the findings of systematic re-
search.

Negotiating Text
In an EIS, all variables, levels of analysis, and descriptive text are negotiated. By "ne-

gotiated" it is understood that something like the relationship between economics and resi-
dence on a reservation, or between radiation and air as a living organism, cannot be
considered in the EIS unless a strong and reasonable argument can be made by someone
that it is a variable potentially impacted by the proposed actions under consideration. Gen-
erally variables are established very early in the scoping stages of an EIS. Clear cause -ef-
fect hypotheses must be described before a variable is included and before a study can be
designed to assess potential impacts. Once a variable becomes a part of the EIS analysis,
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then it is necessary to specify the type and level of analysis required to fully or appropri-
ately assess the potential impact of the proposed project on it. A study design is agreed to,
funds are allocated, and a research team is selected to conduct the research. When the
analysis is completed, the EIS team must decide how much space to allocate for presenting
the findings. Since all EIS text is negotiated, the further along it is in the EIS process, the

more difficult it is to change the structure of the document. Early involvement of Indian
writers assures them a better chance to produce and argue the EIS studies and findings.

Consensus decision -making characterizes how most American Indian committees op-
erate. In this context, alternative views are carefully expressed so as not to imply others
are incorrect. Forceful debate is not encouraged because of the mutual respect observed,
and the ongoing relationships among committee members are considered more important
than a specific issue under discussion. The EIS process is a virtual battleground of debate
over which variables should be included, how much data collection is needed, and the
amount of report space to be allocated for presenting the findings. EIS teams typically
have dozens of agency and nonagency experts who are there to argue for specific subjects
and who generally have not and will not again work directly with one another. The DOE
EIS writing team, for example, consisted of 80 experts with more than 1,082 years of col-

lective professional research and EIS preparation experience. Their performance is judged
by their unit in the agency according to how much attention the EIS devotes to their sub-
jects. Debate resolutions are often considered "good" when they make everyone equally
unhappy about the decision. In this environment, the AIWS members had to change the

rules under which they would operate and become one another's first critic. If they could
not convince each other, then they probably could convince neither the EIS writing team
nor the agency decision makers who would use the findings to formulate a Record of De-

cision.

Supporters and Detractors
The Indian writers' involvement in this EIS process would not have occurred or been

as successful without the foresight and continuous commitment of key federal employees
and program managers who supported the American Indian writing effort. Since DOE had

never before included Indian writers in an EIS, various apprehensions developed, as might
be expected. Interestingly enough, during the EIS scoping period, many of the concerns
about the potential adverse effects of American Indian involvement were voiced by indi-

viduals who neither worked on the EIS writing team nor worked with the DOE/NV. These
concerns ranged from the questioning the appropriateness of actually including American
Indian perspectives in an EIS to the exclusion of those of other interest groups, to the fear

of setting a precedent within the DOE and in other federal agencies.
Throughout the development of the actual text and the final resource document, those

individuals who originally expressed doubts about the process regained their confidence
and eventually concluded that American Indians should be included into the EIS process in
order to share important cultural information relating to the area. Additionally, the Indian
writers provided interpretive information that many times either expanded or contradicted
the conclusions of other scientists involved in the EIS. Often, Indian writers furnished re-
considerations and estimations of cumulative effects on Indian reservations, which are
typically overlooked or misunderstood. Many of those who initially were considered de-
tractors have now seen the demonstrated value of Indian writers in the EIS. Both the
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Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service (not initial critics) have now
contacted the CGTO about similar involvement in their agencies' EIS and Resource Man-
agement Plans.

Trainers
How does a team of Indian people get up to speed quickly so they can understand

what data and writing rules govern the production of an EIS? Probably one of the most
challenging tasks for both the American Indian writers and the DOE scientists was learn-
ing about each other's frame of reference. According to one member of the AIWS, al-
though we never fully understood each other, a better understanding and familiarity was
achieved. This achievement was followed by explanations about the scientific outcomes
and data in a manner that was responsive to the needs of the Indian writers. Some of the
primary ways of presenting this information was to respond to direct questions, provide
background information about the project, explain the study design thoroughly, and con-
clude with an analysis and interpretation of scientific findings. This approach worked suc-
cessfully and allowed the presented information to be discussed among the writers, who in
turn formulated the information within their own cultural context and frame of reference.

Occasionally, difficulties arose owing to the complexities of a sitewide EIS and to
understanding the relationship, if any, to other EIS and EA studies that were occurring si-
multaneously within the DOE. To further ensure that the text that was developed by the
Indian writing team was appropriate and consistent with the rest of the EIS document, the
Indian writers requested that key people on the EIS writing team critique the format and
style of the AIWS text as it was being produced. These key people had engaged in previ-
ous cross -cultural interactions and had experience with diverse populations. This type of
background proved to be invaluable throughout the entire process.

Upon completion of the text and the resource document, the AIWS made a formal
presentation to the entire CGTO. The purpose of the presentation was to share the findings
of the AIWS and to elicit additional comments for final inclusion into the text to be sub-
mitted to the DOE. Copies of these documents were concurrently sent to each of the mem-
ber tribes and organizations to elicit additional comments as well as to maintain a govern-
ment-to- government relationship. Once the writing task was completed, the Indian writers
were prepared to respond to any public comments that might have been received. Prelimi-
narily, the only comments received were accolades, expressing praise for the CGTO and
the Indian writers' dedicated involvement as well as for the foresight of the DOE in in-
cluding the American Indian perspective in the EIS process. The DOE/NV has supported
over the last 10 years a series of systematic American Indian studies that have provided an
extensive set of elders' opinions about the cultural significance of the lands and the natural
resources of the NTS. Despite this extensive effort, many studies are yet to be undertaken
or even proposed. Naturally, a full assessment of potential projects requires a complete
database of American Indian opinion regarding a variety of topics. As new studies are
completed, Indian people will be able to speak with increasing confidence when invited to
participate in the assessment of potential DOE activities.

The AIWS has become recognized for their knowledge and the expertise they gained
and shared throughout the EIS process. Their efforts can serve as a model in which to set
the standard for involving American Indians in future EIS efforts. Other Indian tribes are
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reviewing this process and considering similar recommendations to agencies that manage
lands that are still a part of Indian Holy Lands.

American Indian Responses to the NTS EIS

The AIWS responded to a number of issues raised in the EIS on behalf of the CGTO.
Foremost among these issues were the land management alternatives that would define the
future mission of the NTS.

Land Management Action Alternatives
As mentioned, four land management action alternatives for the NTS were proposed

by the DOE/NV in the EIS. The CGTO opposed Alternative 1 -to continue current NTS
operations and projects -on the grounds that past activities had adversely impacted land
and resources, causing irreparable damage. Concern was expressed that continued activity
would cause additional ground disturbance, raise spiritual and health risks, and reduce sig-
nificantly or prevent Indian access to and use of lands and resources for religious pur-
poses. For the same reasons, the CGTO rejected Alternative 3, which would allow for
expanded use of the NTS for national defense and nondefense programs. Alternative 4,
which would permit new programs and activities on the NTS, including public access for
education and recreation, was only tentatively supported by the CGTO. Concerns were
strongly expressed regarding potential adverse impacts of public access to archaeological
sites, petroglyphs, plants, and sacred places that might consequently become tourist attrac-
tions and as a result would limit or interfere with Indian access and traditional practice, as
well as degrade places and resources important to Indian people.

Only Alternative 2, which proposed to discontinue and decommission the NTS op-
erations and activities, was supported by the CGTO. They recommended that evaluations
be conducted to determine the feasibility of environmental restoration for environmental
and human purposes, and that DOE protection of cultural resource sites and allowance of
Indian access be continued, even in the event DOE abandoned other functions on the NTS.

Perceived Risks as Environmental Justice Issues
The CGTO addressed risks that they perceived to be inherent results of three of the

four land management alternatives proposed by the DOE/NV. Text on perceived risks was
included in the EIS in response to Presidential Executive Order 12898, issued in February
of 1994 (Federal Register 59: 32,7629) that directed federal agencies to make environ-
mental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, dispropor-
tionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies,
and activities on minority populations and low -income populations in the United States.

Significantly for Indian people, the order directed agencies to ensure the "protection
of populations with differential patterns of subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife"
(Federal Register 59: 32,7631), permitted the "public" to "submit recommendations to
federal agencies relating to the incorporation of environmental justice principles into fed-
eral agency programs or policies "(Federal Register 59:32, 7632), and charged federal
agencies with the responsibility for applying the standards set forth in the order equally to
Native American programs in consultation with tribal government leaders. Guidelines for
applying environmental justice principles to NEPA compliance studies are issued by both
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the Council of Environmental Quality and the Environmental Protection Agency, thus
making environmental justice an official part of the EIS process.

The risks perceived by the CGTO and expressed in the NTS EIS derived from the
CGTO's traditional worldview regarding the environment and its resources (see Chapters
6 and 10). Indian cosmology interprets all of the elements of the universe to be alive, self -
willed, and interconnected. The CGTO provided an example, elicited from an earlier study
funded by DOE, of a traditional Indian opinion of radiation, which centers on the percep-
tion by Indian elders of radiation as a product of an angry rock (Stoffle, Evans, and
Harshbarger 1989:115 -19; see also Austin 1998), whose power has been released through
breaking or removal without proper explanation (a characteristic of weapons tests), thus
causing the rock to become angry and use its power against people and nature.

Indian people, many of whom have lived in the region affected by both aboveground
and underground atomic weapons tests and have witnessed these events, believe that such
testing has caused the angry rock to affect the air, land, and resources in negative ways,
thereby adversely affecting Indian health. Consequently, they view the withdrawal of lands
for nuclear weapons testing, radioactive waste storage, and other experimental activities
undertaken predominantly in low population density areas of the American West, as an
environmental justice issue that includes violations of their traditional lands, prevents ac-
cess to and use of resources, and threatens their cultural survival as distinct ethnic groups.
Environmental justice concerns were expressed for each of the land management alterna-
tives and locations included in the NTS EIS.

Socioeconomics
The CGTO also addressed socioeconomic concerns associated with each of the four

land management alternatives proposed in the EIS. The primary concern of the CGTO was
employment and its impact on reservation life and tribal enterprise.

Indian reservation communities are generally close -knit. Frequent social interaction
with kinfolk and neighbors, and the group performance of traditional activities on tradi-
tional lands provide a sense of well- being. In addition, people who work close to their res-
ervation homes commute to their jobs and return at the end of the day. Economic contri-
butions of workers to family and community welfare, as well as tribal and community en-
terprises, have positive economic and social benefits. Tribal housing programs, for exam-
ple, remain viable through the payments of gainfully employed workers because housing
payments are tied directly to income level. Consequently, the higher the income of an in-
dividual, the higher the payments to the tribal housing office will be, thereby maintaining
the program.

Unfortunately, many Indian people must move off -reservation in order to seek em-
ployment. Among CGTO member tribes, as much as one -half to one -third of individuals
have had to move away from their reservations to work. This means that the family must
also move, thus "depopulating" the reservation. Fewer people on the reservation means
less funding (which generated on the basis of population), resulting in a decline in
schooling, housing, medical, and other services and, ultimately, in economic and social
deterioration.

One concern was that increased employment opportunities that would potentially be-
come available to tribal members under Alternatives 1 and 3 might offer higher salaries,
thus contributing to larger increases in cost of living for other reservation residents, mak-
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ing it economically unfeasible for them to continue to live on the reservation. Further,
these alternatives would potentially increase out -migration from reservations to cities,
which would produce high rates of vacancies, thus jeopardizing tribal housing programs or
allowing an increased inflow of nonlndians to fill the vacancies. In short, only a few In-
dian workers and their families would benefit, while impacts would be negative for those
remaining on the reservation, for their social structure, and for cultural activities.

Other cultural effects would be the decline in the conduct of traditional ceremonies
and activities because of reduced privacy, and concomitant disruption in cultural learning
owing to interactions dominated by nonlndians among relocated workers. Cultural and
emotional dilemmas might also result because of distance from the reservation, isolation
from relatives and neighbors, reduced participation in traditional activities, and conflicts
between job and community /cultural obligations.

The NTS EIS Aftermath
The Record of Decision for the NTS EIS was issued in November of 1996. That

document directed the DOE/NV to conduct, among other activities, an American Indian
study of Low -Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) transportation (see Chapter 12). In Febru-
ary of 1997, the DOE/NV issued a Mitigation Action Plan, which outlined activities to be
completed by the DOE/NV in response to the Record of Decision. And finally, in 1998 the
AIWS was invited to participate in the preparation of the NTS RMP.

The NTS Resource Management Plan

The CGTO advocated for participation in the development of a Resource Manage-
ment Plan (RMP) for the NTS in the EIS document. Their position, based on an intimate
knowledge of the NTS lands and resources gained through long -term residence and use,
was that Indian people could make positive contributions to the appropriate management
of the NTS from a traditional Indian perspective. Given the history and success of previous
DOE/NV consultations, the CGTO expressed the desire to expand the relationship by re-
questing that they be included in the planning of DOE/NV management actions and pro-
grams; in 1998 the agency responded by funding the participation of the AIWS in text
writing for the RMP.

The CGTO long -term objective, as expressed in the NTS RMP (DOE/NV 1998), is to
see the existing consultation relationship evolve to include comanagement. A comanage-
ment or costewardship partnership would be based on the existing working relations and
negotiated agreements between the DOE/NV and the CGTO. Components of a collabora-
tive RMP would include systematic identification and data collection on Indian resources,
health, socioeconomics, and risk perception assessment. The process of conducting analy-
ses for planning and evaluation purposes would need to be supported by DOE -funded
technical training of Indian people. CGTO members could then provide culturally appro-
priate recommendations on suitable land and resource uses that would be compatible with
the needs of the DOE/NV. In the CGTO's view, government -to- government consultation
would begin early in a project cycle, when projects are selected and designed. Consulta-
tion would continue throughout the siting, decision- making, implementation, and evalua-
tion stages. Under this plan, the American Indian monitors program would be expanded to
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include, in addition to archaeological research, ground -disturbing activities that might af-
fect a wide range of natural and cultural resources.

A key concept driving the RMP is ecosystem management, which is officially recog-
nized in federal guidelines for land management agencies. The CGTO found the concept
of ecosystem management to be compatible with the traditional Indian views regarding
land and resources. A fundamental and important premise of the Indian perspective holds
that natural ecosystems include people living and interacting with resources in the physical
environment in culturally sanctioned ways. In addition, natural and cultural components
are seen as interconnected and interdependent, comprising what has been called in cultural
resource management a multilevel cultural landscape. The CGTO saw the development of
a RMP that fuses elements of the two worldviews such that it allows for culturally sensi-
tive strategies for land and resource management as beneficial for both the member tribes
and organizations and the agency.

Finally, the CGTO advocated that the DOE/NV inform the CGTO of any and all new
programs, activities, projects, and planning efforts under the RMP. They supported the
notion that the RMP is a living document or plan, subject to periodic review and update as
part of the existing consultation relationship based on collaboration and comanagement.
Work on the NTS RMP process is ongoing. Annual reviews and updates are conducted,
and the CGTO is informed of any new developments requiring their input through the dis-
tribution of progress reports from the DOE/NV. The latest progress report was issued at
the beginning of the year 2000.

Once again, decisions by the DOE/NV to include the direct participation of Indian
people in the evaluation process and the inclusion of American Indian -authored text in an
EIS document, were unprecedented. To the best of our knowledge, such an achievement in
federal- Indian consultation relations has never before been realized.



12 THE AMERICAN INDIAN LOW -LEVEL RADIOACTIVE

WASTE TRANSPORTATION STUDY

Diane E. Austin and David B. Halmo

This chapter summarizes the process and results of the American Indian low -level
radioactive waste (LLRW) transportation study. The Record of Decision for the NTS EIS
directed the DOE/NV to conduct a comprehensive American Indian transportation study.
The Mitigation Action Plan issued by the DOE/NV in response to the Record of Decision
included a proposed American Indian transportation study and a timeline for its comple-
tion. The American Indian LLRW transportation study was the first of its kind to be con-
ducted anywhere in the country. This complex endeavor required almost two years of
fieldwork and the concerted effort of the CGTO members and other potentially affected
nonmember tribes. The study findings were originally reported in Native Americans
Respond to the Transportation of Low -Level Radioactive Waste to the Nevada Test Site
(Austin 1998).

Indian Responses to the Draft EIS Transportation Study

LLRW transportation was a major issue addressed in the draft NTS -EIS. In the Native
American Resource Document, or Appendix G, of the final EIS document the AIWS ad-
dressed flaws in the draft transportation study. They noted that neither the CGTO nor the
tribes were consulted formally but only indirectly informed through a series of public
meetings. The AIWS viewed this as a violation of federal legislation requiring govern-
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ment -to- government consultation, including the DOE American Indian and Alaska Native
Tribal Government Policy. The AIWS also observed faulty and limited assessment of im-
pacts of new railroads and other activities on cultural resources and values other than
archaeological remains.

Examination of study documents revealed missing or misnamed Indian tribes and res-
ervations. Consequently, the AIWS recommended a systematic, comprehensive study of
American Indian transportation issues to complete the general study that simply incorpo-
rated concerns of "stakeholders." On July 25, 1996, the DOE/NV sent a letter announcing
a comprehensive American Indian Low -Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) study and re-
questing tribal participation in the study.

The American Indian Transportation Committee
Five members of the AIWS who recommended the Indian transportation study par-

ticipated in a planning team and formed the core of what became the American Indian
Transportation Committee (AITC) for purposes of the study. The planning team began by
meeting with DOE/NV officials to establish which proposed transportation routes were
under consideration (fig. 12.1). They developed a study proposal and determined that three
criteria would have to be met by each tribe invited to participate in the study: (1) aborigi-
nal and /or historic cultural affiliation to the lands along any of the three proposed routes;
(2) location near any of the three proposed routes in the vicinity of Nevada; and (3) fre-
quent use of the proposed routes by tribal members.

Project -Specific Expansion of the CGTO
In addition to the regular CGTO members, the AITC planning team identified six ad-

ditional Western Shoshone tribes, bands, communities and organizations, as well as Mo-
have, Hopi, Navajo, and Goshute peoples who met the criteria for participation in the
transportation study. Including the member tribes of the CGTO itself, then, a total of 29
tribes, subgroups, bands, communities, and organizations were potentially affected by the
proposed routes for transportation of LLRW to the NTS and invited to participate in the
study (see Chapter 1). In order to ensure proper representation of all participants, the core
members of the AIWS planning team allocated five additional positions to accommodate
the newly invited tribes.

Study Design and Methods
After the formation of the AITC, committee members set about finalizing the study

design and the methods to be used in carrying out the study. These tasks were completed
during a series of three AITC meetings. The study design and proposal were presented to
representatives of all 29 participating tribes at a general meeting held in August of 1997.
Ultimately, the study was designed to occur in two phases.

Standard consultation procedures (literature review, tribal government meetings, in-
terviews, participant observation) that built upon previous work were implemented during
the two phases of the study. These methods were combined with Geographic Information
System (GIS) data analysis and a supplemental tribal survey to create a database regarding
the study area, the involved tribes, interview and survey responses, and spatial data on the
routes and the locations potentially affected.
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AITC members worked as coresearchers with UofA personnel in all phases of the
study. They helped (1) design the study and interview materials, (2) arrange visits to the
tribes, (3) conduct interviews, (4) review data summaries generated by spreadsheets and
GIS, (5) review oral and written reports, and (6) present findings. Their active participa-
tion in all phases was critical to the successful completion of the study.

Phase One
The first phase consisted of contacting the involved tribes, making formal presenta-

tions to tribes that requested them, developing specialized interview materials, and pro-
ducing a set of computer -generated maps of the study area and proposed transportation
routes that included Indian and local place names and landmarks. Maps and photographs
of the study area, proposed routes, types of trucks that would transport the LLRW, NTS
storage facilities, and 10- mile - interval photo sequences for each of the proposed routes
were included in notebooks for use by each of the study participants (fig. 12.2). Interview
forms developed for eliciting information from tribal respondents were supplemented by a
tribal travel survey that was sent to 18 tribal administrations that oversee the use of tribal
vehicles for business transportation purposes. The AITC and researchers added the tribal
survey to the study because of issues raised during the meetings with tribal representatives
and the individual interviews. For tribes that had undergone changes in administration by
the time of the written survey, the researchers made additional field visits to inform the
new tribal leaders about the study and explain the purpose of the written survey.

Fig. 12.2. UofA ethnographer and AITC member review LLRW transportation study map
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Phase Two
The second phase of the study involved in -depth interview with key consultants.

These individuals were selected by their respective tribal governments upon the recom-
mendations of the AITC. In -depth interview topics focused on Indian cultural worldview
and the potential impacts of LLRW transportation.

Summary of Study Results and Findings

In this section, data analysis and findings from tribal interviews, spatial analysis of
Indian travel patterns using GIS, survey responses, and key cultural expert interviews are
briefly described. An important aspect of an interview format is the opportunity for par-
ticipants to place their concerns about the proposed activity into context. Earlier chapters
(see Part II) explain the basis for American Indian concerns about places and landscapes,
and one way that tribal participants expressed anxiety about potential negative impacts to
fundamental cultural foundations was to talk about what they perceived as other such
threats. The literature review provided an ethnohistoric and ethnographic context for de-
scribing the experience of each of the involved tribes and /or ethnic groups and for under-
standing their perception of impacts of LLRW transportation on and near tribal lands.

Environmental Concerns of Indian Participants
Indian people perceive the transportation of LLRW as potentially destructive to the

environment and people. This perception was most clearly expressed in the context of ex-
isting LLRW transportation and other regional environmental threats and development
activities that occur on and around American Indian lands. In addition to concerns about
activities at the NTS, members of the participating tribes named an overwhelming array of
environmental threats to their lands and people. The expansion of both military and haz-
ardous waste storage operations, the implementation of which is often accompanied by
inadequate -if any- environmental impact assessments, has resulted in tribal mistrust of
the military and energy industries. Population growth and infrastructure development as-
sociated with such expansions usurp additional portions of Indian land (see Fish et al.
1998: 53 -58).

Among the participants, Western Shoshone people expressed particular concern about
the human and environmental effects of mining and related activities, including the use of
toxic chemicals for processing. Transportation of these substances has resulted in acci-
dents and spills that Indian people vividly remember. In addition, runoff from the mines
contains toxic substances that flow significant distances. Another concern is military fly-
overs, which frequently occur at low altitude, creating sonic booms that shatter house win-
dows, crack the walls of homes, and frighten tribal livestock, wildlife, and people. Western
Shoshone people believe that this type of military activity has caused a decline (in terms of
emigration) in the populations of valued wild animal species.

Mining, storage of toxic and hazardous waste, and military activities are also of great
concern to the Goshute people. The Skull Valley Goshute reservation is surrounded by
hazardous waste incinerators, a LLRW waste disposal facility, an Army installation that
houses biological weapons, and a nerve gas /chemical weapons incineration facility. In ad-
dition to all of these activities, radioactive waste from nuclear reactors is transported
across and near Goshute lands on its way to an Idaho storage facility. At the time of the
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LLRW transportation study, the Skull Valley Goshutes had just begun a process to con-
sider the siting of a monitored, retrievable storage facility for high -level nuclear waste on
their reservation.

Members of the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation at Deep Creek,
Utah, expressed particular concerns about the effect of mining runoff on the quality of the
water supply, as well as the health and environmental impacts of military activities in-
cluding low- altitude flyovers, storage of toxic substances, and many unintended conse-
quences of training flights such as unexploded ordnance, midair collisions, debris, and jet -
fuel rain from midair refueling of fighter jets.

A major concern among Mohave people, as well as other Yuman and Numic people
in California, Nevada, and Arizona, was a California proposal to establish an LLRW dis-
posal site at Ward Valley, California. Proposed storage at that location spawned an intense
and ongoing protest movement among allied tribes of the Colorado River Native Nations
Alliance (Fort Mojave, Chemehuevi, Quechan, Cocopah and Colorado River Indian Tribes,
or CRIT) who claim the location as part of their sacred homelands.

Among Southern Paiutes, a major concern has been proximity to the NTS and nuclear
fallout from atomic weapons tests. The Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians once considered the
construction of a hazardous waste incineration facility on their reservation land, causing
considerable controversy, and tribal members continue to relate new proposals to the po-
tential negative health and environmental impacts they identified during that decision
process. Moapa Paiutes expressed concerns about the effects of a coal -fired power plant
near their reservation. Nevada and Utah Paiutes noted problems with population growth
and urban infrastructure expansion, and the impacts of these trends on water supply and
loss of traditional lands and resources.

In short, tribal participants reported many activities on and around Indian lands that
have caused damage and continue to be of great concern for them. Transportation of
LLRW across traditional lands simply adds another threat to Indian people, land, and re-
sources already challenged by a myriad of economic and military activities with environ-
mental consequences.

Tribal Interviews
In the course of the Indian LLRW study, researchers conducted on- reservation inter-

views with members of 27 tribes and groups residing in 21 locations (single tribal reserva-
tion, consolidated tribal reservations, communities, and urban organizations). For the
remaining two tribes, only tribal leaders interacted with the researchers. Interviews con-
ducted in 1996 and 1997 helped understand the ways in which people interacted with their
environment and what they perceived to be potential impacts of the LLRW transportation
proposals. The researchers elicited information on (1) travel routes; (2) hunting, gathering,
and fishing areas; (3) reaction to transportation of LLRW; (4) experiences that influenced
the respondent's reaction; (5) respondent's expectation of behavior change in response to
LLRW transportation; and (6) ideas for mitigating negative impacts of LLRW transporta-
tion. A total of 149 people participated in the study.

GIS as a Tool for Analyzing Information about Interactions with the Environment
Tribal members used maps to illustrate that they continued to use land and resources

in the immediate vicinity of the proposed LLRW transportation routes for a variety of pur-
poses (Austin, Gardner, and Shamir 1998: 99). Many of the reservations are in rural areas,
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and tribal members must commute long distances to schools, work, and shopping centers.
Also, the dispersed nature of Western Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Mohave tribes re-
quires extensive travel for participation in culturally necessary activities such as funerals
and powwows. Analysis of the impact of proposed LLRW routes was facilitated by the
development of a GIS Database on Indian travel patterns.

Frequency of travel, defined as the total frequency of trips by study participants, was
calculated for individual segments of all routes used in the study area and the three pro-
posed LLRW transportation routes. The frequencies of individuals were combined at the
tribal and ethnic group level and analyzed using GIS. Maps produced from the GIS data-
base illustrate the high rates of mobility of the involved Indian people. Trips on the DOE -
identified and proposed routes were isolated and grouped into four categories of relative
frequency. GIS analysis established that 25 percent of participants traveled the routes on
more than 300 trips per year; 35 percent traveled the routes between 100 and 300 trips per
year, and 40 percent of participants traveled them between 10 and 100 trips per year (Aus-
tin, Gardner, and Shamir 1998: 64 -65, figs. 4.1 and 4.2). In other words, fully 60 percent
of the participants interviewed took more than 100 trips per year on the proposed routes.

American Indian travel patterns were further analyzed by ethnic group and tribe; both
frequency of travel (trips) and frequency of travelers (individuals from each tribe/ ethnic
group/ organization/ reservation) along the routes were considered (Austin, Gardner, and
Shamir 1998: 67 -91, figs. 4.4- 4.28). The data clearly demonstrated that the participating
Indian people had a basis for ethnic group concerns about the proposed LLRW routes.
These routes are used for (1) meeting the necessities of everyday life: food, work, school;
(2) carrying out daily routines such as checking mail; (3) obtaining medical care; (4) vis-
iting family and friends; (5) attending funerals, ceremonial and other social gatherings;
and (6) engaging in traditional activities such as hunting, gathering, and fishing. Route -by-
route examination indicated that much travel occurs between tribes, and that heavily
traveled corridors can be identified for each tribe; for example, Interstate Highway 15 for
Southern Paiutes, and U.S. Highway 95 for Mohaves.

In addition to traveling along the proposed routes, many tribal participants continue to
harvest plants and animals along the routes within their reservations and traditional territo-
ries. GIS maps were produced to illustrate traditional and current land and resource use for
each ethnic group (Austin, Gardner, and Shamir 1998: 95 -98, Figures 4.30- 4.33).

Analysis of Interviewee Responses about LLRW Transportation Impacts
Indian interviewees responded in one of three ways to questions about the impacts of

LLRW transportation. Some focused on individual impacts; some on family impacts; and
some responded with regard to tribal and/or cultural impacts, including impacts on future
generations.Analysis of interview responses showed that the vast majority of respondents
expressed concern over the transportation of LLRW, the primary source of their concern
being the possibility of an accident, and that the major types of impacts perceived by the
participants were related to the environment and human health. Concerns about the poten-
tial environmental and health impacts of an accident were mediated by the infrastructure
(road condition and use; (fig. 12.3) human and technological shortcomings (drivers, trucks,
heavy traffic; fig. 12.4), and the perceived lack of capability to marshal an emergency re-
sponse in the event of an accident. These concerns translated into mitigation recommen-
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dations from the respondents to the DOE/NV regarding these issues (Austin, Gardner, and
Shamir 1998: 132 -136).

Fig. 12.3. Severe weather conditions on transportation route

Tribal Survey
The tribal environmental survey, conducted at the request of tribal leaders who

wanted to expand the study to include travel that was not being captured through individ-
ual interviews, was conducted as a supplement to the analysis of travel patterns. The sur-
vey focused on tribal vehicles and their use. The majority of tribes maintain some type of
tribal vehicle. Tribal vehicles fall into one or more of five categories. These are (1) com-
munity health representative vehicle, (2) police vehicle, (3) school vehicles (e.g., bus), (4)
senior program vehicle (e.g., van) and (5) miscellaneous vehicles such as snowplows and
buses for firefighting, housing, and health and social program services. Travel in tribal
vehicles generally follows the patterns discussed above.

The survey revealed that tribal vehicles travel many miles a year. Tribal senior pro-
gram vehicles, for example, averaged 24,000 miles per year while police or law enforce-
ment vehicles surpassed, on average, 84,000 miles annually. Much of this travel occurs
along the proposed routes for LLRW transportation. It bears emphasizing that, according
to the findings of the travel pattern analysis and the tribal survey of tribal vehicle use, for
Indian people in the LLRW transportation study area travel along highways is an impor-
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tant factor in the cultural continuity of all tribes. This includes travel along the routes that
have been proposed for the transportation of LLRW transportation to the NTS.

Fig. 12.4. Heavy truck traffic on transportation route

Jurisdictional Issues Regarding Transportation
During the study, tribal members and their leaders expressed strong concern about

who is responsible for the waste and for any accidents or leaks that might occur during the
transportation of LLRW across tribal land. This issue takes on particular importance at the
turn of the century as the relationship between tribes and the U.S. federal government
continues to evolve and tribes move increasingly toward self -governance. As this occurs,
tribal responsibilities and concerns about potential hazards grow.

The proposed routes for transporting LLRW included sections of federal and state
highways that (1) cross tribal land (e.g., the Las Vegas Paiute, Moapa Paiute, and Fort
Mojave Indian Reservations), (2) pass over or within tribal communities (e.g., the Ely
Shoshone Tribe, Pahrump Paiute Community, Wells Colony, Timbisha Shoshone Tribe,
and the Cedar, Indian Peaks, and Kanosh Bands of the Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah), and
(3) pass near tribal land at border checkpoints where trucks are known to reroute through
tribal land to avoid the checkpoints (e.g., the Utah -Arizona border near the Shivwits Paiute
Reservation, the Idaho -Nevada border near the Shoshone -Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley
Reservation, and the Arizona- California border near the Colorado River Indian Tribes).
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Concerns about jurisdictional issues were highest among these affected tribes, but all
tribes raised questions about jurisdiction. They cited the need to develop the capacity to
manage accidents and leaks, establish coordinated emergency response, and control the
trucks carrying LLRW. Tribes have limited authority to control interstate commerce, but
have begun to develop policies regarding the transportation and management of nuclear
materials (Austin 1998: 144 -145).

Key Consultant Responses: Radiation and Indian Worldviews
To augment the interview and survey data, in -depth interviews were conducted in

February of 1998 with key cultural experts from seven of the involved tribes, representing
most of the participating Indian ethnic groups. The ethnic groups and tribes represented by
key cultural expert interviews were Western Shoshone (Yomba, Ely, Elko), Goshute (Deep
Creek), Mohave (Colorado River Indian Tribes), and Southern Paiute (Colorado River In-
dian Tribes and Chemehuevi Indian Tribe). A total of nine key cultural expert interviews
were conducted on the topic of the relationship between radioactivity and Indian percep-
tions of the environment. Interviews were transcribed in their entirety and examined using
techniques of textual analysis.

In order to provide a context of comparison, textual interview data from similar pre-
vious ethnographic studies (Stoffle, Evans, and Jensen 1987; Stoffle Evans, and Har-
shbarger 1989) were added to the analysis. Earlier interview data revealed continuity in the
Indian perspective regarding radioactivity, worldview, and environmental perception
stretching from the earlier studies to this transportation study.

in part
ences of the respondents. Key consultant interviews conducted during Phase Two of the
study revealed that Indian people hold a variety of beliefs about radioactivity and the na-
ture of radiation, ranging from a traditional view to a more modern, Western scientific un-
derstanding. In between, many individuals hold mixed views that combine traditional
Indian and Western science perspectives. Despite the variation, it was found that,
generally, radiation is most often perceived to be dangerous both to humans and to the
environment. In addition, all views are rooted in the fundamental belief, shared by
virtually all respondents, that resources, places, and other elements of the environment are
inherently endowed with power, life- force, and will (see Chapter 6).

Chapter 11 made mention of Indian responses to proposed action alternatives in the
NTS EIS. One of these responses concerned the perception that radiation is a product of an
"angry rock." The earlier YMSCO ethnographic study had recorded the phenomenon of
the angry rock as being caused by inappropriate treatment of rocks. While all rocks have
power, some rocks have more power than others (e.g., curing or "doctor" rocks). If treated
without respect, prayer, song, or ceremony, the resource can use its power against indi-
viduals, families, and larger groups, including the ethnic group. Angry rocks can be pla-
cated by talking to them, explaining the purpose of an action directed toward them, and
thanking them with gifts. Ostensibly, this can occur before an action (always preferred by
both the rock and Indian people) or after an action. Either way, an explanation must be
given to the rock through prayer, gift, or ceremony so that the rock understands why and
how it was or is to be treated and used, so that the rock will use its power in a beneficial
rather than a harmful way. This view regarding rocks is consistent with traditional Indian
views, land ethics, and beliefs regarding the treatment of natural resources in general. Re-
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sources must be petitioned through talking, prayer, gifting, singing, and /or ceremony for
the resource to benefit and serve Indian people. Mistreatment of a resource serves to hurt
and anger it; thus, it may refuse to provide service or even cause harm to individuals and
large groups of people.

In Indian environmental terms, the interdependence of all things means that a nega-
tive impact to one element will adversely affect other elements. Elsewhere, we have
termed this interdependence synergistic association (Stoffle, Halmo, and Evans 1999).
Radiation and its harmful environmental and health effects are seen as a result of the mis-
treatment of rocks and other natural elements ( Stoffle 1998a: 182).

Summary

Indian cultural experts discussed at length the impacts of radiation on Indian land-
scapes and resources, and the potential role of traditional practices in alleviating the im-
pacts of radiation on land and resources. In other words, decades of inappropriate land and
resource use by nonlndian people, resulting in angry retaliation by the resources in the
forms of radiation, pollution, and disease, might be ameliorated only by traditional cere-
monies conducted by Indian people who have long experience with, an intimate knowl-
edge of and a connection to the land and its resources. Traditional ceremonial practices
would serve to help "heal" the wounded land and resources through song, prayer, and gift -
giving, explaining why such actions were performed on them by people who did not un-
derstand the consequences of their actions.

Indian people believe that the environmental impacts of earlier activities, including
human illness and death, pollution, the drying up of rivers and springs, angry rocks, the
disappearance of plants and animals, and perhaps modern instances of bad weather epi-
sodes and disasters, have resulted from the anger of the earth and its components. They see
the hazards associated with the transportation of LLRW as deriving from resource mis-
treatment at the outset, and another process in the long history of mistreatment of land and
resources once under the sovereign control of Indian people.

The American Indian LLRW transportation study provided tribes an opportunity to
expand their participation in DOE/NV management activities. Tribal members expressed
concerns from the perspectives of mothers and fathers, government officials, and cultural
experts. Consequently, they raised issues of potential contamination, truck safety, juris-
diction, and damaged relationships between humans and the earth. The active participation
of AITC members in all phases of the study ensured that it remained an American Indian
study and encompassed all these concerns.

As the study report was being finalized, the DOE began consideration of another al-
ternative for transporting LLRW to the NTS. Accompanying the Office of Environmental
Management's plan to accelerate the cleanup of DOE facilities throughout the nation, the
DOE proposed the use of intermodal transportation -combining railroads and highways to
get the LLRW to the NTS. At the recommendation of the AITC, the DOE/NV funded field
assessments by members of the AITC and other tribal representatives. This project is dis-
cussed in Chapter 13.



1 3 RAPID CULTURAL ASSESSMENTS OF AGENCY

ACTIVITIES, PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT, AND

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROJECTS

Richard W. Stoffle, Richard Arnold, and David B. Halmo

This chapter summarizes the involvement of the CGTO in "rapid cultural assess-
ments" funded by DOE/NV. Rapid cultural assessments are necessary when time and
funding constraints typically do not permit a full -scale ethnographic research project. On
behalf of the CGTO, the AIWS and AITC members conducted three such rapid assess-
ments between 1996 and 1999.

First, we briefly discuss the process of rapid cultural assessment and the characteris-
tics that distinguish such studies from other, more systematic investigations. Second, we
review the rapid assessment of the effects of environmental restoration on American In-
dian resources at three locations on and near the NTS. Third, we address the assessment of
a proposal, by a private corporation, to build a communications rocket launch site on the
NTS. And last, we discuss the involvement of the AITC in the evaluation of DOE/NV's
plan for intermodal transportation of low -level radioactive waste to the NTS.

Rapid Cultural Assessment, Appraisal and Procedures

Rapid Cultural Assessments, or RCAs, are conducted when circumstances are such
that no other alternative method will provide meaningful criteria and data -based recom-
mendations for mitigating potentially adverse impacts of a proposed project on the envi-
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ronment, resources, and human communities in and around a study area in a short time
frame. RCA is a derivative, rapid research procedure that originated in the field of farming
systems research in developing countries. Donor agencies, constrained by fiscal and budg-
etary limits, needed quick collection, analysis, and reporting of timely new data and find-
ings for policy -making purposes in the agricultural development and food security sectors.
Rapid Rural Appraisals (RRAs) were developed to quickly obtain information in crisis or
precrisis situations. These methods have been extensively tested and used, and are now a
proven research methodology. More recently, RRAs have expanded into other areas of
research such as environmental, health, and poverty assessments (Chambers 1996). RRAs
rely on unstructured and semistructured interviews, informal conversations, local mapping,
key consultant interviews, focus groups, and community meetings. Data analysis and
write -up are typically done in the field. RRAs often lay the groundwork for more extensive
field research.

American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment

American Indian rapid cultural assessment projects have occurred only in the last
decade. The National Park Service initiated the "Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Proce-
dures" as part of its expanded Applied Ethnography Program to provide identification,
cultural significance assessment, and park -specific recommendations regarding park re-
sources in time to be incorporated into resource management plans and environmental as-
sessment documents. Such procedures draw from and build upon the concept and methods
of RRA.

Indian RCAs are projects wherein tribal governments appoint representatives to serve
on a small research team to rapidly assess a proposed action beyond reservation bounda-
ries. Indian RCAs differ from other, larger -scale assessments in that (1) they are of short
duration, mainly owing to the immediacy of a threat to the study area and its resources, (2)
they rely on qualitative methods, and (3) they are conducted by a small team of investiga-
tors.

Findings of an Indian RCA are usually qualified or conditional; that is to say, they are
subject to further review whether prior to an action or after an action has proceeded. In
other words, RCA findings are tentative, because Indian people often recommend and pre-
fer additional, more systematic study of a proposed action. However, the findings are also
always considered valid because they derive from the direct participation of Indian elders
and cultural experts, who have extensive and specialized knowledge of the land and re-
sources potentially affected by a proposed action. In addition, Indian RCA team members
usually have the requisite physical abilities to visit isolated locations potentially affected
by a proposed action, along with the analytical and report- writing skills necessary for clear
presentation of observations, environmental assessments, and conclusions based on field
visits. The knowledge, skills, and abilities of Indian ethnographers involved in RCAs thus
enhance the formulation of practical mitigation strategies.

Members of the Indian RCA teams that conducted the studies summarized below pos-
sessed all of these skills, which derived in large part from routine conduct of traditional
activities and a decade's worth of experience and participation in studies that entailed
fieldwork, data analysis, and report writing. Additionally, RCA team members participated
in the NTS EIS process as well, so they were very familiar with various actions that were
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planned for the NTS and off -site locations as well as with the environmental assessment
process.

Rapid Cultural Assessment at Double Tracks, Clean Slate, and Central Nevada Test
Area

The RCA of environmental restoration activities at Double Tracks, Clean Slate, and
Central Nevada Test Area (CNTA) -locations north of the NTS and NAFB was con-
ducted in response to a CGTO request during the NTS EIS process in 1996 that "opportu-
nities must be provided to view unvisited sites to make proper recommendations"
(DOE/NV 1996: G -23). The RCA was also conducted in part as a response by DOE/NV to
Presidential Executive Order 13007 regarding Indian sacred sites, which directed land
management agencies to accommodate access and use of sacred sites by Indian religious
practitioners while simultaneously maintaining the physical integrity of such sites. The
DOE/NV committed to language in the EIS that would allow for members of the CGTO to
participate in cultural resource surveys of project sites prior to any ground -disturbing ac-
tivity. The first such survey encompassed the rapid assessment of the Double Tracks Test
Site (west of the Tonopah Test Range in NAFB), Clean Slate (Tonopah Test Range in
NAFB), and CNTA (north of NAFB, in Hot Creek Valley).

Five members of the AIWS composed the RCA team that visited the three locations
(fig. 13.1). They were given approximately 60 days of advance notice and a copy of the
draft environmental assessment report for each of the locations to be visited to familiarize
themselves with the details of the proposed actions. The findings were originally reported
by Arnold et al. (1997) in "Tevitsi Yakakante" (It Is Crying Hard): American Indian
Rapid Cultural Assessment of DOE Nevada Operations Office Environmental Restoration
Activities at Double Tracks, Clean Slate, and the Central Nevada Test Area.

Affected Sites and Locations
Over a four -day period in September of 1996, the Indian RCA team visited seven sites

in three locations designated for corrective environmental restoration action alternatives,
including revegetation. One site on Double Tracks, three sites on Clean Slate, and three
sites on CNTA were scheduled for visits. Each of these locations was scheduled for
ground -disturbing activities associated with revegetation and restoration. Ground- disturb-
ing activities and cleanup had already occurred at Double Tracks. Revegetation test plots
were designed to experiment with 18 perennial species that were native to the site
and surrounding area. Thirteen of the 18 (72 percent) plants being considered are
traditionally used plants. The RCA team found a potential conflict between revegetation
and the presence of animals, notably horses, that subsist on the vegetation. The proximity
of springs and Stonewall Mountain was also mentioned as worthy of further evaluation.
The RCA team recommended visits by elders and blessings by medicine people to assist
the healing and restoration process. The concern for the Clean Slate sites was centered on
their proximity to the Kawich Range and associated springs, as well as on Indian food
plants. The area was once used for traveling and gathering of edible plants. Generally, the
same recommendations as those for Double Tracks were offered for the Clean Slate sites.
The sites visited in the CNTA location are in the northern portion of Hot Creek Valley,
which was inhabited by Indian people into the 1900s. The rich valley environment
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provided food plants and animals, water, and mineral deposits that sustained Indian
populations and also attracted White settlers and miners in the mid- 1800s.

Fig. 13.1. RCA team members visit the Clean Slate site, Tonopah Test Range

RCA Findings on the Cultural Significance of Hot Creek Valley
All of Hot Creek Valley was viewed by the RCA team as being of extremely high

significance. Archaeological remains, plants, red pigment quarries, and petroglyphs were
taken as incontrovertible evidence of the religious and ceremonial functions of the loca-
tion. One particular site was interpreted as a "first menses" site (fig. 13.2), a location spe-
cially selected and prepared for a female rite of passage that involved ceremonial activities
related to subsistence roles, water, painting, animals, plants and petroglyphs -all of which
have been documented by ethnographic investigations. The site assessed by the RCA team
contained all of the elements and symbols; consequently, the RCA team recommended that
no DOE activities be conducted at the site, and that it should be considered as a sacred site
eligible for nomination as a Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) with access for Indian use
and comanagement for purposes of protection from vandalism.

The final site on the CNTA, Moore's Station, was interpreted to have been an Indian
village owing to the presence of a spring, plants, and its location upstream from the first
menses site and on the valley bottom. Recommendations for the CNTA included further
investigation in collaboration with Indian elders for the purposes of comanagement, pro-
tection, and TCP nomination. It was further recommended that any actions by federal
agencies in that region should be planned in consultation with the CGTO.
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Fig. 13.2. Western Shoshone RCA team member at the First Menses site in Hot Creek Valley, CNTA

The success of the Indian RCA of environmental restoration plans eventually led to a
second RCA opportunity- -site 26NY10133 on the NTS.

Rapid Cultural Assessment of Archaeological Site 26NY10133 on the NTS
The rapid cultural assessment of archaeological site 26NY10133 was conducted in

October of 1997 in response to a proposal by a private firm, the Kistler Aerospace Corpo-
ration, to build a launch site for a communications satellite at a valley location on the NTS
just south of Pahute Mesa and slightly west of Rainier Mesa. South of the valley, the land
slopes gently toward Fortymile Canyon (see fig. 6.1). This site's significance had been
previously reported by DRI archaeologists and Indian monitors who worked with that sur-
vey crew; two elders also had visited the site as part of earlier studies (see Johnson et al.
1999). Thus, there was prior knowledge about the site and information exchange between
the CGTO and DOE/NV regarding potential impacts to cultural resources on the project
site. The CGTO recommended that an RCA be conducted and followed by a systematic
ethnographic study of the site in consultation with the CGTO. Representatives also re-
quested input into the EA and direct contact with the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) regarding the Indian assessment of the project and its impacts.

The Indian RCA team made two site visits to the project location along with two
UofA ethnographers, three archaeologists from DRI, and a DOE/NV representative, and
began drafting the study report in the field. Indian monitors who had worked with DRI
archaeologists during data recovery at the project site verbally reported their observations
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to the RCA team. While in the field, the RCA team members self -administered an inter-
view form that integrated a list of questions derived in part and modified from another
study and prioritized the resources to be assessed; this interview form was intended for use
by the Indian people visiting the project. Study findings were originally reported by
Arnold and his team members (1998) in "Paa'oatsa Hunuvi" (Water Bottle Canyon):
American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment of Archaeological Site 26NY10133, Nevada
Test Site.

Potentially Impacted Sites in the Project Area
RCA team members decided that the construction of a satellite launch site would af-

fect four resource sites: (1) Water Bottle Canyon (Paa'oatsa Hunuvi in Southern Paiute),
located immediately north of the construction area, so named because of a water bottle of-
fering found there (fig. 13.3); (2) a location known as the "place of oaks," after stands of
oak trees within the proposed launch site; (3) "Landmark Rock," a dominant, large, white
rock and surrounding area in proximity to, but outside of, the project area; and (4) "West
Canyon," a narrow canyon immediately north of the project site and the high ridge be-
tween this and Water Bottle Canyon to the east. RCA team members commented on each
of the locations visited and the resources each location contained.

Fig. 13.3. The RCA Team record observations at Water Bottle Canyon, Kistler Aerospace project site, NTS

The DOE/NV was concerned with the area identified as the Place of Oaks and the
potential impacts of the proposed project to that area. RCA team members viewed the
other three locations as connected to the Place of Oaks, even though they lie outside the
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construction area. On the basis of connectedness of the locations, the Indian people felt that
adverse impacts could be anticipated during construction activities, with its associated
foot traffic, influx of people and machinery, and past experience with construction crew
impacts on resources not in the immediate vicinity of project activities.

RCA Findings on the Cultural Significance of the Project Area
The archaeological history of the project site stretches back to the early Archaic and

perhaps the Paleoindian periods, and Steward's (1938) eyewitness account indicates that
Shoshone people were living in the immediate vicinity until the early 1900s (Arnold et al.
1998: 6; Johnson et al. 1999: 7, 22). At Water Bottle Canyon the team identified six major
features: bow stave trees, the water bottle offering, the waterfall -stone catchment, tonal
rock with offering holes, shovel and washtub hanging in the tree, and stone circles. At the
Place of Oaks there were fragments of Paiute brown ware and Anasazi white ware pottery,
the oak grove, a blue glass bead interpreted as a possible burial offering, and lithic frag-
ments. Landmark Rock is significant in and of itself and because of its association with
rockshelters containing historic Indian structures. In the West Canyon the team found an-
other six features: bow trees; a rock wall; pine nut trees; intentionally broken, possibly fu-
nerary remains; an Indian stone house; and offering holes at a natural pothole waterfall.

In all, the material evidence indicates occupancy and use, as well as trade and travel.
Ethnohistoric evidence also shows a major north -south trail passing through Fortymile
Canyon to the south and another Indian trail west of the project area that converged with
other trails at Water Bottle Canyon, Ammonia Tanks to the south, and Whiterock Spring
to the east (see Ransome 1983 [1907]: folded map). This evidence suggests that the project
site may have been a central destination location for Indian people entering the region.
Early ethnographic research supports this interpretation in that a corresponding area was
identified by Shoshone and Paiute Indian people in the mid -1930s as being a place called
Wungiakuda, two or three miles east of Ammonia Tanks and near a rockshelter named
Tavond'wayo, or Standing Rock, where an Indian family lived in winter (Steward 1938).
RCA team members were convinced that the "standing rock" identified in the 1930s corre-
sponds to the "Landmark Rock" currently prominent on the landscape and in modern
maps. It is clear from ethnographic and oral history data that the general area where the
project site is located was used as a summer camp for hunting and gathering and as a so-
cial and ceremonial gathering area during the fall festivals, which drew people from as far
as California. It was also the home of a regional chief known as Wangagwana (Steward

1938: 95).
Both the archaeology report on the site and the RCA findings, supported by early eth-

nographic evidence, suggest that the site could be successfully nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places (Arnold et al. 1998: 17, 67-68; Johnson et al. 1999: 1). The
RCA team provided several recommendations in the event project construction proceeded
or was delayed. At the time of writing, the DOE approved funding for the AIWS input on
the draft environmental assessment for the project.

Rapid Field Assessment of Cultural Sites, Intermodal LLRW Transportation EA
While the initial American Indian LLRW transportation study was being completed

as a result of an AITC recommendation during the NTS EIS process (Austin 1998; see
Chapter 12), it was the decision of the DOE to conduct an Environmental Assessment
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(EA) of intermodal (meaning the use of both railroad and trucks and a transshipment facil-
ity or entrepot) transportation of LLRW to the NTS. The DOE requested that the AITC
representing the 29 involved tribes apply any and all pertinent findings of the previous
LLRW transportation study and other previous studies to the intermodal EA (or IMEA).

In 1998 the AITC observed that (1) the previous study was not designed to assess
specific locations along the proposed routes, (2) the IMEA was considering routes that had
not been considered in the previous study, and (3) the IMEA raised issues of potential
LLRW impacts along railroad routes. This committee thus recommended RCAs be con-
ducted along the new routes and the DOE/NV agreed to fund their proposal. The results of
ensuing fieldwork associated with the IMEA are summarized in the report entitled Field
Assessment of Cultural Sites Regarding the U.S. Department of Energy Preapproval Draft
Environmental Assessment of Intermodal Transportation of Low -level Radioactive Waste
to the Nevada Test Site (AITC et al. 1999), containing text for direct inclusion into the of-
ficial IMEA document.

The RCA report consisted of three sections. The first section provided background to
the RCA, based on the previous Indian LLRW transportation study. The second section
provided detailed assessments of cultural sites located along the proposed alternative in-
termodal transportation routes. The third section contained suggested text additions and
corrections to the original text that appeared in the preliminary draft of the DOE's
preapproval EA.

Sites Potentially Affected by the Proposed Intermodal LLRW Transportation
A total of 25 sites were evaluated by the AITC. The sites stretched across an extensive

area within the previously established "region of influence," from Moapa and Cali -
ente, Nevada, in the east to Barstow, California, in the west, containing a large variety of
culturally significant Indian places in between. Resources and cultural landscape features
identified and evaluated included mountains, valleys, springs, trails, a variety of plants and
animals, archaeological remains, rock art panels, rivers, and urban communities consid-
ered important to Numic- and Yuman -speaking Indian peoples. AITC RCA team members
completed either one of two evaluation forms for each of the sites visited. After each
three -day period of site visits, AITC RCA members spent one day writing the results of
their evaluations. Summaries of evaluations were discussed and agreed to by all AITC
RCA team members.

Detailed descriptions of each of the potentially affected cultural sites visited are be-
yond the scope of this chapter (see AITC et al. 1999: 9 -58, for site descriptions). Conse-
quently, Indian evaluations of the cultural significance of a small sampling of places vis-
ited are briefly summarized below as illustrative examples. Comments about and concerns
for these places and resources, as well as for Indian socioeconomics and environmental
justice, were edited and integrated into existing preapproval draft IMEA text sections.
Recommendations regarding further Indian input and assessments as part of the EA proc-
ess were made to the DOE.

Summary of RCA Findings on Potentially Affected Cultural Resources
Members of the AITC RCA team evaluated sites along each of the proposed intermo-

dal transportation routes. Sites visits involved traveling great distances along the proposed
routes. A variety of culturally significant places and resources were encountered during
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the 11 days of RCA fieldwork. Following is a small sample of evaluations of the kinds of
places assessed by the AITC.

Springs. The AITC recorded that springs and hot springs, such as Warm Springs -
Glendale, Caliente, Crystal Springs, Twin Springs and Slough, Warm Springs -Hot Creek
Valley, and Tecopa Hot Springs in the Amargosa Canyon Natural Area of Critical Envi-
ronmental Concern (ACEC) are places of extreme significance and power for their healing
and purification properties (fig. 13.4). Ceremonies for such medicinal purposes are often
performed at spring and hot spring sites. In addition, the artesian and associated riparian
ecosystems support abundant plant life that is harvested for food, medicine, and craft
manufacture. The importance of native palms for food, baskets, and thatching was espe-
cially noted at the Warm Springs -Glendale site.

Fig. 13.4, AITC member photographs spring habitat during the IMEA

Mountains. The AITC documented that, like springs, mountains such as Potato
Woman, the Spring Mountains, Eagle Mountain, and the Avawatz Mountains are sacred
places of great power and ceremony. Potato Woman is a Paiute Creator Being responsible
for populations of mountain. The Spring Mountains include Charleston Peak, the place
where Southern Paiute people were created. Eagle Mountain is near the Funeral Moun-
tains, on the border between Paiute and Shoshone territory. Devil's Hole, a powerful
place, is just north of the mountain. Likewise, the Avawatz Mountains are a boundary
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between the Paiutes, the Shoshones and the Kaweets people. Chemehuevi shamans fre-
quently went to the mountains to perform ceremonies and seek visions. The great power of
the Avawatz Mountains is attested to by the Chemehuevi word avawatz, meaning "many
spirits."

Trails. The AITC noted that trails, such as the Moapa -Sheep Range - Spring Mountains
trail, the Death Valley Junction -Ash Meadows area where a number of trails converge,
Eagle Mountain in the Amargosa River area, Twin Springs and Slough -Echo Lakes, and
the former trail currently known as the Mohave Road, are sacred to Indian people because
they lead to places of power. Indian people travel both physically and spiritually along
trails. Spiritually, they travel through prayer or song, such as along the Salt Song Trail.
The Death Valley Junction -Ash Meadows area is extremely important to Indian people
because both the Salt Song Trail and the Fox Trail pass through the area. Even today, Indi-
ans make pilgrimages to the area. In addition, Ash Meadows, with its associated springs
and abundant plant life, is highly significant in that large multiethnic gatherings of Indian
people took place there for religious and ceremonial purposes. Eagle Mountain also con-
tains a landmark along the Salt Song Trail. The town of Shoshone is located on the south-
ern route of the Salt Song Trail as well.

Storied Rocks. The AITC observed that sites containing rock art such as petroglyphs
are also powerful places used for ceremony (see Chapter 9). Often, such storied rocks sites
contain associated ceremonial plants such as Indian tobacco (koapi) and veins of red
(ompi) or white pigment nearby. Prayers, offerings, songs, power seeking, and ceremonies
are conducted at such sites as those visited in the lower Pahranagat Valley, Black Canyon,
south Caliente, and the White River Narrows Archaeology District.

Traditional -Historic Sites. AITC RCA members documented the importance of tradi-
tional and historic places visited. Caliente, the Oak Springs Summit, Hiko and Ash Mead-
ows sites, the towns of Shoshone, Newberry Spring, and urban Indian colonies in Barstow,
California, were, and in some cases still are, places of Indian residence where historic
events occurred that remain vivid in their memory. Hiko was the site of an historic massa-
cre of Paiute people. The town of Shoshone contains a cemetery with Indian graves that is
still visited by Indian people who leave offerings of basketry and plants. Newberry Spring
was a former Indian community. In Barstow, among the 1,500 people comprising the In-
dian populations, Laguna and Acoma Pueblo and Navajo peoples reside in three colonies
and continue to engage in traditional activities.

In 11 days of continuous fieldwork, the AITC systematically documented the cultural
significance of cultural sites potentially impacted by proposed intermodal transportation of
LLRW to the NTS. Concerns regarding potential adverse impacts centered on accidents,
spills, and leaks that might occur in proximity to the cultural sites, similar to the previous
Indian LLRW transportation study (see Chapter 12). The official draft intermodal EA
document included the text of the AITC's report in its entirety. The text appeared in the
draft EA as Appendix E (DOE 1999 1: E- 1- E -89).

Just as the NTS EIS marked the first inclusion of American Indian text in an EIS
document, this RCA study was, to the best of the our knowledge, the first time that Ameri-
can Indian text deriving from a rapid cultural assessment was to be considered for inclu-
sion in an EA. The full and final EA, however, was not completed owing to the agency's
decision to no longer consider intermodal transportation of LLRW.



1 4 NATIVE AMERICAN GRAVES PROTECTION AND

REPATRIATION ACT CONSULTATIONS

Richard W. Stoffle, María Nieves Zedeño, and David B. Halmo

In 1990 the U.S. Congress passed the Native Americans Graves Protection and Repa-
triation Act (NAGPRA), which provides for the return of human remains and four catego-
ries of material remains to culturally affiliated American Indian tribes, Alaskan natives,
and Hawaiian native organizations. This chapter summarizes the process and results of two
DOE/NV consultations with the CGTO to determine the disposition of artifacts identified
as sacred objects, funerary (associated and unassociated) objects, and objects of cultural
patrimony that were originally removed from the NTS and the CNTA during archaeologi-
cal surveys and excavations.

NAGPRA required federal agencies, museums, and other federally funded reposito-
ries to inventory their collections and formally consult with American Indian tribal gov-
ernments that established cultural affiliation to items in collections. Consultation was to
occur for the purposes of identifying sacred objects, human remains, associated and unas-
sociated funerary objects, and objects of cultural patrimony according to legal definitions
set forth in the legislation. Items identified as belonging to one or more of the five catego-
ries were to be repatriated to the culturally affiliated tribe by the institution upon request.
Tribal governments reserved the right to determine the final disposition of the items,
whether it be reburial, curation, or return to tribal possession.

The passage of the NAGPRA legislation was followed by the 1993 publication in the
Federal Register of the proposed rule (43 CFR Part 10) for carrying out the act and by the
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1996 Federal Register release of the final rule. The legislation, and its anticipated passage,
stimulated a vigorous national debate amongst federal agency and museum personnel,
American Indians and archaeologists (in various forums and in print), primarily over is-
sues such as legislative definitions concerning the nature of items in collections, right of
ownership, cultural affiliation determinations and relevant evidence, and the form that
appropriate consultation should take all of which promised to make this process exceed-
ingly complex (Evans et al. 1994: 1 -18). The NAGPRA consultation on the NTS collec-
tions would be no less so.

This chapter first describes the NAGPRA consultation focused on the NTS archaeo-
logical collections originally made and curated by DRI archaeologists. This section in-
cludes discussions of the formation of a NAGPRA subgroup by the CGTO, preliminary
consultation with the subgroup to determine which items would be viewed by tribal elders,
the innovative methodology developed for the formal consultation in collaboration with
the NAGPRA subgroup, the formal consultation itself and its specific methodology, and
the results of the consultation process. And second, the chapter summarizes the process
and results of the NAGPRA consultation on collections made in the 1960s by several pro-
fessional and amateur archaeologists on NTS and CNTA locations and only recently ac-
cessioned by DRI. A detailed description of the consultation is in Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act Consultation and the Nevada Test Site Collection (Stoffle
et al. 1996a).

NAGPRA Consultation on the NTS Collection

DOE/NV began its NAGPRA compliance consultation process in 1994, after the is-
suance of the proposed rule. Members of the ethnographic research team working with the
agency had previously conducted a cultural affiliation study for Fajada Butte in Chaco
Culture National Historical Park (Stoffle et al. 1994b) and a NAGPRA consulta-
tion /cultural affiliation study on collections held at five National Park Service

units -including formal consultation with three tribes on one of the collections (Evans et al.
1994; Stoffle and Evans 1994). Consequently, they were very familiar with the law, its
regulations, and the complexities associated with summary lists of collections and proper
consultation methods. This previous experience assisted in the design of consultation pro-
cedures for the NTS NAGPRA process.

Initial Consultation with the NAGPRA Subgroup
The first phase of the DOE/NV NAGPRA consultation process consisted of three

meetings held between March and July of 1994 and was originally reported by Halmo,
Stoffle, and Dufort in the same year. Discussion first focused on planning the logistics and
substance of the consultation; this task entailed the appointment of six individuals (two for
each ethnic group) to serve as members of a NAGPRA Subgroup. This subgroup was
charged with the responsibility for reviewing collection items, relevant documentation in-
cluding DRI archaeological reports, visiting selected sites on the NTS, and selecting items
in the NTS collection that might potentially be NAGPRA items to be viewed by tribal
cultural experts. NAGPRA Subgroup members performed these tasks during the course of
the two subsequent meetings. The end result of these meetings was the selection 282 po-
tential NAGPRA items from the original, 450,000 -item NTS collection.
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The Methodology for NAGPRA Consultation
A methodology for the formal consultation with elders and cultural experts was out-

lined and refined. As subgroup members reviewed the reports (fig. 14.1), they closely ex-
amined the contexts in which items were recovered -such as the kind of site, items found
nearby or associated with the item(s) in question -and reached reasoned conclusions on
the basis of logical inferences drawn from premises rooted in traditional cultural systems
of knowledge and activities. It became clear that items could not be evaluated in isolation
from additional information on site location, features, and contextual association with
other items. The DRI reports thus served as a point of departure for the review of collec-
tion items.

Fig. 14.1. Members of the NAGPRA Subgroup review reports at the UofA

Contextualizing "Item," "Site," and "Place." From the provenience information of
the potential NAGPRA items the subgroup generated a list of sites and matched it to the
appropriate archaeological report(s). Overviews of each site in terms of size, geography,
and materials recovered were developed. Maps, site and artifact photographs, and site
sketches were shown to the subgroup for visual orientation. Artifacts recovered at the site
were recited to subgroup members. All requests by subgroup members to see specific
items were granted, and those items were retrieved from the collection and passed around
for viewing. This procedure was followed for evaluating each of the archaeology reports.
The subgroup also visited key sites with large collections of potential NAGPRA items.
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Indicators and Indicator Items. In the evaluation process, questions were repeatedly
asked about context, such as: Was the site near a rockshelter? Was the site a rockshelter?
Was the site near a spring? Was there rock art nearby? Were there any structures present?
And, how far from [the item] was /were [the other item(s)] found? From such questions
emerged the concepts of indicators, which helped to contextualize the discussion of site
interpretation on the basis of criteria that might have indicated ceremonial activity, and of
indicator items, generally defined as items of high personal, cultural, and religious value
because of certain inherent or other physical characteristics such as detail of workmanship,
function, size, presence of red pigment staining, condition, or inherent power of the item.
According to subgroup members, such items would not have been lost or discarded by in-
dividuals. The context in which such items were found suggested that they were ceremoni-
ally placed or deposited.

Five categories of indicator items were selected, including (1) beads and (2) pendants
and ornaments, since all these were highly valued personal or group items that were often
left as offerings; (3) pipes made of stone or clay, since smoking tobacco was and continues
to be a ceremonial activity; (4) crystals, because of their inherent power and use by medi-
cine men for ceremonial purposes; and (5) all artifacts with evidence of staining that may
have been red pigment, because red hematite paint is not used in contexts other than ritual.

The final list of NAGPRA items consisted of 282 items from 25 sites. This list was
eventually reduced to 267, given that 17 glass beads originally counted individually were
actually fused together by fire, and were recataloged as a single artifact. The 25 sites rep-
resented nine places. The term place was used to distinguish the larger "area context"
from the spatially smaller sites from which the items were recovered.

Exhibits for Formal Consultation. In addition, the subgroup put together exhibit
materials, to help the elders and cultural experts who would be involved in the formal
NAGPRA consultation make informed determinations on specific items. These exhibit
materials included (1) brief written descriptions of places and sites, including location,
elevation, topography, vegetation, and the nature of archaeological studies at the location,
(2) selected overview photographs of the place, sites, and important distinguishing features
at each location, and (3) maps of places and sites for visual orientation. DRI provided
slides and photographs in addition to those photos and figures selected from the archae-
ology reports. These materials were supplemented by a raised topographic map of Pahute
and Rainier Mesas, showing all of the places from which items came, as well as satellite
imagery of the area with clear overlays for marking specific locations on the image.

Formal NAGPRA Consultation
The second phase of the DOE/NV NAGPRA compliance activity entailed formal

consultation with two representatives of each of the member tribes and organizations of the
CGTO for the purpose of making NAGPRA determinations for each of the 267 items
selected by the subgroup from the NTS collection. The formal consultation occurred in
1995. A total of 32 interviews were conducted, resulting in 8,544 individual item records.
During the interviews, cultural experts and elders identified NAGPRA items (unassociated
funerary objects, sacred objects, objects of cultural patrimony) as set forth in the
NAGPRA legislation, recommended actions for the final disposition of NAGPRA items,
and commented on the types of sites and places where these items were recovered.
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Formal consultation with tribal representatives took place at the DOE/NV curation
facility in Las Vegas, Nevada. The meeting room was furnished with tables, magnifying
view lamps, and audiovisual equipment. The subgroup prepared detailed introductions re-
garding purposes and goals of NAGPRA consultation and pertinent legal definitions that
were discussed at the opening of each two -day visit. The potential NAGPRA items were
presented to the representatives in assemblages corresponding to each of the nine places.
Many places combined artifacts from several spatially related archaeological sites. The
presentation of items at each site included a slide show and discussion of the place from
which the items came. Archaeological reports were available, and DRI personnel familiar
with the collection and the excavations were present to answer questions posed by tribal
representatives. Thereafter, tribal representatives proceeded to view the artifacts from each
place (figs. 14.2 and 14.3).

Tribal representatives viewed the artifacts at the same time, and then each responded
to a questionnaire designed specifically for the NAGPRA consultation in conjunction with
the subgroup. The questionnaire elicited information on (1) the tribal and ethnic affiliation
of the respondent; place and site provenience, and identification number of an item; (2)
NAGPRA category chosen by the respondent for a particular item, the justification for his
or her choice, the functional and formal associations of the item, and recommendations
regarding its final disposition; and (3) the place where the item was originally found and
the degree to which the type of place or site influenced the respondent's decision to clas-
sify an item into one of the three NAGPRA categories.

Fig. 14.2. Chemehuevi representatives view a NAGPRA item (burden basket) at DOE's curation facility
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Fig. 14.3. UofA Ethnographer interviews tribal elder about NAGPRA items from the NTS collection

Interviews were taped and recorded in writing. To increase efficiency and preserve
accuracy, a Microsoft Access relational database was created for direct entry of each in-
terview response. This system accommodated those representatives who viewed and com-
mented on each item individually as well as those who perceived all items in a single
object group as having the same purpose; thus, they were allowed to discuss the objects
together. Likewise, tribal representatives were able to state that all items from a single
place that had been part of a single ceremony would fall into the same NAGPRA category
and should be disposed of in the same manner. The database was created to allow the eth-
nographer the option of entering each item individually or as part of a set.

More specifically, the database had the properties of being (1) flexible, in that the si-
multaneous interviews and data entry allowed each individual to talk about the objects
from one place in whatever order and form was desired; (2) verifiable, in that both the eth-
nographers and the tribal representatives were able to see and understand what was hap-
pening to the information as it was entered into the program; (3) high capacity, in that the
program was able to store large amounts of data, and (4) simple, in that the program al-
lowed one to easily manipulate the data for analysis and produce summary data tables.

Consultation Review and Final Determinations
After the formal consultation, the data were analyzed and summarized in textual and

tabular format. Preliminary findings were presented for review to the NAGPRA subgroup,
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DOE/NV, and DRI. After reviewing the findings, the NAGPRA subgroup drafted recom-
mendations for final disposition of the NAGPRA items, which would then be reviewed by
the CGTO. The ethnographic team then prepared a working document for use by CGTO
representatives during a formal meeting to discuss the consultation procedures, findings,
and final recommendations for disposition of the NAGPRA items. At that meeting the
CGTO approved of the findings, requested that an executive summary report be produced
and distributed separately from the final NAGPRA report (Stoffle et al. 1996b), and di-
rected each member tribe to formally request the repatriation and reburial of the NAGPRA
items. These recommendations were presented to the DOE/NV, along with an additional
recommendation that the agency acquire all artifacts and information on collections that
had not been viewed by the subgroup and hold them for future NAGPRA consultation.

Repatriation and Reburial
The DOE/NV accepted the final report and CGTO recommendations regarding the

disposition of the NAGPRA items from the NTS collection and notified the member tribes
and organizations accordingly. The agency then released the "Notice of Inventory of Hu-
man Remains and Associated Funerary Objects from the Nevada Test Site," which was
published in the Federal Register (61: 123, 32857) on June 25, 1996; the "Notice of Intent
to Repatriate" these items appeared on July 24, 1996 (Federal Register 61: 143,
38471 -72). The DOE /NV stated that repatriation would occur after guidelines for repa-
triation were drafted by the NAGPRA subgroup and reviewed and approved by the CGTO.
The total number of items to be repatriated was 251.

The CGTO appointed six representatives, two from each of the three ethnic groups, to
serve on a subgroup that would be responsible for formulating guidelines as to the repa-
triation and reburial of the NAGPRA items from the NTS collection according to proper
cultural and religious procedures (fig. 14.4). This repatriation subgroup determined that
spiritual leaders and other members of the subgroup would receive the NAGPRA items
from the Nevada State Museum and the DOE/NV curation facility for transport to the
NTS. Appropriate prayers would be offered prior to placing the items in cardboard con-
tainers and sealing them for transport.

The repatriation subgroup members decided that one location would be selected for
the reburial of all NAGPRA items. Again, prayers would be offered to request assistance
in the selection of the reburial location. A location on the NTS, known only to CGTO
members, upper level DOE/NV officials, and DRI personnel, was selected by the repatria-
tion subgroup. After reburial, the site was to remain unmarked and monitored annually to
evaluate its integrity. The day before the reburial, Indian people prepared the location and
the final resting place for the items. After an all -night vigil and just before dawn, a cere-
mony would be conducted to begin the reburial process. After the ceremony, the delegation
would proceed to the reburial location.

On the morning of August 22, 1996, 12 people representing the DOE/NV, the CGTO
and its Repatriation Subgroup, DRI archaeologists, and a UofA ethnographer participated
in the ceremonial reburial of the NAGPRA items. After the reburial ceremony, the site
surface was covered with soil and brush to ensure that it blended in with the surrounding
natural environment. A final ceremony was conducted before the participants left the NTS.
A memorial ceremony will be held for these items before any additional reburial ceremo-
nies take place there.
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Repatriated Items Curated by DRI. NAGPRA items that the CGTO recommended
remain under curation by DRI were subject to specific treatment conditions. Access to the
items is restricted to CGTO members. Other, nonaffiliated Indian people could visit the
items only by formally requesting access from the CGTO and clearly explaining the pur-
pose of the visit. The curated items are not to be loaned, photographed, displayed, or
subjected to scientific analysis. The items are to be formally tagged in collections files as
belonging to the CGTO member tribes and organizations.

Fig. 14.4. The Repatriation Subgroup on the eve of the reburial ceremony

The Second NAGPRA Consultation: Worman, McKinnis and Hot Creek
Valley Collections

In 1999 the DOE/NV entered into a second NAGPRA consultation with the CGTO.
The consultation centered on 23,974 artifacts in three archaeological collections made in
the 1960s: the Worman collection and the McKinnis collection, from the NTS, and the Hot
Creek Valley collection from the CNTA. The first collection, made by Frederick Worman
through survey and excavation funded by the Atomic Energy Commission (Worman
1969), was stored at the University of Nevada -Las Vegas (UNLV) until 1983, when it was
moved to DRI. A small portion of the collection remained stored at Los Alamos Historical
Museum in New Mexico. In the process of inventorying the collection, it was discovered
that there were provenience and cataloging problems that prevented correlating many indi-
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vidual artifacts to the sites where they were originally found. In addition, four artifacts
from the Museum were never relocated. Enough information was recovered, however, to
facilitate the NAGPRA consultation. The Worman collection numbered 4,039 artifacts
(DuBarton and Beck 1998c).

The second collection, made by William McKinnis, contained 2,150 artifacts. These
included artifacts collected during research conducted by Worman on the NTS and arti-
facts that were given to McKinnis by amateur artifact collectors. In addition, many of the
objects in the McKinnis collection came from sites located outside of NTS boundaries on
Department of Defense and Bureau of Land Management lands (DuBarton and Beck
1998b). These latter objects were not, consequently, included in the NAGPRA consulta-
tion. The artifacts in the Worman and McKinnis collections came from a total of 12 num-
bered sites and 15 unnumbered sites from Area 5 and Area 19 on the NTS.

The Hot Creek collection, made by R. H. Brooks in the area affected by the Faultless
Test on the CNTA (Brooks 1969; Edwards and Johnson 1994), contains 17,785 items from
185 sites and 24 isolated finds. However, only a partial cataloging of the collection was
found following the collection's transfer in 1997 from UNLV's Barrick Museum of Natu-
ral History to DRI, and only 140 items were relocated. There is a lack of provenience in-
formation for many of the artifacts; only 41 positive site designations had been made at the
time of the consultation (DuBarton and Beck 1998a). Consequently, the NAGPRA sub-
group reviewed potential NAGPRA items from nine sites. Other items without site desig-
nations were also reviewed.

Because of time constraints and the sensitive nature of the collection, the NAGPRA
subgroup made recommendations on only a portion of the Hot Creek collection. The col-
lection is sensitive because it comes from a highly significant valley that includes a first
menses site with petroglyphs that was evaluated in 1997 as part of the CNTA rapid cul-
tural assessment (Arnold et al. 1997). The NAGPRA subgroup requested that the DOE/NV
fund a site visit to Hot Creek Valley for the purpose of facilitating the completion of the
NAGPRA consultation for the collection.

The five -member NAGPRA subgroup reviewed the items to make NAGPRA deter-
minations on the basis of previously established indicator item criteria (Stoffle et al. 1996a:
18; Zedeflo and Stoffle 1999: 2). During the consultation, the NAGPRA subgroup
reviewed 428 artifacts /proveniences. Of that total, 363 provenience numbers were identi-
fied as containing NAGPRA items (sacred objects and unassociated funerary objects). The
NAGPRA subgroup recommended that further work continue to correlate records with
objects so that sites or places could be connected with artifacts. The subgroup also re-
quested that work be conducted on historic artifacts and their cultural context; it is be-
lieved that some of the historic items may have belonged to Indian leaders. Additionally,
the subgroup requested a review of 26 Hot Creek Valley archaeological studies to deter-
mine the existence and location of all artifacts collected during those studies, as well as an
assessment of the relevance of the studies for the NAGPRA consultation. Finally, the sub-
group recommended funding of site visits to Hot Creek Valley in order to finalize the
NAGPRA consultation for that collection.

The CGTO accepted the findings of the NAGPRA subgroup regarding the Worman
and McKinnis collections. DOE/NV prepared the "Notice of Intent to Repatriate" the
NAGPRA items from the Worman and McKinnis collections, which was published in the
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Federal Register (65: 89, 26629 -30) on May 9, 2000. Arrangements for repatriation and
reburial of the NAGPRA items from the three collections on the NTS are currently being
negotiated and planned.

Site Visits to Hot Creek Valley
At the recommendation of the CGTO, DOE/NV funded site visits to Hot Creek

Valley, which were conducted in the summer of 2000. Eleven tribal representatives, in-
cluding the NAGPRA and Repatriation subgroup members, visited seven site clusters or
groups containing a total of 48 numbered sites from where the archaeological artifacts un-
der consultation were collected (fig. 14.5). Importantly, within one year of the initial con-
sultation meeting with the NAGPRA subgroup, DI U had acquired significantly more in-
formation on sites and artifacts from the Hot Creek collection to aid in the NAGPRA de-
terminations. In all, there were 18,122 artifacts catalogued by DRI, of which 10,182 (56
percent) could be assigned a specific location (DuBarton, Beck, and Johnson 2000: 2).
Dill personnel guided the tribal representatives and UofA ethnographers during the site
visits and provided all pertinent maps, site records, and artifact provenience information.
The ethnographic team prepared field maps and self -administered site and landscape inter-
view forms to be used during the site visits.

Fig. 14.5. Members of the NAGPRA and Repatriation Subgroups visit the Juniper Sites in Hot Creek Valley

After the site visits, the 11 tribal representatives convened at a meeting to discuss the
relationship between places and objects and to make final NAGPRA determinations and
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recommendations for disposition of these objects. A total of 51 NAGPRA items were thus
identified, but a final decision on the reburial of these objects awaits the forthcoming
CGTO meeting.

NAGPRA in Retrospect

An account of the NAGPRA consultation funded by DOE/NV would be incomplete at
best without discussing the conceptual implications of this process, above and beyond le-
gal compliance. In retrospect, numerous discussions about the cultural significance of ob-
jects in relation to the places where they are found and the resources associated with them
helped lay the foundation for formulating the concepts of power and of cultural landscape
discussed in chapters 6 and 10, respectively. Ironically, the implementation of NAGPRA's
final rule does not require an understanding of the relationship between objects and places:
the reader might recall that, after all, NAGPRA was originally designed to deal exclusively
with human remains and objects already removed from their original depositional con-
texts. Yet, without knowledge about context one can apply NAGPRA in only a few excep-
tional cases.

It is when one confronts the practical difficulties in making NAGPRA determinations
for specific objects that the dominant Western nonlndian worldview embedded in the letter
of the law that the original purpose and function of an object is intrinsic to the object's
form -becomes problematic. Thus, for example, the law assumes that "sacred" objects
should exhibit formal attributes that attest to the functions held sacred by Indian people, or
that objects of "cultural patrimony" should possess formal attributes that make them inal-
ienable by individual members of the cultural group that claims these objects as patrimo-
nial. Whereas there may be a few objects in every culture that are recognized symbols of
the sacred and the cultural (e.g., the Iroquois wampum belts or the Zuni war gods), Ameri-
can Indians use a vast array of objects differently depending on specific use contexts and
adapt objects' original function to contextual needs. Objects do have life histories, as peo-
ple do, and in the course of such life histories objects may be sanctified or acquire power
by virtue of their participation in ceremonial activities, or may be disposed of as part of a
ceremony. This is a behavior toward material culture that has been identified ethnographi-
cally in numerous cultural groups, particularly American Indians (Walker 1995, 1999), and
that permeated this NAGPRA consultation process.

NAGPRA subgroup members offered numerous arguments for the contextual "sancti-
fication" of the objects under consultation. For example, they said:

Women who scrape woody plants, like willows, for basketry place waste
flakes and shavings from stone at the edge of the camp. These shavings are
offered back to the earth and contribute to the cycle of relationships between
Indian basket makers and plant materials. They place these offerings there so
that the plants will grow tall and pliable.

In historic times Indian people placed flakes and other stone objects on top of
the burials of special people. These were spread over the grave of Chief Te-
copa in the Pahrump cemetery, Nevada. The Wilsons (Buster and Boon) are
buried with special blue stones that are found in the Spring Mountain Ranch
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by Redrock Canyon State Park, Nevada. Lithics are mixed with the cement
that lines the graves in the Austin Indian cemetery, Nevada. There are also ar-
rowheads placed in the cement. In Owens Valley the old timers put lava rocks
around the burials. At Fish Springs they used red sand under the burials. The
Owens Valley Indian doctor Raymond Stone, from Big Pine, California,
makes pipes from stone.

Obsidian in particular is very important when used in the way explained
above. People go to get obsidian and break it up into many little pieces and
spread it over a burial. You would break it up as small as possible. The gray
chert in Nevada was also used for this purpose. There is a mountain that has
an old gray chert quarry near Tonopah by the lava beds near Hot Creek
Valley. If you stand on that mountain you can see Railroad Valley from there
[this is an area declared "taboo" in the 1930s Indians did not go there
because of volcanic activity going on].

That is why you see so many flakes all over the place. You are not supposed
to pick these up because they are a part of a funerary [or otherwise] ceremony.
Some of the little tools, like hammerstones [or deer antler in Owens Valley]
were used to break them up as small as we could. If a burial is going to take
place and that kind of material was not around, they would use what was
available.

Pottery was often placed along with lithics on graves. Also, whole pots were
"killed" during this ceremony. (Zedeño and Stoffle 1999: 14 -15)

Indian people used four common paths to evaluate the archaeological collections,
each legally and culturally valid. First, an object may be evaluated on the basis of on its
raw material, form, specific breakage pattern, or intentional staining, and independently of
its depositional context (e.g., a crystal, a blue bead, a red -stained or broken metate); this
was the rationale behind the selection of indicator items. Second, contextual associations
of certain objects suggest they are related to a NAGPRA category (e.g., sets of personal
belongings ritually discarded during a memorial). Third, an object may be related to a
NAGPRA category by having been left at a special place (e.g., a stone tool deposited in an
offering hole or crevice); that is why Indian people maintain that it is best to visit the place
where objects were found and collected to make informed determinations. And fourth, the
relationship between object and place also can be understood by comparison with other
places of a similar type and of known use (e.g., objects found in keyhole- shaped box can-
yons). Individually and collectively, these are the paths used by Indian people to assess the
preponderance of evidence and then make a NAGPRA determination of artifacts.

For thousands of years Indian people have visited certain types of places. Each of
these places was selected because it exhibits certain characteristics that are essential for
correctly performing certain types of human activities. Special ceremonies naturally re-
quire powerful places, or puahant tuvip (power land). When Indian people conduct cere-
monies they literally seek the power of the place by ritually talking and dancing with it
(see "Ghost Dancing the Grand Canyon," Stoffle et al. 2000e). Indian people recognize
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powerful places because they exhibit topographically unique features such as a hot mineral
spring, a dramatic mountain peak, a narrow canyon, a river, or a large sand dune. Often,
striking panoramic views and musically interesting acoustics supplement the power of
such places. The views and acoustics have their own powers that in turn contribute to the
power of a place as well as facilitate the performance of ceremonies. The place and the
acoustics are functionally connected, such as when tonal rocks with offering holes exist at
the rim of acoustically spectacular canyons. So, Indian people can recognize many types of
powerful places simply by their topographic appearance. Once such a place is identified,
then this awareness increases the probability that artifacts taken from there are connected
with ceremony or funerals, and thus are NAGPRA objects.

Repeated use eventually introduces changes into powerful places. Ceremonial activi-
ties will leave artifacts, and even visible dance and song areas. Medicine people may mark,
with rock peckings and paintings, areas where successful ceremonies have occurred. Rock
cairns often indicate vision quest sites. The songs from former ceremonies and the voices
of the participants are often held in the walls of the place, and these are available to future
generations that visit the place seeking information about the past and help with new
problems. When contemporary Indian people observe these visible and invisible signs of
ceremony, then they have a further foundation for assessing (along with the topographic
characteristics of the place) whether ceremonies had occurred there. And a place's identi-
fication as ceremonial would increase the probability that artifacts taken from this place
were connected with ceremonies or funerals, and thus are NAGPRA objects (Stoffle,
Zedefio, and Carroll 2000: 5 -6).

It becomes clear, therefore, that throughout the history of the American Indian pro-
gram tribal elders and cultural experts have employed a single, consistent worldview in
each consultation project, thus contributing powerful arguments for the future refinement
of laws, such as NAGPRA, that ought to protect American Indian significant resources in
more culturally accurate letter and spirit than they do now.
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This volume has documented the history, theory, method, practice, and results of the
long -term consultation partnership between the DOE/NV and the CGTO member tribes
and organizations. Arguably, DOE/NV's American Indian program may be placed among
the most successful ongoing federal- Indian consultation programs in the country.

Here, we define and measure success by applying three criteria: degree of resource
protection, amount of shared responsibility among partners, and level of mutual trust
achieved by the consultation program. First, protection has been achieved by centering
CGTO activities on the identification of resources on the NTS that are critical for the con-
tinuation of Indian culture. An increased awareness of resource significance, in turn, trans-
lated into more protection than that which could have been achieved without consultation.
Continued steps toward refining protection measures have naturally become the common
ground of the program. Second, agency land managers, tribes, and consulting scientists to-
day come together to discuss what can be and should be done to afford the most protection
to cultural resources. Such discussions occur in an atmosphere of shared responsibility
among people who acknowledge the value of the management ideas that each partner
brings to the discussions. And third, whereas neither trust nor tolerance were requisite at
the onset of the consultation partnership, today the program operates in an environment of
mutual credibility in which mistakes can be made and forgiven, and ideas about develop-
ment and preservation that would have been rejected as outlandish during the YMSCO
studies some 14 years ago are now seriously discussed in regard to the NTS.

203
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As described in Chapter 4 the achievements of the consultation program to date, com-
bined with the positive outcomes deriving from study findings, and with the imple-
mentation of strategies for management and mitigation, might leave the reader with the
impression that success has been the result of a relatively simple and easy process -noth-
ing further from our experience. This chapter reflects on the American Indian program as a
social and cultural process: the program is viewed in terms of the human relations and so-
ciocultural contact and interaction involved in a consultation relationship. The dynamics
of sociocultural interaction that have characterized the DOE/NV -CGTO partnership to
date are described from the theoretical vantage point of social science.

The American Indian Program as Social Process and Relationship

Almost all human social relationships are asymmetrical. Differences of wealth,
status, knowledge, and power (both authority and influence) are inherent in such interac-
tions. Consultation relationships are generally characterized by asymmetrical social rela-
tions between three human groups -each with their own "culture" as well as distin-
guished by differential power, control of resources, and access to information. Consulta-
tion relationships can therefore be viewed as a social process within which participants
with different cultural beliefs, values, and norms come into contact and conflict, necessi-
tating situational adjustments, social adaptation, and learning about each other (see Chap-
ter 3).

Consultation as Culture Contact and Conflict
The history of Indian -Euro American and federal- Indian relations is dominated by the

fundamental oppositional differences in epistemologies (sometimes referred to as world -
views), resources, and power. Significant among these historical differences have been op-
posing views of the religious interconnection of land and resources. As Edward Spicer
noted in 1957 Indian and Euro American value systems were, and remain, "worlds apart."
He argued that, like the descendants of Western religious traditions who held the belief
that the Holy Land of the Bible existed only in the Old World Middle East, American In-
dians thought of their traditional territories as their Holy Lands. Indian people believed
that they were placed on their lands at the time of their Creation and given the sacred re-
sponsibility and obligation to care for and manage the land and resources for their own
benefit and for that of future generations (see Chapter 6).

When consultation began, each of the three parties agency, tribes, and scientists
was more or less unfamiliar with the culture of the others. Value orientations, expressed in
proposed activities and alternative management strategies, were received by each party
with responses or reactions ranging from adamant opposition and rejection, to disdain and
resentment, to cultural misunderstandings and confusion, and, rarely, to acceptance and
advocacy. Indian people were guided by the cosmological axiom of holistic conservation:
"all land and resources are sacred and all things are alive," and by the rules deriving from
this axiom, for example: "leave things where they are, always talk and pray to it, and use
only what you need." In fundamental conflict with these positions were the ideology and
mission of the DOE/NV (inherited from its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission),
which maintained that the land was withdrawn from the public domain to be used to guar-
antee national security by testing atomic weapons. DOE/NV initially stated that the holis-
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tic conservation position of the Indian people as an operational alternative to the agency's
national security mission was unacceptable. In addition, archaeologists under contract to
the DOE/NV applied resource preservation laws and regulations as guides for manage-
ment. These guides worked alongside the archaeological principle that cultural objects had
to be removed before they are damaged by construction and testing activities, and had to
be preserved in curatorial facilities for future scientific study -a principle that American
Indians tend to reject out of hand.

The problem, in human, social, and cultural terms, became one of how to resolve the
fundamental conflicts of values and beliefs in ways that would benefit each of the three
involved parties. The mechanism for finding mutually acceptable resolution of these fun-
damental issues was systematic, regular, face -to -face engagement in a context of social
interaction that involved meetings to plan, discuss, debate, and negotiate the form, content,
substance, and mitigation of DOE/NV program activities.

Consultation as Social Interaction and Accommodation
At the onset of the consultation partnership, DOE/NV and the culturally affiliated

tribes and organizations negotiated a critical compromise: if Indian people identified
places and resources that were highly significant in cultural and religious terms, as op-
posed to "less significant" places and resources, the DOE/NV would make efforts to pro-
tect those places and resources at the expense of less significant places and resources (see,
for example, chapters 7 and 8). In the effort to gain some protection for their traditional
resources, then, Indian people reluctantly agreed to engage in the ethically and morally
difficult -and potentially dangerous from a cultural standpoint process of cultural triage,
thereby in part violating cosmological axioms and ultimate sacred postulates. In the course
of field visits Indian people conducted prayers, rituals, and ceremonies to let the land and
resources know what was being done to them and why it was occurring. Cosmic balance
was in part achieved by these actions.

Parallel to the compromises made by Native Americans were those made by DOE/NV
the DRI archaeology team. Both groups, like the Indian people, had mandates to protect
the mission of the NTS and its lands and resources. The agency shared power by permit-
ting Indian people to identify cultural resources and to greatly broaden the definition of
"cultural resource" to include plants, animals, water, minerals, and air. The archaeologists,
for their part, began to share intellectual space, progressively taking into account Indian
oral and cultural interpretations to identify cultural resources and interpret artifacts, fea-
tures, and sites (e.g., Drollinger, Beck, and Jones 2000: 70). Interestingly, all three groups
found common ground on issues of confidentiality. Indian people were willing to share
esoteric knowledge, the archaeologists would share official archeological site records, and
the agency would share access to and knowledge about places. All partners were legally,
professionally, and culturally restricted in the distribution of some of this knowledge. So
while all studies have yielded a report that is available to improve land management, each
study also has contained confidential information.

In short, the consultation is a social process of interaction and negotiation. Through-
out the years of consultation, values and beliefs have continued to collide; negotiation and
compromise through social interaction at face -to -face meetings between the parties are the
forms that such interactions take. For each activity, value positions are negotiated and re-
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negotiated. Different scientific theories, logic, data, and interpretations are often debated.
The logistics and the number of participants in field investigations are negotiated. Study
findings and the textual content of reports are frequently negotiated. Compromise on rec-
ommendations is reached through negotiation. Each of these processes is routinely part of
the consultation interactions aimed at reaching mutually agreeable solutions. Despite some
amount of underlying tension and conflict, the American Indian consultation program has
been sustainable primarily because of each party's commitment to regular, systematic so-
cial interaction in a context of mutual trust and respect, and to a recognition of sover-
eignty, autonomy, and power sharing within the constraints imposed on the process by
external forces.

The American Indian program has gone beyond the rhetoric of intent to design effec-
tive methodological strategies that promote participation. It recognizes traditional organi-
zations, knowledge, and practices as the matrix upon which successful consultation can be
built. One of the most effective methods for eliciting that matrix with the full participation
of Indian experts is the emic investigation of traditional environmental knowledge. Ex-
plicit in the program are the requirements of mutual trust, time to come to understand the
values, beliefs, goals, resources, and constraints of each participating interest group, the
ability to translate problems and findings into the language of others in the project, and the
willingness to make long -term mutual commitments. Throughout the span of the American
Indian program, the agency, the tribes, and the consulting scientists have had key goals,
each of which was heavily negotiated with varied, but mostly positive, results for all part-
ners.

Because program requirements are explicit, each consultation effort and negotiated
agreement resulted in the emergence of increased group capacity to create, plan, imple-
ment, and assess the activity the topical sequence of this book precisely reflects such a
substantive growth or what has been called elsewhere "reciprocal development" (Stoffle,
Jensen, and Halmo 1991). Each successful consultation took into account the goals of the
involved parties, whether anthropologist, tribal elder, or agency manager. Reciprocal de-
velopment occurred insofar as the consultation program incorporated a holistic frame of
analysis, considered nonmaterial traditional values as well as material changes as criteria
for success, and respected group autonomy during the process. This is the essence of ne-
gotiation and compromise in social interaction that the American Indian program has en-
deavored to achieve on the NTS.

The Future: Evolving Partnerships

This book would be remiss were it not to address why the DOE/NV American Indian
program is continuing and where it might be going. Certainly, much has been accom-
plished, but Indian people see much to be done inasmuch as the future of the NTS itself is
being debated. While some would emphasize the places that are already damaged by
atomic testing on the NTS, others have observed that the Wackenhut guards have pre-
served large portions of the NTS by keeping out cattle and artifact looters, as well as spies
and protestors. As a result, there are positive environmental and cultural aspects of the
NTS that exist in few, if any, unguarded places in North America. Without cattle, it is pos-
sible to have large stands of traditional Indian plants, such as wild rice, that are vulnerable
to grazing. Without artifacts looters, there are places where artifacts remain where their
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owners once left them. Without game or trophy hunters, a dynamic equilibrium between
natural predators and prey is feasible. Because the general public is excluded from most of
the NTS, many traditional resources are still intact.

Also from an Indian perspective, the NTS needs to be visited and prayed upon. The
balance given at Creation involves people, who are charged with interacting in culturally
appropriate ways the animals, plants, minerals, and water. Without Indian people to care
for resources there can be no balance and these resources cannot achieve the purpose given
to them by the Creator. This is a hard lesson to learn and a difficult principle to implement
from the viewpoint of Western land management theory, which sees human- resource in-
teraction narrowly and exclusively as resource consumption rather than as balance- keeping
strategy, and thus excludes human -resource interaction from preservation plans. Sustain-
able management is the concept that most closely approaches the Indian views.

To illustrate, when a Shoshone hunter kills a deer, he cuts off the tail and buries it
where the deer fell. Having prayed for the deer and thanked it for its life -giving energy, the
hunter fully expects that the deer will appreciate the opportunity to fulfill its destiny and
will reappear in the same place at a later time. Similarly, the plants need to be pruned or
burned as well as harvested to fulfill their destiny, and the springs and rock tanks must be
kept clear of silt to allow the water to flow freely. Indian prayers accompany all these
behaviors. One Indian woman noted that the land gets lonely unless it hears Indian voices
in song and prayer. We are reminded that in the theory of Puha (discussed in chapters 6
and 10), ceremony concentrates power by strengthening the place and places surrounding
it. So Indian people keep the land "knitted together" through appropriately managing
resources and conducting ceremonies. This is a process that must occur regularly or the
land begins to decline. Indian people believe that the land, at its most damaged stage, will
progressively take cultural knowledge away from them in order to heal itself; without the
knowledge, Indian people will in turn be powerless to care for the land, thus giving way to
permanent cultural loss. From an Indian perspective, the risk of cultural loss is ever
present; yet, on many an occasion study participants have experienced spiritual encounters
that demonstrate to them that Indian culture is still alive on the NTS lands -the land
continues to talk. These experiences further fuel their determination to remain an
influential presence on the NTS and to continue with the consultation program.

Why is There More to Do?
Four years of consultation on the YMSCO and ten years on the NTS have turned into

numerous and successfully completed ethnographic studies, so it is reasonable to ask
whether there is a justifiable need for further elder- and field -based research and consulta-
tion. Several arguments for the continuation of consultation may be offered, but here we
will only mention two. As for the first, consultation is an ongoing and normal aspect of
any compliance program or partnership between federal agencies and American Indian
tribes and organizations that centers around culturally significant lands and resources cur-
rently managed by a governmental entity, such as DOE/NV; as long as the factors that cre-
ated a need for consultation remain in place, so will the need for a long -term working part-
nership. For the second, given that the need is present in regard to the NTS, the argument
lies in the answer to the question of what kinds of studies are called for and which will be
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conducted without reaching the point of diminishing results? A brief discussion of the
evolution of knowledge acquisition may provide the answer.

From a Western viewpoint -whether scientific, legal, or managerial , American In-
dian culturally based interaction with land and resources is foreign and complex; so the
more this complexity is understood the more accurate and appropriate will be the manage-
ment strategies implemented on the NTS. Because the majority of the elder -based studies
have responded to specific needs for impact assessment and mitigation, this research has
produced a patchwork of resource identifications and management recommendations. Of-
ten the studies have focused on one resource such, as rock art or plants, in order to best
understand this resource, without necessarily or explicitly addressing the broader cultural
context wherein human -land- resource interactions take place. Previous research has dem-
onstrated that, when studying another culture, the learning process grows in direct propor-
tion to the time spent studying that culture. Thus, it has taken over a decade to identify the
primary variables governing American Indian -land relations on the NTS and to understand
the complex ways in which these variables interact with one another in culturally specific
ways and with the worldviews that have produced them. Yet, as we begin to unravel
deeper aspects of the culture, there have surfaced numerous issues related to the NTS and
other lands managed by DOE/NV that beg a broader and deeper understanding and inte-
gration.

Consider, for example, how long it has taken anthropologists to answer important cul-
tural questions regarding American Indians who are culturally affiliated with the NTS. In
the 1870s John W. Powell opened a new ethnographic area of inquiry by recording social,
political, and ritual knowledge of Southern Paiutes. From the 1920s through the 1940s
Isabel Kelly, Omer Stewart, and Julian Steward took on Powell's pioneering research. In
the mid- 1950s, Steward built on his earlier fieldwork and made the people of this region
world famous by suggesting they represented an early stage in human cultural evolution -
thus framing a debate that still rages today. Since the 1970s, the ethnohistoric and
ethnographic work of Martha Knack, Katherine Fowler, and Pamela Bunte have brought a
contemporary feminist perspective to the history of this area. Steven Crum is tribal
member who in 1994 wrote an authoritative Shoshone history, and Ronald Holt produced
an ethnohistory of the Utah Paiutes that was approved by the tribes ín1992. Also since the
1970s, environmental assessments began to involve social impact assessments regarding
American Indian cultural resources. Many of these studies involved the editors of this
book. It would be generally true to say that the questions asked by these projects have
become topically more complex and philosophically deeper, both challenging some of the
classic notions of Numic culture introduced by early anthropologists, and bringing forth
early ethnographic data that often had been ignored or dismissed as incomplete, inexact, or
outdated.

Rethinking concepts and revisiting early data and research questions became possible
as Indian people's role in ethnographic studies evolved from passive subject of study to
active partner because it helped anthropologists refocus their research questions on the
basis of what Indian people have thought about their own place on the land, and it pro-
vided a broader and more appropriate context for interpretation and explanation of cultural
dynamics. Today, Indian people are framing and doing their own studies.
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Making New Sense of Indian Culture
Reciprocal growth, as defined in the context of the American Indian program, relies

heavily on the Indian people's confidence that the knowledge they share will be put to
good use -that is, will be employed to expedite and maximize resource protection. Be-
yond this compelling need, there is the expectation that sharing knowledge will eventually
bring about a better understanding of Indian culture, not as a phenomenon frozen in the
past and ever waning, but as a living and changing force that provides guidance for proper
environmental management. Almost two centuries of Western settlement and one century
of ethnography on southern Nevada has produced enough research material to warrant the
reformulation of what is generally understood by Numic culture. This book is another step
toward reformulation.

Currently, there is a clear place for American Indians and their environmental lessons
in the atomic -era subculture that mainstream America created around the NTS. NTS lands
have been, are, and will remain central in Indian culture and society. Perhaps the next step
to consider is to recognize and restore Indian people's place in the history, life, and land-
scape of the region encompassing their Holy Land.

Adaptive Management: A Potential Avenue for Program Growth
Questions asked today also address issues of compatibility between American Indian

management of traditional lands and resources and public land management. These ques-
tions, which were not even conceptually possible when this program began, are driven by
newly formulated consultation mandates, changing missions of federal facilities such as
the NTS, and concomitant need to readjust consultation partnerships and the roles and re-
sponsibilities of the program's partners. Clearly, the future of land management lies in
gaining a comprehensive understanding of causes and effects of environmental, social, and
political change and in devising a strategy that is flexible enough to accommodate unpre-
dictable situations. In 1998 DOE/NV adopted as its central concept in the formulation of
the Nevada Test Site Resource Management Plan (NTS RMP) "adaptive management,"
which assumes that scientific knowledge is limited, focuses on management as a learning
process that provides for flexibility, and calls for continual monitoring and assessment of
policies, programs, and performance.

The CGTO, which was invited to prepare text for the NTS RMP, supports adaptive
management as a viable avenue for finding common ground in the future. The CGTO con-
ceives of its role as provider of environmental knowledge that has been acquired through-
out thousands of years and that may be useful for the sustainable and productive manage-
ment of the land. Sharing environmental knowledge may be accomplished at various levels
of interaction: minimally, onsite consultation with elders and cultural experts should re-
main the primary information- sharing strategy; next, a comprehensive monitoring system
with hands -on management by Indian people practiced alongside conventional manage-
ment should enhance information sharing; and, ideally, costewardship should ensure that
the cultural- geographic units to be managed are defined, interpreted, and protected ac-
cording to American Indian environmental knowledge.

At the time this book was being produced (fig. 15.1), new private- sector project pro-
posals for the NTS called for consultation with the CGTO. DOE/NV's commitment to the
consultation partnership is being demonstrated by its willingness to mediate interactions
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between the CGTO and the private sector and to coordinate elder site visits during such
projects. This positive initiative, in turn, is allowing the CGTO to accommodate its re-
source protection recommendations to the management demands created by the presence
of research - and -development companies, and to prepare for eventual changes in current re-
source protection measures. For example, until now, the CGTO did not appeal to the legal
resource protection avenues offered by the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) and the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation (ACHP) because DOE/NV's
land management philosophy of exclusion has afforded appropriate protection to Ameri-
can Indian resources. However, given the evolving mission of the NTS and the presence of
private- sector enterprises, the CGTO is now seriously considering Nevada's SHPO and the
ACHP as viable partners in future preservation initiatives on the NTS.

Fig. 15.1. AIWS members review the book manuscript in Tucson, Arizona

Ultimately, DOE/NV `s commitment to an evolving consultation partnership with the
CGTO continues to furnish day -to -day opportunities for success, which serve to maintain
the spirit and strength of the American Indian program on the NTS.
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